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Abstract
This thesis investigates how comedians employ impersonation and expectation to
create humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy texts. Stand-up comedy is enjoying a
surge in popularity and diversification as web-based content streaming services offer
comedians opportunities to record live performances for global dissemination. As such,
the genre constitutes a rich site for the study of how semiotic resources contribute to
interactional humour. However, despite its increasing relevance, stand-up comedy
remains relatively underexplored, especially from a linguistic perspective. Consequently,
this thesis aims to advance the linguistic cartography of how meaning making resources
contribute to humour in stand-up comedy. Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) is
adopted as the theoretical foundation to undertake this investigation as it provides a
unitary theoretical and analytical model for interpreting the relationship between
instances of meaning in context and language as a system for enacting social relations.
By drawing on emergent work on multimodality and paralanguage, the thesis extends
and develops the SFL affiliation model to explore how language and laughter can be
analysed as negotiations of social bonds. This allows the research to explore instances of
humour that mark shared community affiliation. It also enables the thesis to develop a
consolidated analytical framework for identifying and analysing the intermodal semiotic
resources that contribute to impersonation and expectation in humorous affiliation.
This framework incorporates analysis of gesture and voice quality – vital but
underexplored paralinguistic resources in humour. The framework is then applied
through close discourse analysis of three stand-up comedy texts by different comedians.
The findings of the thesis outline typical and more complex realisations of intermodal
impersonation, differentiate categories in how comedians employ impersonation to
create humour, and describe how linguistic expectation can be established and
subverted for humorous effect. Across these results, a common theme observed is that
impersonation and expectation resources afford comedians the ability to specify the
context within which particular social bonds are interpreted, which in turn grants them
greater influence over how the audience will respond to their jokes.
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Publications related to this thesis
Two publications have resulted from aspects of the work conducted in this thesis.
Logi and Zappavigna (2019) emerged from the first pilot study conducted on British
comedian Ricky Gervais’ 2008 performance, Out of England and described how dialogic
resources such as projected speech play an important role in positioning the comedian's
alignment to social values associated with textual personae. In turn, it was shown that
the interaction between the comedian and projected personae was interpreted by the
audience as a wrinkling bond, thus a link was drawn between dialogic resources and
humorous affiliation. The analytical unit of dialogic coupling proposed in Logi and
Zappavigna (2019) is elaborated in greater detail in Chapter 5, Section 2.2, and Chapter
7 provides a fuller account of how dialogic resources contribute to humorous affiliation.
Logi and Zappavigna (2021a) emerged from the pilot study conducted on British
comedian Eddie Izzard’s 1999 performance Dress to Kill, identifying paralinguistic
resources that contribute to instances of intermodal impersonation. The paper
described how these resources contribute to humour arising from impersonation by
simultaneously construing multiple personae and construing stereotyped
representations of community identities. The analytical framework for identifying
paralinguistic resources contributing to intermodal impersonation is expanded in
Chapter 5, Section 3.3 and Chapter 6, and builds on the discussion in Logi and
Zappavigna (2021a) by describing how intermodal impersonation functions to construe
caricatured personae and realise PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION. 1 In turn, these features
of intermodal impersonation are discussed in relation to how dialogic resources
contribute to humorous affiliation in Chapter 7.

As per systemic functional linguistic notation conventions, throughout this thesis semiotic system names
are rendered in small caps.
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Notation conventions
notation
SMALL CAPS

[…]

description
semiotic system names
features of semiotic systems

Table 1.1: Systemic functional linguistic notation conventions

Transcription conventions
notation
[…]
<…>
…
–

description
unintelligible Verbiage rendered by researcher
paralanguage gloss
pause
restart

Table 1.2: Transcription conventions (for Gervais and Wolf texts)
notation
[numerals]
//
/
[bold]
[italic]
^
↑, ↓
–
…

phonological feature
choice in TONE
tone unit boundary (always also foot boundary)
foot boundary within tone unit (always also syllable boundary)
tonic syllable
salient syllable
silent Ictus
significant jump up or down in pitch which doesn’t involve a choice of tone,
signalling pronounced salience
restart
incomplete tone group

Table 1.3: Systemic functional linguistic notation conventions for phonological analysis
(for Izzard text)

Note on reproduction of copyrighted material
Copyright permission for the material used in the main thesis document was
obtained for the Izzard and Wolf texts. All copyrighted material in the body of this thesis
falls under the ‘quotes and extracts’ and/or ‘fair dealing’ categories as specified by the
Australian Copyright Council.
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Introduction
Stand-up comedy as site of cultural investigation
Since its origins in the late nineteenth century as part of American popular theatre,
vaudeville and burlesque, stand-up comedy has steadily become more varied and widely
appreciated (Mintz, 1985). In the early and mid-twentieth century, the rise of comedy
clubs elevated comedy acts from side-shows to main events, and the first celebrity
stand-up comedians, such as Lenny Bruce and Bob Hope, emerged. With the advent of
radio, television and now digital streaming media, comedians’ reach has expanded
beyond the confines of a performance space, allowing them to access global audiences.
As reported in The Economist in 2018, video-streaming giant Netflix was financing and
releasing a new comedy special every week (Abramovitch, 2018, July 24). This has had a
significant impact on the social practice of stand-up comedy, affecting the monetary and
celebrity potential of a stand-up comedy career, how comedians craft their
performances, and their cultural influence. The growth in popularity and relevance of
the genre qualifies stand-up comedy texts as a valid site for social scientific research. As
Mintz asserts, “the student of a culture and society cannot find a more revealing index to
its values, attitudes, dispositions, and concerns [than stand-up comedy]” (1985, p. 71).
We can exemplify Mintz’s observation with an instance of data from one of the
stand-up comedy texts examined in this thesis. Comedian Michelle Wolf, during a
performance at the 2018 White House Press Correspondent’s dinner, makes the
following joke about then-US presidential adviser Kellyanne Conway:
You guys gotta stop putting Kellyanne on your shows. All she does is lie. If
you don't give her a platform she has nowhere to lie. It's like that old saying:
if a tree falls in the woods, how do we get Kellyanne under that tree?
<audience laughter> 2

Previewing the analysis and discussion of this example in Chapter 8, we can interpret
the laughter following the comedian’s Verbiage as discharging the tension generated by

2
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the comedian deviating from the typical script of the thought experiment ‘if a tree falls
in the forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?’, and seemingly
advocating violence (how do we get Kellyanne under that tree?). Here two aspects of
cultural knowledge shared among the audience – one pertaining to expectations
regarding a familiar sequence of words, the other to accepted social behaviour – are
threatened by the comedian’s language. As per the Systemic Functional Linguistics
affiliation model’s description of laughter as a resource for negotiating social bonds
among interactants (described in Chapter 3, Section 7) the audience laughter which
follows the comedian’s words signals that some minor social tension has arisen and
been resolved. By laughing this tension away, the audience restore affiliation with the
comedian as members of a shared community of values. Thus, by analysing the
relationship between what comedians say and what their audiences laugh at, we can plot
the boundaries of a community’s cultural norms.
Reflecting the fertility of stand-up comedy texts as sites for cultural investigation,
the last four decades have seen a growing interest in stand-up comedy within the social
sciences, largely informed by ongoing work on humour theory in psychology, linguistics
and other disciplines. The balance of this research aims to explain how stand-up comedy
performances create humour by analysing the cultural relevance of their content,
yielding illuminating commentary on how comedians negotiate cultural values with
their audiences (Brodie, 2008; Gillota, 2015; Greenbaum, 1999; Koziski, 1984; Mintz,
1985; Ruiz-Gurillo & Linares-Bernabéu, 2020). More recently, the focus has broadened
to include the rhetorical and linguistic features of stand-up comedy performances
(Aarons & Mierowsky, 2017; Brock, 2015; Filani, 2017; Glick, 2007; Rutter, 2001;
Scarpetta & Spagnolli, 2009; Schwarz, 2010; Vigouroux, 2015; Williams, 2019; Yus,
2004). However, while this avenue of enquiry has made valuable inroads, the area
remains largely uncharted.
This thesis aims to advance the cartography of two regions of semiotic resources
employed by comedians in stand-up comedy performances: dialogic resources, in
particular impersonation, and expectation. These are termed ‘semiotic’ rather than
‘linguistic’ resources as the scope of this research includes paralinguistic modalities such
as gesture and phonology. In fact, the goal of describing how dialogic resources are
2
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realised intermodally prompts an additional research question concerning how
paralinguistic features contribute to impersonation. The main aim across the thesis is to
systematise and consolidate observations regarding the humorous devices of
impersonation and expectation found in literature on stand-up comedy by exploring
how humour is realised in comedians’ language and paralanguage in the three stand-up
comedy performances that form the dataset for this thesis. Further to this, analysis of
stand-up comedy texts also affords an opportunity to refine existing models of semiotic
resources.
To achieve these complementary aims, this thesis adopts the social semiotic theory
of SFL (following Halliday, 1978), which proposes a unified theoretical architecture for
linguistic semiosis. SFL is well suited for analysis of a genre such as stand-up comedy
whose social purpose centres on covert or implicit cultural values as it asserts that
language is a social semiotic system that “stands as a metaphor for society” (Halliday,
1978, p. 186). Consequently, SFL allows us to examine how the unfolding of semiotic
features at a local level (e.g., within a single text or stretch of discourse therein)
instantiates the meaning potential of more global systems (e.g., a particular genre or
register). In concert with SFL’s model for language, the social semiotic model for
semiosis realised in non-linguistic modalities is employed to examine the role of
paralinguistic resources such as gesture and phonology (cf. Kress, 2010; Kress & van
Leeuwen, 2006; Ngo et al., in press; Painter, Martin, & Unsworth, 2013; van Leeuwen,
1999). Within SFL theory, the affiliation model first developed by Knight (2010)
provides a robust analytical framework for interpreting the language and laughter found
in stand-up comedy as negotiations of social values resulting in shared community
affiliation between comedian and audience, as demonstrated by Williams’s (2019)
successful application of the model to stand-up comedy texts. While work to date on
exploring impersonation and expectation in stand-up comedy will be reviewed in
Chapter 2 and relevant areas of SFL theory will be described in Chapter 3 and extended
in Chapter 5, the remainder of this chapter surveys the scholarly context of linguistic
research into stand-up comedy and outlines the aims, significance and structure of this
thesis.
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Interdisciplinary research on stand-up comedy
In preview of the fuller literature review conducted in the following chapter, it is
worthwhile to briefly survey the primary avenues of research on stand-up comedy to
date. This work has centred on stand-up comedy’s value as a site for cultural
investigation. In the past four decades anthropology, media and linguistics scholars
have begun to map the semiotic features of the genre in greater detail. Among the first
academic engagements with stand-up comedy are the works of Koziski (1984) and Mintz
(1985). Presumably in response to embarking on the study of an as-yet un-investigated
genre, both these works focus on justifying stand-up comedy as an area of study and
describing its cultural significance. Accordingly, Koziski likens the stand-up comedian to
the anthropologist, stating “Both the anthropologist and the standup comedian highlight
aspects of human life and bring these phenomena into a public area for examination,
discussion, analysis and clarification” (1984, p. 63). From this observation, Koziski
extrapolates that stand-up comedy texts can be fruitfully mined for insights into the
societies they occur within, as they “[project]… covert culture through the figurative
modes of expression–the metaphors and imagery found in spoken words” (1984, p. 65).
Dovetailing with Koziski (1984), Mintz (1985) asserts that “Standup comedy is
arguably the oldest, most universal, basic, and deeply significant form of humorous
expression” (1985, p. 71). Mintz proceeds to reference Douglas’s (1968) anthropological
discussion on the social role of humour, endorsing their conceptualisation of the social
practice of joking as an opposition of rite to anti-rite. Accordingly, Mintz interprets
Douglas’ work as asserting that “shared laughter, and celebration of agreement on what
deserves ridicule and affirmation fosters community and furthers a sense of mutual
support for common belief and behavior” (1985, p. 73). Mintz concludes by elevating the
comedian to the role of social unifier, stating “as a part of the public ritual of standup
comedy, [the comedian] serves as a shaman, leading us in a celebration of a community
of shared culture, of homogenous understanding and expectation” (1985, p. 74).
Koziski’s (1984) and Mintz’s (1985) works have laid the foundation for numerous
successive studies that sustain their interpretation of the social relevance of stand-up
comedy. Accordingly, in their work on the rhetorical structure of stand-up comedy texts,
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Greenbaum concludes that “Comic narrative is rhetorical in nature; it is inherently
designed to persuade an audience to adapt a particular world view” (1999, p. 45).
Similarly, in their pragmatics-informed analysis of stand-up comedy performances, Yus
observes that “many stand-up comedians (e.g., Seinfeld, Dave Allen) often base their
humorous strategies on reinforcing the audience’s background assumptions and
reminding them that they share certain social values and attitudes”.
In this vein, stand-up comedy has been proposed as a valid genre for the
performance of auto-ethnographic texts (Hemmingson, 2008). Echoing Douglas (1968)
and Mintz (1985), Hemmingson compares stand-up comedy performances to “rituals”,
and also describes comedians as “shamans” who guide the audience through a process
of collective healing through suffering (2008, p. 20). Similarly focusing on comedy’s
cathartic potential, Hirji (2009) explores the tension between stand-up comedy’s role in
subverting and upholding social conventions, including prejudices, concluding that
“Comedy, in fact, may be one of the more courageous genres that takes advantage of the
ability to embed subversive messages, at least when it so chooses” (p.583). In line with
Hemmingson and Hirji, Keisalo (2016) explores how stand-up comedy performances
hinge on strategic reversals of social values, commenting that the particularities of the
stand-up comedy performance allow comedians to simultaneously sustain and
transgress moral standards, and that this paradoxical contradiction yields laughter
rather than censure.
Maintaining this focus on stand-up comedy’s role as a crucible for social
negotiation, comedy has been observed to adapt to the social context of its interactants,
with contemporary stand-up comedy fragmenting to reflect and cater for myriad
minority community identities (Gillota, 2015). Gillota observes (referencing Anderson's
2006 'imagined communities') that “In a stand-up performance, though, these
“imagined communities” often become temporarily visible and real, as the live
audience… agrees, through shared laughter, to be part of a singular group” (Gillota,
2015, p. 105). The aggregate of this work suggests that through their performances,
comedians adroitly leverage taboos to reveal underlying social mores, relying on
humour to diffuse the tension generated by forays into transgressive territory, and that
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the audience manifest shared community identity through collective behaviour, typically
laughter.
Complementing the analysis of stand-up comedy as a social practice, recent
decades have seen the scope of investigation of the genre broaden to include
descriptions of its semiotic features. Accordingly, themes of identity, community and
culture have been linked to particular discursive practices. Rutter (1997, 2000, 2001)
begins the project of mapping the rhetorical devices of stand-up comedy performances
and is among the first to account for the audience’s role in co-constructing these texts.
They conclude that analysing jokes as discourse units involving both the comedian’s
Verbiage and the audience’s response yields a more complete account of humour
dynamics than the traditional humour studies approach of examining a joke text in
isolation (2001, p.19).
Relevant to the aims of this thesis, a number of works have explored how
heteroglossic features (in the dialogic tradition of Bakhtin, 1981) such as impersonation
are employed by stand-up comedians. Rutter (2001) adopts Goffman’s (1981) principle
of ‘footing’ to define ‘character footing’ as a technique employed by comedians, wherein
a particular voice is temporarily adopted by a comedian (p. 14) – typically quoting or
projecting a character in a narrative. Glick (2007) examines the use of multiply-voiced
chronotopes (interactions among fictional characters ‘acted out’ by comedians),
observing that projected exchanges reference the audience’s “knowledge of coherent
types of language use and ideological constructions” (p.304), and that familiarity with
these references is required in order to understand the joke. In the same vein,
Vigouroux (2015) comments that further to alluding to stereotypes, the characters
projected by comedians can also serve to challenge and subvert them (p. 266). Focusing
on mimicry in the context of Nigerian stand-up comedy performances, Filani (2016)
makes a nuanced observation about how the use of and response to projected characters
in stand-up comedy performances reveals both the comedian’s and the audience’s
cultural knowledge about particular communities, and how the success of a joke
involving projection hinges on the alignment of the comedian’s and the audience’s
views:
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as a form of intertextuality, mimicry suggests parts of the social identities of
both the comedians and audiences. Since mimicry suggests a shared ideology,
that the target of the act and the act itself is incongruous, it reproduces and
articulates the shared attitudes of the participants of stand-up interaction to
what and who is being mimicked. Identity is articulated when the comedians
identify individuals or actions from the audience background knowledge,
mimic such, and the audience give affiliation through laughter (p.99).

In line with Rutter (2000; 2001), Brodie (2008) emphasises the importance of
including audience responses in the analysis of stand-up comedy texts. While
acknowledging the asymmetrical distribution of semiotic resources between comedian
and audience, Brodie asserts that stand-up comedy is distinct from most other solo
performative genres in that it relies on the audience’s ongoing participation to be
successful (Brodie, 2008, p. 176). Scarpetta and Spagnolli (2009) progress the
investigation of stand-up comedy as an interactive genre by investigating how
comedians navigate the tension between taboo, offensive and even hostile themes and
nurture shared affiliation with the audience. Building on Rutter’s (2000; 2001) and
Brodie’s (2008) observations regarding audience participation, Scarpetta and Spagnolli
(2009) conclude that the audience’s laughter renders them not only “coconstructors” of
a text, but in fact makes them “coresponsible” for the social values construed in the
comedian’s Verbiage (pp. 228-229). Schwarz (2010) presents the first attempt at a
comprehensive catalogue of semiotic features of stand-up comedy performances,
including paralinguistic elements, wordplay, puns and hyperbole. While a valuable
macro-level description of the genre, the analysis is underpinned by notional rather
than theoretical definitions of linguistic elements and thus lacks formalism.
Shifting the focus of investigation on stand-up comedy from the comedian and the
text in its entirety to the audience’s response, Lockyer and Myers (2011) observe that
compared to consuming performances in recorded media, audiences are attracted to live
stand-up comedy performances for a number of reasons (p.183). This also underscores
the importance of a live audience to the success of a comedian’s performance. Linking
the audience’s shared behaviour to how community is construed in stand-up comedy
performances, Rayner echoes Gillota’s (2015) commentary on how communities are
7
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temporarily revealed, concluding that “The fluidity, even the loss, of community marks
the connection of humor to a more radical sense of how community itself is a temporal
process and not a stable entity” (2012, p. 34). Finally, Aarons and Mierowsky (2017)
apply a speech-act informed approach to analysing stand-up comedy performances,
observing that the speech acts occurring in stand-up are highly complex, that the
audience must identify, track and recover projected personae and distinguish between
sincerity and jocularity if they are to understand a joke (p.167). As this rich and diverse
catalogue of publications attests, research into the socio-cultural significance of standup comedy and its particular semiotic attributes is being energetically pursued. It is in
this scholarly context that this thesis situates itself, identifying as-yet underexplored
gaps in the research and aiming to shed light on them.

Social semiotic research on stand-up comedy
Of particular relevance to this thesis is Williams’s (2019) social semiotic
investigation of the stand-up comedy genre. Aligned with this thesis across theoretical
foundation and area of study, Williams’s work marries an SFL-informed model of
interactional humour (following Knight, 2010) with ‘Sydney School’ work on genre
(following Martin & Rose, 2008) and the emerging SFL framework for paralinguistic
multimodality (following Martin, Zappavigna, Dwyer, & Cléirigh, 2013). However, while
Williams’s research constitutes a valuable macro description of how humorous
affiliation is unfolding in stand-up comedy texts, the breadth of its scope precludes finegrained analysis of how particular semiotic resources are contributing to humorous
affiliation. As such, this thesis builds upon the foundation laid by Williams to delve
deeper into the investigation of how impersonation and expectation are used to create
humorous affiliation.
Williams’s primary finding is that much of the semiotic labour undertaken by
stand-up comedians aims to ‘nurture’ affiliation with the audience, creating an
interpersonal context wherein the comedian’s jokes will be responded to with laughter.
This advances Knight’s (2010) original description of laughter as a resource for
affiliation among interactants and defines stand-up comedy as a genre that implicitly
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relies on community bonds being enacted and shared to be successful. In the SFL
affiliation model, bonds are defined as the social semiotic unit of analysis representing
shared values that construe community alignment as they are enacted through
language. In order to achieve this nurturing, Williams shows that comedians exert
careful control of semiotic resources to establish and navigate affiliation with their
audiences (p. 257). These resources include following the global generic structure of
stand-up comedy performances in order to bookend the more confrontational joke
sequences with stretches of reciprocal positive affect between the comedian and the
audience – the stages Williams terms ‘Introduction’ and ‘Conclusion’. Within the ‘Joke
Sequence’ stage, Williams argues that individual jokes are often realised by other genres
drawn from diverse regions of social practice, and that jokes are bundled into ‘Topic
Runs’ of shared experiential field. This prompts Williams to define stand-up comedy as
a ‘macro-genre’ composed of embedded elemental genres, and to conclude that part of
the sense of community established between comedian and audience is predicated on
the realisation of elemental genres familiar to both interactants.
Williams’s application of social semiotic genre theory to stand-up comedy
indirectly touches on the role genre plays in establishing expectations about imminent
language among interactants, and how subversion of these expectations contributes to
humorous affiliation. While Williams does not explicitly refer to expectation in their
discussion, their work provides a valuable resource in analysing the role genre plays in
establishing expectation in this thesis. Williams also observes that paralinguistic
resources converge with language in stand-up comedy to realise semiosis intermodally,
thus expanding the meaning potential available to a comedian at a particular moment in
a text, and that impersonation affords a productive resource for attributing value
positions to personae so as to allow the comedian to distance themselves from them –
both central concerns of this thesis.
Indeed, the refinement of the area of study and research questions of this thesis
owes no small debt to Williams’s exploratory application of SFL/multimodal theory to
stand-up comedy, as the fertility of areas such as paralanguage and impersonation is
supported by Williams’s (2019) results, and the decision to pursue a systematic
exploration of linguistic expectation benefits from Williams’s description of the stand9
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up comedy genre. Moreover, many of Williams’s general observations regarding the
interaction between these resources and humorous affiliation are confirmed by the
results of this thesis. However, despite the substantial overlap between the data,
theoretical foundations and analytical frameworks employed by Williams (2019) and in
this thesis, the novelty of social semiotic research into stand-up comedy and the
multitude of avenues to pursue within this area of study are such that Williams’s initial
engagement could not address the subjects of impersonation and expectation in detail.
Consequently these (and many others, undoubtedly) remain under-explored, and this
thesis can build upon Williams’s work to advance the project of a social semiotic
description of how dialogic resources such as impersonation and expectation contribute
to humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy.

Research questions
In light of linguistic study of stand-up comedy to date, this thesis aims to describe
how comedians employ impersonation and expectation to create humorous affiliation
in stand-up comedy texts. Exploring this aim across preliminary analyses in pilot
studies distilled three specific research questions:
1. How is impersonation intermodally realised within stand-up comedy
performances?
2. How do dialogic resources such as impersonation contribute to creating
humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy performances?
3. How is expectation realised semiotically, and how does it contribute to humorous
affiliation?
The first two of these questions reflect an observation that emerged early in the
survey of literature on stand-up comedy and that was confirmed by virtually every
example of stand-up comedy encountered: that comedians make regular use of dialogic
resources, in particular impersonation (including parody, mimicry and so forth, but also
spanning the range of resources for aligning with and distancing from particular value
positions described as heteroglossic expansion and contraction, respectively) in their
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performances, and that these impersonations are realised by both linguistic and
paralinguistic resources. While this feature of stand-up comedy performances is
frequently mentioned in descriptions of the genre, limited principled analysis of
impersonation’s relationship with humour was encountered, thus it was selected as a
focus area for investigation.
The first research question is necessitated by the second, as before the relationship
between impersonation and humour can be examined, an analytical framework for
identifying impersonation must be elaborated. Preliminary engagement with stand-up
comedy texts confirmed the central role played by paralinguistic resources in
impersonation, thus the required framework would need to encompass both language
and paralanguage. Linguistic realisations of impersonation such as projected speech
have already been extensively described across linguistic traditions, so in effect this
research question centres around mapping paralinguistic realisations of impersonation.
Once achieved, this framework can be employed to investigate how impersonation
relates to humour.
The third research question also emerged from early engagement with literature on
humour and stand-up comedy texts and responds to the widely held perspective that
humour requires counter-expectancy (for instance, in Suls, 1972's incongruityresolution model). In searching for principled, linguistic descriptions of counterexpectancy and its relationship with humour it was discovered that this subject had also
not been the focus of extensive research to date, thus it too was selected as a focus area.
Running parallel with these research questions is the aim of refining models for
describing realisations of semiotic features. As stand-up comedy has received limited
attention within SFL, it provides an opportunity for testing the existing descriptions of
various semiotic systems in a new genre and proposing modifications that improve their
applicability and generalisability. Accordingly, throughout the thesis a number of
instances where existing models do not satisfactorily account for the data are identified,
and modifications that address these shortcomings are proposed.
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Thesis significance
By describing the social semiotic features that realise impersonation and
expectation and interpreting how these contribute to creating humour in stand-up
comedy performances, this thesis provides a principled semiotic model of two
discursive resources employed by comedians. Consequently, this research makes a
number of significant contributions to the area of study.
Primarily, the semiotic model proposed here gives a fuller account of how standup comedians achieve their aim of making the audience laugh by describing:
•

how comedians construe instances of impersonation with linguistic and
paralinguistic resources;

•

how comedians manage impersonated personae to navigate and negotiate
contrasting social values; and

•

how comedians establish the audience’s expectations via particular semiotic
features, and how subverting these expectations contributes to humour.
Simultaneously, this work contributes to SFL’s ongoing project of mapping

semiotic resources across registers and genres. In particular, the close analysis of
paralinguistic resources realising impersonation yields an analytical framework that
identifies typical and complex patternings of semiotic features that construe
impersonation. This framework can be applied to other texts where intermodal
impersonation is found, facilitating further enquiry into how impersonation is employed
across genres. Consequently, while the ‘News’ chapters (Chapter 6-8) of this thesis
centre on the analysis and discussion that follows the application of these frameworks to
the data, Chapter 5, where these frameworks are elaborated, also constitutes an
important contribution to the field of study.
At a macro scale, this thesis contributes to the social semiotic project of mapping
how our use of semiotic systems construes our social relationships. Reflecting Halliday’s
insight that language reflects and enacts social reality (1978), the enterprise of mapping
how meaning is made within individual genres provides a prism for making sense of the
societies they occur within. Stand-up comedy, as a genre that relies implicitly on
12
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navigating the tension at the boundaries of shared social values, is an especially rich site
for exploring this relationship.

Thesis structure
This thesis is divided into nine chapters. This chapter gave an overview of the
history of stand-up comedy, its growth in cultural relevance, and thus its validity as a
site for research. A preliminary survey of research into stand-up comedy was conducted,
noting the novelty of applying a social semiotic theory of language to the area of study.
As such, many avenues of social semiotic description of stand-up comedy remain underexplored, including how expectation and dialogic resources such as impersonation
contribute to humorous affiliation. Investigation of these avenues was thus formalised
into three research questions which this thesis will seek to answer. Finally, this chapter
outlined the significance of this thesis for the area of study and more broadly the
discipline of social semiotic linguistics.
Looking ahead, Chapter 2 proceeds to review literature relating to humour and
stand-up comedy, and Chapter 3 describes the theoretical foundations upon which the
research builds. Chapter 4 introduces the methodology, method and data employed in
this thesis. Chapter 5 addresses the limitations of the existing SFL affiliation model with
respect to the research aims and dataset of this thesis. It also proposes analytical
framework and units of analysis that extend the model’s applicability for exploring how
impersonation and expectation contribute to humorous affiliation. Chapter 6 presents
the analysis and discussion of how paralinguistic resources contribute impersonation in
the Izzard text. The description of this interaction spans typical and complex
realisations as well as how intermodal resources can construe multiple personae
simultaneously, the role of paralanguage in caricatured impersonations, and the role of
stereotypes and allusions in associating particular cultural knowledge with
impersonated personae. Chapter 7 presents the analysis and discussion of how
impersonation and other dialogic resources contribute to instances of humorous
affiliation in the Gervais text. Three sub-categories of this dynamic are identified,
emerging from differing patternings of dialogic resources. Chapter 8 presents the
13
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analysis and discussion of how expectation resources are contributing to humour in the
Wolf text. Three main excerpts of this text are analysed in this chapter, illustrating how
expectation resources can serve to specify bonds negotiated between the comedian and
audience, and how counter-expectancy amplifies humour arising from value bond
negotiations. Finally, Chapter 9 summarises the primary findings of the thesis, their
contributions to the area of study, the thesis’ limitations and proposals for future
research.

Preview of analysed texts
While data selection will be formally discussed in Chapter 4, Section 3.4, it is worth
briefly previewing the texts analysed in this thesis here so as to give the reader a point of
reference as they encounter examples drawn from the data. The data analysed in this
thesis consists of segments drawn from three stand-up comedy performances:
•

Eddie Izzard’s 1999 show Dress to Kill, recorded at the Orpheum Theatre, San
Francisco, (view the text in audio-visual format here); 3

•

Ricky Gervais’s 2008 show Out of England, recorded at the WaMu Theater,
Madison Square Garden, New York (view the text in audio-visual format here);

•

Michelle Wolf’s 2018 ‘roast’ of Donald Trump at the annual White House press
correspondent’s dinner, recorded at the Hilton Hotel, Washington. (view the text
in audio-visual format here).
The segment analysed of the Izzard text satirically recounts the origins of various

Christian faiths including Catholicism, the Church of England and Protestantism,
blending parodic impersonations of personalities and cultural communities associated
with these. For instance, in comparing fanatical or extremist sects of other religions with
the Church of England, the comedian comments:

Throughout this thesis, links to relevant AV files hosted on YouTube will be embedded so as to allow the
reader to familiarise themselves with the data.

3
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So, um, but you can't do that in Church of England, you can't say ‘you must
have tea and cake with the vicar or you die!’
<audience laughter>
You- you can't have extreme points of view. You know the Spanish inquisition
wouldn't have worked with Church of England. “Talk! Will you talk!”
“But it hurts!”
“Well loosen it up a bit will you?”
<audience laughter>
'Cause that's what it would be: “Tea and cake or death! Tea and cake or
death! Tea and cake or death!”
<audience laughter>

The segment analysed of the Gervais text centres on the comedian satirising the
morals of children’s stories and nursery rhymes as inappropriate for children. The
comedian literally and sceptically interprets these texts to propose farcical morals, such
as for the nursery rhyme Humpty Dumpty:
I have never worked out the moral to Humpty Dumpty.
<audience laughter>
‘Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall Humpty Dumpty had a great fall all the
king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put Humpty together again.’
All I can think is, ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’.
<audience laughter>
But again, how is that applicable to a five-year-old human?
<audience laughter>

For the Wolf text, the entire text was analysed. As the traditional ‘roast’ component
of the annual White House Press Correspondent’s dinner, this text centres on mockery
of the President – Donald Trump – and their administration. Unsurprisingly, the
comedian has a surfeit of material to reference. They satirise accusations of racism,
misogyny, corruption, as well as numerous members of the administration and the
political class more broadly. For example, in discussing the then-Press Secretary for the
White House Kellyanne Conway, the comedian states:
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You guys gotta stop putting Kellyanne on your shows. All she does is lie. If
you don't give her a platform she has nowhere to lie. It's like that old saying:
if a tree falls in the woods, how do we get Kellyanne under that tree?
<audience laughter>

These texts will be referred to throughout this thesis by the comedian’s surnames
(Izzard, Gervais and Wolf, respectively), and will be drawn from to illustrate theoretical
principles in earlier chapters as well as analysis and discussion in later chapters.
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Stand-up comedy and humour
Introduction
This chapter locates this thesis in relation to research on stand-up comedy and
humour to date. It begins in Section 2 by outlining the main currents in humour studies.
Section 3 then justifies defining stand-up comedy as a genre of interactional humour,
and Section 4 reviews literature on the relationship between laughter and humour.
Section 5 describes points of intersection between social semiotic theory and humour
studies. Reflecting the research questions of this thesis, sections 6 and 7 review work
that explores the link between humour and dialogism, and humour and expectation,
respectively. Finally, Section 8 summarises the key points in the chapter.

Humour studies
An area of study fundamentally relevant to this thesis is that of humour studies.
Humour studies is a multi-disciplinary field that encompasses work across psychology,
linguistics, history, sociology, anthropology and neuroscience. Within this field,
literature most relevant to this thesis concerns theories of humour. However, while
useful concepts can be mined from the primary theories of humour, the limited
attention paid to analysing instances of humour in context also limits the applicability of
primary humour theories to the aims of this thesis.
Theories of humour trace their origins back to Classical Antiquity, with some of the
earliest reflections on humour found in the works of Plato and Aristotle (Attardo, 1994).
With the Renaissance, scholarship on humour split into the emerging scientific
disciplines, and by the early twentieth century theories of humour could be broadly
divided into three strands: superiority/disparagement, release/relief, and incongruity
theories (Larkin-Galiñanes, 2017).
Superiority/disparagement theories sustain that humour involves some degree of
hostility or aggression, and thus locate humour as a fundamentally social phenomenon
that occurs between interactants. Accordingly, Bergson observes that “it is the faults of
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others that make us laugh, provided we add that they make us laugh by reason of their
unsociability rather than of their immorality”. Similarly, Freud views humour as a
mechanism for discharging the tension arising between our primary instincts for
aggression and the social conventions that repress them (Freud, [1905]/1960). The
social dimension of humour implicit in superiority/disparagement theories has become
generally accepted in recent years, with Larkin-Galiñanes concluding that contemporary
conceptualisations of humour centre on issues of “social allegiance and identification”,
and that the potential for humour parallels the degree to which interactants share
cultural knowledge (2017, p. 9).
Release/relief theories of humour foreground the psycho-physiological benefits of
humour and laughter. Modern iterations have coalesced around the principle that the
build-up and release of tension through laughter is accompanied by psychic and
physical pleasure, which parallels Freud’s theorisation regarding humour as a
mechanism for resolving socially repressed aggression. Berlyne (1972) shifted the focus
of release/relief theories from investigating the effects of the release of tension to the
circumstances of its emergence, proposing a definition of jokes as ‘arousal jags’, where
an uncomfortable increase in arousal is subsequently reversed. This position was later
refined by Rothbart (1977), who added the condition that for release of tension to be
pleasurable, a context must be deemed safe by interactants. In this vein, modern
psychological investigations of humour (cf. McGhee, 1972; Rothbart, 1977; Suls, 1977)
emphasised the importance of play and non-seriousness as requirements for humour to
occur (Larkin-Galiñanes, 2017, p. 12).
Incongruity theories, also referred to as cognitive-perceptual approaches, have
arguably been the most influential in twentieth and early twenty-first century humour
studies. These theories emerge from an historic conceptualisation that foregrounded the
role of incongruity in achieving ‘wit’ as a rhetorical device, centring around multiple,
simultaneous, incompatible interpretations of a stimulus (Larkin-Galiñanes, 2017). This
definition was recognised as “necessary but not sufficient to cause laughter” (LarkinGaliñanes, 2017, p. 14) and expanded by modern scholars to encompass a two-stage
process wherein the perceived incongruity is followed by resolution realised by the
application of a different cognitive model. Resolution is thus the necessary step
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differentiating humour from nonsense. In this vein, Koestler (1964) defined the term
‘bisocation’, which described the pattern underpinning humorous texts wherein an
entity is perceived in two “frames of reference”, “wavelengths” or “associative contexts”
(p. 35). Bisociation occurs when an entity is simultaneously linked to two frames of
reference which are typically incompatible. Building on this definition, Keith-Spiegel
(1972) and Ziv (1984) foreground the importance of counter-expectancy and surprise in
the resolution stage for the creation of humour.
Incongruity theories have proven the most fecund for linguistic models of humour,
evinced principally by the General Theory for Verbal Humour (Attardo, 1994; Attardo &
Raskin, 1991) – itself an emanation of Raskin’s (1985) Semantic Script Theory of
Humour. Raskin asserts that:
A text can be characterized as a single-joke-carrying text if both of the
following conditions are justified:
i) The text is compatible, fully or in part, with two different scripts
ii) The two scripts with which the text is compatible are opposite.
(1985, p. 99)

Expanding on Raskin (1985), Attardo and Raskin’s (1991) General Theory for
Verbal Humour (GTVH) broadened the scope of acts of meaning described by the theory
to include non-semantic (i.e. phonological, gestural, morphological, etc.) semiosis, textlevel organization, sociological context and cognitive information – each of which is
described by one of six distinct ‘Knowledge Resources’. As such, the GTVH aims to
explain all genres of humorous text (Attardo, 2017). Since its elaboration, the GTVH has
become the pre-eminent theory employed in linguistic analysis of humorous texts.
However, researchers working on interactional humour genres such as stand-up comedy
have observed that the GTVH remains limited in its explanatory power when applied to
texts outside the genre of decontextualized jokes (Dynel, 2008). As Chovanec and
Tsakona point out, “aspects of humor dynamics such as framing devices, reactions to
humor, the sociocultural particularities of interactants and the groups/communities
they belong to, are not captured by [the GTVH]” (2018, p. 13). In response, the field of
interactional humour has emerged, focusing on elaborating theories of humour that
account for these aspects. Given the social, interactional features of stand-up comedy
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performances, this thesis orients more to the theoretical models of humour proposed by
scholars of interactional humour, which have also already proven compatible with a
social semiotic theory of language (see Knight, 2010; Williams, 2019).

Stand-up comedy and interactional humour
While linguistic analysis of humorous discourse has been historically preoccupied
with de-contextualised joke texts, research into the dynamics of interactional humour
has recently attracted more sustained attention (Chovanec & Tsakona, 2018, p. 2).
Interactional humour is defined here, as per Chovanec and Tsakona, as humour that is
“dynamically constructed and negotiated in interaction” (2018, p. 1). Research in this
field suggests that primarily incongruity-based explanations of humour (such as the
GTVH) are unsatisfactory for describing the dynamics of interactional humour in
communicative contexts such as spoken conversation and interactive digital
communication. Instead, the attention paid by superiority theories to social variables
such as interpersonal power dynamics, solidarity, and affiliation afforded have rendered
these better suited to the exploration of humour in interactional contexts (cf. Davies,
2017; Jefferson, 1979; Labov, 2006; Norrick, 1993; Sacks, 1989). More recently,
elements of semantic, pragmatic and sociolinguistic theories of humour have been
blended in the pursuit of a comprehensive theoretical framework (Chovanec & Tsakona,
2018). Exemplifying the ongoing interdisciplinarity of the field, McGraw and Warren’s
(2010) work in psychology has proposed a definition of humour as arising from ‘benign
violations’. This is an especially valuable iteration of the incongruity-resolution model
that accommodates interactional factors and can be summarised as “anything that is
threatening to one’s sense of how the world “ought to be” will be humorous, as long as
the threatening situation also seems benign”. As will be discussed in Section 5 below,
this model of interactional humour dovetails with a social semiotic description of
humour, and consequently informs the interpretation of humour throughout this thesis.
Scholars examining interactional humour have employed methodologies such as
discourse and conversation analysis (Boxer & Cortés-Conde, 1997; Karachaliou &
Archakis, 2018; Norrick, 1993; Norrick & Chiaro, 2009) to explore the dynamics of
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humour in interactive contexts, and while remaining in a broadly cognitive frame of
interpretation, cleave to a model that includes resolution as a necessary sequel to
incongruity in explaining interactional humour (Dynel, 2008). Within this branch of
research, contexts such as casual conversation and workplace conversation have
attracted the most attention, while stand-up comedy has only been the focus of a
handful of studies (recent examples include Aarons & Mierowsky, 2017; Cain, 2018;
Dore, 2018; Scarpetta & Spagnolli, 2009; Schwarz, 2010).
A theoretical question requiring early attention in this thesis is to what extent
stand-up comedy can be considered interactional humour. This question arises from the
observation that the semiotic resources available to the majority of interactants (the
audience) in stand-up comedy texts are heavily constrained, with the most common
being paralinguistic (laughter), and that the comedian retains a quasi-monopoly on
speech. As such, classifying stand-up comedy as an interactive genre requires some
justification. The question is especially relevant to this research as the social semiotic
theoretical foundation and analytical framework informing this thesis are predicated on
humour – indeed all semiosis – being interactional, and thus it must be determined to
what extent the texts analysed are co-created.
A survey of the literature on this topic confirms that there is precedent for
considering stand-up comedy an interactional genre. For instance Dore states, “from an
interactional point of view, stand-up routines can be compared to instances of casual
conversational humour”, and points out that beyond the primary response of laughter,
audiences contribute to unfolding discourse through “cheering, whooping, and applause
as well as jeers, boos, etc.” (2018, p. 109). This is echoed by Scarpetta & Spagnolli (2009,
pp. 214-215), who characterise stand-up comedy as an “institutional form of talk-ininteraction”. Greenbaum (1999, p. 33), observes that stand-up comedy is “an inherently
rhetorical discourse” which “strives not only to entertain, but to persuade”,
underscoring the role that the negotiation of values and bonding between the comedian
and audience play. Similarly, Ross argues that stand-up comedy differs from other
performative genres insofar as the audience are not an unacknowledged observer but an
addressee: “The solo stand-up comedian is addressing the audience, not other
performers on the stage, and needs to build a rapport” (2005, p. 101). Brodie makes an
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even stronger case for this perspective, describing stand-up comedy as a “form of talk”
between comedian and audience, and concludes that “However heavily one-sided, it is
nevertheless a dialogic form, performed not to but with an audience” (2008, pp. 153154). From a conversation analysis perspective, further support for considering standup comedy as an interactional genre is provided by the determination made by
Jefferson, Sacks and Schegloff that laughter has “the status of an official conversational
activity” (1987, p. 156). Thus, while the meaning potential of laughter differs from that of
spoken language, it is nevertheless interpreted as a valid turn in interactive discourse. This
vein of argumentation will be elaborated in the discussion of laughter as a social semiotic
resource in Chapter 3, Section 7.3.

Related to the question of whether stand-up comedy is an interactive genre is that
of how to conceptualise the participant role of the audience. The consensus here seems
to be that over the majority of a stand-up comedy text, the audience can be collectively
considered a single participant. The principle governing this definition arises from the
whether the comedian’s semiosis is directed to the audience collectively, in which case
they respond in chorus, or whether it is directed at an individual, as is the case when
comedians respond to heckling or engage in crowd work. This position is supported by
work such as Rutter (2001), which asserts that in the context of stand-up comedy
performance the audience behave as a collective, and that the interaction with the
comedian is “pseudo-dyadic” (2001, p. 2). Rutter’s conclusion is echoed by Bennett, who
states that audience response “confirms the audience’s position as collective and
confirms, both for audience and performers, their ability to make meaning from the
production” (1997, p. 266). Thus, while not seeking to assert that the genres of casual
conversation and stand-up comedy are identical in terms of the interactional dynamics
that unfold between participants, there is a body of literature which validates the
application of a theory and analytical framework elaborated for one genre to the other.
Consequently, this thesis proceeds under the assumption that theories describing
interactional humour can be productively applied to stand-up comedy texts.
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Laughter as humorous response
As touched on in the previous section, the SFL affiliation model for describing
humour adopted in this thesis considers humour a fundamentally interactive
phenomenon. Consequently, this framework requires a definition for semiotic behaviour
that marks an interactant’s humorous response. In keeping with the majority of work on
interactional humour, and despite some caveats (addressed below), the behaviour
defined as the most typical indication of a humour response is laughter.
The subject of laughter has received substantial attention within the fields of
humour studies, psychology and linguistics. However, work relevant to this thesis is
confined to that which focuses on the relationship between laughter and humour, and in
particular that which examines this relationship in the context of speaker-audience
contexts such as stand-up comedy performances. As laughter is the most typical and
obvious expression of a humorous response in stand-up comedy texts, it is important to
review literature on the interpretation of laughter and justify the approach employed
here. Ultimately, this research adopts the social semiotic description of laughter
proposed by Knight (2010), which contributes to the interpretation of how interactants
negotiate cultural values and is congruent with the SFL theory of language that
underpins the theoretical framework of this thesis.
Interdisciplinary work on the relationship between laughter and humour has
primarily focused on how these relate in conversational contexts, and broadly concludes
that the two phenomena are not bi-unique (Attardo, 2015). As Attardo (2015) observes,
“Laughter is not a physical manifestation of humor. Laughter may be spontaneous and
uncontrolled, but it may also be voluntary. These two kinds of laughter are acoustically
indistinguishable” (p. 170). Accordingly, depending on the genre of a humorous text and
the register within which it unfolds, a humour response can be alternatively signalled by
“facial expressions, body postures, and prosodic cues like intonation, rhythm, pitch, and
voice quality” (Knight, 2010, p. 102). On the other hand, work in humour studies has
largely taken the approach that laughter signals humour; as Eggins and Slade (1997),
observe, “there is general agreement among humour researchers that the clearest
indication that something is humorous is that someone present laughs” (p.157). While
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these findings are relevant to this research, they do not account for the particular
registerial features of collective audience behaviour present in stand-up comedy
performances (as discussed in the previous section).
A number of studies have explored the impact of contextual laughter (such as live
or recorded laughter) on an interactant’s responses to a humorous text – concluding
that hearing others laugh increases the chances of laughing as well as estimation of the
humorousness of a text (Cupchik & Leventhal, 1974; Lawson, Downing, & Cetola, 1998;
Martin & Gray, 1996; Nosanchuk & Lightstone, 1974; Porterfield et al., 1988). Among
these, the findings of Lawson et al. (1998) are especially germane to this thesis, as they
conclude that “perceivers’ cognitive evaluations of the material were more influenced by
audience laughter that was unconstrained (or live), as compared to laughter that was
constrained (or canned)” (p,248). As such, Lawson et al.’s findings suggest that laughter
in live settings such as stand-up comedy performances influences other interactants,
which supports Bennett (1997) and Rutter’s (2001) description of the audience as acting
as a collective. Moreover, Lawson et al.’s (1998) findings assert that this contagious
dimension of laughter only applies to laughter when it is expressing a humorous
response, which supports the interpretation of collective audience laughter as such.
Thus, while acknowledging that there are other ways interactants can
communicate a humorous response, and that laughter does not always enact humour,
this thesis follows Kotthoff (2000, p. 64) in interpreting laughter as the
“contextualisation cue for humour par excellence”. In turn, this dovetails with the SFL
affiliation model’s social semiotic interpretation of laughter (described in detail in
Chapter 3, Section 7.3), which is that “laughter offers a concrete signal” of an interaction
resulting in humour (Knight, 2010, p. 207).

Humour, affiliation and stand-up comedy
The SFL Affiliation model
As noted in Chapter 1, Section 1, SFL, and in particular the SFL affiliation model
(Knight, 2010), provide a robust analytical framework for investigating how specific
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semiotic features instantiated in a text result in instances of humour. Essentially, this
model describes humour as a strategy for ‘laughing off’ or deferring threatening or
uncomfortable social values realised through language so that interactants can sustain a
sense of affiliation with a shared value community. Applied to stand-up comedy texts,
the SFL affiliation model allows for the alternations between the comedian’s
performance and audience laughter to be interpreted as cyclical deferrals of benignly
threatening values, ultimately resulting in shared affiliation among interactants.
As discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, humour is interpreted here as
a fundamentally social and cultural phenomenon. Accordingly, a primary aim of a social
semiotic theory of humour is the description of how semiotic features realise the
community values negotiated among interactants in humorous discourse – in brief: how
semiosis makes us laugh by representing culture. In turn, these semiotic features are
described by the theoretical architecture of SFL, which encompasses systems describing
semiotic resources for impersonation and expectation. Thus, despite the SFL affiliation
model not examining the role of impersonation and expectation in detail, it provides a
theoretical fulcrum between a social semiotic theory of interactional humour and the
comprehensive SFL grammar for describing the semiotic features that are the foci of this
thesis. While SFL theory and the affiliation model will be revisited in more detail in
Chapter 3 and extended on in Chapter 5, this section will introduce the general
principles of SFL affiliation, explain its relevance to the research aims of this thesis, and
note its intersections with alternative approaches to analysing interactional humour.
The elaboration of a social semiotic theory of humour began in earnest with
Knight’s work on bonding and affiliation (Knight, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2013) which
examined humour as a strategy for enacting solidarity and community alignment among
interactants in casual conversation. Prior to this, humour had been only tangentially
touched upon, with Simpson (2003, p. 73) observing a “notable absence of any serious
provision for humorous discourse across the systemic–functional work”. In elaborating
a model for the social semiotic function of humour, Knight’s work is informed by all
three of the major theories in the field of humour studies: release/relief, superiority and
incongruity (Knight, 2010, p. 26). However, Knight also cites Conversation Analysis
work on interactional humour (e.g. Boxer & Cortés-Conde, 1997; Eggins & Slade, 1997;
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Partington, 2006) to highlight humour’s role in forging solidarity among interactants
and its interactional dimension, as it is co-created through turns of talk and laughter. In
light of these social semiotic and interactional factors, Knight (2010, p. 42) proposes
SFL as an appropriate theoretical and analytical framework for the study of humour in
casual conversation, as it allows for the examination of social, evaluative and
interactional elements in humorous discourse.
Consequently, the SFL model of affiliation emerged from Knight’s (2010) work to
describe how individual and community identity is negotiated interactively through
humorous discourse (Knight, 2010, p. 204). This model builds on earlier work on social
bonding by Martin (2004); Martin and Stenglin (2006); and Stenglin (2004), which
describes the ways in which interactants “[build] togetherness, inclusiveness and
affiliation” (Stenglin, 2004, p. 22) by aligning into “overlapping communities of
attitudinal rapport” (Martin, 2004, p. 323). As noted earlier, bonds are defined in the
SFL affiliation model as the social semiotic unit of analysis representing shared values
that construe community alignment as they are enacted through language. The
affiliation model is thus broadly congruent with a discursive conceptualisation of
identity, in particular with the narrative school of thought that defines identity “as
performed rather than as prior to language, as dynamic rather than fixed, as culturally
and historically located, as constructed in interaction with other people and institutional
structures, as continuously remade, and as contradictory and situational” (Benwell &
Stokoe, 2006, p. 138). This definition resonates with Martin’s observation that “it is not
psycho-biological entities we are exploring, but rather the bundles of personae
embodied in such entities and how these personae engender speech fellowships”
(Martin, 2009, p. 563).
In turn, bonds are realised linguistically as ‘couplings’ wherein semiotic resources
interact “as pairs, triplets, quadruplets or any number of coordinated choices” (Martin,
2008, p. 39) to construe a joint semiotic function. A more detailed description of the
semiotic resources realising couplings will be presented as part of the outline of SFL
theory in the following chapter, but for now they will be defined as the pairing of
attitudinal and ideational meaning – e.g., a lexical item encoding positive affect: fun
targeting an entity: pie party. Equipped with this theoretical model, Knight was able to
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isolate the evaluative couplings construed in casual conversation discourse and map the
negotiation of value bonds that these couplings realised.
Reflecting their focus on humour in casual conversation, Knight (2010) also
developed a description of laughter as a social semiotic resource. Knight concluded that
“laughter is a meaningful mechanism for the maintenance of cohesive relations between
interactants” (2010, p. 144). Moreover, Knight observed that “laughs can challenge or
reinforce the attitudinal meanings given in speech” (2010, p.144), confirming that
laughter plays an important role in negotiating the values realised in spoken language.
Ultimately, Knight determined that laughter was crucial in guiding interpretation of
social bonds realised in speech as intended to be humorous (2010, p.144). Accordingly,
within the SFL affiliation model, laughter is interpreted as a paralinguistic semiotic
resource whose meaning potential relates to the bonds realised in proximal spoken
language.

Humour as affiliation strategy
The affiliation model identified three affiliation strategies, each of which is realised
by particular dynamics of bond negotiation. The first of these, communing, occurs when
interactants “come together to share a bond” (Knight, 2010, p. 217), and is realised by
linguistic features that rally around couplings that enact a bond. For example, in one of
the conversations in Knight’s original data where a group of friends discuss food they
have eaten at a social event, an interactant states:
This was an awesome pie party guys

This construes the following coupling:
[IDEATION: pie party / ATTITUDE: +] 4 (2010, p. 150).

4 Evaluative couplings are shown in the notational format proposed by Martin et al. (2013): [IDEATION:
<<>>/ ATTITUDE: <<>>]. Square brackets denote that ideational and attitudinal meaning are combined
into a single semiotic unit. Plus (+) and minus (-) symbols represent positive or negative value of attitude
resources.
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This coupling can then be read as evidence for what Knight terms a ‘fun pie party’ bond,
which is rallied around by interactants who repeat the positive (+) attitude for the
ideational target over two further turns in the conversation, as can be seen in Table 2.1
(adapted from Knight, 2010, p. 219).
speaker
A
B
C
B

talk
Party’s over. For me;
No more pie party ==
== This was an awesome pie party
guys
I love pie parties

C

I can’t wait to have another one

coupling

bond

[IDEATION: pie party / ATTITUDE:
+]
[IDEATION: pie party / ATTITUDE:
+]
[IDEATION: pie party / ATTITUDE:
+]

Fun pie
party

Table 2.1: Negotiation of ‘fun pie party’ bond
The model also identified condemning and laughing as affiliation strategies.
Condemning affiliation occurs when interactants jointly reject a bond that substantially
violates their shared social identity while communing around a shared bond, and is
characteristic of discourse such as gossip. Laughing affiliation, of central relevance to
this thesis, occurs when an interactant tables 5 a bond that could be shareable in some
contexts, but causes tension in the context of the interaction. Crucially, this tension is
non-threatening, and serves to highlight that interactants affiliate with the shared,
implicated bond that the potential bond is in tension with. Laughter then functions to
discharge the tension, so that the potential bond is jointly deferred, while the implicated
bond is jointly communed. 6 As Knight (2010) observes, “The tension created in laughing
affiliation discourses is a wrinkle because it is non-threatening and can be easily ironed
out [through laughter]” (p. 223). For example in the Wolf text the comedian states:
We're at a Hilton, it's not nice.

This comment construes the coupling:

‘tabling’ refers to the stage in social semiosis where a bond has been enacted via a coupling by an
interactant, but not yet responded to. A tabled bond is thus also a potential bond, in that it may be
deferred or rejected rather than communed.
6 A particularly close parallel to the mechanism of bond deferral can be found in Keisalo’s (2016)
conceptualisation of ‘frame reversal’ (referencing Bateson, 1955).
5
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[IDEATION: Hilton hotels / ATTITUDE: -]

which tables the bond: ‘Hilton hotels bad/unpleasant’. The comment is followed by
laughter from the audience, alerting us that the tabled bond is being deferred, while a
shared, implicated bond is being communed. Given the relationship of tension between
these bonds stipulated by the SFL affiliation model, we can infer that the shared,
implicated bond is incompatible with the ‘Hilton hotels bad/unpleasant’ bond:
something like ‘Hilton hotels good/pleasant’. Another interpretation, if viewed from a
registerial perspective, is that the coupling tables a bond of ‘insulting venue where event
is hosted is acceptable’ which wrinkles against a shared, implicated bond of ‘insulting
venue where an event is hosted is unacceptable’ commensurate with societal mores of
politeness. In both interpretations, the important factor is that laughter functions to
signal an affiliation response wherein interactants defer a tabled bond and commune
around a shared, implicated bond. Affiliation strategies are summarised in Table 2.2
(based on Knight, 2010, p. 217).
strategy
strategic
“action”

COMMUNING
Sharing a bond or rallying
around a bonding icon
(e.g., a flag)

type of tension
characteristic
discourse

Rallying/Epideictic

LAUGHING
Deferring an unshared
potential bond,
communing around an
implicated bond
wrinkle 7
Humour

CONDEMNING
Rejecting an unshareable
potential bond to
commune around a shared
bond
violation
Gossip/conflict

Table 2.2: Affiliation strategies
Knight’s (2010) original description of semiotic resources interacting to realise
bonds in discourse did not focus on the roles of impersonation and expectation.
However, by providing a framework for interpreting semiotic couplings as value bonds
and showing how the negotiation of bonds can create humour, the affiliation model
underpins all following social semiotic work on humorous discourse. Of particular note
is the work of Williams (2019) discussed in Section 3 of Chapter 1, which successfully
applies the affiliation model to stand-up comedy, thus validating the decision to adopt a
7 This

thesis will employ the term ‘wrinkle’ to describe minor tension arising from tabled bonds and which
is deferred through laughter. This follows Martin and White (2005, p. 90) who cite Suzanne Eggins as
coining the term in their work on causal conversation where “laughter is usually provoked by wrinkles in
an interaction, not happiness”.
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similar theoretical and analytical approach in this thesis. Williams notes the parallel
between the shared community affiliation described by Knight (2010) as the outcome of
humour in casual conversation among friends and the interactional dynamics of standup comedy performances, stating that “to nurture affiliation, comedians need to enact a
sense of closeness with their audience, as well as a sense that the comedian and
audience share particular values” (2019, p. 74, original formatting). Consequently, this
thesis takes as its point of departure the affiliation model’s principle that humour is
created by the deferral of wrinkling bonds and the communion of shared bonds among
interactants affiliating into shared communities, and builds on this by exploring how
impersonation and expectation contribute to the construal of these bonds.
Since its development, new applications for the affiliation model have been
presented, as surveyed in Martin and Bednarek (2010). Specifically relevant for this
research are the work of Caple (2010), which provides a valuable introduction to how
visual texts might be analysed for affiliation and how referencing shared cultural
knowledge promotes affiliation, and Zappavigna, Cleirigh, Dwyer, and Martin (2010),
which explores how paralinguistic resources contribute evaluative meaning to language
and thus form part of interactants’ resources for construing couplings and bonds. More
recently, Zappavigna has further developed affiliation theory, linking the
conceptualisation of identity to particular ‘coupling dispositions’ which constitute a
tendency to construe particular patterns of values, and accounting for the ‘ambient’ or
‘broadcast’ dimension of affiliation in contexts where interactants are separated by
physical and/or temporal distance (Zappavigna, 2011, 2014a, 2014b, 2017, 2018;
Zappavigna & Martin, 2018a). These concepts allow for a more nuanced analysis of how
individual and community identity is construed over longer stretches of discourse, and
the role intertextuality plays in affiliation, both of which are highly relevant to the genre
of stand-up comedy. Taken collectively, systemic functional linguists’ work on affiliation
to date provides a robust framework for exploring social semiosis in interactional
humorous texts, accounting for how social values are negotiated, how interactants
navigate their affiliation to value communities, and how tension between these values
and communities contributes to humour.
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Humour and impersonation
In their canonical essay Laughter, Bergson observes that through imitation,
gestures may become humorous (1911, p. 32). Bergson’s comments ring true for anyone
who has witnessed comic impersonations, ranging from caricatured accents to parodied
expressions and gestures. In this vein, discussions of stand-up comedy within the field
of humour studies frequently refer to the role impersonation (varyingly also referred to
as mimicry and parody) plays in the creation of humour (cf. Bell & Gibson, 2011;
Chovanec & Tsakona, 2018; Glick, 2007; Keisalo, 2016; Schwarz, 2010; Vigouroux,
2015). This is echoed in practitioner manuals written by stand-up comedians, who cite
these techniques as valuable tools in comedians’ repertoire (cf. Batalion, 2012; Carter,
2001; Double, 2013). However, despite an abundance of anecdotal acknowledgement,
the subject of how and why this mechanism elicits a humorous response has received
relatively limited principled attention.
As a resource for multiplying the perspectives represented in a text, impersonation
is an inherently heteroglossic feature. And, as noted in the review of literature on standup comedy in Chapter 1, Section 2, themes of dialogism and heteroglossia in stand-up
comedy have been addressed in the works of Glick (2007), Vigouroux (2015) and Filani
(2016). These works offer valuable insights into how these features are recruited by
stand-up comedians; however, they do not address the broader interaction between
heteroglossia and humour. While dialogic theory will be described in greater detail in
the following chapter, points of intersection between impersonation and humour studies
will be presented here.
In their seminal work on dialogism, Bakhtin (1981) makes numerous references to
the relationship between heteroglossia and humour, typically via the mechanisms of
parody and ridicule. Bakhtin asserts, “One of the most ancient and widespread forms for
representing the direct word of another is parody” (p. 51). Bakhtin proceeds to observe
that “parodies on genres and generic styles ("languages") enter the great and diverse
world of verbal forms that ridicule the straightforward, serious word in all its generic
guises” (p. 52). Bakhtin’s commentary defines parody as reliant on an interactant’s
familiarity with the target of parody, and typically functioning to ridicule this target.
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Thus the laughter following parody serves to signal a laugher’s awareness that the
parody is referencing another text and intentionally – but not seriously –
misrepresenting it. While Bakhtin focuses on stylistic or generic parody, their definition
of parody overlaps with that of humorous impersonation of a persona, as the
distinguishing features of an individual can be imitated and travestied in much the same
way as those of a genre. Bakhtin’s commentary on parody thus relates directly to the
research question of the role of impersonation in stand-up comedy examined in this
thesis and justifies employing a dialogic model of language to explain this dynamic.
The theme of parody and humour has also received noteworthy attention from
pragmatically oriented humour studies scholars including Norrick (1989); Norrick
(1993) and Dynel (2014). Norrick (1993) describes how “Participants in talk may have
occasion to ridicule forms of language which originate outside their current interaction
or outside the group entirely”, and how interactants “may cite the source of the
offending discourse” or “just fall into a particular manner of speaking recognisable to
the others” (p. 85). Dynel defines parody as an “untruthful expression” where a speaker
“pretends to be a different individual by mimicking his/her nonverbal behaviour and/or
expressing his/her thoughts” (2014, p. 629). Dynel (2014) proceeds to observe that
parody typically negatively evaluates the target of the parody, but that when used for
jocular purposes, this critical evaluation is not necessarily genuine. From an affiliation
perspective, we would interpret laughter following parodic impersonation as a shared
deferral of the mildly threatening bond of criticizing another person that parody implies.
While Dynel’s description of parody captures its role as a resource for mockery, it does
not identify what distinguishes parody from impersonation. Not all impersonation is
inherently humorous, so how can we distinguish impersonation which serves as a
vehicle for humorous meaning from parody, wherein the act of impersonating is
intended to be funny? This question is addressed in Chapter 6, Section 5, where the
exaggeration of paralinguistic features realising impersonation is proposed as a defining
feature in the distinction between parody and impersonation.
Other scholars researching the intersection between dialogism and humour have
been primarily preoccupied with how linguistic resources realising dialogic features are
used within humorous texts. In this vein, Ritchie (2006) explores how the dialogic
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feature of nested viewpoints clarifies the multiple perspectives enacted in humorous
discourse. Ritchie equates the discrete cognitive models conceptualised in incongruity
theories of humour to distinct perspectives interpreting a humorous text, but argues
that incongruity need not be perceived from the audience’s own viewpoint. By
accounting for how viewpoints are arranged among characters construed within a
humorous text, Ritchie (2006) observes that shifts in interpretation that act as catalysts
for humour can occur both in the viewpoint of the interactants of a text (i.e., the
audience of a stand-up comedy performance), or in the viewpoint of textual personae
projected by a speaker. Ritchie concludes, “What the viewpoint analysis makes more
explicit is that it is sufficient for this (apparently) to occur in any viewpoint which is
accessible (transitively) to the hearer’s viewpoint” (p.265). Ritchie’s finding is relevant
to this thesis in that it expands the interactional framework within which humorous
texts are analysed beyond the biological interactants participating in a text – i.e., its
sentient creators and recipients – to include textual personae construed with the texts
themselves. As such, it opens the way for research to examine how the interactions with
and among these textual personae contribute to the creation of humour. It is precisely
this avenue of enquiry that is taken up in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
Building on Ritchie’s (2006) work, Brône (2008) investigates two subcategories
of interactional humour which can occur both among biological interactants or
impersonated personae. ‘Hyper-understanding’ “revolves around a speaker’s ability to
exploit potential weak spots in a previous speaker’s utterance by playfully echoing that
utterance while simultaneously reversing the initially intended interpretation”, and
‘misunderstanding’ “involves a genuine misinterpretation of a previous utterance by a
character in the fictional world” (p. 2027). As per Ritchie’s description of the potential
for humour to arise in nested viewpoints, Brône explains that both hyper-understanding
and misunderstanding rely on the construal of multiple viewpoints within a text, which
yields “a layered discourse representation” (2008. p.1). While much of Brône’s (2008)
theoretical framework is grounded in cognitive linguistics/pragmatics and so does not
intersect with that employed in this thesis, Brône’s observations regarding the
contribution of these dialogic features to the creation of humour are relevant to this
research. Primarily, Brône’s conclusions regarding the analytical approach required to
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explore these features dovetails with the justification for the first two research questions
of this thesis. Brône states, “phenomena like hyper-understanding and
misunderstanding require a layered analytical model that can account for the clash of
viewpoints involved” (2008, p. 2042). In seeking to describe how intermodal resources
realise textual personae in stand-up comedy texts (referred to here as impersonation),
and how the viewpoints of these persona contribute to humorous affiliation, research
questions 1 and 2 of this thesis can be interpreted as approaching the same phenomena
as addressed by Brône from a social semiotic perspective.

Humour and expectation
Relating to the third research question of this thesis, this section reviews literature
that addresses the relationship between expectation and humour. While this
relationship is frequently alluded to in humour studies literature, it has received limited
principled attention, and what little work has been done does not satisfactorily capture
the role of linguistic expectation as it is defined in this paper (see Chapter 3 Section 4).
The notion of expectation is frequently referred to in theories of humour, dating as
far back as Aristotle’s explanation that humour arises from “frustrated expectations”
(MacHovec, 2012, p. 43), and has been repeated over the centuries by scholars including
Kant, Schopenhauer and Freud (Attardo, 1994). Writing in the 1600s, Pascal crystalizes
the link between the two phenomena, observing that “nothing produces laughter more
than a surprising disproportion between that which one expects and that which ones
sees” (cited in Nilsen & Nilsen, 2000). In the last half-century, theories of humour have
more formally accounted for the role of expectation in the generation of humour.
Arguably the most influential of these is Suls’s (1972) incongruity-resolution model,
which proposed that interactants receiving linguistic stimulus make predictions about
how a text will progress, and that, “the perceiver finds his expectations about the text
disconfirmed by the ending of the joke… In other words, the recipient encounters an
incongruity – the punch line” (1972, p. 83). McGhee and Pistolesi’s definition of
incongruity also explicitly cites expectation. They state that “When the arrangement of
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the constituent elements of an event is incompatible with the normal or expected
pattern, the event is perceived as incongruous” (1979, pp. 6-7).
Within the GTVH (Attardo & Raskin, 1991), subverting expectations is covered by
the Logic Mechanism Knowledge Resource (Attardo, Hempelmann, & Di Maio, 2002).
This perspective considers expectation a resource for meta-humour, “in which the
expectations of the reader are manipulated directly (at a metatextual level)” (Attardo et
al., 2002, p. 18). The Logic Mechanism does not, however, cover a more common-sense
definition of expectation whereby incongruity of any kind implies counter-expectancy.
Moreover, as noted in Section 3, the GTVH responds to a dataset of decontextualised
humorous texts (‘canned jokes’) and so does not account for the myriad contextual
factors contributing to the establishment of an interactant’s expectations.
One genre of humorous text that has provoked more focused discussion on the role
of expectation is that of ‘garden path’ jokes. 8 Dynel defines these as follows: “the pivotal
elements of a [garden path joke] is the two-fold interpretation of the leadup/ set-up,
initially perceived as monosemic, and the switch/punchline which is incongruous with
the interpretation and causes backtracking in search for a more compatible
interpretation” (2009, p. 33). Dynel offers the example:
As you know, I don’t repeat gossip, so listen carefully (2009, p. 39).

Here, the set-up to the joke As you know, I don’t repeat gossip primes 9 an
interpretation of the word ‘repeat’ as meaning ‘spread’ or ‘participate in sharing’ gossip,
connoting honesty and integrity. The punchline so listen carefully forces a reinterpretation of ‘repeat’ as meaning ‘say more than once’. This diverges from the
alternative connotations of honesty and integrity by suggesting the speaker is in fact
happy to participate in sharing gossip but is opposed to uttering it more than once. This
sudden and oppositional re-interpretation is unexpected and thus incongruous,
presumably prompting laughter in the receiver of the text. As the example illustrates,

The term was first coined by (Hockett, 1972), and is a derivation of the English idiom ‘to lead somebody
up the garden path’, meaning to deceive them.
9 The term ‘prime’ is used here to refer to the foregrounding of particular meanings in response to the
presence of frequent collocates familiar to the language user (Hoey, 2005).
8
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garden path jokes frequently hinge on a polysemous word or phrase that must be
retroactively reinterpreted once the punchline is reached – hence the metaphor of
retreating down an incorrect ‘path’ before finding the right one.
Work on garden path jokes is valuable insofar as it encompasses both the
decontextualized joke texts that have been the staple of humour studies data and
instances of interactional humour across registerial contexts (conversational, scripted,
performative and so forth) which involve multiple participants (Chovanec & Tsakona,
2018). This work also considers how pragmatic theories can be applied to exploring the
contexts of interactional humorous discourse. For instance Dynel (2009) discusses the
Gricean model (Grice, 1991), Bach’s (1984) implicatures and Levinson’s Presumptive
meanings (Levinson, 2000), and Mayerhofer and Schacht (2013) integrate Coulson’s
(2001) concept of frame-shifting (building on Minsky's 1977 concept of frames).
However, a relatively narrow definition of what construes expectation limits the
explanatory power of garden path jokes’ semantic model with regards to other genres of
humorous discourse. In Dynel’s (2009) discussion the definition of expectation is
confined to whether specific lexis is explicitly predictable. Thus for Dynel the
unpredictability of the punchline in the majority of garden path jokes precludes
exploration of the role of expectation. According to Dynel, “very often… it is hardly
possible for interpreters to make any predictions about the punchline of a long joke, as
even the direction into which the text will develop may be entirely unpredictable” (2009,
p. 65). Accordingly, while discussion of garden path jokes has yielded a more delicate
taxonomy of different semantic structures that produce counter-expectancy based on
polysemy, it has not pursued a comprehensive framework for exploring the role of
expectation in interactional humour or proposed a formal definition of what expectation
is, thus the area of study remains underexplored.

Summary of stand-up comedy and humour
This chapter has presented a review of work to date concerning stand-up comedy,
humour and laughter that is relevant to this thesis. The research aims of this thesis have
been located within this scholarly landscape, and justifications provided for the
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approach taken. With regards to work examining stand-up comedy specifically, this
thesis addresses the underexplored areas of how dialogic features such as impersonation
and expectation contribute to humorous affiliation. Work to date exploring the role of
impersonation and expectation in humorous discourse was reviewed, noting that while
both are commonly acknowledged features of humorous discourse, they have not
received principled linguistic analysis. By focusing on an interactive genre of humorous
discourse, this research connects with recent work in the sub-field of interactional
humour, proposing the SFL affiliation model as productive complement work in this
area to date. This model leverages the comprehensive and delicate grammar of SFL to
describe how semiotic resources realise bonds in particular social contexts and defines
humour as a strategy for negotiating social bonds so as to achieve shared affiliation
among interactants. It thus accounts for how both co-textual and contextual features
contribute to humour – a central aim of work on interactional humour. The issue of
whether stand-up comedy can be classified as an interactional humour genre has been
addressed, with substantial scholarly precedent found that justifies this position. With
regards to work on the relationship between laughter and humour, this thesis adopts the
position that especially in collective audience genres such as stand-up comedy, laughter
can be considered a valid marker for a humorous response.
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Social semiotics and humorous affiliation
Introduction
This chapter introduces the theoretical foundations for this thesis, progressively
building from broad theoretical principles to its primary aim of describing the SFL
affiliation model. Accordingly, Section 2 begins with a brief contextualisation of how
SFL sits within linguistics, noting the social semiotic tradition’s focus on describing
meaning in context – a principle central to the aim of analysing interactional humour.
Section 3 outlines the core architecture of the SFL model of language, introducing the
concepts of axial relations, metafunctions and hierarchies that underpin the principled
description of semiotic resources. Section 4 describes SFL discourse semantic systems,
while Section 5 outlines the SFL model for Genre and Register – both of which are
employed in the frameworks for analysing impersonation, expectation and humorous
affiliation elaborated in this thesis. With these established, in Section 6 the SFL
affiliation model is revisited and described in greater detail, situating its features within
SFL theoretical architecture and reviewing further work on bonding and affiliation
relevant to this thesis. Throughout this chapter, concepts are illustrated wherever
possible with examples from the thesis dataset.

Language as meaning in context
This thesis anchors its theoretical and analytical framework in the field of
linguistics, and in particular the social semiotic theory of SFL. Accordingly, a review of
where SFL theory sits within linguistics is a logical point of departure for the literature
review. Half a century after Saussure laid out the foundations for modern semiotics
(Thibault, 2013), Firth advanced the establishment of linguistics as an independent,
applied discipline. Firth insisted linguistics be concerned with a linguistic unit of
analysis, resisting tendencies among peers to refer to psychological, philosophical or
logical concepts to anchor definitions (Butt, 2018, p. 12). In their rejection that language
occupies a secondary or adjunct role to cognitive processes, Firth emphasised that
language primarily functions to construe our social reality: they state, “Using language is
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one of the forms of human life, and speech is immersed in the immediacy of social
intercourse” (1962, p. 29). Accordingly, Firth asserts that “the object of linguistic
analysis as here understood is to make statements of meaning so that we may see how
we use language to live” (1962, p. 23). In keeping with their teacher Malinowski’s
([1922]/2014) description how social context is reflected and enacted by language,
Firth’s functional conceptualization of language emerged from their interest in how
language is used to enact particular social practices in particular social contexts – what
they refer to as ‘restricted languages’. Accordingly, salient features of these contexts,
such as the field of activity (economic, religious, etc.) and type of discourse (monologue,
dialogue, narrative, etc.) should be identified, and their role in shaping the ensuing
language considered. Butt illustrates this, stating:
For Firth, the serial contextualization of a language piece is like the diffraction
of white light through another medium: one sees that the totality of the white
beam is actually a spectrum of waves all contributing at different scales, but
with each essential to the patterning across all scales. (2018, p. 18)

Extrapolating from the contextual function of language, Firth also conceptualises that
an understanding of restricted languages can bridge the link between individual and
communal, with language serving to enact group memberships wherein each individual
constitutes a ‘figure’ of speech (Firth, 1957, p. 177).
While the above offers only a selective and abridged account the linguistic
tradition preceding SFL, it does serve to introduce a number of theoretical concepts of
particular importance to understanding the origins of SFL, and to the focus of this
thesis. These centre on the paradigm of language as social practice and the associated
conceptualisation of language as a reflection of contextual features. Further elaborated
by Halliday and the broader SFL community, these principles underpin the theoretical
foundation for the study of how meaning-making in a particular social context – such as
stand-up comedy performances – can be systematically analysed to shed light on the
social practice(s) enacted, and the nature of the cultural context within which the
meaning is being made.
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SFL core theory
The linguistic model employed in this thesis is SFL as first proposed by Halliday
(1978). SFL theory foregrounds the social nature of language, proposing that acts of
meaning can only be understood in relation to their social context. In turn, acts of
meaning are described as choices made by language users among options within
semiotic systems – an operationalised interpretation of Saussure’s description of
semiosis as inherently relational ([1916]/2011). Within the SFL tradition, language is
defined as a social semiotic activity, and linguistic resources both enact and reflect the
social structures they occur in. Therefore, analysing texts offers insight into the social
reality of the interactants participating in their creation. SFL accompanies this
conceptual continuity between instances of text and social context with an analytical
framework that categorises linguistic resources by their function and describes their
interaction. As such, SFL offers a comprehensive and appliable theoretical framework
for exploring the social semiosis of all genres of texts. SFL theory is complex,
systematising and stratifying language so as to describe semiotic resources in great
detail. While this thesis focuses on only a small portion of these resources, an
understanding of the underlying architecture of SFL theory is required to follow its
argumentation. Accordingly, this section of the theoretical framework presents an
introduction to SFL theory in general, upon which subsequent sections will build.

Axial relations
SFL theory describes two central complementarities. The first complementarity in
concerns the axial relation between syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. Eggins
succinctly describes these as “axes of chain and choice” (2004, p. 190), and Zhao offers a
cogent comparison of the two:
SFL recognises two types of linguistic relations: paradigmatic and
syntagmatic. The former expresses ‘or’ and ‘and’ relation, while the later
encodes inserting and ordering principles. The two types of ordering can be
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reinterpreted respectively as space-based and time-based patterns (2011, p.
141)

Syntagmatic ordering describes the structure of language, “what goes together with
what” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 22) and thus reveals the patterns and
regularities that occur as language unfolds. Syntagmatic relations concern the
constituency of a language, with resources ordered into hierarchies of rank:
“compositional layers… organised by the relationship ‘is part of’” (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014, p. 21). For instance, the compositional hierarchy for ranks of
grammar in English is:
Clause -> phrase/group -> word -> morpheme

Units at each rank comprise one or more units at lower ranks, with their sequencing
realising syntagmatic relations.
Paradigmatic relations describe the system of language – “what could go instead of
what” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 22) – and thus capture the conceptualisation of
language as meaning potential instantiated in text. Paradigmatic relations are
prioritised in SFL theory as they constitute systems, technically defined as any set of
alternatives with an entry condition. For instance, any clause in English is either
positive or negative, thus the system of polarity has as its entry condition: the presence
of a clause; and as its two features: positive and negative. As SFL has endeavoured to
comprehensively map the paradigmatic relations among linguistic resources across
English (and other languages), a formalised notation for system networks was
elaborated by Halliday, Matthiessen and colleagues (see Table 3.1 for summary of
notation conventions). As Halliday and Matthiessen attest, an instantiated text can be
analysed as “the product of ongoing selection in a very large network of systems – a
system network” (2014, p. 23, original formatting). According to this notation,
choices made between the features within systems can become entry conditions for new
systems, with the relation between the ‘parent’ and ‘child’ systems defined as one of
increasing delicacy (note that features refer to the meaning potential of a language
rather than a specific constituent or structure, and thus can often be realised in multiple
ways).
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notation

description
there is a system x/y with entry condition a [if a, then either x or y]

there are two simultaneous systems x/y and m/n, both having entry condition a [if a,
then both either x or y and, independently, either m or n]

there are two systems x/y and m/n, ordered in dependence such that m/n has entry
condition x and x/y has entry condition a [if a then either x or y, and if x, then either
m or n]
there is a system x/y with compound entry condition, conjunction of a
and b [if both a and b, then either x or y]
there is a system m/n with two possible entry conditions, disjunction of a and c [if
either a or c, or both, then either m or n]

x is realised by a

if x is selected (I), then y must also be selected (T)

there is a system x/y or x and y with entry condition a [if a, then either x or y or x and
y]

Table 3.1: Notation conventions for system networks
Systems can either be parallel or simultaneous. Parallel systems represent
relations of ‘or’ where only one feature may be selected and are graphically notated with
square brackets. Simultaneous systems represent relations of ‘and’ where features are
selected from multiple systems and are graphically notated with curly brackets. Thus in
the system for POLARITY in English shown in Figure 3.1 (adapted from Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014, p. 23), for a specialised negative clause one feature must be selected
from both the NOMINAL GROUP FUNCTION system and the CLAUSE FUNCTION system, with
realisation statements for these combinations shown in the key below.
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Figure 3.1: System network for POLARITY in English
The complementarity between paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations resides in each
act of meaning simultaneously constituting a choice among other potential acts of
meaning and a choice in relation to already instantiated acts of meaning. Combined, this
complementarity realises the grammar of a language, the “powerhouse where meanings
are created” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 22).

Metafunctions
The second core complementarity in SFL theory is that among metafunctions.
Mapping systemic functional grammar has revealed that different aspects of semiosis
are bundled by interdependence into three relatively autonomous functional lenses
(Halliday, [1969]/2005). These lenses are termed ‘metafunctions’ and comprise
semiotic systems across strata that describe ideational, interpersonal and textual
meaning. The ideational metafunction encompasses systems that construe human
experience, such as naming and categorising entities and occurrences into taxonomies.
The interpersonal metafunction comprises the semiotic systems that describe how
language enacts our social relationships, including resources for specifying the relative
status and solidarity between interactants such as affect, mood, modality and
modalisation. The textual metafunction is concerned with how ideational and
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interpersonal meaning is organised into coherent stretches, as such it is “an enabling or
facilitating function, since both the others – construing experience and enacting
interpersonal relations – depend on being able to build up sequences of discourse,
organizing the discursive flow, and creating cohesion and continuity as it moves along”
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, pp. 29-30). It is important to note that while the
metafunctions allow these three higher order regions of semiosis to be isolated for the
purpose of study, language construes meaning across all three simultaneously, and any
text can be viewed through the lens of any metafunction.

Hierarchies
SFL research has described four hierarchies that are simultaneously at play during
linguistic communication: stratification, instantiation, individuation and semogenesis.
These link an individual instance of language to the grammatical, cultural and social
context it occurs in. Stratification relates to the relationship between the four strata
identified in the SFL model of language: phonetics/graphetics (physicality of language)
phonology/graphology (expression), lexicogrammar (meaning) and discourse semantics
(semantics). The former two occur at the plane of expression, the latter at the plane of
content. Above all of these, the context stratum refers to the variables in the physical
and social environment where language is occurring. Stratification, as described by
Halliday, is “the process of linking one level of organisation with another” (2004, p. 26).
Stratification arranges the systems of choice presented at each stratum hierarchically in
what has been described as a system of “metaredundancy” (Lemke, 1984) wherein
choices made in one stratum can be seen as a patterning of those in the one below. As
such, lexicogrammar is realised by patterns at the phonological/graphological stratum,
and discourse semantics is realised by patterns at the lexicogrammatical stratum. Each
stratum comprises paradigmatic systems and syntagmatic structures that describe how
linguistic resources create meaning, which are also related hierarchically. This allows for
language to be simultaneously analysed at all strata – from above at the discourse
semantic stratum, from below at the phonological stratum, and from around at the
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lexicogrammatical stratum; this is known as the trinocular approach. The SFL
stratification model is shown in Figure 3.2 (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 26).

Figure 3.2: SFL model of stratification
Intersecting with the complementarity of metafunctions, the stratification model
allows us to view instances of text as realising specific combinations of contextual
variables, what Halliday terms registers: “the set of meanings, the configuration of
semantic patterns a culture typically associates with a situation type” (Halliday, 1978, p.
32). These situational factors can be mapped as combinations of specific resources
across field (ideational), tenor (interpersonal) and mode (textual). As Halliday (1978)
observes, a theory of register allows us to “uncover the general principles which govern
[the variation in situation types], so that we can begin to understand what situational
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factors determine what linguistic features” (Halliday, 1978, p. 32). Halliday and Hasan
(1985) expand on this and note how texts reflect and enact both their situational and
their cultural context. Building on and slightly diverging from this conceptualisation,
Martin (1992) models context as realised through two planes: Genre (context of culture)
and Register (context of situation), where Register functions as the expression form of
Genre. In turn, Register is realised by field, tenor and mode variables, while Genre
accounts for the social purpose of a text as an option in a system of genres that comprise
a culture.
Thus, ideational, interpersonal and textual meaning organise language by
metafunction while field, tenor and mode organise context by metafunction. At the
highest stratum is Genre, which, sustaining the metaredundancy between levels of
language, is “a pattern of register patterns” (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 308). A graphic
representation showing both metafunctions and stratification is shown in Figure 3.3
(adapted from Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 309).
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Figure 3.3: SFL stratification/metafunctions
Whereas stratification describes the different levels of semiosis occurring in
linguistic activity, instantiation refers to the process by which each instance of language
represents one of myriad linguistic options available to a language user (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014). The cline of instantiation spans from ‘system’ through ‘register’ and
‘text type’ to ‘text’, progressing from potential to instantial in scope. Instantiation also
construes the language system as the meaning potential of a culture, prescribing or
proscribing meanings available in accordance with the culture’s conventions and
ideology. Instantiation can therefore be viewed as “a scale of generalization, aggregating
the meaning potential of a culture across instances of use” (Martin, 2008, p. 32). The
cline of instantiation is shown in Figure 3.4 (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 28).
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Figure 3.4: SFL cline of Instantiation
Individuation applies the hierarchy of meaning potential to the relationship
between the individual and the community, and accounts for how linguistic resources
are heterogeneously distributed across individuals within a culture (Knight, 2010, p.
53). In Bednarek’s words, “instantiation relates to how a text is different from the
system, and individuation relates to how an individual is different from the community”
(2010, p. 243). As such, it provides a lens for the examination of ideology and the
relationship between the semiotic system and the individual (Martin, 2006, p. 276).
According to Martin (2006, p. 294), the cline for individuation spans from ‘culture’
through ‘master identity’ and ‘sub-culture’ to ‘persona’.
Linked to the conceptualisation of language as a system of resources at the
cultural, individual and instance levels, SFL examines variation in the potential
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meanings of semiotic systems at three time-scales: logogenesis (an unfolding text),
ontogenesis (an individual’s life), and phylogenesis (an evolving culture) (Martin, 1999,
p. 49). The relationship between these is reciprocal, with the shorter timeframes
supplying semiotic material for the longer, and the longer defining the context in which
the shorter unfold. Semogenesis and instantiation are thus parallel and complementary,
as the phylogenetic location of a culture defines the social context wherein an
individual’s ontogenetic linguistic development unfolds, and the ontogenetic location of
an individual defines the context within which an individual text is instantiated.
Conversely, the patterning of instantiated text realises ontogenesis, and the aggregate
patterning of individuals’ ontogenesis realises phylogenesis. Ultimately, “texts provide
the means through which individuals interact to learn the system” (Martin & Rose,
2003, p. 267). For this thesis, the semogenic model of language is relevant to the
investigation of the role of expectation in humour carried out in Chapter 8. The
relationship between semogenesis and expectation will be further elaborated in Chapter
5, Section 4. The model for temporal semogenesis is shown in Figure 3.5 (Martin, 1999,
p. 49).

Figure 3.5: SFL semogenesis model
This section has provided an account of key SFL concepts including syntagmatic
and paradigmatic relations, hierarchies of stratification, instantiation and individuation,
metafunctions and semogenesis. With an outline of the SFL theoretical architecture in
place, the next section will proceed to detail specific systems within SFL theory that are
of particular relevance to this thesis.
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SFL Discourse semantic systems
As established in the description of stratification and metafunctions within SFL
theory, systems of potential meaning are distinguished between those that occur at the
lexicogrammatical (clause) stratum and those that occur at the discourse semantic (text)
stratum, and divided among the three metafunctions. The analysis undertaken in this
thesis primarily investigates meaning construed at the discourse semantic stratum, thus
these will be the focus of this section. However as per the principle of metaredundancy
described above, realisations of meaning at the discourse semantic stratum imply
particular patternings of features in lexicogrammatical systems – thus where relevant,
these will also be described. For the aims of this thesis, the IDEATION, CONNEXION, clause
complexing and TRANSITIVITY systems within the ideational metafunction, the systems
described in the Appraisal framework within the interpersonal metafunction, and the
systems of PERIODICITY, THEME and INFORMATION within the textual metafunction are of
particular relevance. Examples illustrating these features are drawn from the data.

Ideational systems
IDEATION
IDEATION describes

resources for construing experiences as relationships and

goings-on: “what kinds of activities are undertaken, and how participants undertaking
these activities are described and classified” (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 17). As outlined in
Martin and Rose (2007) IDEATION construes the field of a text at the discourse semantic
stratum by ordering the activities, places and qualities that occur within it into either
taxonomic relations or nuclear relations, or as activity sequences. Nuclear relations are
not relevant to the analysis undertaken in this thesis and will not be further described.
Taxonomic relations occuring as entities (people, things and places) are repeated,
synonymised or contrasted across discourse, building either classifying or compositional
taxonomies. Classifying relations are concerned with class-member and co-class
relations, described as relations of hyponymy, co-hyponymy, and hypernymy. For
instance in the Wolf text the comedian establishes a class of liberal media, with
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members including news publishers CNN and MSNBC. Thus liberal media would be the
hypernym for CNN and MSNBC, which would in turn be co-hyponyms of liberal media.
Compositional taxonomies are concerned with part-whole relations described as
relations of meronymy. The Wolf text establishes a compositional taxonomy of women
in the trump administration which includes the meronyms Ivanka Trump, Kellyanne
Conway and Sarah Huckabee Sanders. These taxonomy examples are shown in Table
3.2.
taxonomic
relation
example

classification
(hyponymy)
liberal media
CNN

MSNBC

composition
(meronymy)
Women of Trump Administration
Ivanka
Trump

Kellyanne
Conway

Sarah Huckabee
Sanders

Table 3.2: Ideational taxonomic relations
Activity sequences are series of occurrences that typically occur in a particular field
(Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 101). An example of an activity sequence centring on the
arrival of winter is found in the Gervais text:
winter comes. Different pattern: the ground’s hard, there's nothing. There's
no fruit, there's no berries, there's no nuts.

In this excerpt, winter comes is followed by the ground is hard, which in turn in
followed by there's nothing. There's no fruit, there's no berries, there's no nuts. These
occurrences are all associated with the field of discourse regarding the change of season
to winter, and typically occur in the order found here.
Especially relevant for this thesis are the descriptions of how ideational elements
are realised linguistically at the discourse semantic stratum. The terminology for
distinguishing ideational meaning adopted here is that first outlined in Martin (1992)
and further developed by Hao (2015). In this model, experience is described as a
sequence of figures composed of different ideational units: entities, occurrences, and
qualities. Entities describe people, things and places, occurrences comprise a process,
and state figures comprise an entity and a quality. Examples of each found in the
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Gervais text are shown in Table 3.3. As will be discussed in Section 7.2, these elements
form the ideational components of evaluative couplings.
ideational
element
entity

occurrence

state figure

example (in bold)
our deputy headmaster used to come and tell us a story it always had a moral
that we were meant to think about and this would make us into leaders of men,
character-building. And he used to take ages over it and he loved it, it was his best
day
our deputy headmaster used to come and tell us a story it always had a moral that
we were meant to think about and this would make us into leaders of men,
character-building. And he used to take ages over it and he loved it, it was his best
day
our deputy headmaster used to come and tell us a story it always had a moral that we
were meant to think about and this would make us into leaders of men, characterbuilding. And he used to take ages over it and he loved it, it was his best day

Table 3.3: Examples of ideational entities and occurrence and state figures

Clause complexing
While IDEATION provides a taxonomy for defining the activities, items and
properties found in language and relating them to linguistic features, clause complexing
and CONNEXION describe the resources by which ideational occurrence and state figures
are related (Hao, 2015, p. 228). Clause complexing (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) and
CONNEXION

(Hao, 2015; Martin, 1992) describe the logical relations among ideational

resources at the lexicogrammatical and discourse semantic strata, respectively. In terms
of the units of analysis these refer to, clause complexing describes relations between
clauses within clause complexes, while CONNEXION describes relations between stretches
of discourse of any size.
Clause complexing comprises three simultaneous systems: TAXIS, LOGICO-SEMANTIC
RELATION

and RECURSION. TAXIS describes the extent to which clauses are

interdependent, while LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION describes the logical and semantic
relationship between the meaning construed across and among complexed clauses
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 438). RECURSION accounts for the possibility that
features of TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION can recur within clause complexes.
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The options within the TAXIS system are either of equal status ([parataxis]) 10 or
unequal status ([hypotaxis]). Clauses of equal status ([parataxis]) comprise one
initiating and one or more continuing clauses, all of which could function
independently, such as when clauses are related with the conjunction ‘and’. For
instance, in the clause complex drawn from the Izzard text:
I'll do big arms and you just look at me

the initiating clause I’ll do the big arms and continuing clause you just look at me do not
rely on each other to construe meaning, thus either could function as the initiating
clause. Alternatively, clause complexes comprising clauses of unequal status
([hypotaxis]) will include one dominant and one or more dependent clauses, with the
construal of meaning in the dependent clause(s) reliant on the meaning of the dominant
clause. Clause complexes containing the conjunction ‘or’ can be hypotactic, as in the
case of this example from the Izzard text:
You must have tea and cake with the Vicar, or you die!

Here, the clause or you die! cannot stand on its own, as its meaning is dependent on
that of the dominant clause You must have tea and cake with the vicar.
Interacting with TAXIS, LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION taxonomizes the logical and
semantic relationships between clauses in clause complexes. At the first level of delicacy,
the relation between clauses can be one of either [expansion] or [projection].
[expansion] describes instances where a secondary clause (continuing or dependent)
expands on the meaning of the primary clause (initiating or dominant) by either
[elaborating], [extending] or [enhancing] it. For [elaboration], “one clause expands
another by elaborating on it (or some portion of it): restating in other words, specifying
in greater detail, commenting, or exemplifying”; for [extension], “one clause expands
another by extending beyond it: adding some new element, giving an exception to it, or
offering an alternative”; for [enhancement], “one clause expands another by
embellishing around it: qualifying it with some circumstantial feature of time, place,
cause or condition” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 444). Projection describes
10

As per SFL notation, features of semiotic systems are rendered in square brackets.
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instances where a secondary clause is projected through the primary clause, which
construes it as a projected locution or idea (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 443). The
system network for clause complexing, including annotation conventions for features, is
shown in Figure 3.6 (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 438).

Figure 3.6: Clause complexing systems
As clause complexes can contain any number of clauses, multiple resources from
the systems of TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION can be found within a single clause
complex. This often results in nesting, where a series of clause nexuses (pairs of related
clauses) are themselves related. Such is the case in the stretch of discourse in the Izzard
text:
Whereas if the film did any little bit of business in America, if the film did
some decent bit of business, then Hollywood would take it, and they'd remake
it, and they'd up the budget by fifty million and it'd be called, “The Room
With A View of Hell! Staircase of Satan! Pond of Death!”

This can be annotated for TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION as per Table 3.4, with
implicit relations rendered in parentheses.
TAXIS

1

& LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION
β
1
+2

Verbiage
Whereas if the film did any little bit of business in America
(and) if the film did some decent bit of business
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×α

+2
+3
+4

α
“β

1
+2
+3

then Hollywood would take it,
and they'd remake it
and they'd up the budget by fifty million
and it'd be called
“The Room with A View of Hell!
(or) Staircase of Satan!
(or) Pond of Death!”

Table 3.4: Clause complexing annotation example
Further to the lexicogrammatical realisations of clause complexing features, in
spoken texts such as stand-up comedy performances phonological resources can also
realise TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION choices (Halliday & Greaves, 2008). A
summary of typical realisations of these choices is presented in Table 3.5 (adapted from
Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 554).
meaning
elaboration
(paratactic/hypotactic)

tone pattern
repeated tone (1 1, 2 2,
4, 4)

(ii) tone
sequence

degrees of interdependence

(iii) tonality

projection marking

1 -1
3 -1
4 -1
tonal cliticization:
enclitic
tonal cliticization:
proclitic

(i) tone
concord

environment
hypotactic clause
complex
group complex
cohesive
paratactic
hypotactic
“1 ^ 2
1 ^ “2

Table 3.5: Tone concord and tone sequence in clause complexes
CONNEXION

Shifting our gaze from the lexicogrammatical to the discourse semantic stratum,
the CONNEXION system describes relations between ideational figures. These are divided
into four primary logical relations: [additive], [comparative], [temporal] and
[consequential], each of which obtain more delicate features. These features can
describe relations either between stretches of discourse within the text they occur in
([internal]) or between experiential meanings in the world described by the text
([external]). The system network for CONNEXION is presented in Figure 3.7 (Hao, 2015, p.
230).
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Figure 3.7: System network for CONNEXION
Realisations of [external] CONNEXION features are typically concerned with
describing the logical relationship among figures so as to construe a field as a sequence
of activities (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 123). Thus, for instance, instances of [addition:
alternation] can be realised by the conjunction ‘or’ and used to position figures as
alternative choices, such as in the example from the Wolf text:
I could call Trump a racist or a misogynist or xenophobic or unstable or
incompetent or impotent.

Here the comedian lists a series of options of names they could call Trump (ellipsing I
could call Trump for each figure after the first), thus construing that all these names are
potentially applicable to Trump.
The [additive] branch of external CONNEXION features also contains the [addition]
feature, which functions to add or subtract clauses in sequence, such as in the example
from the Wolf text:
I did take an aptitude test in seventh grade, and this is a hundred percent
true.
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The [comparative] branch describes features that relate clauses together as similar or
different. A typical realisation of the [similarity] feature is the conjunction ‘like’, as
found in the example from the Wolf text:
Like a porn star says when she's about to have sex with a Trump “let's get
this over with”.

A typical realisation of the [contrast] feature is the conjunction ‘but’, as found in the
example from the Wolf text:
people are saying America is more divided than ever, but I think no matter
what you support politically we can all agree that this is a great time for
craft stores.

The [temporal] branch arranges clauses in terms of their temporal relationship as either
[successive] or [simultaneous]. An example of clauses arranged in succession found in
the Wolf text is:
at first it said clown, and then it heard my voice.

An example of clauses arranged as simultaneous found in the Izzard text is:
Doesn't quite make it but lives to tell the tale. Meanwhile, the British are all
rounded up and shot in the head.

The [consequential] branch of external CONNEXION features relates clauses by [cause],
[means], [consequence] [condition] or [purpose]. [cause] describes instances where
events in clauses are causally related, such as in the example from the Wolf text:
I'm here to make jokes, I have no agenda, I'm not trying to get anything
accomplished, so everyone that's here from Congress you should feel right at
home.

[means] describes instances where one clause elaborates on how an event in another
clause happens, as can be seen in the example from the Izzard text:
I'm gonna finish up today by talking about puberty.
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[consequence] describes instances where one event occurs as a result of another, such as
in the example from the Wolf text:
I'm not gonna do that because there's also a lot of liberal media.

[condition] describes instances where one clause specifies the circumstances under
which events in another clause may occur, such as in the example from the Gervais text:
If you could go under there like the discovery channel, (then) 11 you'd see lazy
mouse.

[purpose] describes instances where one clause elaborates on the intended outcomes of
actions in another clause, such as in the example from the Izzard text:
Steve McQueen plays the American who is dropped into British films in
order to make them sell.

In contrast to [external] CONNEXION features, [internal] features interact with
resources in the textual metafunction to logically organise a text as waves of
information. For instance, early in the Wolf text, the comedian realises the feature
[time: successive] by stating Now before we get too far, thus indicating that the section
of discourse following the Verbiage occurs prior to the main body of the text. [internal]
features map onto the same system network as [external] features, but naturally their
realisations differ. Internal CONNEXION features were not prevalent in the data analysed
for this thesis, presumably due to their being typically more common in written modes
(Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 133). As such, they will not be described or illustrated in detail.
Lastly, the realisation of CONNEXION features can either be [explicit], when overtly
marked by lexicogrammatical features, or [implicit], when not. Thus, while in most of
the examples shown above CONNEXION features are realised explicitly, typically by
conjunctions, the example in Table 3.6 contains an implicit realisation of [consequence:

11

‘then’ has been rendered in this example to illustrate the CONNEXION feature.
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cause / external], rendered in square brackets as per the notational convention
proposed by Martin (1992). 12
CONNEXION

[cause]

Verbiage
You guys gotta stop putting Kellyanne on
your shows
(because) All she does is lie

Table 3.6: Implicit CONNEXION

TRANSITIVITY

The final ideational system relevant to the analysis undertaken in this thesis is
TRANSITIVITY.

The SFL TRANSITIVITY model is concerned with the lexicogrammatical

description of experience as a sequence of ‘goings-on’. As Halliday and Matthiessen
observe, “This flow of events is chunked into quanta of change by the grammar of the
clause: each quantum of change is modelled as a figure – a figure of happening, doing,
sensing, saying, being or having” (2014, p. 213, original formatting). Each figure
includes at least one process and participant; as such, a primary focus of TRANSITIVITY is
taxonomizing process types by the type of experience they represent, and the
grammatical features that realise them. A secondary aspect of the TRANSITIVITY model
referred to is the lexicogrammatical realisation of circumstances which contextualise
processes. As TRANSITIVITY is referenced only briefly in the analysis in Chapter 8, a
simplified outline of processes and circumstances is presented here.
The TRANSITIVITY model includes six process types: material, mental, relational,
verbal, behavioural and existential. Material processes involve physical actions such as
“running, throwing, scratching, cooking, sitting down, and so on” (Thompson, 2013, p.
95) and comprise an Actor – the agent performing the action – and an optional second
participant who is the entity affected by the action: the Goal. Mental processes describe
activities that occur in the mind such as “thinking, imagining, liking, wanting, seeing,

Arrows are used in CONNEXION coding as per the reticulum described by Martin (1992) – arrows arching
to the left represent internal relations, arrows arching to the right represent external relations.

12
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etc.” (Thompson, 2013, p. 97). The participants in mental process clauses include a
Senser and a Phenomenon. Relational processes describe the relationship between
participants, often realised by the verb ‘is’. Relational processes are further
distinguished between attributive clauses, where a Carrier is described by an Attribute,
and identifying clauses, where a Token is equated with a Value. Verbal processes
describe activities where a Sayer is saying or thinking Verbiage, which can be directed to
a Receiver. Behavioural processes lie at the boundary between mental and material
processes, and relate to human activates such as ‘stare’ (as opposed to the mental
process, ‘see’). Behavioural process clauses typically only have on participant: the
Behaver. Existential processes express the existence of a participant, termed the
Existent, without providing any further information about activities. Examples of each
of these processes and their participants found in the Gervais text are shown in Table
3.7.
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process type
Material

he
Actor

example from data
’d eat
it
Process: Material
Goal

I
Senser

can’t hear
Process: Mental

you
Phenomenon

attributive

the ground
Carrier

’s
Process: Relational
(Attributive)

hard
Attribute

identifying

the moral of
that
Token

is

‘never tell a
lie’.
Value

you

‘d go 13 to

the egg

Sayer

Process: Verbal

Receiver

Behavioural

you
Behaver

saw the leaves moving
Process: Behavoural

Existential

there were
Process:
Existential

berries
Existent

Mental
Relational

Verbal

Process: Relational
(Identifying)

“don't sit on a
wall”
Verbiage

Table 3.7: TRANSITIVITY process types
Circumstances are realised lexicogrammatically by circumstantial adjuncts and
“encode the background against which the process takes place” (Thompson, 2013, p.
114). Beyond relatively intuitive categories of Circumstances describing time, place and
manner, definitions of Circumstances vary. Thompson’s (2013) taxonomy (following
Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004) is adopted in this thesis, which identifies Circumstances
of Location, Extent, Manner, Cause, Contingency, Accompaniment, Role, Matter and
Angle. Location specifies the point in space or time where/when a Process is unfolding.
Related to this, Extent describes the temporal duration or physical extent of a Process.
Manner encompasses four subtypes of Circumstances: Quality, Means, Comparison and
Degree. Quality relates to description of processes most typically realised through
adverbs, Means describes specification of entities that facilitate the realisation of a
process, Comparison describes evaluations of a process by comparison to other entities

13

The lexical item ‘go’ is interpreted here as idiomatically realising a Verbal process like ‘say’.
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and Degree describes specification of the level to which a process occurs. Circumstances
of Cause are also subdivided between those of Reason, which describe the reason for a
process’s occurrence, those of Purpose, which describe the purpose a process aims to
achieve, and those of Behalf, which specify on whose behalf a process is occurring.
Circumstances of Contingency are either those of Condition, which stipulates the
circumstances required for a process to occur, or Concession, which describe
circumstances that might have prevented a process from occurring but did not.
Circumstances of Accompaniment describe participants that accompany the primary
participant in a process. Circumstances of Role are either those of Guise, which answers
the question ‘what as?’, and Product, which answers the question ‘what into?’.
Circumstances of Matter relate to Verbal processes and describe the content of speech or
thought, and circumstances of Angle describe the point of view a process represents.
Examples of circumstances found in the data are shown in Table 3.8.
Circumstance type
Location
Extent
Manner
Quality
Means
Comparison
Cause

Degree
Reason
Purpose
Behalf

Contingency

Condition
Concession

Accompaniment
Role
Guise
Product
Matter
Angle

example (circumstances in bold)
that started um well probably around a similar time (Izzard text)
we had Christianity for about 1500 years (Izzard text)
joyfully we lark about (Izzard text)
I poked a badger with a spoon (Izzard text)
she's about as helpful to women as an empty box of tampons (Wolf
text)
you're with them all the way (Izzard text)
Because of all the protests poster board has been flying off the
shelves (Wolf text)
He’d made an axe to chop the wood
what's Uncle Tom but for white women who disappoint other
white women? (Wolf text)
Well then, I will set up a new religion in this country (Izzard text)
I would have succeeded if it wasn't for those pesky God and Jesus
fellas (Izzard text)
You must have tea and cake with the Vicar (Izzard text)
Southwest used him as one of their engines (Wolf text)
they split into different groups (Izzard text)
that was about Martin Luther (Izzard text)
20 years too old for Roy Moore (Wolf text)

Table 3.8: Circumstance types
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Appraisal
The Appraisal framework, first elaborated in Martin and White (2005), describes
how evaluation occurs in language through the lens of SFL theory. Accounting for
attitudinal, intensifying and dialogic linguistic resources through the systems of
ATTITUDE, GRADUATION

and ENGAGEMENT, respectively, Martin and White provide an

appliable framework for identifying and relating how interactants colour language with
opinion and emotion, upscale and downscale the intensity of these resources, and
expand and contract the dialogic space of a text. The choices made among these systems
represent how language “writers/speakers approve and disapprove, enthuse and abhor,
applaud and criticise, and with how they position their readers/listeners to do likewise”
(Martin & White, 2005, p. 1). A simplified outline of the Appraisal framework is shown
in Figure 3.8 (adapted from Martin & White, 2005, p. 38).

Figure 3.8: Outline of Appraisal framework
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ATTITUDE

The ATTITUDE system describes resources for construing emotional states and
reactions ([affect] 14), evaluations of non-sentient entities ([appreciation]) and
judgements of sentient entities ([judgement]), which can be either [positive] or
[negative] in polarity. As Martin and White observe, “affect deals with resources for
construing emotional reactions… JUDGEMENT is concerned with resources for assessing
behaviour according to various normative principles… APPRECIATION looks at resources
for construing the value of things” (2005, pp. 35-36). Examples of realisations of these
ATTITUDE features
ATTITUDE

[affect]

found in the Izzard text are shown in Table 3.9.

[feature]

[judgement]
[appreciation]

polarity
+
+
+
-

example (attitudinal lexis in bold)
joyous singing
it hurts
our lord Jesus
you crazy bugger
my story gets better
there’s something weird

Table 3.9: ATTITUDE features
ATTITUDE

can be realised either directly through attitudinal lexis ([inscribe]) as

shown above, or indirectly ([invoke]). Indirect realisations include the use of lexical
metaphor to [invoke: provoke] ATTITUDE , such as when Izzard employs the idiomatic
expression fire and brimstone to realise negative [affect] in the clause:
Catholicism still has the fire and brimstone.

Here, negative [affect] is realised by the association of ‘fire and brimstone’ to pessimism,
fear and menace. GRADUATION resources can be employed to [invoke: invite: flag]
ATTITUDE by

intensifying or de-identifying evaluative lexis, thus loading it with

pejorative or laudatory connotations. For instance, when Izzard states:
you can’t have extreme points of view.

the addition of the intensifying lexis extreme realises negative [appreciation] for points
of view. Lastly, ideational meaning can [invoke: invite: afford] attitudinal meaning

14

Throughout this thesis, system features are denoted by square brackets.
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when it is interpreted within particular cultural contexts. Thus when Izzard likens the
teachings of Jesus Christ to the ideas of Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson Mandela, this
realises positive [appreciation] for the ideas, as well as positive [judgement] for Jesus
Christ:
ideas in the Gandhi type area, in the um Nelson Mandela type area.

Realization strategies for attitude, with examples from the Izzard text are shown as a
system network in Figure 3.9 (adapted from Martin & White, 2005, p. 67).

Figure 3.9: System network for strategies realising ATTITUDE (lexis realising features in
bold)
To concisely represent the relevant features of the ATTITUDE system in written
discussion, this thesis employs the notation convention of showing ATTITUDE features as
[inscribed/provoked/flagged/afforded ^ +ve/-ve ^
affect/judgement/appreciation].

Accordingly, the ATTITUDE realised in the last example above, ideas in the Gandhi type
area, in the um Nelson Mandela type area, would be represented as,
[afforded +ve appreciation/judgement].

ENGAGEMENT

Within the SFL Appraisal framework dialogic resources are described through
the system of ENGAGEMENT, which covers a region of discourse semantics concerned with
how language users construe their alignment/disalignment with regards to particular
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value positions realised in a text, and thus with regards the social communities defined
by particular stances to those value positions (Martin & White, 2005, p. 95).
ENGAGEMENT

encompasses linguistic elements described in other theoretical frameworks

as “attribution, modality, hearsay, concession, polarity, evidentiality, hedges, boosters
and metadiscursives” (White, 2001). As such, ENGAGEMENT describes the linguistic
resources for construing impersonation that are central to the discussion in chapters 6
and 7. The full system of ENGAGEMENT, with examples from the Gervais text, is shown in
Figure 3.10 (adapted from White, 2019). These examples will be explained below.

Figure 3.10: System network for ENGAGEMENT (lexis realising features in bold)
A primary distinction within the ENGAGEMENT system can be drawn between
heteroglossic resources that allow for multiple perspectives on a proposition, and
monoglossic resources that do not. As White observes, in monoglossic formulations a
speaker “presents the current proposition as not in tension, contradistinction or
alternation with alternative propositions” (2019, p. 2). In turn, the monoglossic branch
of options distinguishes between the [assert] feature and the [presume] feature. For
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[assert], the non-negotiability of the proposition is overtly realised by selecting a
grammatical feature that stands in opposition to heteroglossic alternatives. For instance,
in the clause it was his best day, the unmodalised finite verb was realises monoglossia;
however, its alternative forms in the system of MODALITY (‘might have been’, ‘could have
been’, etc.) could also realise heteroglossia. For the [presume] feature, non-negotiability
is implicated through the use of grammatical features that do not offer heteroglossic
alternatives. For instance, in the clause, it is fantastic to be here in the greatest city in
the world, the adjective greatest and prepositional phrase in the world occur in an
adjectival group which does not contain a Finite. Thus, the proposition of positive
evaluation that these features construe cannot be modalised. Compared with the more
explicit foregrounding of monoglossia in [assert], in instances of [presume] the
monoglossia is implicit.
Among heteroglossic resources, a distinction can be made between those that
invite or accommodate alternate positions and voices (dialogic expansion), and those
that dismiss or reject them (dialogic contraction). In turn, resources for dialogic
contraction can be divided between those that explicitly reject or negate a particular
proposition [disclaim], and those that privilege one proposition while implicitly
marginalising all others [proclaim]. The [disclaim] branch then obtains the [deny] and
[disclaim] features. [deny] describes rejection via negation, typically through use of
negative polarity, such as in the example don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg. The
[counter] feature describes instances where one proposition is replaced by another, such
as in the example:
And he goes, “Well, I did warn you, didn't I?”
He goes, “Yeah.”
He goes, “never mind, come in here and share with me”.

Here, the unsympathetic proposition established by I did warn you is supplanted by the
sympathetic alternative proposition realised by never mind, come in here and share
with me, with never mind signalling the reversal.
The [proclaim] branch obtains three more delicate options: [concur], [reinforce]
and [endorse]. [concur] describes features that “overtly announce the addresser as
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agreeing with, or having the same knowledge as, some projected dialogic partner”
(Martin & White, 2005, p. 122). These include [affirm] and [concede]. In instances of
[affirm] linguistic resources foreground the author’s agreement with a proposition, such
as the addition of ‘of course’ in the example: of course they couldn’t put him back
together again. This authorial intrusion can also be realised via devices where a
particular response is assumed from interactants, such as in rhetorical questions. In
instances of [concede], the author positions a proposition as unexpectedly valid, or valid
despite being in opposition with other propositions. Thus, in the example: it’s bad, the
effects are still being felt today, but it ended a war, the first two clauses realise
[concede] for the negative evaluation targeting the referent it, despite the final clause
but it ended a war concluding with positive evaluation in a [counter] construction. As
this example shows, [concede] is often found prior to [counter] formulations so as to
introduce and then dismiss alternative value positions – a rhetorical technique that
allows the author to address alternative propositions while still privileging one.
The [reinforce] branch of [proclaim] obtains the [pronounce] and [justify]
features. In [pronounce] formulations, linguistic resources are employed which “involve
authorial emphases or explicit authorial interventions or interpolations” (Martin &
White, 2005, p. 127). Unlike with the [concur] feature, the authorial intervention targets
the proposition rather than the putative interactant, thus in the example and that’s a
true fable, the authorial intrusion of true acts to strengthen the validity of the
proposition at stake. The [justify] feature describes formulations whereby the author
predicates the validity of a proposition on causal relation with another proposition
(White, 2012). Thus in the example: this is better ‘cos I keep all the money, the
proposition this is better is related by [justify] to the proposition I keep all the money.
Finally, [endorse] formulations position a proposition as validated by an external
source. [endorse] formulations are typically realised by Verbal process lexis common in
hortatory genres such as “show, prove, demonstrate, find and point out” (Martin &
White, 2005, p. 126, original formatting). In the data analysed for this thesis, the closest
example to an [endorse] formulation occurs in the example: this is from a website,
wherein the comedian supports the validity of the proposition by specifying its source.
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The branch of heteroglossic resources describing formulations for dialogic
expansion distinguishes between the [entertain] and [attribute] features. In [entertain]
formulations plural, alternative propositions are allowed for by the author, for instance
through the use of the modal auxiliary may in the example: this may be the greatest
sentence ever written. [attribute] features are of particular relevance to this thesis as
they “disassociate the proposition from the text’s internal authorial voice by attributing
it so some external source” (Martin & White, 2005, p. 111) – they are therefore closely
related to the comedic devices of parody, mimicry, ventriloquism and impersonation
discussed in chapters 6 and 7. White (1998) describes these as resources for extravocalisation, a term adopted in this thesis and defined as occurring when “[a] text
explicitly introduces outside voices or sources into the text via attributed or reported
utterances” (1998, p. 124).
The [attribute] branch is divided into [acknowledge] and [distance] features. In
[acknowledge] formulations, the authorial voice remains neutral to the projected voice
and Verbiage, typically realised by Verbal process lexis such as ‘say’, ‘tell’, ‘comment’
and so forth, such as in the example: he goes “well I did warn you, didn’t I?” (‘goes’ is
used here colloquially as a Verbal process). In [distance] formulations the authorial
voice distances itself from the projected voice and Verbiage, and these are typically
realised through Verbal processes such as ‘claim’ and ‘allege’ that imply authorial
scepticism for the extra-vocalised proposition. As with [endorse] formulations, typical
realisations of [distance] are more common in argumentative genres, with the closest
example found in this data being: All I can think is, ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’.
Here the Verbal process clause All I can think is has been downscaled, which acts to
undermine the validity of the attributed proposition don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg.
As Martin and White argue, the [distance] and to a lesser extent [acknowledge] features
of the ENGAGEMENT system construe the greatest expansion of dialogic space by explicitly
specifying an external subjectivity to which a proposition can be attributed (2005, p.
114). As such, in light of the discussion surrounding impersonation and dialogism in
Chapter 2, Section 6, impersonation is defined as an extra-vocalising resource realising
[acknowledge] or [distance] ENGAGEMENT features.
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An aspect of [attribute] features which is relevant to the discussion of how
comedians impersonate personae presented in Chapter 7 is the potential for recursion of
these features – i.e., the potential for an impersonated persona to themselves project the
speech of another persona. White (2012) explores this potential for recursion among
[attribute] features. In this work, White considers not just the text author’s positioning
of the quoted persona, but the quoted persona’s positioning with regards to nested,
quoted speech/thought. White describes the recursive nature of [attribute] features:
“secondary (quoted) voice options available under ‘attribute’ repeat some of the options
for dialogic positioning available to the primary voice (the speaker/writer)” (White,
2012, p. 65). As such, the recursive potential of the ENGAGEMENT system can be
represented in a system network where the [attribute] feature is the system entry
condition and an arrow loops back to [attribute] from its equivalent location within the
nested system network – shown in Figure 3.11 (adapted from White, 2012, p. 66). As will
be argued in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, accounting for nested ENGAGEMENT features is
important in explaining how comedians employ impersonation to create humorous
affiliation in their performances.

Figure 3.11: Recursion in ENGAGEMENT
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GRADUATION

Linguistic GRADUATION resources are not especially relevant to the analysis in this
thesis, thus they will be outlined in only cursory detail (paralinguistic realisations of
GRADUATION,

however, are relevant and will be discussed in Section 6.4). The

GRADUATION system describes
ATTITUDE

resources for intensifying and de-intensifying gradable

resources (FORCE), and resources for narrowing and broadening the

prototypicality of experiential entities and non-gradable attitudinal resources (FOCUS).
These features are captured by two simultaneous systems: FORCE/FOCUS and upscale/down-scale, which yield the options of [FORCE: raise], [FORCE: lower]. [FOCUS:
sharpen] and [FOCUS: soften], as shown in Figure 3.12 (Martin & White, 2005, p. 154),
with examples drawn from the Wolf text.

Figure 3.12: System network for GRADUATION

PERIODICITY, THEME and INFORMATION

Concerned with meaning in the textual metafunction at the discourse semantic
stratum, PERIODICITY describes the ordering and flow of information in a text: “the way
in which meanings are packaged to make it easier for us to take them in” (Martin &
Rose, 2007, p. 187). PERIODICITY describes choices available in the organisation of a text
such as in which order to present information, how information presented at the
beginning of a text predicts the information following, or how information presented at
the end of a stretch of discourse sums up information construed prior. As Thompson
observes, these choices reflect how “speakers constantly organize the way their message
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is worded in order to signal to them how the present part of their message fits in with
other parts” (2013, p. 145).
PERIODICITY

choices are realised in lexicogrammar by the systems of THEME and

INFORMATION. THEME

divides a clause into a Theme (lexis up to and including the

Subject) and a Rheme (the remainder of the clause), with the Theme functioning as the
“point of departure of the message” or “that which locates and orients the clause within
its context” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 89). When a Theme includes experiential
meaning other than the Subject it is considered a marked Theme. Marked Themes often
signal the beginning of a new section of discourse, and, if they function as topic
sentences for the following discourse, are considered hyperThemes. In turn, the
hyperTheme “establishes expectations about how the text will unfold” (Martin & Rose,
2007, p. 194). By contributing to the scaffolding of a text at the discourse semantic
stratum, hyperThemes thus constitute PERIODICITY resources.
INFORMATION describes

how texts unfold as a sequence of Given (already

known/predicted by the receiver) and New (unknown/unpredicted by the receiver)
information (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The unit of analysis for INFORMATION is the
information unit, which is determined not by grammar but by phonology, with one
information unit corresponding with one tone group. Within an information unit the
New terminates at the end of the foot containing the Tonic syllable, and the Given
typically precedes the New. The boundary between Given and New is indeterminate, and
must be interpreted in light of co-text. As the Given will often refer to referents already
introduced in the text or that are present in the situational context, anaphoric textual
reference and deixis are common markers of News. In an unmarked stretch of
discourse, one clause will map to one information unit, the Theme will occur within the
Given and the New will occur within the Rheme. In the excerpt from the Wolf text
shown in Table 3.10, we can see how the New of clause #1 constitutes the macroTheme,
and the Themes/Rhemes and Given/News for the majority of the clauses map onto each
other in an unmarked relation.
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PERIODICITY

macro
Theme
the women
in the
Trump
administrati
on

hyper
Theme

Theme

Kellyan
ne
Conway

There

THEME

INFORMATION

Rheme

Given

New

should
definitely
talk about
the women
in the
Trump
administrati
on.
Kellyanne
Conway.

We
should
definitely
talk about

the women
in the trump
administrati
on

There's

Kellyanne
Conway.

has the
perfect last
name for
what she
does:
Conway
my name
was Michelle
jokes frizzy
hair small
tits.

Man, she
has

the perfect
last name
for what she
does:
Conway

It's like if
my name

was jokes
frizzy hair
small tits.

You guys

gotta stop
putting
Kellyanne on
your shows.

You guys

All she
does
If you

is lie.

All she
does
If you

gotta stop
putting
Kellyanne
on your
shows.
is lie

We

Man, she

It’s like if

[then]
she
It’s like

don't give
her a
platform
has nowhere
to lie.

[then]
she

don't give
her a
platform
has
nowhere to
lie
that old
saying
falls in the
woods

that old
saying
falls in the
woods

It's like

[then]
how

do we get
Kellyanne
under that
tree?

[then]
how

do we get
Kellyanne
under that
tree?

I

m not
suggesting
she gets
hurt, just
stuck. Stuck
under a tree.

I

'm not
suggesting
she gets
hurt, just
stuck. Stuck
under a
tree.

if a tree

if a tree

Verbiage

claus
e#

We should
definitely
talk about
the women
in the
Trump
administrati
on.
There's
Kellyanne
Conway.
Man, she has
the perfect
last name for
what she
does:
Conway
It's like if my
name was
Michelle
jokes frizzy
hair small
tits.
You guys
gotta stop
putting
Kellyanne on
your shows.
All she does
is lie.
If you don't
give her a
platform
[then] she
has nowhere
to lie.
It's like that
old saying
if a tree falls
in the
woods,
[then] how
do we get
Kellyanne
under that
tree?
I'm not
suggesting
she gets
hurt, just
stuck. Stuck
under a tree.

1

2
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4

5

6
7
8
9
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Incidenta
lly “a tree
falls in
the
woods”

is Scott
Pruitt's
definition of
porn.

Incidenta
lly “a tree
falls in
the
woods”

is Scott
Pruitt's
definition of
porn.

Incidentally
“a tree falls
in the
woods” is
Scott Pruitt's
definition of
porn.

13

Table 3.10: PERIODICITY, THEME and INFORMATION resources

Genre and Register
The identification of genres of text and definition of these as particular
combinations of semiotic resources has been an important focus of SFL research. Within
the SFL community, two models for Genre and Register have emerged. The first,
following Halliday (1978) and Halliday and Hasan (1985), views Register as a situation
type. The second, following Martin (1992, 1999) and known as the ‘Sydney School’,
views register as a semiotic stratum realising Genre. This thesis adopts the second
model of Register and its attending model of Genre, primarily as these are the models
employed by Williams (2019) in their seminal social semiotic description of the standup comedy genre. While this aspect of Williams’s (2019) work and a more detailed
explanation of how Register and Genre were incorporated into the analytical framework
for this thesis will be presented in Chapter 5, Section 4.3, in this section the ‘Sydney
School’ of genre theory will be outlined.
As Martin and Rose observe, Genre is concerned with the cultural context of a text,
with individual genres described as “recurrent configuration of meanings” that “enact
the social practices of a given culture” (2008, p. 6). Martin & Rose (2008) define genres
as:
staged, goal oriented social processes. Staged, because it usually takes us more
than one step to reach our goals; goal oriented because we feel frustrated if we
don’t accomplish the final steps… social because writers shape their texts for
readers of particular kinds (p.6).
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It is worth noting here the distinction between the SFL technical term ‘Genre’, which
describes the social and cultural context of a text, and the non-technical term ‘genre’,
which refers to the particular configurations of field, tenor and mode variables
commonly found in a culture, such as history textbooks or romantic plays.
Register is concerned with the situational context of a text, functioning as the
expression form of Genre and comprising the variables of field, tenor and mode. In turn,
resources at the stratum of discourse semantics function as the expression form of
Register (Martin, 1992, p. 495). Accordingly, the patterning of resources at the
lexicogrammar and discourse semantic strata will shape the field, tenor and mode of a
text, thus reflecting its Register and realising its Genre. Martin (2014) sums up the
relationship between Genre, Register and grammar, stating that Genre and Register:
are conceived as emergently complex patterns of meaning. They are higher
levels of meaning in other words that metaredound with lower ones – so that
genre is a pattern of register patterns, register a pattern of discourse semantic
ones, which are in turn a pattern of lexicogrammatical ones, in turn a pattern
of phonological ones (p. 14).

In describing individual genres, SFL scholars have observed that further to
recurrent configurations of Register variables, genres also comprise logogenetic
schematics governing the order in which a text is structured. Components in these
recurrent local patterns are termed stages, with each stage realising a particular function
in a text. Accordingly, the presence or absence of particular stages is a primary
diagnostic in classifying genres. For example, in their taxonomy of story genres, Martin
and Rose (2008) identify five genres which are distinguished by the obligatory stages
which constitute them (Table 3.11). Further to these obligatory stages, genres can
include a number of optional stages or repeated sequences of stages.
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story genre type
recount
anecdote
exemplum
observation
narrative

staging
Orientation ^ 15 Record ^ Reorientation
Orientation ^ Remarkable Event ^ Reaction
Orientation ^ Incident ^ Interpretation
Event ^ Comment
Orientation^ Complication ^ Evaluation ^ Resolution ^ Coda

Table 3.11: Obligatory stages in story genres
At the most delicate level of constituency within genre schemas are phases. As
Martin and Rose (2008) observe, from a segmental perspective, phases consist of one or
more messages, while stages consist of one or more phases (Martin & Rose, 2008).
Phases are less programmatically defined than stages – they are not prescribed by a
particular stage, the sequence in which they unfold is unpredictable and they can be
unique to a particular text (Martin & Rose, 2008). Common story phases identified by
Martin and Rose (2008, p. 82) are shown in Table 3.12.
phase types
setting
description
events
effect
reaction
problem
solution
comment
reflection

engagement functions
presenting context (identities, activities, locations)
evoking context (sensual imagery)
succeeding events
material outcome
behavioural/attitudinal outcome
counterexpectant creating tension
counterexpectant releasing tension
intruding narrator’s comments
intruding participants’ thoughts

Table 3.12: Common story phase types
While the term ‘phase’ is commonly used to refer to this discourse unit across SFL
genre research, in this thesis it will be substituted with ‘component’. This is to
disambiguate it from the ‘humorous phase’ unit of analysis identified by Knight (2010),
and also reflects recent work by Stosic (2021) that argues the defining ‘phase’ unit of
discourse becomes problematic in instances of contextual metaphor or when elemental
genres are embedded within macro-genres (see Chapter 6, Section 4.3). In any case, the
analysis of genre schematics undertaken in this thesis des not significantly address this
unit of discourse, thus this theoretical issue is marginal.

15

The caret symbol (^) indicates succession.
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Ultimately, SFL genre theory provides a theoretical link between the meaning
potential of a culture and the instantiation of texts according to genre schematics
(Martin, 2006, p. 285). As Williams (2019) observes with regards to the genre model for

narrative texts:
in abstract terms, a narrative is one of the story genres with the typical,
obligatory structure of Orientation, Complication and Resolution; however, an
author using the genre to write a story at a particular moment in time will
produce a different story from another author using the same genre to write a
story at another time. In more technical terms, the text is an instance of the
generalised meaning potential, that is genre (p. 60).

As will be argued in Chapter 5, Section 4.3.1, stand-up comedy constitutes a text
genre with established conventions that are both recognised and expected by audiences.
As such, the SFL Genre and Register model can be applied to the analysis of stand-up
comedy texts to identify instances where these diverge from their expected schema, and
how these divergences interact with instances of humorous affiliation.

A social semiotic model of paralanguage
In concert with a social semiotic framework for analysing spoken and written
language, this thesis adopts a framework for analysing paralanguage that has been
developed by scholars within the SFL tradition. This is primarily motivated by the
theoretical continuity between these frameworks, but also reflects the theoretical rigour
of SFL work on paralanguage. This framework describes how semiotic features are
realised by the convergence of paralinguistic and linguistic resources. As with the
framework for linguistic semiosis, that for paralanguage is complex and detailed, thus
its general architecture will be outlined, but only systems relevant to this thesis will be
presented in greater detail.
The SFL approach to paralanguage emerges from SFL work on early childhood
language development (Matthiessen, 2004, 2007, 2009) and builds on research by
Kendon (1997) and McNeill (1992) to elaborate a social semiotic framework for
describing gesture and body language. Informed by Matthiessen’s discussion and
gathering strands from earlier work (e.g. Martin & Zappavigna, 2019; Martin et al.,
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2013; Zappavigna et al., 2010; Zappavigna & Martin, 2018b), Ngo et al. (in press)
consolidate the definition of paralanguage to include:
1. gestural resources arranged along what McNeill (1992) formulated as ‘Kendon’s
Continuum’ (including gesticulation, pantomime and emblems, but not sign
language);
2. facial expression, posture and body movement;
3. the vocalisations outlined in van Leeuwen (1999) which are not usually included
in linguistic descriptions of the segmental and prosodic phonology of spoken
language (timbre, tempo, tension, pitch range etc.).

In particular, ‘Kendon’s continuum’ provides a useful classification for gestural
resources – the general principle being that resources further to the left of the
continuum require more accompanying language to make meaning than resources to
the right. Kendon’s continuum (as rendered in Sekine, Rose, Foster, Attard, and Lanyon
(2013) is shown in Figure 3.13. These classifications will be referenced in relation to the
SFL paralanguage framework. As per Martinec’s (1998, 2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2004,
2008) and Muntigl’s (2004) work exploring the distribution of paralinguistic meaning
across metafunctions, ideational and interpersonal meaning are realised by the iconic
and metaphoric classes of gesture in Kendon’s continuum, while pointing/deictics
realise textual meaning.

Figure 3.13: Kendon’s Continuum
In keeping with Kendon’s conceptualisation of paralanguage as “a partner with
speech in the utterance as finally constructed” (Kendon, 2004, p. 125), co-speech
paralanguage is defined within the SFL tradition as semiotic physical activity whose
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semiosis converges with co-occurring language, which in Kendon’s continuum is
encompassed by Gesticulation and its subcategories. As argued by McNeill (2012, pp. 710) emblematic gestures (such as waving hello/goodbye, the ‘thumbs up’ or using digits
as numericals) whose semiosis is fully independent of language, are better described as
Emblems. As embodied signs akin to grammaticalized sign language, emblems are thus
excluded from the SFL paralanguage model.
A primary distinction informing the definition of paralanguage is that between
somasis (non-semiotic behaviour) and semiosis (semiotic behaviour). Drawing on
Halliday’s (1996) evolutionary typology, within somasis the SFL model distinguishes
between physical activity (material action), biological behaviour (bodily composure) and
social communion (shared experience). A topology of somasis with examples of
behaviour is shown in Figure 3.14 (Ngo et al., in press).

Figure 3.14: SFL model of somatic behaviour
However, despite their classification as non-semiotic, somatic behaviours can
potentially be used to make meaning, for instance jumping with joy, clearing one’s
throat to signal disapproval and so on. For Ngo et al. (in press), the distinction hinges on
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whether or not “they are negotiated as meaningful in interaction.” When they are
meaningful, they “will synchronise with the prosodic phonology … and turn-taking
structure of an interaction and will be responded to as meaningful by co-participants”
(Ngo et al., in press). For instance, somatic behaviour co-occurring with instances of
impersonation (projecting the speech/ embodying the actions of a textual persona) can
serve to impersonate the somatic behaviour of a textual persona, as when the comedian
‘runs’ on the spot in the example shown in Table 3.13 (for AV text see file 3a). 16
Verbiage
image from
data

busy busy busy. Could be late to get in someone’s face!

Table 3.13: Physical activity as semiosis
SFL research into embodied meaning (semiosis) draws on the principle of
intermodal convergence described by Painter and Martin (2012) and Painter et al.
(2013). The principle distinguishes three relationships of convergence between the
images and Verbiage in children’s picture books, organised by metafunction, shown in
Table 3.14 (Ngo et al., in press).

This example is drawn from the Izzard but occurs at [06:14] – outside the segment selected for close
analysis shown in Appendix A.

16
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Verbiage
ideational
interpersonal
textual

convergence
concurrence
resonance
synchronicity

image
ideational
interpersonal
textual

Table 3.14: Convergent Verbiage/image relations in children's picture books
As per SFL’s relational theory of meaning, Painter et al. (2013) explore the meaning
potential of images as compared to that of language, concluding that different modes
offer meaning makers different affordances. The term ‘affordance’ is employed here as
by Kress, Jewitt, Ogborn, and Tsatsarelis (2006) to refer to “the inherent potentialities
and limitations of a semiotic mode” (2006, p. 46). A similar perspective is taken by Ngo
et al. (in press) in their description of the meaning potential for paralanguage – while
the meaning afforded by gesture and phonology maps onto the same model of language
theorised by SFL, it is not co-extensive to the meaning potential afforded by language.
The SFL paralanguage model makes a further distinction within intermodal
convergence between sonovergent and semovergent paralanguage. ‘Sonovergent’ is used
to describe paralinguistic resources that converge with features of prosodic phonology
such as intonation and RHYTHM (which will be outlined in Section 6.1), while
‘semovergent’ refers to paralanguage that converges with linguistically realised
meaning. Throughout this thesis, descriptions of meaning realised by paralanguage
account for their intermodal convergence with linguistic resources.
The semiosis of sonovergent paralanguage resonates with linguistic meaning in
the interpersonal metafunction and synchronises with meaning in the textual
metafunction. Interpersonally resonant paralanguage comprises gestures that move in
parallel with the pitch movement of spoken language (such as eyebrows or shoulders
rising along with rising pitch), as described by the system of TONE (see Section 6.1).
Textually synchronised paralanguage comprises a part of the body (or, for stretches of
speech longer than a tone group, the whole body) synchronising with the PERIODICITY of
spoken speech. This can include the hands beating in sync with salient syllables, or the
changes in direction of a speaker’s pacing mapping on to the boundaries between tone
groups. The metafunctional convergence of sonovergent paralanguage with prosodic
phonology is summarised in Table 3.15 (Ngo et al., in press).
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Verbiage
interpersonal:
tone
textual:
tonality, tonicity, rhythm

sonovergent
resonance
synchronicity

paralanguage (‘prosodic’)
interpersonal:
in tune
textual:
in sync

Table 3.15: Sonovergent paralinguistic systems
Semovergent paralanguage converges with meaning made by language at the
lexicogrammatical and discourse semantic strata. Specifically, paralanguage can concur
with IDEATION in the ideational metafunction, Appraisal systems in the interpersonal
metafunction, and IDENTIFICATION and PERIODICITY in the textual metafunction. These
convergences are summarised in Table 3.16 (Ngo et al., in press).
Verbiage

semovergent

ideational:
ideation
interpersonal:
appraisal
textual:
identification/periodicity

concurrence
resonance
synchronicity

paralanguage
(‘articulatory’)
ideational:
‘mimetic’
interpersonal:
‘expressive’
textual:
‘coordinating’

Table 3.16: Converging discourse semantic and paralinguistic systems
Ideationally semovergent paralanguage comprises hand shapes concurring with
linguistic ideational entities and hand/arm motion concurring with linguistic
occurrences (Hood & Hao, 2021). Interpersonally semovergent paralanguage comprises
facial expressions, bodily stance, muscle tension, hand/arm position, motion and voice
quality resonating with ATTITUDE, GRADUATION and ENGAGEMENT resources in spoken
language. Textually semovergent paralanguage synchronises with IDENTIFICATION and
PERIODICITY

resources in spoken language. While these aspects of paralinguistic

convergence can be isolated for the purposes of analysis and interpretation, it is
important to note that all five subtypes of sonovergent and semovergent paralanguage
can occur simultaneously and in support of one another within a tone group. Moreover,
as Ngo et al. point out, “It is probably safe to say that whenever semovergent
paralanguage is deployed, it will be coordinated with TONALITY, TONICITY and RHYTHM;
this is tantamount to arguing that semovergence implies sonovergence” (in press). The
following sections will outline relevant systems of the SFL paralanguage mode; however,
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a fuller account of how these features are realised in the data analysed in this thesis will
follow in the description of the analytical framework for their coding described in
Chapter 5, Section 3.3.

SFL phonology
As established in the previous section, the SFL paralanguage framework interprets
the meaning potential of paralinguistic modes as convergent with language.
Accordingly, the interaction between the expression form of language – especially
spoken language – with paralanguage is of central concern, and a framework for
describing the physical features of spoken language is essential. Any attempt to integrate
analysis of spoken linguistic semiosis with that of paralanguage must therefore first
address how acts of meaning are coordinated across these modes. While it is
uncontroversial to assert that semiotic resources realising convergent meaning will to
some extent be synchronised temporally, a common-sense understanding that gestures
‘more or less’ sync up with the words they interact with is insufficient for a principled
analysis of their relationship. Thus, we follow Ngo et al. (in press), who state “SFL's tone
group, analysed for rhythm and intonation, provides an essential unit of analysis for
work on paralanguage as far as questions of synchronicity across modalities are
concerned”. Ngo et al.’s position is informed by the intersection between systemicist
work on prosodic phonology (Halliday, 1967, 1970; Halliday & Greaves, 2008; Martinec,
2002; Smith & Greaves, 2015; van Leeuwen, 2011b) and Kendon’s (1972) modelling of
phonology and gesture. Accordingly, interpretation of which paralinguistic resources
interact with which linguistic resources in this thesis will be governed by the division of
the text into tone groups. While phonological systems are not themselves resources
contributing to construing impersonation, they are crucial for identifying a unit of
analysis – the tone group – relevant to both linguistic and paralinguistic resources.
SFL work on phonology provides an analytical framework for mapping how the
physical (phonetic) features of spoken language affect its meaning. The SFL approach to
phonology follows in the tradition of Trubetskoy, and takes as the unit of analysis “only
that aspect of sound which fulfills a specific function in the language” (1969, p. 11, original
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formatting). As such, for a phonetic feature of spoken language to qualify as
phonological, it must be meaningful. The SFL model of phonology as elaborated by
Halliday (1967, 1970), Halliday and Greaves (2008) and Smith and Greaves (2015)
describes spoken language through the systems of RHYTHM, SALIENCE, TONE, TONALITY
and TONICITY. These systems are concerned with how phonology interacts with the
meaning construed by spoken language, and in turn with how spoken language
converges with paralanguage. However, other meaningful features of spoken language
such as voice quality and loudness are treated as paralinguistic modes unto themselves,
and realise meaning as part of paralinguistic systems such as VOICE AFFECT (see Section
6.2). In this section, the analytical framework and annotation conventions for these
systems will be outlined.
The analysis of phonological features requires spoken language, typically in the
format of an audio recording, to be transcribed into written language, where its
phonological features can be annotated. Some of these features, such as salience and
pitch contour, can be partly visualised with the assistance of acoustic analysis software
such as Praat. However, as van Leeuwen observes:
'Objective' isochrony does not exist: isochrony cannot be measured from
acoustic records of speech, such as mingographs and spectograms. It follows
that accent must be studied subjectively, auditorily, by making oneself
conscious of the way one responds to the 'beat' of the speech (2015, p. 233).

Thus the most widely accepted method for phonological analysis is subjective researcher
coding. Naturally, any subjective coding method poses challenges for the objectivity of
the results it yields. In the interest of methodical transparency, relevant excerpts of
audio data have been provided so that the reader may cross-reference the proposed
codings against their own perceptions.
In line with the classification of English as a stress-timed language (Abercrombie,
1965; Pike, 1945), the RHYTHM of its phonology emerges from the alternation between
more and less prominent syllables. As per Halliday’s (1967, 1970) terminology, this
prominence is termed salience, with a salient syllable referred to as Ictus, and a nonsalient syllable referred to as Remiss. Salience is achieved through “the lengthening of a
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syllable relative to preceding syllables, a distinct jump up or down in pitch, or by a
syllable falling in beat position within an established rhythm – or some combination of
these features” (Ngo et al., in press). The rhythm of English, which tends towards
isochrony, is determined by the more or less regular occurrence of salient syllables. This
creates a ‘beat’ in speech, akin to that of music, with syllables occurring in time with the
beat being heard as salient (Ngo et al., in press). Each salient syllable marks the
beginning of a foot (although feet can also begin with a silent Ictus). While a regular
beat is typical of phonology, speech frequently varies in rhythm, with shifts construing
meaning choices in the RHYTHM system (cf. Couper-Kuhlen, 1993; van Leeuwen, 1999).
The example below shows the RHYTHM analysis of an example from the Izzard text, with
salient syllables written in italic font and preceded by forward slashes (/) (for audio text
see AV file 3b).
so /yeah and the / Greeks- ah th- the /romans they went /Christian and /then
we had /Christi/anity for a/bout /fifteen /hundred /years you know Ca-/
TONE is

concerned with the pitch contour of a tone group, which can be one of five

primary or two compound contours. The primary pitch contours are: falling (tone 1),
rising (tone 2), level-rise (tone 3), falling-rising (tone 4), and rising-falling (tone 5).
Compound pitch contours are tones 13 and 53, which, as their names suggest, comprise
either a tone 1 or tone 5 with a tone 3 following. TONICITY is concerned with where in a
tone group the major pitch movement falls. As the major pitch movement of a tone
group will fall on a particular syllable within a lexical item – the Tonic syllable – and as
“a pitch contour is a distinctive, significant event for the human ear” (Ngo et al., in
press), that lexical item is afforded increased prominence by its status as Tonic. Finally,
TONALITY

describes how the occurrence and location of pitch contours divides spoken

language into tone groups that demark ‘chunks’ or waves of information, as described by
the INFORMATION system outlined in Section 4.3. Returning to the example above, we
can hear how there are major pitch movements on the first syllable of Christian, which
follows a falling-rising (tone 4) pitch contour, and on years, which follows a falling (tone
1) pitch contour. Accordingly, we divide this example into two tone groups, demarcated
by double forward slashes (//), indicate each group’s pitch contour with a numeral
following the double forward slashes, and annotate the Tonic syllable with bold font:
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//^ 4 so /yeah and the / Greeks- ah th- the /romans they went /Christian
and //
// 1 then we had /Christi/anity for a/bout /fifteen /hundred /years you know
Ca-//

The SFL notation conventions for phonological analysis are summarised in Table 3.17.
notation
[numerals]
//
/
[bold]
[italic]
^
↑, ↓
–
…

phonological feature
choice in TONE
tone unit boundary (always also foot boundary)
foot boundary within tone unit (always also syllable boundary)
tonic syllable
salient syllable
silent Ictus
significant jump up or down in pitch which doesn’t involve a choice of tone, signalling
pronounced salience
restart (dash)
incomplete tone group

Table 3.17: Notation conventions for SFL phonological analysis

VOICE AFFECT

The VOICE AFFECT system presented in Ngo et al. (in press) describes paralinguistic
features that realise attitudinal meaning in the interpersonal metafunction. The system
expands on the parametric system for analysing voice quality outlined in van Leeuwen
(1999). VOICE AFFECT encompasses four dimensions of acoustic variables: ‘time-related
measures’, ‘intensity-related measures’, ‘measures relating to fundamental frequency’
and the combination of these, known as ‘time-frequency-energy measures’ (Ngo et al., in
press). It is important to emphasise that the measurement of these values is parametric
and not absolute – thus they are always coded as relative to preceding or following
values, or the predominant values found in a text. These parameters, their associated
features and realisations are outlined below and summarised in Figure 3.15 (Ngo et al.,
in press).
Time-related measures:
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•

[tempo] (faster/slower), which describes the speed of speech and can
be quantified as syllables per second;

•

[duration] (longer/shorter), which describes for how long individual
syllables are held;

Frequency-related measures:
•

[pitch] (higher/lower), which can be measured in the physical
transmission of sound through the air as Hertz (Hz);

Energy-related measures:
•

[loudness] (louder/softer), which can be measured in decibels (dB);

Complex time-frequency-energy related measures:
•

[pitch-range] (wider/narrower), which describes variations in pitch;

•

[tension] (tenser/laxer), which describes the degree to which “the walls
of the throat captivity dampen the sound less than they would in a
relaxed state” (van Leeuwen, 1999, p. 130);

•

[roughness] (rougher/smoother), which describes pressure on the
vocal cords that produces a harsher voice quality;

•

[breathiness] (breathier/clearer), which describes how much aspirated
air is mixed with voiced sounds during speech;

•

[vibrato] (more vibrato/plainer), which describes the interaction of
rapidity of tempo and of fluctuations in energy and pitch;

•

[nasal] (more nasal/more non-nasal), which describes the degree to
which air is released through the nasal cavity.
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Figure 3.15: Parameters for describing VOICE QUALITY
As Ngo et al. (in press) describe, particular configurations of these voice qualities
realise features of the VOICE AFFECT system, shown in Figure 3.16. Examples of these
intermodal features found in the Izzard text are shown in Table 3.18.
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Figure 3.16: System network for VOICE AFFECT
convergent Verbiage

VOICE AFFECT

[feature]
[spirit] [up]
[down]
[threat]

[surprise]

[fear]
[anger]

[affection]
[cheer]
[misery]
[ennui]
[realis] (fear)
[irrealis]
(anxiety)
[anger]

// 1 do- /do come /in //
// 1 ho ho /ho baby /Jesus and //
// 1 hurts //
// oh /god /what on /earth is /my / ha-a-air
/do //
// 1 no /cake /cake /cake /sorry//
// 1 father /bless me for /I have /sinned /I-I
/did an o- //
// 3 you can't do all /this //
// 1 oh yes

example from
data
file 3c_i
file 3c_ii
file 3c_iii
file 3c_iv
file 3c_v
file 3c_vi
file 3c_vii
file 3c_viii

Table 3.18: Realisations of VOICE AFFECT
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FACIAL AFFECT

Describing paralanguage in the interpersonal metafunction, the SFL system for
FACIAL AFFECT

integrates elements of the SFL system of ATTITUDE with work on facial

expressions in the tradition of Darwin (1872) and more recently Ekman and Friesen
(2003). This field of research is underpinned by Darwin’s proposal of the principle of
antithesis for analysing facial expressions, which states that opposing movements of
facial features correspond with opposing emotional states. Building from this, Ekman
and Friesen describe six basic universal facial expressions: happiness, anger, sadness,
disgust, surprise and fear. This taxonomy has been slightly modified in the SFL model,
with ‘happiness’ and ‘sadness’ replaced by the features of [spirit: up] and [spirit: down]
(Ngo et al., in press). The resulting system network for FACIAL AFFECT is shown in Figure
3.17 (Ngo et al., in press). Examples of intermodal realisations of these features found in
the Izzard text are shown in Table 3.19.

Figure 3.17: System network for FACIAL AFFECT
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FACIAL AFFECT

[feature]
[spirit: up]

convergent Verbiage
// ^ 1 oh / let’s put… some /principles thank
/God we've /got some /principles //

image from data

example
from data
file 3d_i

[spirit: down]

// ^ 4 because /surely /when /Jesus /went
into /Nazareth on a /donkey he /must have
/got /tarted /up a bit //

file 3d_ii

[threat: fear]

// 1 no I /meant / cake //

file 3d_iii

[threat: anger]

// 1 must have /tea and /cake with the /vicar
or you /die you- you //

file 3d_iv

[disdain]

// 1 heard it //

file 3d_v

[surprise]

// 4 'ang /on a /minute //

file 3d_vi

Table 3.19: Realisations of FACIAL AFFECT
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An important caveat to this model is that while it captures universal (supracultural) realisations of AFFECT via facial expressions, not all facial behaviours index
emotion (such as frowning as a result of concentration). The model also does not
address facial behaviours relating to expressions connoting culturally specific meaning.
For instance, an eye wink will carry specific meaning in a given cultural context (in
Western cultures, playfulness or flirtation), but potentially different meaning in other
contexts. In keeping with Kendon’s classification of paralanguage (McNeill, 1992), facial
expressions of this kind are classified as emblems.

PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION

Reflecting the differing affordances of the face compared with other body parts,
PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION
FORCE

resources are described by two systems: PARALINGUISTIC

(face) and PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body). PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (face)

converges with features of the FACIAL AFFECT system, and is represented as a cline
spanning [stronger] to [weaker], as shown in Figure 3.18. The [stronger] end of the cline
is realised by increased muscle tension and duration of the FACIAL AFFECT feature, while
the [weaker] end of the cline is realised by decreased muscle tension and duration of the
FACIAL AFFECT

feature.

Figure 3.18: System network for PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (face)
Examples of realisations of intermodal realisations of PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (face)
features found in the data are shown in Table 3.20.
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PARALINGUISTIC
FORCE (face)

[feature]
[stronger]

[weaker]

FACIAL
AFFECT

[feature]
[threat:
anger]

[threat:
anger]

convergent
Verbiage

image from data

example
from data

// 1 row you
/bastards //

file 3e_i

// 1 and ah /this
re/minds me
/rather of our lord
/Jesus //

file 3e_ii

Table 3.20: Realisations of PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (face)
PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION

(body) describes the wider range of FORCE and FOCUS

features that can be realised by other body parts, shown in Figure 3.19. As Hao and
Hood (2019) and Hood and Zhang (2020) have shown, realisations of FORCE features by
body parts other than the face can function to either [intensify] or [quantify] convergent
linguistic meaning. Realisations of the [intensify] feature include greater muscle tension
and duration of a gesture and beating a gesture in time with syllables. Realisations of
[quantify] include increased size ([size: volume]) or length of hold ([size: extent]) of a
shape, or indication of more than one entity [number]. Realisations of FOCUS features
include gestures for delimiting physical regions ([sharpen]) such as pinching fingers
together and pointing, and decentring or destabilising gestures ([soften]) such as tilting
the head and shrugging the shoulders.
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Figure 3.19: System network for PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body)
Examples of intermodal realisations of PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body): FORCE
features found in the data are shown in Table 3.21. Examples of realisations of FOCUS
features are not included as these were not analysed for in the data.
PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION

convergent
Verbiage

[FORCE]

// 1 can't /have
ex/treme /points
of /view you /know
the //

(body)

[intensify]

[quantify]

[size]

[volume]

// 1 Jesus /why you
/doing the big
/arms /thing //

image from data

example
from
data
file 3f_i

file 3f_ii
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[extent]

[number]

// 1 then we had
/Christi/anity for
a/bout /fifteen
/hundred /years
you know Ca-//

file 3f_iii

// 1 we only /had
three /bits and we
/didn't ex/pect such
a /rush //

file 3f_iv

Table 3.21: Realisations of PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body): FORCE
In cases where PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION converges with attitudinal meaning, it
functions to upscale or downscale the intensity of this meaning (Ngo et al., in press).
Where PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION converges with ideational meaning, it can function
to realise a speaker’s attitudinal evaluation of the construed phenomena (cf. flagged
realisations of attitudinal resources discussed in Chapter 6, Section 5).

PARALINGUISTIC ENGAGEMENT

The final paralinguistic system describing interpersonal meaning is PARALINGUISTIC
ENGAGEMENT.

SFL investigation of paralinguistic realisation of ENGAGEMENT resources to

date has revealed a general convergence of gestures that de-centre, destabilise or ‘open’
the body, limbs and face with heteroglossic expansion and gestures that ‘close’ the body,
limbs and face with heteroglossic contraction (Hao & Hood, 2019; Ngo et al., in press).
More specifically, in their work on the co-speech gestures used by teachers facing
students, Hood (2011, p. 46) notes that,
a basic distinction can be made in terms of the positioning of hands,
contrasting as supine (palms up) position to prone (palms down) position. The
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palms-up positioning embodies an elicitation move on the part of the teacher,
enacting an expansion of the heteroglossic space.

The system network for PARALINGUISTIC ENGAGEMENT is shown in shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: System network for PARALINGUISTIC ENGAGEMENT
Examples of intermodal realisations of PARALINGUISTIC ENGAGEMENT features found in
the data are shown in Table 3.22.
PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION

convergent Verbiage

[contraction]

// 1 ^ I just /don't think
that's /happening //

[expansion]

// 2 what /are you a
/Mormon //

image from data

example
from data
file 3g_i

file 3g_ii

Table 3.22: Realisations of PARALINGUISTIC ENGAGEMENT features
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PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

Shifting to the ideational metafunction, the system of PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION
describes paralinguistic resources for construing ideational entities and figures in
concert with language. Paralinguistically, entities are typically realised by the hands, and
can be either three-dimensionally [sculpted] with the palm and fingers or [drawn] with
one or more fingers. Their shape can be either [default] (an unspecified object held in
the hand) or [defined], and if [defined], it can be either [rounded] or [straightened], and
either [2D] or [3D]. An entity’s size can be [median] if equivalent to other gestures, or
[outer: bigger] / [outer: smaller] if comparatively larger or smaller. The system network
for paralinguistic entities is show in Figure 3.21 (Ngo et al., in press).

Figure 3.21: System network for paralinguistic entities
An example from the data of language and gesture converging to construe an
ideational entity is shown in Table 3.23. Here we can see how the Verbiage sermon cooccurs with the comedian sculpting a three-dimensional space (shown as a green
rectangle) with straight edges, which is equivalent in scale to co-textual gestures.
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PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

Verbiage

[paralinguistic entity: defined:
straightened / 3D / median /
sculpted]

// 1 now the /sermon to/day
is /taken /from a
/maga/zine I /found //

image from data

example
from data
file 3h_i

Table 3.23: Realisation of paralinguistic entity
As established in the earlier discussion of linguistic IDEATION (Chapter 3, Section
4.1.1) ideational figures describe changes or states affecting one or more entities. These
are distinguished between state figures which are realised by relational clauses and
occurrence figures which are realised by material and behavioural clauses. Accordingly,
paralinguistic state figures must construe at least one paralinguistic entity, while
paralinguistic occurrence figures must include motion. Paralinguistic figures are also
differentiated as either non-positioned (occurring in the default position in front of a
speaker’s solar plexus, with elbows slightly bent) or positioned in a specific region.
These primary distinctions among paralinguistic figures are shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22: System network for paralinguistic figures
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In turn, paralinguistic state figures can be either [presentational], announcing the
existence or presence of an entity, or [relational], describing the [relative size] and/or
[relative position] of two or more entities. The system network for paralinguistic state
figures is shown in Figure 3.23 (Ngo et al., in press).

Figure 3.23: System network for paralinguistic state figures
An example of an intermodally construed state figure is shown in Table 3.24,
where the comedian realises the (partially ellipsed) relational clause Henry the eighth
[was] a big hairy king by running their hands down their torso (shown by green
arrows), thereby construing the position of the entity ‘hair’ relative to the entity ‘body’.
PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

[feature]; gloss
- running hands down torso
- [paralinguistic state figure:
relational: relative size/relative
position]

Verbiage

image from data

// 4 Henry the
/eighth a big /hairy
/king //

example
from data
file 3h_ii

Table 3.24: Realisation of paralinguistic state figure
Paralinguistic occurrence figures construe happenings or activities via physical
movement. As such, they can be either [entitied] or [unentitied] depending on whether
they are describing an occurrence that affects an entity or an occurrence that is solely a
happening or activity. Entitied occurrence figures can then be [transformative] or [nontransformative], depending on whether the construed entity undergoes a change in
[size] or [shape], and if [non-transformative], they can be either [impacting], if one
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construed entity impacts on another, or [non-impacting]. Simultaneous with these
choices, the RECURRENCE of occurrence figures can be either [iterated] or [recurrent],
their FLOW can be either [constant] or [adjusted] and their DIRECTION can be either
[omni] (spreading in all directions) or [linear]. The system network outlining these
features is shown in Figure 3.24 (Ngo et al., in press).

Figure 3.24: System network for paralinguistic occurrence figures
An example of a paralinguistic occurrence figure in the data is shown in Table 3.25.
Here the occurrence figure German guy … pinned a note on a church door is realised by
a gesture construing the entity ‘note’ in the comedian’s right hand (shown in a green
circle) and the movement of the hand construing the note moving away from the
comedian’s body (shown as a green arrow).
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PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

Verbiage

- [paralinguistic entity: default /
outer: smaller / sculpted]
- [paralinguistic occurrence:
entitied: non-transformative: nonimpacting / isolated / constant /
linear: outwards / forwards /
upwards]

// 3 German /guy
who /pinned a
/note on a /church
/door /saying //

image from data

example
from data
file 3h_iii

Table 3.25: Realisation of paralinguistic occurrence figure

PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS

The system of PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS describes paralinguistic resources in the
textual metafunction for identifying, tracking and recovering people, things and places
(Ngo et al., in press). Martin and Zappavigna (2019) and Ngo et al. (in press) have
shown that vectors created by hands and arms can function as deictic resources in
concert with spoken language. A primary distinction among these resources is drawn
between recovering [actual] referents in the physical context via use of a resolved vector
and [virtual] referents via an unresolved vector (i.e., a vector that cannot be resolved in
the physical context). Beyond this primary distinction, the system network for
PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS

differentiates [actual] referents between either [self] or [other],

and [virtual] referents into [semiosis] or [location]. At a third level of delicacy,
[semiosis] referents can be either [retrospective] or [prospective], and [location]
referents can either be [home] or [away]. The system network for PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
is shown in Figure 3.25 (Ngo et al., in press).
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Figure 3.25: System network for PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
Examples of realisations of [actual] and [virtual: location] features found in the
data are shown in Table 3.26 below, with deictic vectors indicated by red arrows. This
table does not include examples of [virtual: semiosis] as none were found in the data,
possibly reflecting their less frequent occurrence in stand-up comedy texts than in the
educator paralanguage in educational settings analysed by Ngo et al. (in press) to
elaborate the system.
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PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS
[actual] [self]

convergent Verbiage
// well /all of the /sort of
/Christian re/ligions
with- with- which is
/mainly Cau/casian
/white people //

[location]

example
from data
file 3i_i

// 3 ↑locked-up /Presby/terians //

file 3i_ii

[home]

// 2 ^ we /live below this
/hill all /right //

file 3i_iii

[away]

// 1 fifth wife /into
/outer /space //

file 3i_iv

[other]

[virtual]

image from data

Table 3.26: Realisations of [PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS: actual] / virtual: location] features
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Emblems
A final region of paralinguistic meaning relevant to this thesis is that concerning
what Kendon (e.g. 2004) describes as emblems. Emblems include culturally specific
gestures and sounds that carry specific meanings, such as a thumbs up (for ‘all good’) or
raised index finger moving side-to-side (for ‘no’/‘don’t/). As these can be understood
without accompanying language, they more readily resemble signs in sign languages of
the deaf or written characters in non-phonetic writing systems, as they are “expression
form gestures explicitly encoding meaning” (Ngo et al., in press). Consequently, within
the SFL model of language and paralanguage, emblems are positioned as part of
language rather than paralanguage. Nonetheless, given their realisation by the same
embodied media as paralanguage, they are discussed in this thesis alongside
paralinguistic semiotic systems. An example illustrating the relationship between
emblems and alternative expression media is shown in Figure 3.26 (Ngo et al., in press).

Figure 3.26: Alternative realisations of expression form

SFL affiliation model
In Chapter 2, Section 5 the SFL affiliation model was briefly outlined to describe
how humour has been theorised from a social semiotic perspective. Having introduced
the relevant SFL principles and terminology in the preceding sections of this chapter,
here we can progress to a more detailed account of how the affiliation model sits within
SFL theory. As noted, the SFL affiliation model is central to the analytical framework of
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this thesis as it provides a conceptual foundation for examining how semiotic resources
realise bonds, and how the negotiation of bonds resulting in humour is a strategy for
affiliation among interactants. Thus, before proceeding with this thesis’ aims of
expanding and refining on various aspects of the affiliation model, a comprehensive
description of its features is required.

Affiliation and Individuation
To more precisely locate affiliation within SFL theory, we can return to the
description of the Individuation hierarchy outlined in Section 3.3. Individuation
considers how the relationship between individuals and communities is enacted by the
language they use. The affiliation model elaborated by Knight adopts the opposite
perspective, proposing that the identities of individuals within communities are “coconstructed” and can be tracked through the couplings they instantiate (Knight, 2010, p.
57). Knight thus expands upon Martin’s (2008) individuation cline by pairing it with a
parallel, bottom-up trajectory, which accounts for how language users actively manifest
and negotiate their community identities through language. Importantly for this thesis,
the persona category maps onto the unit of analysis for impersonation – textual
personae – explored in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, and is further elaborated in the
discussion of dialogism, intersubjectivity and viewpoint in Chapter 5, Section 2.1. The
affiliation/individuation cline is shown in
Figure 3.27 (Martin, 2010, p. 24).
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Figure 3.27: Affiliation/individuation cline
Couplings as linguistic evidence for bonds
The key unit of analysis in the affiliation model is the coupling. A coupling is an
ensemble of interacting semiotic resources, treated as a single entity for the purposes of
analysis. As Zhao states, a coupling comprises a “relation of ‘with’: variable x comes with
variable y” (2011, p. 144). While the resources interacting to form a coupling can
coordinate across ranks, metafunctions, strata, or modalities, Knight’s research and the
balance of SFL work on affiliation to date have focused on linguistic evaluative
couplings, where resources from the interpersonal metafunction combine with
resources from the ideational metafunction. This reflects the typical patterning of how
interpersonal meaning interacts with ideational meaning; as Martin states, “feelings are
always about something – they are always interpersonal attitudes to ideational
experience” (2004, p. 337). The relevant systems that describe semiosis at the discourse
semantic stratum for these metafunctions are those within the Appraisal framework for
describing evaluative language and IDEATION, which describes experiential meaning. In
particular, the Appraisal framework has been central to SFL bonding and affiliation
theory, for, as Bednarek observes, it “provides the only systematic, detailed and
elaborate framework of evaluative language” (Bednarek, 2006, p. 32). Accordingly, from
an SFL perspective, affiliation has to date been defined as “the negotiation of attitudes
in APPRAISAL towards ideational experience in text” (Knight, 2010, p. 70, original
formatting).
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Equipped with this analytical model, Knight (2010) was able to analyse casual
conversation data and identify evaluative couplings acting as evidence for social bonds
under negotiation among interactants. For instance, in the example shown in Table 3.27
(adapted from Knight, 2010, p. 226) young women are discussing how much they enjoy
eating pie. Here, ATTITUDE resources targeting ideational entities are coded as couplings
realising the ‘happy fatness’ or ‘beautiful thinness’ bonds, and the tension between these
is resolved by deferring ‘happy fatness’ through laughter.
speaker

Verbiage

coupling

U

I ate well.

N

We all ate well.

[all]
N

[Laughter]
Dude, we all ate
good pie!
Yes, I agree. On a
diet now.

[inscribed +ve
appreciation / eating] 17
[inscribed +ve
appreciation / eating]

U

[inscribed +ve
appreciation / pie]
[inscribed -ve judgement
/ selves]

bonds (implicated/shared;
wrinkling/deferred)
happy fatness
happy fatness
beautiful thinness
happy fatness
beautiful thinness

Table 3.27: Evaluative couplings realising value bonds
Knight codes the repeated [inscribed +ve appreciation] for the ideational targets
eating and pie as tabling a potential social bond of ‘happy fatness’, with which the
speakers may commune in other circumstances (such as the holiday period, when they
were eating pie with their families). Crucially, however, the speakers now defer this
bond in favour of the implicated ‘beautiful thinness’ bond which they jointly affiliate in
their current community (young female students). As both bonds are potentially
shareable, the ‘happy fatness bond’ is not rejected but deferred, and the tension between
them can be laughed off.

Laughter as social semiotic
Central to Knight’s definition of humorous affiliation is the role played by a
humorous response – typically laughter – in discharging tension arising from tabled,

This notation for evaluative couplings is a modification of that used by Martin et al. (2013), showing
[ATTITUDE / ideational target]

17
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potential bonds that wrinkle against implicated bonds. As the discussion of laughter in
Chapter 2, Section 4 concluded, “laughter offers a concrete signal that couplings are
creating some tension in the community belonging being construed” Knight (2010, p.
207). While this position is sustained throughout this thesis, it is worth reviewing the
argumentations behind it proposed by Knight (2010).
Before doing so, however, two distinctions must be made between the laughter
analysed by Knight (2010) in their dataset of casual conversation among friends and the
laughter encountered in the dataset for this thesis: collective audience laughter in standup comedy performances. Firstly, the audio recording of a small group of participants
laughing allows finer analysis and interpretation of the particular phonological features
of laughter, captured by Knight in their proposal of a system network for laughter
expression (2010, p.127). By contrast, the collective laughter occurring in stand-up
comedy texts captured by microphones at the performance venue yields a datum
comprised an aggregate of individual laughs, and thus cannot be analysed for the
particular features identified in Knight’s system network. Secondly, Knight bases much
of the interpretation of instances of laughter on co-occurring speech uttered by the
laughing person which co-articulates the meaning of the laughter. As the audio-visual
recordings that comprise the dataset for this thesis do not capture audience speech that
might accompany laughter, interpretations of audience laughter similar to those
Knight’s cannot be made. While these differences may appear as limitations to the scope
of analysis in this thesis, in fact their impact is peripheral, as the region of meanings
Knight explores in casual conversational data (such as laughter expressing negative
attitudinal resources) is not typically found in stand-up comedy texts. For texts of this
genre, whose social purpose is explicitly that of prompting laughter as a humorous
response, a simplified version of Knight’s (2010) model for laughter is sufficient.
A primary observation informing a social semiotic interpretation of laughter is its
predominantly social occurrence. Research into laughter concludes that the majority of
laughter occurs in interactive contexts – as Provine comments “The necessary stimulus for
laughter is not a joke, but another person” (2004, p. 215). Moreover, the social role of

laughter extends beyond responding to structured jokes, or even to humour in any form,
and includes diffusing tension in potentially face-threatening interactions (Clift, 2012).
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It is thus clear that laughter is doing varied and important semiotic ‘work’ in social
contexts. Nonetheless, as argued for in the discussion of how laughter has been
addressed within humous studies in Chapter 2, Section 4, treating laughter as the
“contextualisation cue for humour par excellence” (Kotthoff, 2000, p. 64) remains
justified.
A further relevant avenue of enquiry reviewed by Knight is that of ontogenetic
research into laughter. Within the SFL tradition, laughter is described as one of infants’
protolinguistic modes interpreted semiotically by caregivers (Halliday, 1975;
Matthiessen, 2007; Painter, 2003, 2015). Halliday observes that for infants laughter
expresses meaning regarding affective state, intimacy and instances of imaginative play
(Halliday, 2004, p. 330). A common theme within and beyond SFL work on ontogenetic
laughter is its function in realising bonds with caregivers. In this vein, Morris comments
that infants respond to “shock stimuli” (such as tickling) with laughter when in the
presence of “safe protectors” (1967, p. 103), Halliday (1975) describes the role laughter
plays in signalling safety and togetherness with a caregiver, and Provine (2001, 2004)
proposes that laughter evolved precisely to distinguish ‘safe’ instances of “non-self”
stimuli (such as being tickled by a member of a shared community) from genuine
threats. It is worth noting the complementarity between these descriptions of
ontogenetic laughter and the conditions for humour described by Warren and McGraw
(2010) as ‘benign violations’.
Turning to Knight’s analytical framework for laughter, an important
methodological consideration is how to accommodate it within the SFL linguistic model.
Within the SFL theoretical framework, Knight (2010) locates laughter as a semiotic
modality that functions independently of – but typically in concert with – language,
stating that “language and laughter co-articulate meaning in instantiation and, by doing
so, they make more meaning together than can be made with one semiotic alone” (2010,
p. 108, original formatting). This stands in opposition to Halliday and Matthiessen’s
(2006) conceptualisation of non-linguistic modes as dependent on language to make
meaning. Knight’s position sits within the intermodal tradition that treats non-linguistic
modes as distinct semiotic systems potentially realising meaning independent of
language (cf. Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001, 2006; Martin et al., 2013; Martinec, 2005;
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Martinec & Salway, 2005; Ngo et al., in press; O'Halloran, 2004; O'Halloran, Tan, &
Wignell, 2019; Painter et al., 2013; Ravelli & McMurtrie, 2015; van Leeuwen, 1999,
2010, 2011a; Zappavigna & Martin, 2018b). This position is congruent with the
approach taken in this thesis to other paralinguistic modes. As such, non-linguistic
modes are treated separately to language, but can share overlapping meaning potential
that enables multiple modes to converge in the creation of meaning. As Kress and van
Leeuwen state, the meaning potential of a particular mode are determined by their
affordances. This relationship is expressed cogently in Lemke’s combinatorial principle,
whereby intermodal convergence allows us to “mean more, mean new kinds of
meanings never before meant and not otherwise mean-able” (1998, p. 93). Informed by
this intermodal perspective on laughter and spoken language, Knight concludes that
“the interaction between these modes as two semiotic systems working together to make
meaning in convivial conversational humour would not be possible without their
combined meaning potential” (2010, p.108). Moreover, it guides Knight to observe that
laughter can act as a ‘move’ in conversational exchange – thus confirming the work of
Jefferson et al. (1987) cited in the earlier discussion justifying the definition of stand-up
comedy as interactive humour (Chapter 2, Section 3).
Knight further elaborates their model of laughter by describing how when guided
by convergent speech and particular combinations of phonological features, laughter
can be interpreted as realising resources in the interpersonal ATTITUDE system.
However, as discussed above, such fine-grained analyses of instances of laughter are not
possible with the data analysed for this thesis, thus this dimension of Knight’s model
will not be further described.
A final relevant area of Knight’s model for laughter as social semiotic resource
concerns its role in speech function. As noted in the justification for considering standup comedy as a genre of interactional humour (Chapter 2, Section 3), the role of
audience laughter in stand-up comedy texts can be interpreted as a conversational turn.
Accordingly, Knight’s systematization of this role within SFL theory merits review.
Referencing the work of Jefferson (1979), (1987), Coates (2007) and Norrick (1993)
Knight observes that laughter can function as both initiation and response in
conversational exchange (2010, p. 119). Knight proceeds to analyse this dimension of
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laughter in conversation through the lens of NEGOTIATION, the SFL discourse semantic
system for describing turns of talk as speech functions patterned interactively as moves
(Eggins & Slade, 1997; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The data in this thesis are not
analysed for NEGOTIATION, thus it has not been described in the outline of SFL systems in
Section 4, but in brief, the system distinguishes two basic speech roles, which can
exchange either [information] or [goods and services], as shown in Table 3.28 (Eggins &
Slade, 1997, p. 181).
speech role
giving
demanding

commodity exchanged
information goods and services
statement
offer
question
command

Table 3.28: Basic speech functions
In turn, these four basic speech functions are complemented by either [supporting] or
[confronting] responding moves, shown in Table 3.29 (Eggins & Slade, 1997, p. 183).
initiating speech function
offer
command
statement
question

responding speech function
supporting
confronting
acceptance
rejection
compliance
refusal
acknowledgement contradiction
answer
disclaimer

Table 3.29: Speech function pairs
Eggins and Slade’s (1997) SPEECH FUNCTION network also makes a primary
distinction between [open] and [sustain] moves, which account for how successive turns
from the same speaker in conversational exchanges can overlap and propel the
conversational discourse, as well as more delicate features in the [react] branch of
[sustain], shown in Figure 3.28 (adapted from Eggins & Slade, 1997).
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Figure 3.28: System network for SPEECH FUNCTION
Through analysis of their data, Knight demonstrates how laughter can coinstantiate [opening] and [sustain: continue] moves, typically realised by a speaker
laughing while speaking. Knight also shows how when unaccompanied by speech,
laughter typically realises a [sustain: react: respond: support: reply: acknowledge] move,
indicating a “willingness to accept the propositions or proposals of other speakers”
(Eggins & Slade, 1997, p. 206). By allowing for the combination of deferring a wrinkling
bond and sharing an implicated bond, the [acknowledge] feature best describes the
audience laughter in stand-up comedy performances and justifies its interpretation as a
turn in an interactive exchange between comedian and audience. However, building on
this analysis, Knight proceeds to argue that “laughter does not operate according to the
boundaries of the conversational exchange but is organised by a unit closer to that of a
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phase” (2010, p.132). Knight adopts the discourse unit of the phase from the tradition of
Communication Linguistics (Gregory, 1995, 2002; Malcolm, 2010), defined as “the
stretches of text where there is a significant measure of consistency in what is being
selected ideationally, interpersonally and textually” (Gregory, 1995, p. 161). Knight then
proposes that laughter is “the most immediate and recognisable indicator of a phase of
convivial conversational humour” (2010, p.138), and outlines an analytical framework
for mapping individual phases based on metafunctional consistency. While the full
version of this framework is not employed in this thesis, it does inform the analytical
unit of humour segment adopted for the analysis of the Wolf text in Chapter 8. This is
underpinned by Knight’s model of humorous affiliation, as it accounts for how the
speech function of laughter links to its role within the humorous phase and as a resource
for negotiating value bonds. Ultimately, this model justifies examining a stretch of
spoken language followed by laughter as an interactive exchange wherein a bond is
being negotiated and deferred, which is the methodological approach employed here.

Further work on bonding and coupling
Since Martin’s (2008) original description of couplings and Knight’s (2010)
integration of them into the affiliation model, a number of studies have further explored
how couplings interact through various grammatical features. Of these, Han’s (2015)
analysis of resources for construing alignment to couplings and Zappavigna’s (2014a)
conceptualisation of identity as ‘coupling disposition’ are relevant to this thesis.
Han’s (2015) work explored the impact of ENGAGEMENT resources on an author’s
alignment or disalignment to a bond construed in social media discourse. Han described
how by construing value bonds via dialogic features, authors were able to establish value
communities alternative to their own. As Han states, “Social relationships are thus
enacted not only from positioning oneself as a part of a community of shared value but
also as distinctly outside of others” (p.78). Moreover, Han observed that by construing
the author’s alignment to a bond, dialogic resources afford “an affiliation strategy that
involves both identifying shared and unshared bonds in a single move” (p.78). Han’s
findings inform the approach taken to investigating how comedians employ dialogic
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resources such as impersonation to establish personae associated with particular value
positions to create humour, as will be discussed in Chapter 7. Thus, while Han’s data is
drawn from a different genre to that analysed here and contains neither the prevalence
of humour or extra-vocalisation found in stand-up comedy texts, with its focus on the
interaction between dialogic resources and affiliation Han’s work provides an important
theoretical precedent to this thesis.
Another relevant principle emerging from work on affiliation is Zappavigna’s
(2014a) description of ‘coupling dispositions’. Zappavigna defines these as “associations
that build up between patterns of evaluation and patterns of ideation [offering] a kind of
bottom-up approach to defining communities of shared feelings” (pp. 146-147).
Zappavigna employs the affiliation model to describe the individual personae that are
affiliating into communities by the values of those communities – as they state, “any act
of communing is also an act of construing the self (as a textual persona)” (2018, p. 125).
In so doing, Zappavigna identifies a valuable resource for describing how extravocalised personae can be defined by the value bonds they affiliate with. In this thesis,
this resource informs the annotation of instances of extra-vocalisation as attributed to
particular personae, even when those personae are not explicitly named, and thus
supports the proposal of the system of PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION in chapters 5, 6
and Chapter 7.

Summary of social semiotics and humorous affiliation
This chapter has introduced the theoretical principles that underpin this thesis.
These are drawn primarily from the social semiotic theory of SFL, which proposes a
linguistic model that views language as a reflection of the society within which it occurs
(Halliday, 1978). Further to core theoretical principles of SFL (Section 3), this chapter
introduced a number of discourse semantic semiotic systems described within SFL
theory that are employed in the analysis of data in this thesis (Section 4). Situated above
these systems, the SFL model of Genre and Register provides a conceptual framework
for how the social practices of a culture are instantiated via texts of particular genres,
and how genres comprise particular combinations of registerial variables (Section 5).
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Extending the SFL framework to embodied, non-linguistic media, the SFL paralanguage
model describes how various paralinguistic modes converge with language to expand a
language user’s meaning potential (Section 6). SFL theory also informs the SFL
affiliation model that describes humour as a strategy by which interactants affiliate
through language via the negotiation of value bonds realised linguistically as couplings
(Section 7). As such, the SFL affiliation model provides a theoretical and analytical basis
for explaining how meaning realised as choices within semiotic systems enacts social
bonds that define interactants’ identities and community affiliations – a crucial resource
in pursuing the research questions of this thesis.
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Methodology and research method
Introduction
This chapter introduces the methodology and outlines the research method
employed in the thesis. These reflect the theoretical foundations introduced in the
previous chapter and describe how theoretical principles are operationalised to
elaborate the analytical framework outlined in the following chapter. Section 2 describes
the methodology of multimodal discourse analysis, justifying its employment here on
the grounds that it is sympathetic to a social semiotic model of language, and that it is
suited to the research questions of this thesis. Section 3 describes the steps in the
research method by which this thesis has been realised. Concluding this chapter, Section
4 summarises its main points.

Methodology
In seeking to understand how particular meaning-making systems construe
intermodal impersonation and expectation, and how these relate to humorous
affiliation, this thesis requires a qualitative methodology that can link close analysis of a
dataset with inferences regarding the social reality within which that dataset occurs. For
socially-oriented linguistic traditions such as SFL, the primary methodology employed
for making such inferences is that of discourse analysis (Schleppegrell, 2013). As
Schleppegrell observes, “Discourse analysis seeks patterns in linguistic data. Systemic
functional linguistics (SFL) offers a means of exploring meaning in language and of
relating language use to social contexts so as to contribute to our understanding of
language in social life” (2013, p. 21).
However, while discourse analysis satisfies the general methodological
requirements of this thesis, one immediately apparent shortcoming is that discourse
analysis has been elaborated for monomodal research, taking language, either written or
spoken (but even for spoken language, the written transcript) as the data for
investigation. With research aims that explicitly refer to intermodal resources, a
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methodology that accounts for semiosis in media and modes other than language is
required. Accordingly, the methodology that most productively aligns with the
theoretical foundations of this thesis and its research aims is that of multimodal
discourse analysis (MMDA).
MMDA itself is a relatively broad tradition. As Jewitt (2009) observes,
multimodality “refers to a field of application rather than a theory [per se]” (p. 2).
However, in light of the theoretical and methodological models emerging from work on
multimodality, MMDA has emerged as a theory of a methodological application that
includes relatively stable core principles (2009, p. 2). McMurtrie notes that in
elaborating approaches to investigating multimodal data, MMDA adapts aspects of
theoretical and analytical tools from diverse disciplines, including but not limited to
linguistics/semiotics (2016, p. 5). Within this broader tradition, MMDA has intersected
productively with social semiotic theory. In this vein, SFL MMDA expands on the SFL
discourse analytic model for linguistic texts first elaborated by Martin (1992) to
encompass modalities other than language (Bateman, 2014; Bateman, Wildfeuer, &
Hiippala, 2017; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001, 2006; van Leeuwen, 1999). As defined by
Kress, the aim of the resulting MMDA model is to develop resources that can illuminate
how multimodal 18 manifestations reflect the semiotic identity of a community (2012, p.
37).
In light of these theoretical principles of SFL MMDA, the research method of this
thesis aims to elaborate and then apply an analytical framework that captures the role of
linguistic and non-linguistic resources in construing impersonation and expectation. In
turn, the results of this analysis can be interpreted and discussed as evidence for how
particular semiotic features are contributing to the negotiation of bonds between the
comedian and the audience and thus to instances of humorous affiliation. Further
relevant aspects of how SFL MMDA has been operationalised in the analytical
framework for this thesis will be presented in Chapter 5, Section 3.1.

While the term ‘multimodality’ is predominant in SFL work on non-linguistic media, here the term
‘intermodality’ is favoured as it foregrounds the relation among modes as the site of enquiry, rather than
the description of their semiosis in parallel (see Bateman, 2014).
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Research method
Having explained the reasoning in selecting MMDA as the methodology best suited
to achieving the research aims of this thesis and described its general parameters, the
design of this thesis will be outlined in the following sequence of steps:
1. Broad definition of area of study and research goals
2. Pilot studies
3. Refinement of area of study and research aims
4. Data selection
5. Full transcription & ‘soft-eyes’ data immersion
6. Selection of segments for close analysis
7. Elaboration of analytical framework
8. Drawing conclusions
9. Validity and transparency

Broad definition of area of study
The first step in the design of this research was the definition of a general area of
study to explore: the social semiotic features of stand-up comedy discourse. This was a
largely intuitive process, guided by the researcher’s personal interests, preliminary
review of literature relating to the area, previous experience in postgraduate research,
and by discussion with members of the academic community. These served to confirm
the general validity and relative novelty of the proposed research and thus satisfied the
researcher that the project was worth pursuing.

Pilot Studies
The decision to conduct two pilot studies arose from the researcher’s desire to have
the area of study emerge from data analysis, rather than be imposed by a priori
speculation. Accordingly, a tranche of data (the excerpt discussing the Humpty Dumpty
nursery rhyme in the Gervais text) with which the researcher was already familiar was
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coded by applying Knight’s (2010) analytic framework for humorous affiliation. This
yielded the realisation that this framework does not satisfactorily account for dialogic
features such as impersonation, which then became a central focus of the thesis. The
data for the second pilot study (the Wolf text) was selected because it was the subject of
substantial discussion and controversy at the time the researcher was searching for a
second text to analyse (May/June 2018). Affiliation analysis of this data prompted the
avenue of enquiry into the role played by expectation in humorous affiliation.

Refinement of area of study and research questions
Three factors impacted the refinement of the areas of study for this thesis: the
results of the pilot studies, discussed above, the ‘soft-eyes’ analysis conducted
simultaneously to data transcription (discussed below) and the discovery of the
imminent completion of a thesis with a similar area of study to what the researcher at
the time had planned for this research. This work (Williams, 2019) answered many of
the more general research aims originally entertained for this thesis, prompting their
review and refinement. In essence, from a more generalised cartography of the stand-up
comedy genre, the research aims for this thesis were narrowed to focus on how specific
regions of semiosis – dialogism and expectation – interact with humorous affiliation.
Finally, in response to the early realisation that paralinguistic resources were playing an
important role in construing impersonated characters in the Gervais text analysed in the
first pilot study, and that there was no social semiotic analytical framework for
analysing these resources, it was decided that this thesis should address this area also.
Consequently, the aims of this thesis were framed as the three research questions:
1. How is impersonation intermodally realised within stand-up comedy
performances?
2. How do dialogic resources such as impersonation contribute to creating humorous
affiliation in stand-up comedy performances?
3. How is expectation realised semiotically, and how does it contribute to humorous
affiliation?
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Data Selection
The issue of data selection was addressed early in the process of designing this
research. The primary criteria for data selection were that individual datums should be
exemplary texts of the genre performed by professional stand-up comedians, that the
texts should be performed in English (so as to be comprehensible to the researcher), and
that they should be performed in a social and historical context with which the
researcher is relatively familiar (so as to allow some confidence that the researcher’s
interpretation of humour aligns with that of the audience). For the latter criterion, an
age limit of 20 years (i.e., published no earlier than 1998) was imposed for a text to be
eligible, reflecting the age at which the researcher began watching stand-up comedy. A
further eligibility criterion was access to a professional audio-visual recording of the
data, as this is required for the repeated viewing and listening needed to conduct the
analysis and allows for visual stills of the text to be captured and introduced into the
thesis document. Finally, the texts selected needed to illustrate the features under
investigation in the research questions.
In light of these criteria, the three texts analysed for this thesis are:
•

For research question one: Eddie Izzard’s 1999 show Dress to Kill, recorded at the
Orpheum Theatre, San Francisco;

•

For research question two: Ricky Gervais’s 2008 show Out of England, recorded at
the WaMu Theater, Madison Square Garden, New York;

•

For research question three: Michelle Wolf’s 2018 ‘roast’ of Donald Trump at the
annual White House press correspondent’s dinner, recorded at the Hilton Hotel,
Washington.
As mentioned in Section 2, the Gervais and Wolf texts were selected somewhat

organically, as they had been analysed in pilot studies and proved fruitful enough to
warrant inclusion in the thesis proper. The Izzard text, with which the researcher was
already familiar, was selected for the richness and variety of the paralinguistic resources
used by the comedian. The Wolf text was selected so as to include a more contemporary
example of the genre and to diversify the data by including an emerging female
comedian performing to a mixed hostile/sympathetic audience (as opposed to the
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established, male comedians performing to sympathetic audiences in the other two
texts). The distinction regarding sympathy/hostility of the audience is based on both
contextual knowledge of the three texts – unlike for the Wolf text, the audience in the
former two purchased tickets to attend the comedian’s performance, and the
performance was the main event of the schedule – and observations of the audience’s
responses to the comedian’s performance within the texts. It should also be noted that a
factor in the selection of these texts was the researcher’s appreciation of their humour.
This may seem like an extraneous, subjective reason, but given the focus of this research
is exploring mechanisms of humour, the researcher’s participation in the humorous
dynamic with the text is a valuable indicator that they are able to at least superficially
understand how humour is being created within them.
With regards to diversity, all three texts are in English, performed to anglophone
audiences in the United States in the last quarter-century, so the selection is in no way a
representative cross-linguistic, inter-cultural or diachronic data set. While more
diversity could have been achieved with the text selection, a data set selected for
qualitative research from a genre as diverse as stand-up comedy will inevitably suffer
from limited representativeness. As such, the researcher decided it was justified to
orient text selection to prioritise analysis and interpretation over diversity. Ultimately, if
the results of the analysis of this study can provide “petit generalisations” (Stake, 1995,
p. 7) regarding this genre which can be verified by broader future enquiry, the aims of
this research will be satisfied.
The audio-visual recording format of these texts has a number of implications for
how they are treated in the analysis. All three texts are professional recordings; the first
two – the Izzard and Gervais texts – were distributed in DVD format, while the Wolf text
is available in High Definition on YouTube. Accordingly, the production values of these
texts are high, allowing the comedians’ speech to be accurately transcribed and codings
of paralinguistic features such as phonology, facial expression and body language to be
made with relative confidence. The recordings are continuous, thus the recorded texts
match the live performances in duration and content. That said, any recording
inevitably implies mediation, thus it is important to underscore that watching a DVD of
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a stand-up comedy performance is different to attending a live stand-up comedy
performance.

Full transcription and ‘soft-eyes’ data immersion
Once texts had been selected, they were prepared for analysis by transcribing them
in their entirety. The transcription approach employed follows the principles proposed
by Edwards and Lampert (2014), focusing on isolating the relevant unit of analysis and
maximising readability. Thus, as the texts were analysed for different research
questions, the notational style of their transcriptions vary. Reflecting the focus on
paralanguage in the analysis of the Izzard text, its transcription followed the notation
conventions of SFL for phonological analysis, as shown in Table 4.1.
notation
[numerals]
//
/
[bold]
[italic]
^
↑, ↓
–
…

phonological feature
choice in TONE
tone unit boundary (always also foot boundary)
foot boundary within tone unit (always also syllable boundary)
tonic syllable
salient syllable
silent Ictus
significant jump up or down in pitch which doesn’t involve a choice of tone, signalling
pronounced salience
restart (dash)
incomplete tone group

Table 4.1: SFL notation conventions for phonological analysis
As the Gervais and the Wolf texts were not analysed for paralanguage (excepting
isolated examples), the notational style of their transcriptions privileges readability and
omits most phonological features. Notation for these transcripts is shown in Table 4.2.
notation
[…]
<…>
…
–

description
unintelligible Verbiage rendered by researcher
paralanguage gloss
pause
restart

Table 4.2: Transcription conventions (for Gervais and Wolf texts)
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Further to its function as an essential resource for data analysis, transcription
afforded the researcher the opportunity to immerse themselves in the data, as recorded
texts were watched repeatedly in snippets of 10-20 seconds so as to accurately capture
the Verbiage, salient paralinguistic features, and audience laughter. A valuable byproduct of such close familiarisation with data is the possibility of simultaneously
conducting a ‘soft-eyes’ 19 analysis, intuiting areas of study to explore with principled
analysis, and regions within the text where these areas of study might be most fruitfully
examined. In this research, this process confirmed the decision to include the Gervais
text in the dataset, as transcription of the text surrounding the excerpt analysed in the
pilot study revealed that this excerpt formed part of a longer segment that even more
vividly demonstrated the dialogic features under examination. Similarly, for the Izzard
text, transcription and ‘soft-eyes’ analysis hinted at instances of complex realisation of
intermodal impersonation that deviated from the typical patternings that dominated in
the text. In the case of the Wolf text, transcription and ‘soft-eyes’ analysis piqued the
researcher’s interest for how the comedian was deploying idiomatic or semi-fixed
expressions but diverging from their typical conclusions, often replacing these with
taboo content, so as to subvert expectations, thus prompting the researcher’s focus on
the role of expectation in humour as an area of study. There were, of course, other
‘hunches’ that emerged from the transcription and ‘soft-eyes’ analysis stage that proved
to be dead-ends, but given their abortive status, they will not be described further.

Selection of segments for close analysis
As mentioned above, the selected data set comprised approximately two and a half
hours of audio-visual text (approximately 26,000 words when transcribed). Given the
qualitative nature of the MMDA methodology and the complexity of the systems under
investigation, this volume of data was too great to consider conducting close analysis for
all of it. Accordingly, the above-mentioned research stage of transcription and ‘soft-eyes’

The term ‘soft-eyes’ is adopted here from Baskin (2015), who observes that “It is only possible “to see
more clearly” by learning to read with “soft eyes” that can grasp the complex, dynamic, and structured
social totality through which reader and text are related” (p. 14).
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analysis was taken as an opportunity to isolate segments within each of the texts as
candidates for close analysis that were best suited for each research question. Just as
each text had been selected to correspond with a particular research question, the
isolation of segments for close analysis needed to reflect the aims of each chapter. This
approach aligns with Bateman’s (2017) description of judgement sampling, whereby the
selection of data for analysis is informed by preliminary intuitions regarding the
phenomena under investigation.
Informed by this principle, for research question 1, which focuses on intermodal
realisations of impersonation, an almost 14-minute (13:53) segment of the Izzard text
was selected, spanning [35:30-49:22] of the text. The segment centres on the
comedian’s explanation of the origins of the Church of England and comparison of it to
religions such as Catholicism and Islam, the latter of which they describe as more
fervent and prone to radicalisation. The segment is especially rich in instances of
impersonation compared with its co-text – a preliminary analysis identifies more than
40 textual personae construed over the course of the segment – and was thus taken to
be a valuable data set for the exploration of how this phenomenon is realised
intermodally. Moreover, it comprises a single Topic Run (see Chapter 5, Section 4.3.1.2
for Williams’ (2020) definition of stand-up comedy text stages), which makes it easier to
explain the humour occurring within the segment without referring to external co-text.
For research question 2, which focuses on how dialogic features interact with
humorous affiliation, a continuous, ten-minute segment of the Gervais text was selected,
spanning [42:50-52:56]. This segment centres on the comedian recounting children’s
stories and interrogating their appropriateness for children. Across the segment, the
comedian impersonates one primary and a series of secondary personae to ‘act-out’
their position that children’s stories are inappropriate for children, and the
impersonations are frequently followed by enthusiastic audience laughter. Thus the
segment comprises valuable data for the exploration of how dialogic resources interact
with humorous affiliation. As with the segment isolated from the Izzard text, the Gervais
segment comprises a single Topic Run.
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For research question 3, which focuses on the role of expectation in humorous
affiliation, the entirety of the Wolf text was selected. The decision to analyse this text in
its entirety rather than isolating a segment was primarily motivated by the relative
brevity of the text (18:20 compared with approximately 90 minutes for the other two
texts). This text centres on satirising (aka ‘roasting’) then-US President Donald Trump,
his administration and the political class more broadly, as part of the annual White
House Press Correspondents’ Association Dinner. Within these segments, particular
excerpts were chosen as illustrative examples for discussion. These excerpts were
selected based on the number of relevant phenomena occurring within them, which
allowed for both a more concise selection of examples to illustrate a wide variety of
phenomena, and for the interaction among phenomena to be discussed.

Elaboration of analytical framework
In order to investigate how semiotic features relating to intermodal impersonation,
dialogism and expectation are interacting with humorous affiliation, an analytical
framework was required that allows for relevant semiotic features to be annotated in the
texts, and for correlations among these features to be noted. As these research questions
focus on interactions among features that have not been the subject of previous studies,
this framework was elaborated by combining elements from existing frameworks and
proposing new elements where no precedents were found. Moreover, given the differing
focuses of the three research questions, an analytical framework tailored to each
question was required. An essential aspect of these frameworks is a coding rubric where
annotations – typically features of relevant system networks – can be clearly and
concisely illustrated and cross-referenced with co-occurring features of other system
networks. Accordingly, an important step in developing the analytical framework
ultimately employed in the data analysis was the elaboration, testing and refinement of
coding rubrics. Given their complexity and reliance on examples from the data to
illustrate how particular features are coded, description of coding rubrics will be
addressed in the following chapter, where they can be accompanied by relevant
discussion of their theoretical implications.
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While a different rubric was developed for each research question/text, reflecting
the semiotic features of paralanguage, dialogism/affiliation and expectation/affiliation,
respectively, some considerations informed the design of all the rubrics. One such
consideration concerns the treatment of audience laughter. As noted in Chapter 2,
Section 4, research on humour in interactive genres such as casual conversation requires
fine-grained analytical tools to identify instances of humour and subclassify more
delicate varieties of laughter to differentiate between humour, anxiety, and so forth (cf.
Knight, 2010; Provine, 2001). However in the context of stand-up comedy, given the
genre’s explicit social purpose of eliciting a laughter response and the typically collective
nature of laughter, such fine-grained analysis is neither possible nor productive. Thus
when analysing recorded audio-visual texts such as those comprising the dataset for this
thesis, laughter is simply coded as <audience laughter>.
A further consideration that applied to all three rubrics concerns the treatment of
filmic features of the texts. Given the professional audio-visual recording format of the
three texts, it can be assumed that decisions regarding filmic resources such as camera
angles, camera zoom and edits among different cameras were made intentionally and
meaningfully. While these filmic affordances undoubtedly contribute to the meaning
made by the texts, they are beyond the scope of this thesis and have consequently not
been analysed.

Drawing conclusions
Having identified the data segments for analysis, and equipped with the analytical
framework described in the previous section, the final step in the method was to
populate the coding rubrics and interpret patterns observed among annotated features.
Suggesting this step was entirely discrete from the elaboration of an analytical
framework is to some extent artificial, as the two processes are largely dialectical.
Nonetheless, once frameworks were finalised, successive investigations of the data were
less distracted by methodological concerns and were able to focus on perceiving what
Duff refers to as “salient patterns” (2018, p. 163). In turn, these perceptions informed
the discussion in chapters 6-8.
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The process of interpretation and subsequent drawing of conclusions from the data
was guided by the approach proposed by Holliday (2010). Holliday observes that
qualitative research should strive to:
submit to the data in such a way that the unexpected is allowed to emerge and
perhaps change the direction of the research. A good piece of research will
have built into the research design something which will enable the research to
take on a life of its own (2010, pp. 100-101).

Accordingly, as outlined in sections 3.1 and 3.3, steps were taken to allow the area of
study and focus of investigation for this thesis to be influenced by engagement with the
data rather than solely imposed by a priori hypothesis. A similar principle was pursued
in the analysis, interpretation and discussion stages via the application of coding rubrics
designed to describe the systems that underlie the expression of the texts in the dataset.
In so doing, unexpected patterns and interactions among the features of these systems
were revealed, which in turn offered the raw material for interpretation and discussion.

Validity and Transparency
The final step in the method of this thesis concerns validity and transparency. A
main consideration with the former relates to the approach of allowing conclusions to
emerge from the data as much as possible organically. Complementing this is the
awareness that the results of this research are drawn from a constrained data set, thus
interpretations and conclusions must be hedged. As Holliday states:
an appropriate claim would therefore be that in a particular location at a
particular time, certain things seem to be the case. This shows the purpose of
qualitative research is not to prove anything, but to generate ideas which are
sufficient to make us think again about what is going on in the world (2010,
pp. 101-102).

Consequently, care has been taken to avoid unsubstantiated extrapolation between the
results of this study and assertions about the genre from which the data set is selected –
or at least to flag such assertions as speculative. As a set of pragmatic guidelines for
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pursuing this, Lazaraton’s set of questions for ensuring appropriateness of claims was
posed:
•

What alternative claims could the data support?

•

What reason is there to prefer the claim as stated over its alternatives?

•

What additional data would be required to rule out the alternatives?

•

What effect could the selection of cases have had on the conclusions? (2009, p.
252)
In keeping with best practice in research design and execution (cf. Gomm, 2008),

each stage of the research has been documented, with relevant materials archived. This
includes subsequent iterations of coding rubrics and data analysis, evolving drafts of
results and discussion sections and correspondence regarding the research. Accordingly,
a clear audit of how this research unfolded can be accessed so as to verify or interrogate
any aspect of the finished thesis.

Summary of methodology and research method
This chapter has described the methodology adopted in this thesis, and the
research method steps by which this thesis unfolded. The methodology of multimodal
discourse analysis was presented as the most suitable for the research aims of this thesis
as it is congruent with the theoretical foundation of SFL and provides an intermodal
framework for the analysis of how language interacts with paralanguage to create
meaning. Informed by this methodology, each step in the research method was
described, tracing the development of this thesis from a somewhat nebulous early idea
through the various stages of refinement and consolidation that produced the finished
product.
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Extending humorous affiliation
Introduction
This chapter builds the analytical framework that will be employed to analyse the
stand-up comedy texts in chapters 6-8. In so doing, it extends the scope of the SFL
affiliation model to account for a wider range of semiotic phenomena. To this end, it
notes the shortcomings of theoretical and methodological frameworks introduced in
previous chapters with regards to the research aims of this thesis and proposes
modifications to address these. The framework captures how semiotic resources not yet
integrated into the affiliation model are contributing to impersonation and expectation
in order to understand how these are creating humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy
texts. It should be noted that this chapter constitutes something of a hybrid extended
literature review, methodology, analysis and discussion. This blend is justified, however,
as the chapter establishes the analytical framework that underpins the analysis and
discussion of the following chapters. As the coding rubrics presented in this chapter
were developed iteratively while undertaking the data analysis, their description
inevitably previews some points of the discussion emerging from their application in
later chapters. As much as possible, however, this section aims to focus on analytical
concerns.
This chapter is divided into three main sections, each corresponding to a research
question of this thesis and elaborating an analytical framework designed to address it.
Section 2 presents a review of work on dialogism, intersubjectivity and viewpoint,
noting points of intersection with SFL work on extra-vocalisation. It then proceeds to
illustrate limitations in how the SFL affiliation model describes the role of dialogic
resources, proposing ‘dialogic couplings’ as a unit of analysis better suited to
investigating affiliation in texts rich in dialogic resources. Section 3 marshals
paralinguistic research both within and beyond social semiotics to propose an analytical
framework for describing how paralinguistic features interact with language to construe
dialogic resources such as impersonation. Section 4 surveys how expectation has been
conceptualised within SFL theory, notes examples of how expectation interacts with
humorous affiliation, and proposes an analytical framework to identify semiotic
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resources contributing to the establishment of expectation among interactants. Section
5 summarises the key findings of this chapter.

Dialogism, impersonation and humorous affiliation
The second research question of this thesis – How do dialogic resources such as
impersonation contribute to creating humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy
performances? – necessitates the elaboration of an analytical framework for capturing
the interaction between dialogic resources and bond negotiations resulting in humorous
affiliation. In turn, such a framework requires a dialogic theory of language that
accounts for how multiple perspectives, viewpoints, voices and so forth are realised
linguistically. As such, this section will begin in Section 2.1 by presenting a survey of
dialogism and related areas, noting intersections with the conceptualisation of dialogic
principles within SFL theory. With this foundation established, Section 2.2 proceeds to
review how dialogic resources are treated in the current SFL affiliation model, noting
issues and proposing a revised unit of analysis – dialogic couplings – better suited to
describing how dialogic resources contribute to affiliation in stand-up comedy texts.
Before proceeding, however, a terminological disambiguation must be made: the term
‘dialogic’ is employed in differing scholarly traditions to refer either to the Bakhtinian
conceptualisation of language as inherently polyphonic and referential of other
perspectives, or to the interactional, spoken register of a particular instance of language.
In this thesis, the first definition is intended.

The dialogic tradition
In their wide-ranging and interdisciplinary survey of scholarly traditions
interacting with dialogism, Linell proposes a “comprehensive and ecumenical”
definition for ‘dialogical theory’ or ‘dialogism’, stating that a central principle of dialogic
theory is that human nature and human life are defined by interrelations with “the
other” (2009, p. 13). Linell’s conceptualisation of dialogism accommodates a broad
swathe of work across the fields of linguistics, psychology, sociology and neurology
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associated with scholars such as Bakhtin (1981), Vygotsky (2012), Mead (1984), James
([1890]/2007) and Goffman (1956). Within linguistics, dialogism informs branches of
theory including phenomenology, pragmatism, symbolic interactionism, sociocultural
theory, cognitive linguistics and functional linguistics (note, in particular, the resonance
with Halliday’s observation that “linguistic structure is the realization of social
structure, actively symbolizing it in a process of mutual creativity” (1978, p. 186)).
Much of the approach to dialogism adopted in this thesis sits within the
(post)structuralist tradition of Hegel, Mead and Bakhtin/Vološinov. 20 For these
scholars, all linguistic communication, regardless of medium or mode, is ‘dialogic’
insofar as any act of meaning refers to and implicates other acts of meaning previously
carried out. As Vološinov observes, “Any utterance – the finished, written utterance not
excepted – makes response to something and is calculated to be responded to in turn. It
is but one link in a continuous chain of speech performances” (1973, p. 72).
Implicit in a Bakhtinian/Vološinovian view of dialogism are the concepts of
heteroglossia and polyphony. Heteroglossia describes the inherent tension between the
role of language as a resource for construing an individual’s subjective experience and
its reliance on an intersubjective system of signs to achieve this role. Bakhtin captures
this duality: “As a living, socio-ideological concrete thing, as heteroglot opinion,
language, for the individual consciousness lies on the borderline between oneself and
the other” (1981, p. 272). The term heteroglossia has since come to be used to describe
the interplay of multiple perspectives or voices in a text and the way linguistic resources
acknowledge alternative perspectives. By extension polyphony, as proposed in the
theory of enunciation (Bakhtin, 1982; Benveniste, 1971; Ducrot, 1984; Vološinov, 1973),
describes how the author of a text manages which and how external voices are presented
to suit their purposes. This approach distances itself from more cognitively oriented
traditions that interpret grammatical regions such as evidentiality, modality and
hedging (such as Chafe and Nichols (1986); Lyons (1977); Palmer (2001); Schröder and
Markkanen (1997)) as indexing the speaker/writer’s degree of certainty or inclination.

conflated here in part due to the debate regarding whether authorship for former might be attributed to
the latter, see, for instance (Dentith, 2003).

20
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As noted in Chapter 3, Section 4.2.2, this conceptualisation of dialogic resources
underpins the description of features in the SFL discourse semantic system of
ENGAGEMENT. Heteroglossia

and polyphony thus lay a theoretical foundation for the

analytical work of classifying a continuum of resources adapted to serving the
speaker/writer’s social purpose in creating a text, which is central to how SFL has
approached this region of semiosis.
A dialogic view of language also entails an epistemological and axiological
dimension, as the knowledge and ideology construed through discourse is always
relative to other knowledge and ideologies, typically associated with competing
institutions and systems of power (Jovchelovitch, 2019). Consequently, societies can be
conceptualised as contrasting discourse communities in a state of tension and
negotiation (Moscovici, 1976). The individuals that comprise these communities are
characterised by more-or-less fluid subjectivity, uncertainty, ambiguity, internal
dialogues and dialogical tensions (Hermans & Dimaggio, 2007). Gillespie and Cornish
summarise these interrelated dimensions of dialogism, observing, “Knowledge, society
and subjectivity are produced through dialogue and are dialogical in their structure and
dynamics” (2010, p. 33). From the perspective of SFL, this once again dovetails with a
social semiotic conceptualisation of language, and underpins the analytical framework
of SFL discourse analysis, especially with regards to mapping how bonds are negotiated
and community memberships are enacted as texts unfold.

Intersubjectivity
Intersubjectivity shares dialogism’s interactional underpinning but focuses on the
mechanisms by which communities of shared value are elaborated and maintained
through discursive consensus. Intersubjectivity takes as its point of departure that
interactants must share some degree of common knowledge or understanding for
communication to be possible. For Clark (1996), this mutuality is encapsulated in the
theory of ‘common ground’ (cf. Lewis, 2008; McCarthy, 1990; Schiffer, 1972; Stalnaker,
2002) while for Rommetveit it entails “attunement to the attunement of the other”
(1990, p. 21). Intersubjectivity’s focus on elaborating a more principled analysis of
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semiotic resources that construe commonality is captured by Verhagen (2007), who
argues that an essential prerequisite of a semiotic system is the ability for social actors
employing resources of the system to imagine the social reality of other actors with
whom they interact (p. 4). Consequently, Verhagen argues against traditional grammar’s
quarantining of heteroglossic resources to particular regions of grammar, stating:
if grammars encode best what speakers do most (Du Bois, 1985, p. 363), and if
coordinating cognitively with others is so basic a component of human
practices, then we should expect to see it reflected in more than one area of
grammar, including basic ones (Verhagen, 2007, p. 4).

Verhagen’s description is thus also consistent with the SFL approach to dialogism and
intersubjectivity, wherein the role of these resources in construing the relation between
language and objective notions of truth or accuracy is secondary to their enactment of
interpersonal relationships. Verhagen continues, “According to this approach, signals
are not statements of fact, that can be judged to be true or false, but are efforts to
produce certain effects” (2007, p. 14).
A recent and operationalizable iteration of intersubjectivity is Gillespie and
Cornish’s (2010), who propose a number of terms for intersubjective phenomena which
are relevant to this thesis. The first is ‘addressivity’, which refers to “The way in which
utterances orient to, and position, the audience” (p. 34). The second is ‘voice’, which
reflects that “Utterances do not only reflect their audience, but they reflect their
historical and social context. Each utterance is a product of the semiotic and social
environment that precedes it” (p. 34). Each utterance thus construes a particular ‘voice’
that can be linked to specific socio/cultural/historical contexts. They observe that this
conceptualisation of voice is valuable for the analysis of intersubjectivity within texts
because it allows for multiple perspectives to be identified even within relatively short
stretches of discourse (2010, p. 35). In this vein, Gillespie and Cornish approach
intersubjectivity from a cognitive psychological perspective and observe that meaning
can only be interpreted in light of its intended and actual audience. In turn, a contextsensitive interpretation of semiosis also yields insight into the social, cultural and
historical context of a text, thus underscoring the interaction between voices projected
in texts and the value communities they affiliate with Gillespie and Cornish (2010, p.
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34). As such, they define intersubjectivity broadly, as “the variety of possible relations
between people’s perspectives” (2010, p. 19). Reflecting their disciplinary context of
psychology, they comment:
Across the studies which observe behaviour, including the behaviour of
neurons, the dominant research interest is in demonstrating the extent to
which an observer sympathetically, and usually non-consciously, either
behaviourally mimics or neurologically “resonates” with actions observed. The
research has convincingly demonstrated that embodied intersubjectivity exists
(Gillespie & Cornish, 2010, p. 28).

Concerning methodology, Gillespie and Cornish comment that “observing what happens
in social interaction, and particularly what is said in interaction, brings us close to the
actual processes through which intersubjectivity is reproduced” (2010, p. 29). Gillespie
and Cornish’s work thus provides a promising theoretical link between social scientific
and biological traditions.
It is worth noting here the conceptual harmony between Gillespie and Cornish’s
elaboration of intersubjectivity and the notion of provenance proposed by Kress and van
Leeuwen (2001) from a social semiotic perspective. Kress and van Leeuwen describe
provenance as “the idea that signs may be 'imported' from one context (another era,
social group, culture) into another, in order to signify the ideas and values associated
with that other context by those who do the 'importing'” (2001, p. 23). 21 Provenance
thus provides a conceptual link between the specific bundling of semiotic resources that
might be deployed by a speaker to construe a textual persona and the assumptions and
values associated with that persona by their recipient (in Gillespie and Cornish’s (2010)
terminology, the ‘voice’ of the utterance). These values can then play an important role
in the negotiation of social bonds they reference, and thus can be recruited by
comedians to create humorous affiliation.
Combining provenance and intersubjectivity provides a link between the semiotic
resources that evoke a specific set of ideas and values and how those ideas and values

21

Cf. Barthes’ (1972) discussion of ‘myths’.
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are positioned within a text as one of multiple perspectives. This is a theme of central
importance to this thesis, as comedians constantly refer to shared cultural knowledge to
conjure textual personae representative of specific perspectives and employ them as
proxies for the negotiation of bonds. For example, in the Izzard text, the comedian
evokes a stereotype of Italian migrants in anglophone societies by adopting their
distinctive accent and extending their arms with hunched shoulders and supine palms in
the manner characteristic of that cultural community. As the convergent Verbiage
indicates, the comedian combines these provenance-evoking paralinguistic features with
a reference to the Pope, thereby conflating the two into a single impersonation and
suggesting that the Pope is equivalent to an Italian migrant – as shown in Table 5.1 (for
AV text see file 5a).
Verbiage

and the
pope's
going
you crazy
bugger

VOICE
QUALITY

[feature];
gloss
baseline

- [wider /
louder /
higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent
you can't
- [wider /
do all this
louder /
higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent
what are
- [wider /
you a
louder /
Mormon? higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent
you can’t
- [wider /
marry all
louder /
these
higher /
people
tenser]
- Italian
accent
<audience laughter>

emblems/
provenance

persona

image from data

bonds
(implicated/shared;
wrinkling/deferred)

authorial
stereotypical
open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians
stereotypical
open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians
- stereotypical
open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians
- stereotypical
open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians

Pope

Disrespecting Pope

Pope

Pope

Pope

Respecting Pope

Table 5.1: Example of intersubjectivity and provenance
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The laughter following the impersonation tells us a potential bond is wrinkling
against an implicated bond. In light of the blended provenance in the impersonation this
is interpreted as the tabled, potential bond ‘Disrespecting Pope’ wrinkling against an
implicated ‘Respecting Pope’ (shared by the audience) and being deferred through
laughter. This interpretation reflects the intersubjective relation of the text, wherein
both comedian and audience belong to anglophone nations (United Kingdom and
United States, respectively) that have been destinations for Italian migrants (at times
demonstrating xenophobia towards them) and which have sizeable Catholic
populations. Consequently, we can assume that for these interactants the low social
status of Italian migrants clashes with the high social status of the Pope. The conflation
of the two deviates from the respect conventionally afforded to the Pope, thus realising
the bonds under negotiation. As this example demonstrates, interpreting how semiotic
resources reflect provenance and intersubjectivity within a text requires some cultural
contextualisation and relies on a researcher’s familiarity with the context of a text.
Moreover, the resources realising provenance frequently include paralinguistic modes.
These themes will be returned to and explored in greater detail in Chapter 6 and
Chapter 7.

Viewpoint
A related region of scholarship also relevant to this thesis is that regarding
viewpoint. Where intersubjectivity explores how instances of meaning making represent
the realities of interacting participants, viewpoint focuses on how meaning making tools
account for the possibility of plural subjectivities within texts. Work on viewpoint
originates primarily in the cognitive linguistics and neurology fields, focusing on how
viewpoints are accounted for in human experience, but also addresses participation
frameworks developed for filmic texts. Sweetser summarises this, observing that an
individual identity can access “multiple different viewpoint affordances on the same
scene” (2012, p. 1). This work underscores the role of multiple viewpoints woven into a
coherent whole within narrative genres; as Verhagen comments:
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An essential feature of stories (whether fact or fiction) is that they represent
the speech, thoughts, attitudes, and emotions of characters. In processing
narrative discourse, listeners/ readers construct conceptualizations of the
ways these different viewpoints are connected into a meaningful fabric, and
moreover connect it to their own point of view, thus adding a further
dimension of meaning (2016, p. 1).

The link to dialogism, heteroglossia and polyphony is clear; as Sweetser notes, viewpoint
is an inherently intersubjective phenomenon, as a language user’s semiotic choices will
reflect their own viewpoint as well as their understanding of other interactants’
viewpoints (2012, p. 12).
As with work in intersubjectivity, the attempt to elaborate an operational analytical
framework for the isolation of semiotic resources construing viewpoint in texts renders
the viewpoint tradition highly valuable to this thesis. For instance Parrill (2012, pp. 99100) provides a list of linguistic features that frequently construe viewpoint, which
(translated into systemic functional grammar terminology) includes pronoun choice, the
frequency with which a referent is mentioned in discourse, the ‘origo’ – point of origin
(as per Bühler, 1934) – of deictic resources, the deployment of mental and Verbal
process lexical items and choices within the systems of MOOD, THEME and MODALISATION.
In particular, investigation of phenomena such as free indirect speech/thought has
produced a body of work describing how viewpoints can be hybridised or blended to
achieve particular rhetorical effects. This work builds on Fauconnier’s (1994) ‘mental
spaces’ theory, adopting the notion of conceptual integration (Fauconnier & Turner,
2003) to describe how certain semiotic mechanisms rely on simultaneously considering
multiple cognitive constructs. While this theory has been highly influential in cognitive
linguistics, its focus on cognitive processes as distinct from their linguistic realisation
renders it divergent from a functional approach to language, and it will therefore be left
aside in this discussion. Nevertheless, many insights emerging from the application of
the theory are relevant to this thesis; for instance Dancygier notes that “Multiplicity of
viewpoints is found in any kind of discourse, including narrative discourse, but the
mechanisms of blending seem to create specific possibilities here, needed in the
narrative more than anywhere else” (2005, p. 123). Dancygier also proposes the valuable
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concept of ‘viewpoint compression’, wherein ‘viewpointed’ entities are represented
linguistically by a reduced number of their salient features so as to permit texts to
accommodate multiple viewpoints without losing narrative continuity (Dancygier,
2005). This links with the interaction between provenance and intersubjectivity
discussed earlier, and supports the observation made regarding paralinguistic features
functioning as resources for tracking and recovering referents (as per the SFL discourse
semantic system of IDENTIFICATION) discussed in Chapter 6, Section 3.1.
Vandelanotte (2012) builds on Dancygier’s work by comparing the nature of
blended viewpoints across projected speech and thought. Vandelanotte pays particular
attention to the rhetorical effects of free indirect speech/thought. In taxonomizing the
various kinds of projection, Vandelanotte observes that a typical realisation of free
indirect speech and thought is the blending of spatiotemporal markers such as adverbs
to reflect both a speaker’s and a projected voice’s origo. Vandelanotte concludes that
“We can thus posit a cline from full deictic shift [direct speech/thought] over partial
[free indirect speech/thought] to a minimal or even absent shift [indirect
speech/thought]” (2012, p. 203).
Vandelanotte proceeds to propose distancing indirect speech/thought as a distinct
type of blended viewpointing resource, observing that “separating out distancing
indirect speech/thought, where the viewpoint remains with the narrator, from free
indirect speech/thought, where viewpoint is located with the character, permits a more
fine-grained analysis of reportative constructions” (2012, p. 199). Relating the rhetorical
effect of viewpointing to the polyphonic effect of a text, Vandelonotte comments that
distancing indirect speech/thought “allows the current speaker to use the submerged
represented speaker’s thought or utterance for current discourse purposes, such as
providing evidence or expressing irony or sarcasm” (2012, p. 215). These resources for
blended or hybrid viewpoint are taken up in chapters 6 and 7.
The analytical framework proposed by Ritchie (2006) for exploring the role of
nested viewpoints (such as recursive projection) in humorous discourse links work on
viewpoint to the first two research questions of this thesis. In particular, Ritchie
proposes that the ‘resolution’ component of Suls’s influential ‘incongruity-resolution’
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model for describing humour (Suls, 1972) can be conceptualised as an interpretive
switch between viewpoints (see also Dascal, 1985), and that these viewpoints need not
necessarily be those of the speaker/writer or listener/reader. Ritchie also interrogates
the assumption that the interpretive shift provoking a humour response is from an
‘incorrect’ to a ‘correct’ viewpoint, and instead argues that in cases where humorous
discourse projects a textual persona, “the audience becomes aware of the possibility of
the other interpretation for the story-character, but does not have to adopt it as their
own view of the story world” (Ritchie, 2006, p. 256).
In a similar vein, recent work by Dancygier and Vandelanotte attempts to
formalise the relation among construed viewpoints as a network of hierarchies, where
“viewpoints are organized hierarchically and in terms of a network, with local viewpoint
choices achieving overall coherence in what one might call a top-level or ‘Discourse
Viewpoint’ space, from which lower-level viewpoint choices are overseen” (2016, p. 14).
They draw parallels to Clark’s rubric of “staged communicative acts” (Clark, 1996, pp.
368-378), comparing the deployment of viewpoints in discourse for rhetorical effect to
the joint pretence of non-serious communicative acts which “mutually appreciate the
salient contrasts between the demonstrated and actual situations” (Clark, 1996, p. 368).
The acts include numerous acts/microgenres frequently associated with humorous
discourse such as irony, sarcasm, teasing, rhetorical questions, under- and
overstatement, and hyper- and misunderstanding (as per Brône, 2008). Note also the
parallels with Raskin’s conceptualisation humour as ‘non-bonafide’ communication
(1992, 2012) and Bateson’s notion of the ‘play-frame’ (Bernstein, 2000). However, as
much as Ritchie’s and Dancygier and Vandelanotte’s analyses are valuable in exploring
the interaction of nested viewpoints in humorous discourse, they do not address the role
that affiliating with community identities associated with particular viewpoints plays in
calibrating the degree of tension generated to be non-threatening, as per McGraw and
Warren (2010)’s principle of benign violations and the SFL affiliation model. As such,
elements of this work will be integrated with the SFL affiliation model so as to describe
how dialogic resources such as impersonation are contributing to the creation of
humour in stand-up comedy texts.
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Approaching the subject of viewpoint from a media studies perspective, Dynel
(2011) proposes the concept of ‘communicative levels’ to distinguish viewpoints within
filmic texts. Dynel states, “the two-layered nature of film discourse and its dependence
on two communicative levels necessitate a bifurcation of hearers into two major types,
i.e. hearers at the character’s level and film viewers” (2011, p. 1629). This distinction
reflects the understanding that in fictional filmic texts such as television shows, the
characters within the textual reality are unaware that they are being filmed or watched
by an audience. Conversely, the audience know that the characters are unaware of them.
Thus the interaction of characters within a filmic text is embedded into the interaction
between the ‘collective sender’ (encompassing writers, directors, producers, actors,
technicians and so forth) of a text and the audience. Similarly, a stand-up comedy
performance can be divided between stretches where the comedian interacts with the
audience in their authorial voice, and instances where comedians impersonate
interaction among characters, thus the concept of communicative levels can also be
applied to stand-up comedy texts.
A parallel can be drawn between Dynel’s communicative levels and Kress and van
Leeuwen’s (2006) distinction between interactive and represented participants. Kress
and van Leeuwen define these participant types as follows:
The former are the participants in the act of communication – the participants
who speak and listen or write and read, make images or view them, whereas
the latter are the participants who constitute the subject matter of the
communication; that is, the people, places and things (including abstract
‘things’) represented in and by the speech or writing or image, the participants
about whom or which we are speaking or writing or producing images (p. 48).

Kress and van Leeuwen’s framework is especially useful for understanding how
instances of impersonation signal instances where interaction among represented
participants is embedded into the ongoing interaction among interactive participants. It
should, however, be clarified that the distinction between interactive and represented
participants does not parallel that between textual and authorial personae (described in
the following section). A textual persona can be either the interactive or the represented
participant, depending on whether the speaker is impersonating an interaction among
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textual personae (in which case they would be represented participants) or
impersonating a textual persona while interacting with other interactive participants.

Dialogism & textual personae
As noted in Section 2.1, the dialogic tradition of Bakhtin and Vološinov is
underpinned by the principle that “human nature and human life are constituted in
interrelations with ‘the other’” (Linell, 2009, p. 13). The associated concepts of
heteroglossia and polyphony describe how texts, including those created by a sole
author, can incorporate and reference a multitude of perspectives or textual personae.
However, to productively mine work in this tradition and operationalise it for research
underpinned by a social semiotic theory of language, it is important to cross-reference
terms such as perspective, viewpoint, and voice with definitions native to SFL.
Accordingly, the term employed in this theory is that of ‘persona’, defined as per Firth
(1950) and Martin (2010) as a character or identity who act as agent of meaning-making
in texts. Firth (1950) elucidates the relationship between a discrete, biological individual
and a persona, observing:
The meaning of person in the sense of a man or woman represented in
fictitious dialogue, or as a character in a play, is relevant if we take a
sociological view of the persona or parts we are called upon to play in the
routine of life. Every social person is a bundle of personae, a bundle of parts,
each part having its lines (1950, p. 45).

This definition of persona encompasses the dialogic concept of ‘voice’, defined by
Bal (2006) as “Who speaks… who tells the story in a narrative” (p.661). This dovetails
with the concept of persona to account for how multiple perspectives are construed
within a text, but it also necessitates an imagination of an authorial persona, regardless
of whether such a persona is explicitly named or indicated through discursive features.
The authorial persona is distinct from the biological individual physically expressing a
text, as it will reflect, in Firth’s terms, a particular “bundle of parts” (1950, p.45), which
can be just as ‘intentionally’ composed as those of the personae within the text. This is
frequently the case in stand-up comedy, as comedians adopt a particular, authorial
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‘stage’ persona. Accordingly, in this thesis a distinction is made between the authorial
persona adopted by a comedian, and the textual personae impersonated by them.
While all texts will construe an authorial persona, dialogic resources such as
projected speech allow language users to construe a distinct point of view alternative to
that of the author of a text. For instance, in the following excerpt from the Gervais text –
which we will return to in Chapter 7 – the comedian says:
I have never worked out the moral to Humpty Dumpty.
<audience laughter>
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall. Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. All the
king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put Humpty together again. All I
can think is, ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’.
<audience laughter>
But again, how is that applicable to a five-year-old human?
<audience laughter>
I mean, you tell that to a group of [five-year olds], “so don't sit on a wall if
you’re an egg”. “What do you mean ‘if I’m an egg’? I’m not an egg”.
<audience laughter>

A common-sense 22 interpretation of this stretch of discourse reveals three personae:
•

the comedian’s authorial persona;

•

two impersonated textual personae:
o an adult, specified earlier in the text as the comedian’s childhood deputy
headmaster, who tells the children the moral of Humpty Dumpty is so don't sit
on a wall if you’re an egg; and
o a five-year-old child who responds, what do you mean, if I’m an egg’? I’m not
an egg.

Each of these personae are associated with particular value positions, defined here as
axiological or epistemological stances relating to experiential meaning. In preview of
more principled analysis, these are summarised as:
22 This

transcript has been coded with grammatical markers for projection based on a common-sense
interpretation of paralinguistic features that accompany the verbal language. A framework for more
principled analysis of how paralanguage interacts with impersonation is presented in Section 3.3.
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•

the comedian’s authorial persona: ‘Humpty Dumpty moral doesn’t make sense’;

•

deputy headmaster: ‘Humpty Dumpty moral ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’ is
worth telling children’; and

•

five-year-old child: ‘Humpty Dumpty moral ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’ is
irrelevant to children’.

As will be shown in Chapter 7, personae recur in relatively stable patterns with their
associated value positions. This affords comedians a powerful resource for introducing
and manage multiple, even contrasting value positions that contribute to instances of
humorous affiliation.

An analytical framework for dialogism and humorous affiliation
Having reviewed relevant literature across the fields of dialogism, intersubjectivity
and viewpoint and noted intersections with a social semiotic conceptualisation of
dialogic resources, this section proceeds to investigate how the interaction between
these resources and humorous affiliation is described in the SFL affiliation model. 23 The
discussion emerges from early, unsuccessful attempts at applying the existing SFL
affiliation model to stand-up comedy texts, which in turn prompted the elaboration of
an analytical framework tailored to describing the role of dialogic resources in
humorous affiliation. In general terms, this framework describes how dialogic features
such as persona, ENGAGEMENT and value position combine to form dialogic couplings,
which in turn can realise value bonds that wrinkle against implicated bonds, resulting in
humour. The relation between dialogic couplings and humorous affiliation is
summarised in Figure 5.1.

An earlier version of the analytical framework presented in this section was published in Logi and
Zappavigna (2021a).

23
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Figure 5.1: Outline of dialogic couplings and humorous affiliation
ENGAGEMENT

and affiliation

As established in Chapter 3, Section 7.2, the SFL affiliation model describes value
bonds as realised linguistically by interpersonal attitudes to experiential meaning,
captured by the ‘evaluative coupling’ unit of analysis. It follows then that the most easily
interpreted markers for attitudes are inscribed features of the ATTITUDE system within
the Appraisal framework. Consequently, for the purposes of coding bonds in language,
features of other interpersonal systems within Appraisal have been subordinated to the
ATTITUDE

system via the mechanism of invoked ATTITUDE (see Chapter 3, Section 4.2.1)

so as to render evaluative couplings. The system network for describing realisations of
ATTITUDE is

repeated in Figure 5.2 to facilitate the reader’s reference.

Figure 5.2: System network for strategies realising ATTITUDE (lexis realising features in
bold)
Once interpersonal meaning is ‘converted’ to ATTITUDE it becomes more
straightforward to code the bonds enacted by it. However, as will be shown below, this
treatment is unsatisfactory for describing the complex interaction of dialogic resources
found in texts rich in impersonation such as those in the data analysed here.
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As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 4.2.2, within SFL theory extra-vocalisation
resources such as impersonation are best described by the [attribute] feature of the
ENGAGEMENT

system. Within the current SFL model of affiliation, ENGAGEMENT features

such as extra-vocalisation and intermodal impersonation are treated as realisations of
[afforded] ATTITUDE. This interpretation of dialogic features concurs with the SFL
Appraisal framework’s broadly ‘pragmatic’ concern with how interpersonal semiotic
resources are employed by a language user to advance their own axiological purposes.
This approach is summed up concisely by Calsamiglia and Ferrero (2003, p. 149), who
observe that attribution “means managing the words of others to convey and serve the
purpose of the writer, giving a slant to what is said”. As Knight observes, “ENGAGEMENT
resources are used in humorous phases to afford attitudes that couple and to enhance
the humorous play” (2010, p. 184). Knight thus codes ENGAGEMENT features in their data
as instances of afforded ATTITUDE, which then facilitate the coding of value bonds from
evaluative couplings. An excerpt of Knight’s coding rubric illustrating this is shown in
Table 5.2 (adapted from Knight, 2010, pp. 376-377).
speaker

Verbiage

CO

I don’t know this one girl sh- I think we boJess’ girlfriend this one girl
On?
with my friend, he had a bunch of clothing
that was ripped he’s like “Ah I have to take
this to get this sewed up I don’t know how to
do that” and his girlfriend’s like was like uh
“Oh I could do it” and he’s like “Oh you
know how to sew? And her answer to that
was- to the question “d’you know how to
sew,” she was like “You know I am a woman
of course!
<audience laughter> Oh my gah!

N
CO

K

coupling

bonds
implicated/shared;
wrinkling/deferred

[afforded +ve
judgement] /
Jess’ girlfriend
[afforded +ve
appreciation] /
sewing

Womanly Duties
Equal Opportunity

[invoked -ve
attitude]

Table 5.2: ENGAGEMENT [proclaim: concur: affirm] as [afforded] ATTITUDE
Knight accompanies this analysis with detailed commentary to explain how
dialogic resources indirectly realise evaluative meaning. For this example, they argue
that the projected speech attributed to the CO persona construes the heteroglossically
contracting ENGAGEMENT feature of [proclaim: concur: affirm] to afford [+ve judgement]
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for the ideational target ‘Jess’s girlfriend’ and [+ve appreciation] for the ideational
target ‘sewing’. From there Knight justifies coding the bonds negotiated in this stretch of
discourse as a tabled ‘Womanly duties’ bond that wrinkles against an implicated, shared
‘Equal opportunity’ bond. Knight states:
Through the realisation of ENGAGEMENT: PROCLAIM: CONCUR: AFFIRM, the projected
speaker (Jess’ girlfriend) affords a positive appreciation that couples with
sewing, which is something that for her construes a bond in the women’s
network. It also evokes a positive judgement of capacity as an ability that she
associates with this network; that is, to be positively judged as a woman she
should be able to, and should positively appreciate, sewing as a Womanly
Duty. This is funny to these participants in relation to the Equal Opportunity
bond that they have previously shared (Knight, 2010, p. 379, original
formatting).

Knight also discusses instances where speakers deploy the ENGAGEMENT feature of
[disclaim: deny] to introduce alternative perspectives and/or reject perspectives already
instantiated in the discourse. Thus for the interaction shown in Table 5.3 (adapted from
Knight, 2010, p. 329), Knight codes the [disclaim: deny] feature employed by speaker B
as an instance of [-ve appreciation] targeting the ‘I already signed’ perspective
instantiated in earlier turns. Knight states, “[speaker B] jokingly negates his
endorsement for the recording by pretending not to have signed the release form”
(2010, p. 186).
speaker

Verbiage

coupling

CO
N

Get- get people to stop talking and
once you record you have to start
recording I already signed.
I already signed.

B

Okay. I didn’t sign nuthin.

CO
N

Anyways
<audience laughter> Don’t say
that!

[afforded +ve
appreciation] /
recording
[afforded +ve
appreciation] /
recording
[afforded -ve
appreciation] /
recording

bonds implicated/shared;
wrinkling/deferred
Ethical consent

Unwilling participation
Ethical consent

Table 5.3: ENGAGEMENT [disclaim: deny] as afforded ATTITUDE
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In this example, we can see how in order to integrate the role of dialogic resources into
the framework for evaluative couplings, the [assert] feature construed in CO’s Verbiage I
already signed is interpreted as positive evaluation, while the [deny] feature in I didn’t
sign nuthin is interpreted as negative evaluation. Knight then interprets these evaluative
couplings as enacting a shared ‘Ethical Consent’ bond and a wrinkling, deferred
‘Unwilling participation’ bond.
While adequate for analysing the data for which it was elaborated, Knight’s rubric
has proven insufficiently nuanced for capturing the role of dialogic resources in
humorous affiliation found in stand-up comedy texts. In particular, the interpretation of
all ENGAGEMENT resources as instances of afforded ATTITUDE frustrates analysis of longer
passages of discourse, especially where multiple features of the ENGAGEMENT system
interact. In part, this might be due to the prevalence of [attribute] features in stand-up
comedy, which are used by comedians to ‘act out’ scenarios with multiple personae
interacting, and which can in turn contain nested ENGAGEMENT features (see Chapter 3,
Section 4.2.2) – a dynamic that compounds the complexity of how differing perspectives
are arranged among personae by the author. In texts with fewer explicit attitudinal
resources and more numerous dialogic resources, this approach to coding dialogic
features makes it challenging to isolate value bonds that are being negotiated and
present analysis in a clear format. To illustrate this, let us return to the example from
the Gervais text introduced in Section 2.1.3 where the comedian impersonates a cast of
textual personae to show the absurdity of their interpretation of the moral to the
Humpty Dumpty nursery rhyme as ‘so don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’:
I have never worked out the moral to Humpty Dumpty.
<audience laughter>
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall. Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. All the
king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put Humpty together again. All I
can think is, ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’.
<audience laughter>
But again, how is that applicable to a five-year-old human?
<audience laughter>
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I mean, you tell that to a group of [five-year olds], “so don't sit on a wall if
you’re an egg”. “What do you mean ‘if I’m an egg’? I’m not an egg”.
<audience laughter>
It doesn’t make sense.

The excerpt contains no inscribed ATTITUDE; however, the audience laughter signals
bond negotiations and thus, according to Knight’s rubric, evaluative couplings.
Therefore the attitudinal component of the couplings must be invoked. Following
Knight’s approach, the realisations of various ENGAGEMENT features in this stretch of
discourse would be coded as [afforded -ve appreciation] for the ideational target
‘Humpty Dumpty moral’ (Table 5.4). However, the coupling rendered by interpreting
ENGAGEMENT

resources as afforded ATTITUDE is difficult to construe as a tabled value

bond that might wrinkle against a shared implicated bond – the nursery rhyme Humpty
Dumpty is not typically considered to have a moral at all, thus positive evaluation for it
cannot be considered a shared bond. We are left with an unsatisfactory account of how
bonds are construed linguistically, frustrating their analysis.
Verbiage

ENGAGEMENT

I have never worked out the
moral to Humpty Dumpty.
<audience laughter>
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.
Humpty Dumpty had a great
fall.
All the king’s horses and all the
king’s men couldn’t put
Humpty together again.
All I can think is,
‘don’t sit on a wall
if you’re an egg’.
<audience laughter>
But again, how is that
applicable to a five-year-old
human?
<audience laughter>
…you tell that to a group of
[five-year olds]
so don't sit on a wall if you’re
an egg.
What do you mean ‘if I’m an
egg’?
I’m not an egg.

[deny]

<audience laughter>

evaluative coupling (ATTITUDE /
IDEATION)
[afforded -ve appreciation] / Humpty
Dumpty moral (or author)

[assert]
[deny]
[entertain]
[deny]
[entertain]

[afforded -ve appreciation] / All the king’s
horses and all the king’s men (or severity of
damage to Humpty Dumpty)
[afforded -ve appreciation] / sitting on wall
bad if egg

[counter]

[afforded -ve appreciation] / Humpty
Dumpty moral

[assert]

[afforded -ve appreciation] / Humpty
Dumpty moral

[acknowledge];
[deny]
[acknowledge];
[distance]; [entertain]
[acknowledge];
[deny]
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It doesn’t make sense.

[deny]

[afforded -ve appreciation] / Humpty
Dumpty moral

Table 5.4: Coding ENGAGEMENT features as afforded ATTITUDE
The unsatisfactory description of how bonds are enacted is due to this coding
approach’s failure to account for the role impersonation and other dialogic resources in
construing multiple communicative levels (cf. Dynel, 2011). As the analysis and
discussion in Chapter 7 will show, once these are accounted for, we can see how bonds
negotiated between the comedian and the audience reflect the value positions construed
in the interactions at the inter-persona level. In response to this inadequacy, dialogic
couplings are proposed as an analytical and notational unit of analysis that is specifically
designed to capture the role of dialogic resources such as impersonation.
The proposal of dialogic couplings as unit of analysis is informed by earlier work
on coupling, bonding and affiliation that has similarly aimed to adapt Knight’s (2010)
original model for particular genres. In particular, the work of Han (2015) has explored
the role of ENGAGEMENT features in construing micro-bloggers’ alignments to coupling.
Han’s model offers partial solutions to the challenges of analysing the interaction of
dialogic resources found in stretches of stand-up comedy discourse like the one
discussed above. This example could be described using Han’s model as a sequence of
alternations between alignment and disalignment to the coupling of [invoked +ve
appreciation / Humpty Dumpty moral]. However, while Han’s model of analysis for
nested coupling interactions responds to the particular qualities of the genres it was
elaborated to explore, its lack of inclusion of the persona feature, either theoretically or
notationally, renders it less suited for the purposes of studying interactional humorous
discourse such as stand-up comedy.

Dialogic couplings
To address the issue of how dialogic resources interact with bond negotiations,
dialogic couplings are here proposed as a unit of analysis that provides a more detailed
account of how dialogic resources contribute to humorous affiliation. Coding discourse
for dialogic couplings illustrates the link between dialogic, attitudinal and ideational
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meaning, and the bonds negotiated between interactants. In essence, dialogic couplings
identify the relationship between the textual personae construed in a text, the value
position they are associated with, and the dialogic resource linking personae and value
position. Dialogic couplings are distinguished here from evaluative couplings in terms of
unit of analysis and notation; however, their relationship to value bonds enacted in
discourse remains the same. Knight defines bonds as “manifested in text through
attitude + ideation couplings” (2010, p.205). But Knight also emphasises that bonds’
analytical function is to “encapsulate the values we subscribe to as community members
in the social context of affiliation… They serve as a way to capture identity semiotically
in affiliative negotiations” (2010, p. 205). While dialogic couplings depart from the
linguistic realisation of bonds defined by Knight, as the analysis below will show, they
serve the same analytical function of describing how community values are negotiated
among interactants. The features and coding conventions for dialogic couplings will be
illustrated below with examples from the Gervais text.
The discourse unit of analysis for the analytical framework proposed here is that
of a ‘turn’ comprising one ENGAGEMENT resource realised by a speaker’s authorial
persona. 24 This unit of analysis thus reflects the semiotic region the framework is
designed to explore. The semiotic resources combining to form dialogic couplings
expand on those proposed in Knight (2010) and draw from Martin and White’s (2005)
Appraisal framework. They consist of persona, ENGAGEMENT feature and value position.
The persona element of a dialogic coupling refers to the textual persona (cf. Firth, 1950;
Martin, 2010) construed within a text either linguistically or intermodally, which can be
either authorial (the persona of the creator of the text) or impersonated. Personae
codings reflect either the names given by speakers to personae in texts (i.e., the
comedian’s reference to a five-year-old in turn #87 informs the coding of the
impersonated persona in turn #89 as ‘five-year-old’) or are glossed based on a coder’s
interpretation of the text. Within the notation of dialogic couplings, persona codings are
underlined.

24

‘Turn #’ throughout this thesis refers to coding of (Gervais, 2008) – see Appendix B.
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ENGAGEMENT resource

refers to the feature of the ENGAGEMENT system realised in

the text. Within dialogic couplings, ENGAGEMENT resources are distinguished between
those enacted by the authorial persona and those attributed to textual personae.
Accounting for ENGAGEMENT resources attributed to impersonated personae thereby
allows for the accurate coding of embedded dialogic resources (see White, 2012), which
are often found where a comedian impersonates an exchange between multiple
personae (such as the child persona’s quoting of the deputy headmaster persona’s
speech, ‘if I’m an egg’ in turn #89). Accordingly, when coding for dialogic couplings,
ENGAGEMENT resources

are coded both for the authorial persona and for textual

personae. In instances where a dialogic resource is construed in projected speech, the
relationship between the dialogic resources is shown notationally by ‘nesting’ 25 the
projected resource within the dialogic coupling, demarcated by sets of square brackets
and divided from the following coding for persona by a colon. Returning to the example:
what do you mean, ‘if I’m an egg?’

the persona and ENGAGEMENT features would be shown as:
[author: acknowledge: [five-year-old: distance]]

Here the external set of brackets denote dialogic resources of the author and the
internal, nested set of brackets denote those of the five-year-old persona. As established
in Chapter 3, Section 4.2.2, given that all ENGAGEMENT features can be embedded into
realisations of [attribute] features, realisations of [attribute] features themselves are
theoretically infinitely recursive. An [acknowledge] or [distance] feature can contain any
other ENGAGEMENT feature, but a new layer of nesting can only be created by realising
[acknowledge] or [distance]. Thus coding for dialogic couplings allows for the relatively
concise representation of nested ENGAGEMENT features such as those found in what do
you mean, ‘if I’m an egg’?:
[comedian: acknowledge [five-year-old: distance [deputy headmaster:
entertain]]].

This term and notational convention is adopted from the SFL tradition of annotating clause complexes,
as per (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014) – see Chapter Chapter 3, Section 4.1.2.

25
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Value position is defined as the isolated monoglossic meaning targeted by the
ENGAGEMENT

resource and associated with a persona. The term itself is adopted from

White (2003), and refers to what other traditions describe as epistemic or attitudinal
stances (see Gray & Biber, 2012). Value positions build on the original ‘ideational target’
entity specified in evaluative couplings by allowing for the possibility of targeting
occurrence and state figures as well as entities, rendered within the couplings with the
assistance of nominalisation, substitution and synonyms (see Martin, 1992). As touched
on above, these figures can themselves contain evaluative couplings, thus the definition
of the value position element of dialogic couplings links to work by Han (2015) on how
evaluative couplings can comprise elements in more complex coupling systems.
Accordingly, once persona and ENGAGEMENT features have been accounted for,
the clause what do you mean, ‘if I’m an egg?’ yields the monoglossic epistemic value
position ‘children can be eggs’. Within dialogic couplings, value positions are annotated
in italics and separated from the ENGAGEMENT feature that precedes them by the
mathematical multiplication symbol ‘×’. Accordingly, the completed notation of the
dialogic coupling construed in the example is:
[comedian: acknowledge [five-year-old: distance [deputy headmaster:
entertain × children can be eggs]]].

To illustrate the explanatory value of the dialogic coupling notation, we can see
how identifying the features of the dialogic coupling above allows us to render the
Verbiage what do you mean, ‘if I’m an egg?’ as ‘the comedian says five-year-olds don’t
agree with a deputy headmaster who thinks children can be eggs’. In turn, this can be
interpreted in light of the co-textual field of discourse (the morals of children’s stories)
to code the bond ‘Humpty Dumpty has a moral’ and potentially even ‘five-year-olds
interrogating realism of nursery rhymes’. Compared with the ‘Humpty Dumpty moral is
bad’ bond emerging from an analysis that codes ENGAGEMENT features as afforded
ATTITUDE, these

bonds can be more plausibly interpreted as wrinkling against

implicated, shared social bonds such as ‘not all nursery rhymes have morals’ and ‘fiveyear-olds are receptive to narrative fantasy’. By representing the interaction among
these semiotic resources, dialogic couplings map the textual personae construed in a
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text and how they are positioned relative to particular value positions, rather than
simply identifying couplings as either positive or negative evaluations of ideational
targets. In so doing, they build on White’s (2012) exploration of the role of dialogic
resources in journalistic texts, in particular with regards to dialogic resources within
quotations or projected speech. As White observes, “any dialogistic positionings being
projected onto a quoted source are likely to be of interest for any analysis of how the text
as a whole might act to advance or favour a particular value position” (White, 2012, p.
65).
To capture these features of dialogic couplings in a coding rubric and explore how
they interact with humorous affiliation in the data, codings for features of dialogic
couplings was conducted alongside coding for bond negotiations. Coding for
ENGAGEMENT

resources was distributed between columns for authorial and two levels of

nested textual personae, and value position was also coded in a discrete column,
allowing features of a dialogic coupling to be easily identified in the rubric. Codings for
deferred and implicated bonds are shown in line with those for features of dialogic
couplings, allowing the link between dialogic couplings and bonds to be discerned. An
example of this coding rubric applied to turns 84-87 of the Gervais text is shown in
Table 5.5.
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Verbiage/ paralanguage (arranged in
turns according to authorial
ENGAGEMENT feature)

ENGAGEMENT

84

deny

I have never worked out the moral to
Humpty Dumpty.

<audience laughter>
85 Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall Humpty
Dumpty had a great fall all the king’s
horses and all the king’s men couldn’t
put Humpty together again.
86 All I can think is, ‘don’t sit on a wall if
you’re an egg’.
<audience laughter>
87 But again, how is that applicable to a
five-year-old human?

Authorial
persona
resource

textual
Persona 1
resource

Value position
targeted by
textual
Persona 2
resource

Bonds

ENGAGEMENT

Deferred

Implicated

comedian understands
moral of Humpty
Dumpty

humpty dumpty
has a moral

not all nursery
rhymes have morals

humpty dumpty
has a moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral doesn’t
make sense

not all nursery
rhymes have morals
/
suspended disbelief
for children’s story
discourse

humspty dumpty
has a moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral doesn’t
make sense

not all nursery
rhymes have morals
/
suspended disbelief
for children’s story
discourse

resource

acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
assert

canonical Humpty
Dumpty text

distance

deputy
headmaster
assert

Humpty Dumpty moral
is: ‘don’t sit on a wall if
you’re an egg’

counter
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Humpty Dumpty moral
is applicable to children

Table 5.5: example of dialogic coupling coding rubric
For the full coding of the analysed segment of the Gervais text see Appendix B.
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Paralanguage and impersonation
Before the interaction between dialogic resources and humorous affiliation can be
investigated, an analytical framework for describing how semiotic resources construe
dialogic features such as impersonation must be elaborated. For analysis of multimodal
texts such as audio-visual recordings of stand-up comedy performances, such a
framework must account for the role of both linguistic and non-linguistic modes. This
necessity has prompted the first research question of this thesis: how is impersonation
intermodally realised within stand-up comedy performances? To answer this question,
the paralinguistic affordances of stand-up comedy texts must be analysed and
reconciled with existing descriptions of linguistic realisations of dialogic resources that
construe textual personae. In turn, an investigation of how paralanguage contributes to
impersonation must also be informed by how impersonation contributes to the overall
semiosis of a text. Accordingly, this section will present the framework for identifying
the resources contributing to intermodal impersonation underpinning the results and
discussion of Chapter 6, but which is also relevant to Chapter 7, where the interaction
between dialogic resources and humorous affiliation is explored in detail. 26 While this
framework draws predominantly on the SFL paralanguage model outlined in Chapter 3,
Section 6 and the methodology of SFL MMDA introduced in Chapter 4, Section 2, it also
integrates numerous principles from non-SFL investigation into paralinguistic
realisations of dialogic features. Thus, before the analytical framework is described in
Section 3.3, Section 3.1 will describe relevant intersections between SFL MMDA and the
paralanguage model, and Section 3.2 will briefly review work on paralinguistic
realisations of impersonation in other traditions.

SFL MMDA, commitment and minimum mapping
Work on MMDA underpins the analytical framework for intermodal
impersonation as it provides both a framework for interpreting meaning across modes
and insights regarding particular modalities that can be adopted to describe the

26

An earlier version of this framework is presented in (Logi & Zappavigna, 2021a).
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interaction between language and paralanguage. With regards to the former, social
semiotic work on meaning construed across modalities has been informed by the same
‘combinatorial principle’ for interpreting intermodal semiosis (as adopted by Knight for
their analysis of laughter). As noted in Chapter 3, Section 7.3, this principle “shows us
how we can mean more, mean new kinds of meanings never before meant and not
otherwise mean-able, when this process occurs both within and across different semiotic
modalities” (Lemke, 1998, p. 92). Accordingly, while MMDA typically begins by
describing meaning made within individual modes, it is not until these descriptions are
integrated across modes that conclusions can be drawn regarding their collective
semiosis. As Lemke notes, while it is useful to separate modalities “into different
‘channels’”, this distinction “neglects the inherent unity of communicative meaningmaking which makes the co-ordination among channels not only possible, but normal”
(1998, p. 94). In line with this approach, the analysis conducted in this thesis takes as its
point of departure the elaboration of a framework for describing how individual
resources construe meaning. However, discussion and conclusions consider the
interaction among resources, aiming to account for their ‘inherent unity’ – hence the
designation ‘intermodal’. This thesis adopts Kress’ (2010, p. 79) terminology, defining
individual paralinguistic resources (such as movement on a stage or direction of gaze) as
modes, while the physical resources that realise them (hands, mouth, eyes, etc.) as
media.
As noted in the discussion of SFL work on paralanguage in Chapter 3, Section 6, a
vein of multimodal investigation particularly valuable for this research emerges from
Painter et al.’s (2013) work on visual narratives, where the principles of intermodal
coupling, convergence and divergence among modes were proposed. In this work,
Painter et al. illustrate how meaning made across modes within metafunctions
converges to form intermodal couplings. Building on Painter et al.’s research and in
pursuit of a more principled framework for the analysis of meaning across modes, Zhao
(2011) outlines the minimum mapping hypothesis: “if Verbiage and image can coconstrue one aspect of a social action, e.g. process (what is going on), participant (the
participants that engage in the process), etc., they form a Verbiage-image coupling”
Zhao (2011, p. 171). As per this hypothesis the potentially unspecified or plural meaning
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realised by one mode can be specified when it co-occurs with other modes, as the
meaning potential of the ensuing intermodal coupling is constrained to the region of
meaning that overlaps across modes (see Logi & Zappavigna, 2021b). Also useful for
interpreting the region of meaning made by a mode is Martin’s (2008) principle of
commitment. Commitment refers to how meaning is distributed across semiotic
resources within a coupling. Martin explains this as “the amount of meaning potential
activated in a particular process of instantiation”, and “which meanings in optional
systems are taken up and, within systems, the degree of delicacy selected” (2008, p. 45).
As Ngo et al. (in press) argue, in the interaction between language and other modes
language is typically able to realise more delicate features of semiotic systems, thus
linguistic resources typically serve to specify meaning made in other modes.
The operationalisation of the minimum-mapping hypothesis in interpreting
intermodal semiosis between language and paralanguage can be illustrated by
previewing resources described in the analytical framework for intermodal
impersonation outlined in Section 3.3. For instance, when viewed in isolation a change
from a standard to a whispered voice quality might potentially signal a wide variety of
somatic or semiotic features, such as the speaker not wishing to be overheard or having
a sore throat. But when convergent with linguistic resources signalling projected speech
(such as a Verbal process clause, ‘he said to me…’), a change in voice quality such as
whispering typically embodies an extra-vocalised textual persona and thus participates
in intermodal impersonation (Figure 5.3). Conversely, in the absence of the change in
voice quality, linguistic resources signalling projected speech realise monomodal
impersonation.
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Figure 5.3: Minimum mapping across language and VOICE QUALITY
The more features of paralinguistic modes that typically construe impersonation
converge, the clearer the construal of intermodal impersonation. We might imagine this
as a Venn diagram where each circle represents the meaning potential of a particular
resource, and where the overlapping portion at the centre represents the region of
meaning shared across all meaning potentials. With each additional resource added to
the diagram, the region of shared meaning potential is further constrained around
intermodal impersonation (illustrated as darker grey shading in Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Minimum mapping across multiple modalities

Dialogism, viewpoint and gesture
The role of paralinguistic resources in construing viewpoints has attracted
significant attention in recent decades. This region of enquiry is of particular relevance
to this thesis’ research aim of investigating how impersonation is intermodally realised
within stand-up comedy performances, thus a review of primary works on the subject
will be presented below.
An early reference to how gesture can realise viewpoint is found in McNeill’s
(1992) classification of gesture which distinguishes between character and observer
viewpoints. Referencing Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of ‘dialogic imagination’, McNeill
proposes a category of gesture termed ‘dual viewpoint’ gestures. McNeill comments that,
“In the gesture two voices are “heard” or rather seen. As in Bakhtin's analysis, the dual
viewpoint enables the narrator to present “two narratives, two styles, two 'languages,'
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two semantic and axiological belief systems at once”” (p. 125, citing Bakhtin, 1981, p.
304). Combining McNeill’s definition with the linguistic conceptualisation of
viewpoints, Parrill and Sweetser (2004) show how different media of co-speech gesture
(such as individual limbs, gaze, body orientation, etc.) can simultaneously construe
multiple viewpoints. This work is built on by Dudis (2004) with their description of
body partitioning, and by Schegloff (1998) with their discussion of body torque. Parrill
(2009, 2012) maintains this line of investigation, where they observe that “Dual
viewpoint gestures might therefore be profitably analyzed as a kind of gestural blend”
(2009, p. 287) and “gestural viewpoint can reveal differences in conceptual viewpoint
that are not apparent from speech” (2012, p. 102). This is echoed by Sweetser, who
asserts, “there is no more powerful icon for a bodily viewpoint than an actual body with
an actual inherent viewpoint. Gesture therefore expresses spatial indexicality via
embodied spatial indexicality” (2012, p. 13) and by Sweetser and Stec, who observe that
“Co-speech bodily gesture has remarkable flexibility in displaying or enacting viewpoint,
since – unlike speech but like signed languages – it deploys multiple relatively
orthogonal articulators, including head and gaze, two arms and hands, and torso
posture” (2016, p. 237). Across this body of work, the discussion regarding gestural
modes affording the possibility of simultaneously construing multiple viewpoints
intersects with the discussion of linguistically construed blended viewpoints presented
in Section 2.1.2 (cf. Vandelanotte, 2012).
The role of specific modes of co-speech gesture in construing viewpoint, as well as
the distinct meaning potential of their affordances as compared to those of language,
has since been the subject of a number of studies. Focusing on shifts in gaze vectors,
Sidnell comments that “gaze redirection is intricately related to the talk of the moment
and appears to serve an important role in displaying that a reenactment is in progress”
(2006, p. 378). Gaze is also explored by Sweetser and Stec, who observe that “gaze plays
a crucial role in allowing the narrator to simultaneously engage in more than one level of
meaning building” (2016, p. 242) and “a vivid form of viewpoint embedding is achieved
by this combination of bodily enactment of Character with Real-Space narratorial gaze
and speech” (2016, p. 251).
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A particularly thorough review of how dialogism and viewpoint are construed
through paralanguage is presented in Clark (2016). Clark focuses on depiction, which
includes “iconic gestures, facial gestures, quotations of all kinds, fullscale
demonstrations, and make-believe play” (2016, p. 324). In their discussion, Clark refers
to foundational principles of Peircian (1932) semiotic taxonomy, noting that depiction
“is a basic method of communicating on a par with describing and indicating” (2016, p.
324), and traces this distinction back to Plato’s notions of mimesis (depiction) as
compared to diagesis (description). Clarke then articulates the central distinction
between depiction and description, observing that,
With descriptions, people rely mainly on their knowledge of the vocabulary,
syntax, and semantics of, say, English or Japanese and their ability to
categorize. With depictions, they rely mainly on their visual, auditory, tactile,
and proprioceptive knowledge of physical scenes and on their ability to use
one scene in imagining another. Describing depends on knowledge of a
language or code. Depicting does not (2016, p. 324).

While the staging theory Clarke proposes for integrating depiction as semiotic activity
into a broadly cognitive linguistic model is less relevant to the theoretical framework of
this thesis, many of Clarke’s observations regarding the meaning potential of
paralinguistic depiction and its interaction with language can be usefully adopted into
the analytical framework applied to the data analysed here.
Returning to the example introduced in Section 2.2, we can describe how
linguistically, textual personae are realised by Verbal process clauses (All I can think is
“don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg”; you tell that to a group of five [year-olds] “so
don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg) where the Sayer is explicitly named as the textual
persona, and the Verbiage attributed to them realises a value position. These
descriptions suffice to capture dialogic resources in monomodal written texts and are
traditionally referred to as reported speech and projection. However, in the multimodal
environment of spoken language, paralinguistic resources such as phonology and
gesture also contribute to construing personae. In this example the two textual personae
labelled as ‘deputy headmaster’ and ‘five year old child’ are construed not only through
linguistic markers for extra-vocalisation but also through paralinguistic resources
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signalling shifts in the persona embodied by the comedian, such as changes in the
direction the comedian is facing that correspond to different personae, as shown in
Table 5.6 (for AV text see file 5b). 27
Verbiage/phonology
// 1 ^ so /don’t sit on a /wall if
you’re an /egg //

// 3 ^ what do you /mean if I’m an
/egg//

direction
faced
frontal

textual persona
impersonated
deputy headmaster

oblique (stage
right)

five year old child

image from data

Table 5.6: Direction faced relating to shift between textual persona
Consequently, to capture the embodied nature of dialogism in spoken discourse and
differentiate it from the features of attributed speech found in written discourse, the
realisation of textual personae through a combination of linguistic and paralinguistic
resources will be referred to in this thesis as ‘intermodal impersonation’. The use of this
term adopts the definition of impersonation provided by Everts:
an interpretive animation or caricature of another, one in which a speaker
assumes the voice of the person being impersonated and then (using
Goffman’s (1974) term), animates for that person, “putting words in his or her
mouth,” and making the other his/her author (2003, p. 376, original
formatting).

The coding shown in Table 5.6 is a simplified preview of the analytical framework elaborated in Section
3.3.

27
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An analytical framework for intermodal impersonation
Having reviewed relevant strands of work on paralinguistic realisations of dialogic
features, this section will proceed to describe the analytical framework elaborated to
identify how particular paralinguistic resources contribute to the construal of
impersonation. 28 Features of this framework are illustrated with examples from the
Izzard text. For the full coding of the analysed segment of this text, see Appendix A.
As noted earlier, this framework has been elaborated by combining the
architecture of the SFL paralinguistic model with features emerging from SFL MMDA
on other modalities and work in cognitive linguistics on viewpoint. Though the cognitive
and functional linguistic traditions are in many ways divergent, as Nuyts argues, “their
views on different aspects of the same object may offer a wealth of new insights on both
“sides””, and “one might even strive for a direct integration of models” (2010, p. 552).
With regards to co-speech gesture – an especially productive mode in stand-up comedy
performances – a primary complementarity between the approaches is that while
cognitive studies have focused on the semantics of paralanguage within the
lexicogrammar of the clause, limited attention has been paid to their semiosis at the
discourse stratum. Thus when analysing longer texts it is fruitful to integrate the results
of cognitive enquiry with the stratified SFL framework. Equipped with the results of this
analysis, we can describe how intermodal impersonation participates in dialogic
couplings, which in turn can enact bonds whose negotiation results in humorous
affiliation.
The analytical framework for intermodal impersonation proposed here includes
eight non-linguistic resources that contribute to intermodal impersonation:
•

PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT

•

PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT

•

TRANSITION IN PLACE

•

PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS

An earlier version of the analytical framework presented in this section was published in (Logi &
Zappavigna, 2019).

28
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•

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

•

paralinguistic AFFECT

•

VOICE QUALITY

•

emblematic gesture

In line with the minimum mapping hypothesis described earlier, these resources each
have the potential to contribute to the construal of an instance of intermodal
impersonation. They are listed here as independent, however as will be seen in their
description in the following subsections and the discussion in Chapter 6, certain
combinations of features across resources do appear to be inter-dependent.
Sections 3.3.1-3.3.8 below describe the coding rubric for these resources and
their typical interaction with language in instances of intermodal impersonation. This
includes explanation of adjustments made to imported models for paralinguistic
resources to better capture the realisations found in the data. Further to these, the
coding rubric also includes a column for PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION, as this resource
was found to contribute to how comedians invoke evaluation for the personae they
impersonate. This is discussed in Chapter 6, Section 5. The relationship between these
features, dialogic couplings and humorous affiliation is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Outline of intermodal impersonation and humorous affiliation
As noted in Chapter 3, Section 6.1, the SFL paralanguage model takes the tone
group as the unit of analysis for describing the convergence of paralanguage and
language. Accordingly, the Verbiage of the segment of the Izzard text analysed for this
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thesis has been divided into tone groups, and these divisions serve as primary
boundaries between codings for paralinguistic features. Codings can extend across
multiple tone groups, in which cases they are repeated across successive rows in the
coding rubric. In cases where multiple features of a resource occur within a tone group,
the row corresponding to the tone group in the coding rubric is further subdivided. This
is especially useful for noting shifts in persona that occur within tone groups.
As impersonation implies heteroglossic expansion, paralinguistic resources
construing heteroglossic expansion such as supine, opening hand and body gestures
were analysed for in the data. However, these were not found to interact with instances
of impersonation. This may reflect the differences between the registerial features of
stand-up comedy and the face-to-face education texts analysed by Hood (2011) and Hao
and Hood (2019) which informed the description of paralinguistic features realising
heteroglossic expansion. The observations regarding supine hand and body gestures
preceding instances of heteroglossic expansion noted in their data were mostly related
to questions asked by educators to students, an interactive dynamic not found in standup comedy outside of instances of individual audience member to performer interaction
(e.g., heckling, crowd work) which do not occur in the data analysed here.
In conjunction with impersonation, the term ‘embodiment’ is used to describe the
region of impersonated semiosis concerned with physical behaviour – that is, everything
except the spoken language – attributed to a textual persona. Thus the paralinguistic
resources described below can all signal impersonation as long as the recipient
understands that the speaker is deploying them as if they were embodying that persona
(typically – but not always – this involves the convergent deployment of linguistic and
paralinguistic impersonation resources). Once an instance of impersonation has been
construed by a speaker, embodied paralanguage is attributed to impersonated personae
and not to the speaker’s authorial persona. By adding paralinguistic resources to the
semiotic milieu construing [attribute] ENGAGEMENT features, we might argue that
intermodal impersonation constitutes an even more explicit form of dialogic expansion,
where the external subjectivity is verisimilarly embodied as well as spoken for. However,
unlike linguistic realisations of [attribute] features, in instances of impersonation there
may not be a clear distinction between alignment ([acknowledge]) and disalignment
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([distance]). In such cases, the context, co-text and content of the impersonation must
be considered when determining how this impersonated subjectivity and its value
positions are positioned relative to the impersonator.
PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT

The system of PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT has been adapted from Kress and van
Leeuwen’s (2006) CONTACT framework for analysing visual texts and integrated with
results from paralinguistic viewpoint analysis. CONTACT describes the role of reciprocal
gaze (eye contact) between represented participants and the viewer/recipient in visual
texts. Kress and van Leeuwen state, “When represented participants look at the viewer,
vectors, formed by participants’ eyelines, connect the participants with the viewer.
Contact is established” (2006, p. 117). In these instances, the feature of [CONTACT:
demand] is realised, thus “demanding that the viewer enter into some kind of imaginary
relation” with the represented participant (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p. 118). When
the gaze of represented participants is not directed at the viewer, the feature of
[CONTACT: offer] is realised, and represented participants are “items of information,
objects of contemplation… specimens in a display case” (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006, p.
119).
While CONTACT was originally elaborated to describe static images (in textbooks,
magazines, advertising billboards, etc.), the underpinning body of work on the semiotic
role of eye contact and gaze (see Sindoni, 2014 and citations therein) has been
extensively applied to audio-visual texts such as recordings of computer-mediatedcommunication (e.g. video chats over Skype, Zoom etc.). As such, it is proposed that
CONTACT

analysis is applicable to an interactive text such as stand-up comedy insofar as

the comedian’s performance is also designed to be ‘consumed’ by the live audience – in
this context, given its application to a paralinguistic mode, the system has been renamed
as PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT. The system network for PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT is shown in
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Figure 5.6: System network for PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT
Work on gaze to date has focused on dyadic or multi-party interactions, with
limited attention given to performer-audience interactions. As the audience comprises a
multitude of individual gazes, this registerial feature has the potential to greatly
complicate analysis of PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT. In response, the approach taken here
follows Bennett (1997) and Rutter (2001) in treating the audience of a stand-up comedy
performance as a single interactant. 29 As such the physical location corresponding to the
comedian’s gaze being directed at the audience is not a fixed point but rather a region of
space, typically facing out from the stage towards the seating. For the venue where the
Izzard text was performed this region spans across about 120° on the horizontal axis and
from about 45° below the comedian’s eye level (towards seats closest to the stage), to 45°
above (towards upper circle seats) – see Figure 5.7. Conversely, it is assumed that the
audience’s gaze will be constantly directed at the performer as long as they are visible by
the audience, thus eye contact is solely dependent on the direction of the performer’s
gaze.

Except when the comedian engages a single audience member specifically, as in the case of heckling or
crowd work.

29
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Figure 5.7: Region of gaze typically construing [CONTACT: demand]
In terms of data analysis, a further complicating issue is that the researcher is
viewing the performance in the form of an audio-visual text comprising a sequence of
shots recorded from multiple cameras at varying levels of zoom. Even with detailed
technical schematics of the venue, plotting the exact vector of a performer’s gaze in
relation to the audience proves challenging. Conscious of this challenge and the limited
value addressing it has for the aims of this thesis, only instances of the comedian looking
towards the centre of the audience space were coded as enacting eye contact between
performer and audience. Further to minimising speculative coding, this has the added
advantage that the technical box containing the video camera from which the majority
of shots were recorded is located in the centre of the seating, at about 30° above the
performer’s eye level – thus instances of eye contact with the audience largely coincide
with the comedian’s gaze being directed at the camera. Accordingly, stretches of
discourse where the comedian’s gaze is directed at (or near) the camera are coded as
instances of [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand], and instances where the comedian’s
gaze is directed outside of the audience region are coded as [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT:
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offer]. Examples of instances from the text realising these features are shown in Table
5.7.
PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT

[offer]

image from data

[demand]

Table 5.7: Realisations of [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer / demand]
In terms of interpreting how the features of PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT intersect with
resources for construing embodied textual personae, the data suggest that a primary
distinction concerns whether the comedian’s (para)language is directed at the audience
or at an imagined textual persona. Thus stretches of discourse where [PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT: demand]

is sustained typically coincide with the comedian embodying their

authorial persona, whereas stretches of discourse where [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer]
is sustained typically coincide with the comedian impersonating textual personae. This
link between the features of PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT and instances of impersonation
echoes work on gaze in the field of viewpoint and intersubjectivity (see Sidnell, 2006;
Sweetser & Stec, 2016; Thompson & Suzuki, 2014) discussed in Section 2.1.2.
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PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT

The system of paralinguistic INVOLVEMENT has also been adapted from Kress and
van Leeuwen (2006) to interpret how the orientation of a comedian’s head and torso
interacts with resources for construing embodied impersonated personae. INVOLVEMENT
describes how the orientation (direction faced) of a represented participant within a text
impacts their relation to the interactive participant receiving the text. This orientation
can either be [frontal] (where the represented participant faces the viewing interactive
participant front on) or [oblique] (where the represented participant is turned away
from the viewing interactive participant, either laterally or even facing away). Kress and
van Leeuwen describe the effects of these features:
The difference between the oblique and the frontal angle is the difference
between detachment and involvement… The frontal angle says, as it were,
‘What you see here is part of our world, something we are involved with.’ The
oblique angle says, ‘What you see here is not part of our world; it is their
world, something we are not involved in’ (2006, p. 136, italics in original).

As with PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT, the interactional and spatial configuration of an
audience-performer text render coding PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT less
straightforward than for static visual texts. While a single observer viewpoint allows for
a relatively clear analysis of whether a represented participant is either frontal or
oblique, in a context with multiple observer viewpoints such as a stand-up comedy
performance viewed by an audience, PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT could in theory be
coded for each individual observer. Apart from being methodically impractical, such an
approach would negate much of the interpretive value of the analysis by coding
simultaneous realisations of [frontal] and [oblique] PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT. Thus
in keeping with the approach proposed for PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT, instances where the
comedian is facing out towards the centre of the audience region (and thus the primary
camera for recording the audio-visual text) are coded as construing [PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT:

frontal], and instances where the comedian has turned away from this

region (with a roughly 30° tolerance) as construing [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT:
oblique]. A second modification made to the coding rubric for PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

is to differentiate between the orientation of a represented participant’s
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torso and head and to include a simple coding for the direction faced in instances of
[PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT oblique]. 30 This is motivated by the observation that the
orientation of these two areas of the body frequently diverges in the data, that stretches
of [oblique] head/torso orientation can comprise changes in the direction faced, and
that both these features appear to contribute to the paralinguistic resources construing
impersonation. Thus coding the comedian’s orientation as only [frontal] or [oblique]
would risk losing this finer level of detail in PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT options.
Accordingly, the system network (expanding on Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006) for
PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT

comprises the features shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: System network for PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT
The distinction between [frontal] and [oblique] features of the PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

system typically coincides with the shift between a comedian’s authorial

persona and instances of intermodal impersonation (see Dudis, 2004; Parrill &
Sweetser, 2004; Schegloff, 1998 for parallels in work on viewpoint). As Table 5.8 shows,

This rubric describes orientations observed in the data: stage left, stage right, up, down and back for the
head; and stage left, stage right and back for the torso. Note that the classifier ‘stage’ is adopted from the
theatrical direction tradition and denotes that coding is from the perspective of the performer.

30
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stretches of discourse where the comedian is facing the audience frontally coincide with
the comedian embodying their authorial persona, while stretches where the comedian’s
orientation is oblique coincide with instances of intermodal impersonation (as per
Verhagen, 2016’s treatment of intersubjectivity in fictional texts). Thus Kress and van
Leeuwen’s (2006, p. 136) observation that in visual texts the shift from [frontal] to
[oblique] INVOLVEMENT distinguishes a world in which the viewer is included from a
world comprising solely represented participants would appear to apply for stand-up
comedy performances as well.
Further to the relationship of the performer to the audience, in performative
genres such as stand-up comedy PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT also describes the
resources for embodying the relative body orientation between impersonated personae.
Accordingly, in stretches of discourse where multiple personae are interacting, at least
head orientation will be [oblique], and the direction of the orientation will alternate
between the impersonated personae so as to construe the typical dyadic configuration of
interlocutors facing each other. Table 5.8 illustrates how in the excerpt from the Izzard
text spanning tone groups #184-188 31, the ‘Anglican interrogator’ persona faces stage
right, down to address the space occupied by the ‘torture victim’ persona, who in turn
faces stage left to the space occupied by the ‘Anglican interrogator’ persona (for AV text
see file 5c).
tone
Verbiage /
group phonology
#

31

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

torso

head

image from data

primary
persona
construed

top-down
diagram (black
circle = head,
grey circle =
torso, black
arrow = head
orientation)

‘Tone group #’ throughout this thesis refers to coding of the Izzard text – see Appendix A.
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184

// 1 Spanish
inqui/sition
wouldn't have
/worked with
church of
/England //

[frontal]

[frontal]

authorial

AUDIENCE

185

// 1 talk will
you //

[frontal]

[oblique
(stage
right,
down)]

Anglican
interrogator

AUDIENCE
186

// 1 talk but it
//

[frontal]

[oblique
(stage
right,
down)]

Anglican
interrogator

AUDIENCE
187

// 1 hurts //

[oblique
(stage
left)]

[oblique
(stage
left)]

torture
victim

AUDIENCE
188

// 1 well
[oblique
/loosen it /up a (stage
bit /will you
right)]
//

[oblique
(stage
right,
back)]

Anglican
interrogator

AUDIENCE
Table 5.8: Realisations of PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT features
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TRANSITION IN PLACE
TRANSITION IN PLACE

describes the role that changes in the location of a speaker’s

body can play in construing intermodal impersonation. While the semiotic importance
of how interactants use space has been extensively described in the field of proxemics
(in the tradition of Hall, 1968) and has received some attention in social semiotic work
(Mcmurtrie, 2011, 2016; Ravelli & McMurtrie, 2015) to date little work has explored how
speakers’ use of space interacts with dialogic resources such as impersonation. One of
the few exceptions to this is Clark’s description of ‘spatialization’, wherein they account
for location as a variable in how scenes are depicted; they observe that “people spatialize
depictions largely to suit recipients” (2016, p. 337). The data analysed here suggest that
shifts between impersonated personae can be marked by shifts in the location of a
speaker’s body, typically realised by taking a step laterally to the left or right (relative to
a frontal orientation to an interactant). The data also suggest that changes in location
signal shifts between impersonated personae and not between authorial and
impersonated personae, thus this resource is typically recruited in instances where the
comedian is impersonating multiple, interacting textual personae.
Expanding on Clark’s initial exploration, we propose transition in place as one of
the paralinguistic resources that can contribute to construing intermodal
impersonation. Accordingly, the approach taken here follows McMurtrie (2016) in
conceptualising the performative spaces of stand-up comedy performances as
semioticised, used “as [a resource] for a specific social purpose, and as such, [as a] social
construct” (p. 37). Thus the affordances of how a comedian can use a performance space
can be interpreted as resources for meaning making, and in this analysis, their
interaction with resources for construing textual personae is mapped. A simplified
version of McMurtrie’s (2016) system network for coding location in space (Figure 5.9)
is adopted, distinguishing between [stasis] (S), and [motion] (M) (adapted from
McMurtrie, 2016, p. 113). For the purposes of this analysis, codings of [motion] are
accompanied by a common-sense gloss of the comedian’s movements such as ‘step to
stage right’.
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Figure 5.9: System network for TRANSITION IN PLACE
Table 5.9 shows the coding of an excerpt from the data where shifts in the
persona embodied coincide with changes in the comedian’s physical location (for AV
text see file 5d). Further to showing how the comedian steps to the left or right to signal
shifts between impersonated personae engaged in dialogue, Table 5.9 also shows how
transitions in place are recruited to construe the departure of a persona from the ‘scene’
of an impersonation. Thus in tone groups #147 and #151, beyond taking a step to stage
right to signal a shift to a different persona, the comedian proceeds to take three further
steps towards stage right, moving away from the space where the dialogue between the
impersonated personae unfolds. These further steps are coupled with an embodied
somatic behaviour construing an ideational occurrence figure (IDEATIONAL
PARALANGUAGE

and somasis are discussed in Section 3.3.4) denoting ‘walking’ (see

Figure 5.10). Tone groups #152 and #156 mark the last instance where the personae of
Catholic sinner #1 and Catholic sinner #2 appear in the text, respectively, thus the
combination of [motion] away from the locus of the projected interaction with
paralanguage denoting ‘walking’ converges with the conclusion of these personae’s
intermodal impersonation.
tone
group #
146

Verbiage / phonology
// 1 people /having to /go //

// 1 father /bless me for /I have
/sinned /I-I /did an o- //
148
// 1 -riginal /sin… I- I //
149
// 1 poked a /badger with a /spoon //
<audience laughter>
150
// 1 I’ve /never heard of /that one
be/fore //
151
// 1 five /hail /Mary’s and /two /hello
/dolly's //
152
// 1 all right //
147

TRANSITION IN PLACE

[feature]; gloss
- [movement]
- step to stage right
[stasis]

primary persona
construed
authorial
Catholic sinner #1

[stasis]
[stasis]

Catholic sinner #1
Catholic sinner #1

- [movement]
- step to stage left
[stasis]

Catholic priest

[movement]
- step to stage right
\

Catholic sinner #1

Catholic priest
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<audience laughter>
153
// 1 bless me /father for I have /slept
with my /next-door /neighbour’s /wife
//
154
// 1 heard it //
<audience laughter>
155
// 1 ^ I /want an o/riginal /sin //
156
// 1 oh I’m /terribly /sorry //

<audience laughter>

- walk to stage right
[movement]
- step to stage left

Catholic sinner #2

[movement]
- step to stage left

Catholic priest

[stasis]
[movement]
- step to stage right
\
- walk to stage right

Catholic priest
Catholic sinner #2

Table 5.9: Realisations of TRANSITION IN PLACE relative to persona construed

Figure 5.10: Embodied somasis construing 'walking' occurrence figure

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION and

somasis

Paralanguage that realises ideational meaning is productive in instances of
intermodal impersonation where a speaker is construing what an embodied persona is
doing and how they are interacting with entities in the imaginary scene of the
impersonation. An illustrative instance of this occurs in tone group #49, where the
comedian anticipates the impersonation of the Martin Luther persona in the following
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tone group by embodying an ideational occurrence figure attributed to that persona
(Table 5.10). Here we can see how the comedian’s outstretched hand simultaneously
participates in convergent intermodal couplings realising the entity, a note and the
occurrence figure it is part of, pinned a note. In isolation this could be interpreted as the
comedian simply enacting PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION in their authorial persona (for AV
text see file 5f). However, in light of the Verbal process clause realised in conjunction
with the following tone group (German guy … saying “‘ang on a minute”), the
minimum mapping hypothesis justifies interpreting these convergent resources as
construing paralinguistic embodiment of the ‘Martin Luther’ persona, in preparation for
the linguistic [ENGAGEMENT: acknowledge] feature in the following tone group, at which
point the combination of linguistic and paralinguistic resources realises intermodal
impersonation.

tone
group
#
49

Verbiage /
phonology

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

// 3 German /guy
who /pinned a /note
on a /church /door
/saying //

- [paralinguistic ENTITY: default /
outer: smaller / sculpted]
- [paralinguistic OCCURRENCE:
entitied: non-transformative: nonimpacting / isolated / constant /
linear: outwards / forwards /
upwards]

image from data

Table 5.10: PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION contributing to intermodal impersonation
The model put forward in Ngo et al. (in press) provides a robust foundation for
describing paralinguistic ideational resources; however, application to this data suggests
it may require adaption. This is due to the challenge of capturing the role of embodied
somasis. As discussed in Section 3.3, once an instance of impersonation has been
construed, a speaker’s physical behaviours are attributed to the embodied textual
persona – including somatic behaviours. While somatic behaviour is by definition not
semiotic and is therefore excluded from the paralanguage model, as Ngo et al. (in press)
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observe these behaviours “can be treated as paralinguistic or not depending on whether
or not they are negotiated as meaningful in interaction.” Accordingly, it is argued that
somatic behaviour attributed to an embodied impersonated textual persona is
meaningful insofar as it no longer reflects the physical activity, biological behaviour or
social communion of the author, but rather indexes what the author wishes to
communicate about the physical activity, biological behaviour or social communion of
an embodied textual persona.
For example, in tone group #87, following a negative appreciation of white
Christian singing (tone group #86: it’s just not kicking is it?), the comedian
impersonates the textual persona ‘God’ and embodies them blocking their ears with
their fingers, as shown in Table 5.11 (for AV text see file 5g). This gesture would typically
be interpreted as somatic behaviour exhibiting the behaver’s reaction to disorder (as per
Halliday, 1996), presumably concerning a loud or unpleasant sound. However in this
instance, given the clear linguistic signal of impersonation, we interpret the behaviour
as signifying that a loud or unpleasant sound is disturbing the impersonated persona,
which is coded as a paralinguistic occurrence figure comprising an entity ‘God’,
performing an action ‘holding fingers in ears’.
tone
group
#
86

Verbiage /
phonology

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

[feature]; gloss

image from data

// 1 God must be
/up-must be /up
there going
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what on /earth is
/that //

- blocking ears with fingers
- [occurrence figure: entitied: nontransformative: non-impacting /
isolated / constant / linear: inwards]

Table 5.11: Example of embodied somasis
This occurrence figure converges with the rhetorical question and expletive in the
Verbiage what on earth is that to construe [-ve appreciation] for the singing described
in the immediately preceding co-text (realisation of ATTITUDE resources via embodied
somasis will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6). We can therefore see how when
embodied, somatic behaviour construes PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION and thus becomes
semiotic.

PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS

contributes to impersonation by tracking and recovering

entities that personae interact with across stretches of intermodal impersonation. As
noted by McNeill with regards to dyadic spoken discourse, “[deictic gesture] sets up a
consistent use of space where both characters have a locus and provides a diagram of
the interpersonal communication that is taking place” (1992, p. 125). Thus paralinguistic
construal of interactions between embodied impersonated personae typically includes
shifts in the direction of vectors of PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS that correspond to the location
of an embodied impersonated persona relative to their interlocutor. In this framework
Ngo et al.’s (in press) model for coding PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS is adopted, introduced in
Chapter 3, Section 6.7. The system network for this model is repeated for the reader’s
reference in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: System network for PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
A preliminary coding for PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS resources in the data confirms
their productivity in contributing to intermodal impersonation. Further to the arm
vectors described in the framework, however, the data suggests that vectors formed by
gaze are also a resource for PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS. In Table 5.12 we can see how in tone
groups #210, #212 and #213 the comedian employs arm vectors (shown as red arrows)
to construe deictic gestures targeting the embodied impersonated persona’s interlocutor
(for AV text see file 5h). In tone group #211, despite the absence of an arm vector, the
vector created by the direction of the comedian’s gaze (shown as a yellow arrow)
nonetheless construes a deictic resource targeting the interlocutor persona: the Anglican
interrogator persona, and thus identifying them as the intended recipient of the
Verbiage. In response to the observation of numerous instances of this phenomenon in
the data, it is proposed that gaze can also function as a paralinguistic deictic resource.
This echoes the findings of work on the role of gaze in pronominal reference in
American Sign Language (e.g. Metzger, 1998).
The direction of the gaze typically follows and is largely constrained by the
orientation of the head. However, as tone group #208 suggests, gaze vector and head
orientation can function independently, as the [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: oblique:
stage right] head angle does not converge with a gaze vector targeting the impersonated
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interlocutor, but instead with an instance of [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand]. Tone
groups #208 and #209 also illustrate the relationship between PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT
and PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS realised by gaze vectors – namely that instances of
[PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand] are realised by deictic gaze vectors targeting the
interactive participant (in this data, the audience). Consequently, at least in
circumstances of impersonated interaction, treating vectors created by gaze direction as
realisations of PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS is justified.
tone
group
#
208

Verbiage /
phonology

209

// 1 we're gonna /run
out of /cake at /this
rate //

primary
persona
construed
Anglican
interrogator

\
gaze vectors: [actual:
other]

Anglican
interrogator

gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]

Anglican
interrogator

gaze vectors: [actual:
other]

Cake eater #3

// 1 give him cake
/too //

<audience laugher>
210
// 3 you /cake or
/death //

211

PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS [feature]

// 3 uh /death
please //

image from data
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212

// 1 no /cake /cake
/cake /sorry//

<audience laugher>
213
// 3 you said /death
first//

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

Cake eater #3

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

Anglican
interrogator

Table 5.12: Illustration of gaze as deictic vector
A second point of discussion emerging from the analysis of PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
is that realisations of [actual] deictic features can index entities that are not sensorially
present but that have been construed through other semiotic resources. For example in
the sequence of tone groups shown in Table 5.13 the comedian lists a series of ideational
entities (different sects of Christianity) through their spoken language (for AV text see
file 5i). For the first five tone groups (#93-97) the comedian employs a partially cupped
hand to construe the entities while simultaneously arranging them in their proximal
space via PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS resources. The alternation between left and right hands
and corresponding shift in gaze vector serve to divide the space occupied by these
entities into two regions. Thus even for the solely deictic gestures of tone groups #98100, where no entity is construed, the spatial continuity with the location of the first
four entities provides a target for the deictic gestures, justifying their coding as [actual].
This echoes the description of abstract deixis in McNeill, Cassell, and Levy (1993), and
identifying deixis in Barbera and Zwets (2013).
tone
group #
93

Verbiage /
phonology
// 1 split into
/different
/groups
you've got the
//

PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS

gaze, arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]

PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION

[paralinguistic entity:
defined: curved / 3D /
median / sculpted]

image from
data
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94

// 3 Catholics
the //

gaze, arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]

[paralinguistic entity:
defined: curved / 3D /
median / sculpted]

95

// 3
Protestants
the //

gaze, arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]

[paralinguistic entity:
defined: curved / 3D /
median / sculpted]

96

// 3 Jesuits
the //

gaze, arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]

[paralinguistic entity:
defined: curved / 3D /
median / sculpted]

97

// 3
Methodists
the//

gaze, arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]

98

// 3 Evan/gelicals the //

gaze, arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]

99

// 3 ↑free
/Presby-/
terians the //

gaze, arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]
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100

// 3 ↑locked-up
/Presby/terians //

- arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
virtual: entity]
- gaze vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS:
actual: other]

Table 5.13: Illustration of [virtual: entity] feature of PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
The comedian frequently employs [actual: other] gestures of this type in the data,
especially during stretches of impersonation, to locate, track and recover interlocutors
and entities in impersonated scenes. This suggests that they play an important role in
organising the ideational referents in these scenes, which otherwise might quickly
become confusing for the audience (especially in a register such as stand-up comedy
where the audience is not able to ask questions to clarify who or what is being referred
t0). The prevalence of [actual: other] deictic gestures in this genre echoes van Leeuwen’s
observations regarding the salience of verbal deictics in radio discourse:
Why are these deictics given this importance? How can their salience be
interpreted as a context-bound strategy for realizing the social purposes of
commercial radio? Could it be that these deictics serve to create a bond
between the speaker and the listener and to disguise, as much as possible, that
the 'here' of the disc jockey is not the 'here' of the listener, and that there is,
ultimately, no guarantee that the listener's 'now' is also the 'now' of the
speaker? (2015, p. 245).

As with the projected ‘here’ of the radio presenter, the ‘here’ of the personae
impersonated by the comedian is an illusion that must be shared by the audience for the
performance to succeed. It is thus especially important that the comedian emphasise
and repeat how entities are arranged in this illusory scene so that the audience can
participate in it. While paralinguistic deictic resources do not solely occur during
stretches of discourse where the comedian is impersonating textual personae, their
relative prevalence in these stretches confirms their importance for this phenomenon.
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Paralinguistic realisations of AFFECT
The SFL paralanguage model contains two systems for construing AFFECT: FACIAL
AFFECT

and VOICE AFFECT, introduced in Chapter 3, Sections 6.2 and 6.2, respectively.

The system networks for these features are repeated for the reader’s reference in Figure
5.12 and in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.12: System network for FACIAL AFFECT
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Figure 5.13: Parameters for describing VOICE QUALITY
Both systems contribute to the intermodal impersonation of textual personae by
allowing a speaker to embody their emotional states. For instance, in tone groups #4950 of the data, the comedian’s Verbiage signals an instance of attributed speech:
German guy who pinned a note on a church door saying 'ang on a minute. Here the
comedian shifts from neutral FACIAL AFFECT to [FACIAL AFFECT: surprise], realised
through raised eyebrows, wide eyes and lowered jaw, coinciding with the projected
Verbiage (Table 5.14). The change in facial expression synchronised with linguistic
resources for extra-vocalisation justifies interpreting the FACIAL AFFECT in tone group
#50 as attributed to the ‘Martin Luther’ textual persona, and thus contributes to
expanding the semiosis associated with that persona by construing their emotional state
(for AV text see file 5j).
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tone
group
#
49

Verbiage/phonology

FACIAL
AFFECT

// 3 German /guy who
/pinned a /note on a
/church /door /saying //

-

50

// 4 'ang /on a /minute //

[surprise]

Primary
textual
persona
authorial

image from data

Martin
Luther

Table 5.14: FACIAL AFFECT contributing to impersonation
A challenge posed by this data to accurate coding of FACIAL AFFECT is the diversity
of camera angles and zoom levels of the audio-visual recording of the stand-up comedy
performance mentioned earlier, which are compounded by the standard-definition (as
opposed to high-definition) recording format. Consequently, there are stretches of
discourse where it is difficult to make out the comedian’s facial expressions and thus
that have not been coded for facial affect.
Similarly to FACIAL AFFECT, the shift from authorial to textual persona signalled by
linguistic resources in tone group #23 coincides with a shift from neutral VOICE AFFECT
to [VOICE AFFECT: threat: anger] (Table 5.15). In this instance, negative VOICE AFFECT
combines with the linguistic ATTITUDE resource [inscribed -ve judgement] realised by the
lexical items crazy bugger to construe a convergent intermodal coupling of more
delicate features of ATTITUDE – a combination of evaluative meaning plausible in
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contexts where social sanction [-ve judgement] provokes anger [-ve affect] (for AV text
see file 5k). This illustrates how paralinguistic resources have the potential not only to
signal instances of embodiment, but also to expand the meaning potential of linguistic
resources by interacting with them in intermodal couplings.
tone group
#
23

Verbiage/phonology
// 1 ^ and the /pope's
going
you /crazy /bugger //

VOICE AFFECT [feature]

primary textual
persona
authorial

[VOICE AFFECT: threat:
anger]

Pope

Table 5.15: VOICE AFFECT contributing to impersonation

VOICE QUALITY

The data reveals that changes in voice quality that do not construe AFFECT can still
signal shifts to and between embodied impersonated personae. As with VOICE AFFECT,
features describing voice quality adapt and expand on van Leeuwen’s parametric
framework (1999), introduced in Chapter 3, Section 6.2. The link between shifts in VOICE
QUALITY

and intermodal impersonation, despite anecdotal support from discussion of

spoken phenomena such as mimicry and ventriloquism, has not received substantial
principled study, although it is touched upon in discussions of impersonation such as
Clark (2016) and Pao (2004). As such, in an effort to make some headway in a
principled analysis of how these parameters intersect with impersonation, the
comedian’s voice quality has been analysed across the data, noting marked shifts that
coincide with instances of impersonation. A requisite step in identifying shifts was
determining a ‘baseline’ voice quality for the comedian’s authorial voice against which
shifts could be measured. To achieve this the longest stretch of speech where the
comedian speaks in their authorial persona was analysed, tone groups #37-49 (lasting
24.3 seconds), using phonetic analysis software Praat, in combination with subjective
researcher coding (following van Leeuwen, 2015). This supplied the baseline voice
quality against which the voice quality of instances of intermodal impersonation was
compared.
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A particularly clear illustration of how changes in voice quality converge with a
shift between impersonated personae occurs in tone group #28, shown in Table 5.16.
tone group #
Verbiage /
phonology
VOICE QUALITY

[feature];
(“correspondin
g Verbiage”)
praat
spectogram
and phonology

28
// 1 ^ you /can't do all /th- I’m the /Pope I’m head of the /church I have to keep
up /ciao //
[wider / louder / higher / tenser] (“you can't do all th- I’m the Pope I’m head of
the church I have to keep up”)
/
[lower / smoother] (“ciao”)

Table 5.16: Change in VOICE QUALITY signalling shift in persona
Here we can see how the voice quality for the final foot in the tone group, ciao (outlined
by a red box) shifts markedly from that of the preceding feet. The blue line in the
spectrogram illustrates the lower [pitch] and wider [pitch range] of ciao (97.43 Hz
average) compared to the previous stretch of speech (228.9 Hz average). The yellow line
shows intensity, which corresponds to perceived loudness and is measured in decibels.
The difference between ciao and the preceding speech is less marked here, dropping
from an average of 64.8dB to 61.95dB. The spectrogram also reveals a shift in VOICE
QUALITY

from [tenser] to [laxer] and from [rougher] to [smoother]. To show this, we

must zoom in more closely on the spectrogram, as shown in Table 5.17.
Verbiage /
phonology

VOICE
QUALITY

praat spectogram

[feature]
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have to

[higher/
tenser/
shorter]

/ciao

[lower/
smoother/
longer]

Table 5.17: Spectrograms showing VOICE QUALITY: [tenser/laxer]; [rougher/smoother]
In this table we can see how the spectrogram visualisation for have to shows harmonics
spreading from the top to the bottom of the voice range, in darker, dense bands,
illustrating [tenser] voice quality. Comparatively, harmonics cluster in the centre of the
voice range for ciao and are less dense and less dark, illustrating [less tense] voice
quality (Ngo et al., in press).
A dimension not addressed in systemic analysis of voice quality is that of accent,
presumably because a speaker’s accent is typically consistent and thus not a variable
feature in data drawn from the majority of genres. However, as this data confirms, VOICE
QUALITY

features construing accent are frequently recruited by comedians to signify

shifts to and among embodied impersonated personae. Accent is defined here as per
Crystal: “The cumulative auditory effect of those features of pronunciation which
identify where a person is from, regionally or socially” (2008, p. 3). While fine-grained
analysis of speech is able to show which phonetic features distinguish accents, much of
the research in this area relies on subjective coding of key phonemes whose
pronunciation varies between accents (cf. Cruttenden, 2014). Moreover, in an analysis
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such as that undertaken here, it is the shifts between accents rather than phonetic
features of particular accents that matters, thus a less technical coding rubric is
sufficient. Accordingly, coding of accents in this data has been informed by the phonetic
descriptions and labels for English accents provided in (Cruttenden, 2014). This
includes:
•

General British (what has previously been termed ‘Received Pronunciation’);

•

General American, “that form of American which does not have marked regional
characteristics” (Cruttenden, 2014, p. 87); and

•

London RGB (Regional General British) – also known as ‘Estuary English’ , which
originated in London and Southwest England and conveys ‘street cred’ to the
speaker (Cruttenden, 2014, p. 82).

Further to these, the comedian also adopts a French accent, characterised by nasalised
consonants and lower, further back pronunciation of vowels.

Emblems
The final category of embodied resource contributing to the construal of
impersonated personae is that of emblems. As outlined in Section 6.8, emblems are not
defined as semiotic paralanguage and as such fall outside of the framework described by
Ngo et al. (in press). Ngo et al. state that emblematic gestures differ from paralanguage
in that “they commit very specific meanings and can be readily recognised without
accompanying co-text”. Akin to the PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION resources described in
Section 3.3.4, emblems can be deployed during instances of intermodal impersonation
to further embody the persona being impersonated. For instance, in Table 5.18 we can
see how the comedian moves their right hand with index finger extended from chest to
stomach and then from right to left (shown by the red arrow; for AV text see file 5l). In
Western/Christian cultural contexts, this will be recognised as ‘the sign of the cross’ –
an emblematic gesture closely associated with Catholic ceremony. This meaning aligns
exactly with the Verbiage father bless me for I have sinned, which also constitutes a
fixed expression uttered during the ‘confession’ rite – a sub-category of Catholic
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ceremony. As confirmed by convergent linguistic and paralinguistic features, the
comedian is impersonating a persona coded as ‘Catholic sinner #1’ in this stretch of
discourse, thus the emblematic gesture is attributed to this persona and contributes to
construing the ‘scene’ of a Catholic person performing confession.
tone
group #
147

Verbiage / phonology
// 1 father /bless me for /I
have /sinned /I-I /did an o//

emblems and
somasis
Sign of the
cross

image from data

Table 5.18: Example of emblematic gesture

Expectation
The third research question of this thesis centres on the role linguistic expectation
plays in humorous affiliation. While expectation is a phenomenon frequently mentioned
in literature on both linguistic and humour theory, there has been limited work
describing the relationship between the two. Accordingly, an analytical framework for
exploring how linguistic features relating to expectation interact with instances of
humour is required to answer this research question and is elaborated in this section. In
preparation for the analytical framework for describing linguistic expectation outlined
in Section 4.3, Section 4.1 begins by marshalling discussion within SFL theory that
touches on the role played by time and expectation in semiosis so as to propose a
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linguistic description of expectation. Section 4.2 then gathers references across this
work that refer to the relationship between expectation and humour.

Expectation and SFL
In order to make any principled analysis of how expectation is interacting with
humour from a linguistic perspective, expectation must be described as a function of
language. In pursuing such a description, it has been interesting to note the relative
scarcity of work that focuses on linguistic expectation. This is not to say that the subject
is not attended to, but rather an observation that discussion of expectation is distributed
throughout work focussing on other topics. One possible explanation for this is that the
majority of linguistic analysis to date, especially prior to the invention of sound
recording devices, has focussed on written texts. 32 The static, ‘complete’ nature of these
texts, coupled with the repeated reading required for analysis, may obscure the fact that
initial interpretation of their meaning is dynamic and occurs in real-time. In this regard,
the linguist’s familiarity with their data stands in sharp contrast with the relation
between language users and the majority of the language they encounter; from spoken
language to recorded media and computer-mediated text, day-to-day language is
processed as it unfolds, without prior knowledge.
A fitting point of departure for a discussion of linguistic expectation is to define
how time is accounted for within linguistic theory. Within the SFL tradition the most
relevant theoretical concept for describing time is logogenesis (introduced in Chapter 3,
Section 3.3). Informed by a Firthian conceptualisation of semiosis in context, a
conceptual axiom underpinning SFL theory is that language is a “patterned activity” that
“takes place in time” (Halliday, 1961, p. 250). As logogenesis unfolds, “selections are
made locally in the creation of text – clause by clause, or group/phrase by
group/phrase” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 594). As per Firth’s system/structure

Cf. Halliday and Matthiessen’s observation about the impact audio recording technology had on
linguistics: “In the late 1940s two inventions appeared which were to change the work of a grammarian:
tape recorders, and computers. The tape recorder made it possible to capture spontaneous speech; the
computer made it possible to store and access data in increasing quantities” (2014, p. 51).

32
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model of language, individual acts of meaning construe paradigmatic choices within
semiotic systems and syntagmatic relations describe how these choices reflect the
choices made – and affect the choices available – around them. Eggins succinctly
describes syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations as “axes of chain and choice” (2004,
p. 190). An excerpt from the data serves to illustrate these. In the first minutes of the the
Wolf text, the comedian states:
Now before we get too far, a little bit about me. A lot of you might not know
who I am.

Here not signals a choice within the lexicogrammatical system of POLARITY, where the
possible choices are either [positive] or [negative]. These choices thus constitute
features of a system and are paradigmatically related. Conversely, the transitive verb get
is syntagmatically bound to the preceding pronoun we, as these lexical items realise the
features of the MOOD system: Subject ^ Finite/Predicator within a clause. The
syntagmatic relation of Finite following Subject realises the declarative mood.
Logogenesis therefore describes the process by which individual paradigmatic choices,
in part governed by syntagmatic relations, unfold as a text is produced.
By influencing which linguistic resources are instantiated in their surrounding cotext, syntagmatic relations can be interpreted as both possibilistic and probabilistic.
That is to say that the instantiation of any resource will both limit the possible range of
resources to follow, and that certain patternings of resources are more likely than
others. For instance, in the excerpt above, once the Subject we and Finite get have been
instantiated, to continue with the clause we cannot grammatically instantiate another
Finite, we must instantiate an adjunct – thus the syntagmatic relations between the
already instantiated resources constrain the range of possible resources that can follow.
And as attested by Halliday and James (2004), roughly 90% of finite clauses in written
English are of positive polarity, while 10% are negative – thus once a finite clause is
embarked on, and in the absence of other influencing factors, a language user will have a
corresponding expectation of what linguistic features are more likely. Nesbitt and
Plum’s (1988) work on probabilities of co-occurrence among linguistic features captures
the relation of possibility and probability:
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The system is not only a system of possibilities, it is also a system of
probabilities …. What is said is not only interpreted against a background of
what could have been said but was not; it is also interpreted against the
background of expectancies, against the background of what was more likely
and what was less likely to be said. The grammar of a language is not only the
grammar of what is possible but also the grammar of what is probable (p. 9).

Thus, we can reasonably propose that language users in a familiar semiotic context
(register and/or genre) will have some expectation about how language will unfold in
relation to already instantiated acts of meaning. This kind of familiarity echoes
Halliday’s observation that “those who know a language can make an informed guess
about the relative frequency of its words…. This is just an aspect of 'knowing the
language’” (2014, p. 35).
Reflecting this probabilistic view of semiotic patterning, the definition of
expectation adopted in this chapter is predicated on the principle of collocation, as first
proposed by Firth: “You shall know a word by the company it keeps!” (Firth, 1962, p. 11).
Hence, as stated in the above, linguistic expectation is defined here as an interactant’s
prediction of imminent language based on already instantiated language within a unit of
discourse in a particular context. While the term ‘expectation’ is not employed regularly
or with any especially technical meaning in the literature on collocation, the notion of
expectation as defined here is implicit in the concepts of probability and usualness, and
thus intrinsic to an SFL-informed model of language use.
Looking upward in the realisation cline to discourse semantics and context,
Halliday and Matthiessen (2014, p. 601) observe that patterns of selection bundle into
stages that correspond to semiotic systems at higher strata. Halliday and Matthiessen
build on Nesbitt and Plum (1988)’s work, commenting that logogenesis illustrates how
choices made in individual texts form patterns across texts, and “become part of the
systemic history of an unfolding text” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 601). In the
tradition of Firth’s observations about prescribed language in context, Martin and Rose
begin to map these patterns across field, tenor and mode variables and describe genre as
“recurrent configurations of meaning” that “enact the social practices of a culture”
(2008, p. 6). They define genre as “staged, because it usually takes us more than one
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step to reach our goals; goal oriented because we feel frustrated if we don’t accomplish
the final steps ….; social because writers shape their texts for readers of particular kinds”
(2008, p. 6). This definition highlights the importance that the sequencing of stages
plays in the meaning of discourse, and notes that deviation from expected patterns
causes frustration, confirming the role played by language users’ expectations of
language in context. Implicit in a patterned, probabilistic relation among acts of
meaning is that certain combinations or sequences will be improbable and therefore
unexpected (in a particular context). Martin confirms this, stating “No culture makes
use of all possible combinations [of field, mode and tenor variables]” (1985, p. 250). For
example, Martin discusses taboo as arising from improbable combinations of field, tenor
and mode, giving the example that “sex does not readily combine with power (tenor)
and spontaneous dialogue (mode)” (1985, p. 251). Thus, the expectation language users
have of how language unfolds at the lexicogrammatical stratum based on their
projection of probabilities also plays out at the discourse semantic stratum, where
particular combinations of context variables and sequences of discourse stages and
components are more and less expected.

SFL, expectation and humour
There are a number of instances in the SFL-informed conceptualisation of
expectation that link to the subject of humour. During their discussion of improbable
combinations of field, tenor and mode, Martin observes:
In western culture for example, one does not lecture about typing, bicycle
maintenance or house cleaning. There is no real reason why one couldn't (it is
easy to imagine a comedian doing just this – but to make us laugh) (1985, p.
250).

Martin is echoed by Zhao, who notes that “a given culture at a particular historic period
will produce a set of stable coupling patterns…. the disruption of these patterns can
often create comical, satiric, artistic or other effects” (Zhao, 2011, p. 145).
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Thus, when viewed from the perspective of the SFL model for affiliation, counterexpectancy is a cause for the tension that interactants discharge through laughter. As
texts unfold, the linguistic resources instantiated are interpreted by interactants against
a backdrop of the semiotic combinations and sequences expected in a given context.
When a resource is unexpected, it wrinkles against this predictive template, and
generates tension that must be either deferred through laughter or resolved through
rejection of the ‘offending’ resource. Martin offers a valuable insight on the challenge of
detecting resources construing expectation, stating:
although it was suggested … that dynamic systems are invisible, disappearing
as text is formed, they may in fact appear to repair a process which is breaking
down.... So in a sense it is only when something goes wrong that process can
be distinguished from text. One can perhaps draw an analogy here between
language and games such as ice hockey or rugby. There referees supervise the
formation of text, intervening with stoppages in play and penalties when
ungrammatical texts are formed (Martin, 1985, p. 265).

In keeping with Martin’s analogy, we can conceptualise laughter as a linguistic referee –
signalling counter-expectancy, and resolving the tension arising from it. Thus, adopting
an SFL-informed conceptualisation of expectation, this thesis will proceed in the
following section to propose an analytical framework for investigating how expectation
is established among interactants. In Chapter 8, this framework will be employed to
explore how expectation interacts with humorous affiliation in a stand-up comedy text.

An analytical framework for Linguistic expectation and humour
This section presents the analytical framework elaborated to describe how
expectation resources contribute to humorous affiliation. In terms of the aims of this
thesis, this framework allows for the relationship between expectation and both tabled
and implicated bonds to be explored (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.14: Outline of expectation resources and humorous affiliation
Elaborating an analytical framework for identifying interactions between
expectation and humour posed a number of challenges. Chief among these is that while
numerous systems within the SFL model are potentially worth exploring, not all of these
will be salient in a particular text. Moreover, there were occasions where the importance
of a feature from one system only became apparent in light of results of the analysis of
another system. Consequently, the framework presented below was iteratively
composed in response to probing the data with different systems. Inevitably, given the
qualitative methodology and data sampling, this framework reflects the systems and
interactions particularly salient in the text analysed and will need to be adapted for use
in future research.
A further challenge encountered with this framework – and unlike the prior two
frameworks introduced in Sections 2.2 and 3.3 above – is the degree to which
expectation resources are realised inter-metafunctionally. Thus, for instance,
expectations established by resources in the textual metafunction such as hyper and
macroThemes inherently reflect the ideational and interpersonal meaning contained
within those Themes. Accordingly, it was not possible to code each resource for the
entirety of the text analysed. Rather, a more detailed ‘soft eyes’ coding was undertaken,
identifying instances where multiple resources were converging that could then be
analysed in detail. Consequently, the coding shown in Appendix C is that of the ‘softeyes’ stage, which served to identify the most illustrative examples of expectation
resources interacting with humour. These examples are then analysed in detail in
Chapter 8.
This framework takes as its unit of analysis a simplified version of the humorous
phase as defined by Knight (2010) and described in Chapter 3, Section 7.3, consisting of
a stretch of talk followed by an instance of laughter. However, to disambiguate this from
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the use of phase to describe a constituent of genre, this unit of analysis will be referred
to here as humorous segment. The framework spans features of linguistic systems
across the stratification cline, which are referred to as expectation resources.

Context: Register and Genre
4.3.1.1. Register and Genre as schema
Register and Genre are valuable lenses through which to analyse expectation as
they offer a model for predicting the linguistic features language users are likely to select
(and thus expect) in a particular social context. As outlined in Chapter 3, Section 5, SFL
defines genres as “recurrent configuration of meanings” that “enact the social practices
of a given culture” (Martin & Rose, 2008, p. 6). Register describes the situational
context of a text, functioning as the expression form of Genre and comprising the
variables of field, tenor and mode. Thus adopting the SFL conceptualisation of Register
and Genre as parameters for how language is patterned at the stratum of context affords
a macro-level resource for analysing expectation. Once the typical schema of a genre has
been described, identifying individual texts as instantiations of a particular genre allows
predictions about the logogenetic unfolding of these texts to be made. As Ventola
observes, “[genres] can also be seen as a type of (implicit) social contract that allows
those within a particular language community to have ‘specific expectations concerning
the structure of the social situation’” (1995, p. 14). Thus, we can reasonably assume that
language users will have some expectation about how language will unfold (and,
conversely, how it will not unfold) informed by their familiarity with a given register and
genre. This is echoed by Sinclair, who observes:
There are sets of linguistic choices which come under the heading of register,
and which can be seen as large-scale conditioning choices. Once a register
choice is made, and these are normally social choices, then all the slot-by-slot
choices are massively reduced in scope or even, in some cases, pre-empted
(1991, p. 110).
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As much as Genre schema and Register variables afford a valuable model for
understanding how texts reflect context, it must be noted that these are not rigidly
deterministic. Individual texts can depart from Genre or Register conventions, affording
a productive resource for adapting to new social contexts and generating dramatic
tension or, as will be shown below, humour. This is confirmed by Biber’s longitudinal
study of texts across numerous genres, which found their predictability decreased the
closer analysis tended towards the lexicogrammar end of the realisation cline. At this
stratum, even among texts from the same genre, they describe variation as “surprising
and contrary to popular expectation” (1991, p. 178). Biber’s results can be fruitfully
combined with Eggins and Slades’ observations on the realisation of genres in casual
conversation:
these generic forms should not be interpreted as fixed or rigid schema. The
generic structure description is an abstraction which describes the underlying
abstract structure that participants, within particular cultural contexts, orient
to. As we said earlier, speakers frequently deviate from this ideal type but such
deviations will be interpreted in relation to an understood generic convention
(1997, p. 238).

Thus, while knowledge of the typical realisation of a genre helps guide our predictions of
what an audience might expect from a text, it also informs our interpretation of how
deviations from that realisation can still contribute to a genre’s social purpose.

4.3.1.2. Global structure of stand-up comedy genre
As noted in Chapter 1, Section 3, the seminal SFL genre analysis of stand-up
comedy texts was conducted by Williams (2019). Based on this analysis, Williams
confirms that “members of the culture do distinguish the Stand-Up Comedy Gig as a
distinct social practice” (2019, p. 134). Williams proceeds to state that the social purpose
of stand-up comedy is to make the audience laugh, and that “a performance where this
did not happen frequently would not be regarded as successful” (2019, p. 134). Further
to this social purpose, participants in the genre (comedians and audiences) share
general expectations about the field, tenor and mode of stand-up comedy performances.
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Building on earlier research by Rutter (2001) and Scarpetta and Spagnolli (2009) on the
global structure of stand-up comedy performances, Williams defines register variables
of the genre as follows:
Field: the comedian will refer to aspects of the interactant’s shared community
and potentially risky, even taboo subject matter will be discussed in a nonserious, humorous manner.
Tenor: the comedian and audience members understand their respective roles
and relationships – and the rules associated with them. For example, there is
an implicit understanding that the comedian has control of the genre and can
linguistically ‘wrestle’ that control back if needed (such as when audience
members are late or heckling occurs). However, audience members also have
the right to sanction social violations by the comedian through the use of
jeering, booing and other signals of disaffiliation.
Mode: the comedian will be speaking (with the support of paralinguistic
resources) live to an audience from a stage (2019, pp. 179-180).

Participants may also have more specific expectations based on the situational context
of a text, determined by factors such as familiarity with the subjects a known comedian
refers to (for instance those specific to particular racial or cultural contexts), the kind of
relationship a comedian enacts with the audience and the overall ‘shape’ of the text. As
Williams states, participants come to a stand-up comedy performance “with a set of
implicit, socially-agreed expectations, in terms of staging and Register” (2019, p. 258).
Reflecting the results of this analysis, Williams concludes that the global structure
of the stand-up comedy genre comprises four stages:
1. Introduction
2. Comedian’s Entrance
3. Joke Sequence
4. Closure (2019, p. 144)

Williams identifies specific features that signal the shift from one stage to another, for
instance the Joke Sequence stage commences when laughter replaces the applause and
cheering that mark the Comedian’s Entrance stage (2019, p. 144). The Joke Sequence is
the most important stage of the schema, both in duration and in realisation of the
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genre’s social purpose. In turn, Williams divides the Joke Sequence into Topic Runs
(sequences of Jokes within a particular ideational field).

4.3.1.3. Stand-up comedy as macrogenre
While the main social purpose and global structure of the stand-up comedy genre
may be relatively stable, the specific combination of features that realise a particular
instance of the genre is less clearly prescribed. Williams notes:
The principle of ‘productive containment’ then allows each comedian to be
creative within that culturally-accepted genre and all the knowledge and
understandings that go along with that. In other words, the genre of Stand-up
Comedy Gig at a system-level is instantiated as a specific performance by a
specific comedian in a specific social context, meaning each performance is a
unique instance of that genre (2019, p. 180).

This echoes the earlier discussion on the decreasing predictability of a text the further
we move down the stratification cline. To help account for this variation, Williams
proposes that stand-up comedy might better be defined as a macrogenre (2019, pp. 135136). The term ‘macrogenre’ is employed here as per Martin (1997) to describe “texts
which combine familiar elemental genres” (p. 16). Accordingly, Williams concludes that
“the Stand-up Comedy Gig is a macro-genre, with comedians strategically embedding a
range of genres (including Opinion, Observation/Comment, Narrative, Anecdote,
Exemplum) within the Joke Sequence to provoke laughter” (2019, p. 259).
What is particularly noteworthy in Williams’s description of stand-up comedy as a
macrogenre is that the elemental genres embedded within a stand-up comedy
performance are to a lesser or greater extent adapted for the social purpose of making
the audience laugh. Some of these elemental genres are not unexpected discourse
contexts for humour; as described by Eggins and Slade (1997) (and confirmed by
Knight, 2010), humour is a relatively common feature of genres found in casual
conversation such as Anecdotes, Opinions and Observations. From an affiliation
perspective, we can interpret this as reflecting that these elemental genres describe
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culturally accepted contexts for expressing values in the form of bonds that can be
negotiated among interactants and laughed off when they wrinkle against implicated,
shared bonds. However, humour is generally not expected of institutional educational
genres such as Historical Recounts or Curricula or regulatory genres such as Safety
Announcements, all of which are identified by Williams in their data. Williams describes
instances where these genres are being employed to elicit a humorous response as
examples of contextual metaphor (following Martin & Rose, 2008), where “[a] comedian
deploys a range of genres to ‘stand for’ the Joke whose purpose is to provoke laughter”
(2019, p. 259). As will be illustrated in Chapter 8, the tension between the typical
schema of an elemental genre and its instantiation as part of a stand-up comedy
performance can be leveraged to make the audience laugh. This echoes Martin’s (1985)
above-mentioned observation that improbable combinations of field, tenor and mode
can provoke humour.
As much as SFL work on Genre and Register has made valuable inroads into
mapping the genres of language found in particular registers, vast regions of cultural
practice remain unexplored. Accordingly, researchers find themselves reliant on their
subjective experiences as members of cultural communities when describing the genres
of particular stretches of discourse, as per Williams’ discussion of Commentary (from a
nature documentary), Safety Announcement and Personal Announcement genres (2019,
p. 165). Similarly, in analysing the data for this thesis, Topic Runs found early in the text
have been coded as Pleasantries and Comedian’s Biography, and elemental genres have
been coded as Expressing Gratitude and Personal Introduction. These are noted and
described in the analysis.
A final note on coding for genres in the data concerns Williams’s (2019)
classification of Jokes both as a phase within the Joke Sequence Stage of a stand-up
comedy text and as an elemental genre. Williams defines Jokes as an unfunny or serious
stretch of discourse (the Set Up) followed by one or more Punchlines and audience
laughter. This definition provides an appropriate unit of analysis for identifying
stretches of humorous discourse according to the affiliation response they create.
However, for the purposes of this research it is more relevant to investigate how
elemental genres can be recruited by comedians to create humour through the process
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of contextual metaphor, whereby they would be standing in as Jokes. Therefore, while
instances of the Joke genre have not been coded, any instance of an elemental genre
concluding with audience laughter could equally be coded as a Joke according to
William’s definition.

4.3.1.4. Genre and implicated bonds
As outlined above, stand-up comedy can be described as a macro-genre wherein a
variety of elemental genres are embedded (Williams, 2019). These embedded genres are
adapted to the social purpose of stand-up comedy – making the audience laugh –
through contextual metaphor. Thus, when instantiated as part of stand-up comedy
performances, the typical configuration of Register variables that constitute these genres
is to a lesser or greater extent deviated from. Viewed from the perspective of affiliation,
these expectations and deviations coincide with patternings of implicated and/or shared
and wrinkling bonds that result in bond deferral and humour. While Williams’s analysis
notes that the comedian “subvert[s] the normal purpose of a Safety Announcement”
(2019, p. 165), they do not equate this subversion with a bond negotiation. Moreover,
Williams does not consider the role of Genre in specifying the implicated bond against
which a tabled bond wrinkles. Thus, the analysis and discussion presented in Chapter 8
aims to build on Williams’s work by probing further into the relationship between
Genre, expectation and affiliation.
Applying the lens of affiliation to Genre schemas, it is proposed here that once a
text is recognised as a particular genre, expectations about its typical field, tenor and
mode variables can constitute implicated bonds. This requires us to interpret the
relatively stable cultural conventions about the social purpose, global structure and
Register variables of a Genre as bonds shared by members of a particular cultural
community. As such, a member of that community such as a stand-up comedian can
leverage these conventions in order to implicate bonds which can then be wrinkled
against by tabled bonds to create humour. An example illustrating this process is found
in Williams’s data (Flanagan, 2011, cited in Williams, 2019, p. 165, original formatting),
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where Australian comedian Kitty Flanagan realises an instance of the Safety
Announcement genre:
woah:: all right good morning everybody welcome to the tunnel (.)
now listen up people we’ve got a lot of traffic to move through this baby today
so the speed limit’s going to be a hundred and eighty:: come on put your foot
down and have a go I’m gonna turn the speed cameras off for five minutes it’s
a hundred and eighty::
<audience laughter>

We can reasonably assume that among the genre conventions of the Safety
Announcement genre is the positive evaluation of safe behaviour. From an affiliation
perspective, we can describe this as an implicated, shared bond, glossed as ‘safety is
good’, that is expected from Safety Announcement texts (and is thus notated as an
expectation resource in the analytical framework). This would be enacted by couplings
of positive ATTITUDE for safe behaviour and/or negative ATTITUDE for unsafe behaviour.
Thus in this example we can see how the expected patterning of attitudinal and
ideational meaning is deviated from by the positive evaluation for driving fast construed
by the instructions come on put your foot down and have a go (Table 5.19). This serves
to table a bond glossed as ‘danger is good’ which wrinkles against the bond implicated
by the genre context and is laughed off by the audience.
Verbiage (ATTITUDE resources
underlined)
woah:: all right good morning
everybody welcome to the tunnel
(.) now listen up people we’ve got
a lot of traffic to move through
this baby today so the speed
limit’s going to be
a hundred and eighty:: come on
put your foot down and have a go
I’m gonna turn the speed cameras
off for five minutes it’s a hundred
and eighty

couplings
realised

expectation
resource
Genre: Safety
Announcement

[invoked +ve
appreciation /
driving fast]

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
safety is good

danger is good

Table 5.19: Expectation resources as bonds in Flanagan example
It could be argued that a bond such as ‘safety is good’ is generally shared even
outside the context of safety announcements, but it is also possible that this bond might
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be less shared depending on the cultural or situational context (such as, say, a circus or a
racetrack). By specifying cultural context through the instantiation of the Safety
Announcement genre and an associated situational context through IDEATION resources
construing field (the tunnel, a lot of traffic, the speed limit) the comedian confirms the
implication of the ‘safety is good’ bond. As such, the comedian’s choice of instantiating
the Safety Announcement genre plays an important role in establishing the implicated,
shared bonds against which tabled bonds wrinkle. A parallel can be drawn between this
analysis and a passing observation made in Knight’s original work on humorous
affiliation, where they mention that “In referencing a different genre than the one being
construed in the conversation… [the speaker] also furthers the humour by giving the
expected staging and phrasal realisation of a joke genre” (p.174). While Knight does not
expand on this line of enquiry, it would seem they too were aware of the potential that
cultural knowledge regarding genres holds in specifying implicated, shared bonds.
A noteworthy aspect of the adaptation of elemental genres to function as jokes in
stand-up comedy is that the laughter associated with a bond deferral response
constitutes a Reaction Stage (typically of the Opinion genre) at the end of each
embedded genre. Williams offers a qualified observation of this in their discussion of
embedded Opinion genres, stating, “In the case of stand-up comedy, [Reaction] is
almost always provided by the audience in the form of laughter” (2019, p. 163). Williams
mentions this stage with regards to Opinion as it is typical of the global structure of that
genre as described by Horvath and Eggins (1995). However, in the context of elemental
genres being adapted via contextual metaphor to achieve the social purpose of the
stand-up comedy macro-genre, and in line with the affiliation model’s description of
laughter as the realisation of bond deferral among interactants, instances of laughter in
the text are coded as instances of audience Reaction to the elemental genres realised by
the comedian. Thus, when recruited by comedians in stand-up comedy performances,
all elemental genres will include a Reaction stage – which can be realised either through
laughter or other audience responses such as clapping, silence or heckling.
A final point relating to genre-based expectations and humour is the relationship
between counter-expectancy, humour and disaffiliation. As discussed above, the social
purpose of the stand-up comedy genre is to make the audience laugh. And, as discussed
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in Chapter 2, Section 7, humorous discourse typically includes counter-expectancy and
surprise. We are thus left with a somewhat paradoxical conclusion: the audience are
expecting to be made to laugh via the unexpected (cf. stand-up comedy audience
commentary regarding "expecting the unexpected" in Lockyer & Myers, 2011, p. 175). To
some extent, this contradiction is resolved by an understanding that genre schema
become less predictable the further we move down the realisation cline. But a further
explanation can be drawn from the relationship among wrinkling and implicated bonds
in the SFL affiliation model. This explanation hinges on the kind of tension arising from
the wrinkling bonds tabled by a comedian; as per the deferral affiliation strategy, this
tension must be non-threatening, with the bonds potentially shareable in other contexts,
for them to create a humorous response in the audience. Thus, while unexpected, they
still fall within the range of deferrable tension. Conversely, we can imagine a comedian
tabling a bond that is both unexpected and that creates a degree of tension with shared
bonds that cannot be resolved through laughter (such as extremely offensive or taboo
material), and thus provokes disaffiliation between the audience and the comedian.
Such a bond falls outside the range of expected bonds both within the unfolding
discourse and within the audience’s expectations regarding the stand-up comedy genre.
We are thus left with a constrained range of acceptable unexpectedness expected by the
audience. This range is what the analytical framework for expectation resources
presented in this section seeks to map, and appears to include deviations from patterns
of genre stages and embedded genres, as well as deviations from typical patternings of
discourse semantic and lexico-grammatical systems, as will be shown below.

Discourse semantics and lexicogrammar
Resources across all metafunctions and discourse semantic systems are involved in
enacting Register and Genre and thus will contribute to language users’ awareness of
and competence in the conventions of specific communicative contexts. However,
certain systems and features appear to be of particular relevance to a discussion of
expectation. These are the systems of clause complexing and CONNEXION, the dynamics
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of evaluative prosody among resources in the Appraisal framework, the system of
PERIODICITY

as realised by THEME and INFORMATION, and patterns of lexical collocation. 33

4.3.2.1. Clause complexing and CONNEXION
As outlined in Chapter 3, Section 4.1.3, CONNEXION and clause complexing
describe the logical relations among semiotic resources at the discourse semantic and
lexicogrammatical strata, respectively. Given the relatively stable patterning of linguistic
and phonological features that explicitly mark CONNEXION and LOGICO-SEMANTIC
RELATION resources,

we can assume that when these are encountered in a text they will

impact a language user’s expectation about imminent logogenesis. For example, in the
excerpt from the Wolf text shown in Table 5.20, we can see how clauses 1 and 2 are
related by a LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION of hypotactic [extension] realised by the
conjunction but, which signals that the message of clause 2 will offer an alternative to
that of clause 1. As but occurs in the Theme of clause 2, we can assume that upon
hearing this lexical item a listener’s expectations about the imminent logogenesis of this
clause will be affected by this LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION. This would therefore be coded
as an expectation resource in the analytical framework for linguistic expectation.
clause
#
1
2
3

TAXIS, LOGICOSEMANTIC RELATION

α
+β

Verbiage
[[Okay, now people are saying America is more divided than ever,
[but I think no matter what you support politically we can all agree
that this is a great time for craft stores.]]
[[Because of all the protests poster board has been flying off the
shelves faster than [Robert Mueller can say you've been
subpoenaed.]]

Table 5.20: Clause complexing realising expectation
Similarly, features of the CONNEXION system create expectancy in longer stretches
of discourse. Returning to the example above, we can see how in clause 3, the
conjunction because establishes a relation of external [consequence] between all the
This is not to suggest that an interactant’s conscious, real-time processing of a text resembles the
analysis of these resources presented here. Rather, as Thompson (2013, p. 56) observes, this kind of
analysis “reflect[s] the tacit, unconscious agreement on which the interaction is based; and it also reflects
what the grammatical structure indicates about the way in which the exchange is proceeding”.

33
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protests and poster board…flying off the shelves (Table 5.21). As this conjunction
occurs within the Theme of the clause, once again we can assume that upon hearing it, a
listener’s expectations about the logogenesis following protests will be shaped by the
CONNEXION

clause
#
1
2
3

feature. Thus this too would be coded as an expectation resource.
CONNEXION

[consequence]

Verbiage
Okay, now people are saying America is more divided than ever,
but I think no matter what you support politically we can all agree that
this is a great time for craft stores.
Because of all the protests
poster board has been flying off the shelves faster than [Robert
Mueller can say you've been subpoenaed.

Table 5.21: CONNEXION realising expectation

4.3.2.2. Appraisal and evaluative prosody
Features of systems within the Appraisal framework can function as expectation
resources by establishing evaluative prosody. A key property of interpersonal meaning
such as that construed by ATTITUDE and GRADUATION features is that its structure is
prosodic. Halliday describes the structure of interpersonal meaning as “strung
throughout the clause as a continuous motif or colouring” whose “effect is cumulative”
(1979, p. 67). As Poynton observes, these structures tend to reinforce a particular region
of interpersonal meaning (such as choices within the systems of MOOD, MODALITY,
GRADUATION, ATTITUDE

and so forth): “such structures are clearly prosodic in a general

sense insofar as they reiterate the basic interpersonal meaning” (1984, p. 22).
Integrating this principle with coupling theory, we can expand on Halliday and
Poynton’s description of the prosodic structure of interpersonal meaning by observing
that evaluative resources tend to maintain stable patterns with regard to particular
ideational targets. A coupling-informed perspective on interpersonal prosody also
reconciles with work on the patterning of ATTITUDE and IDEATION couplings associated
with particular community identities (‘coupling dispositions’) as described by
Zappavigna (2014a). Accordingly, once trends have been established in the instantiation
of interpersonal resources in a text, unless a shift in perspective is signalled via some
other resource (such as [CONNEXION: contrast] or [ENGAGEMENT: deny]), interactants
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would expect imminent logogenesis to sustain these trends. An example of evaluative
prosody occurs in the Wolf text, where the comedian lists accusations they could make
of Donald Trump, with each successive accusation contributing to the accumulating [-ve
judgement] targeting Trump (see Table 5.22). A listener would expect this patterning of
evaluation and ideational target to be sustained, thus the prosodic structure of Appraisal
resources constitutes another expectation resource analysed for in the framework.
Verbiage
evaluative
coupling
evaluative
prosody

I could call
Trump a
racist
[inscribed ve
judgement
/ Trump]

or a
misogynist

or
xenophobic

or unstable

or
incompetent

or impotent

[inscribed ve
judgement /
Trump]

[inscribed ve
judgement /
Trump]

[inscribed ve
judgement
/ Trump]

[inscribed -ve
judgement /
Trump]

[inscribed ve
judgement
/ Trump]

[-ve judgement/ Trump]

Table 5.22: Evaluative prosody

4.3.2.3.

PERIODICITY, THEME and INFORMATION

As described in Chapter 3, Section 4.3, the discourse semantic system of
PERIODICITY

is realised by the lexicogrammatical systems of THEME and INFORMATION.

These interact to scaffold and signpost a text, allowing receivers to locate themselves
within it, predict its unfolding and distil it message. As Martin and Rose (2007, p. 194)
state, “The packaging of discourse as choices of Theme and New… is reflected by larger
scale patterning of phases of discourse. These patterns predict what will happen in each
phase of discourse”. As such, features of the system of PERIODICITY realised by THEME
and INFORMATION act as resources for establishing expectations about imminent
logogenesis. In particular, macroThemes and hyperThemes (reflecting the News of their
respective clauses) establish listeners’ expectation for the following stretch of discourse.
For instance, in the following excerpt from the Wolf text, we can see how choices in
macroTheme and hypertheme preview the ideational focus of each stretch of discourse.
Accordingly, these features can be interpreted as expectation resources.
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macro
Theme
women in the
Trump
administration

hyper
Theme
Kellyanne
Conway

New

Verbiage (in clause complexes)

the women in the trump
administration
Kellyanne Conway.

We should definitely talk about the women in
the Trump administration.
There's Kellyanne Conway.
Man, she has the perfect last name for what
she does: Conway
It's like if my name was Michelle jokes frizzy
hair small tits.
You guys gotta stop putting Kellyanne on
your shows.
All she does is lie.
If you don't give her a platform
[then] she has nowhere to lie.
It's like that old saying
if a tree falls in the woods,
[then] how do we get Kellyanne under that
tree?
I'm not suggesting she gets hurt, just stuck.
Stuck under a tree.
Incidentally “a tree falls in the woods” is
Scott Pruitt's definition of porn.
Yeah, we all have our kinks.
There's also of course Ivanka.
She was supposed to be an advocate for
women,
but it turns out she's about as helpful to
women as an empty box of tampons.
She's done nothing to satisfy women,
so I guess like father like daughter.
Oh you don't think he's good in bed,
come on!
She does clean up nice though,
Ivanka cleans up nice.
She's the diaper genie of the administration:
on the outside she looks sleek
but the inside: it’s still full of shit.
And of course, we have Sarah Huckabee
Sanders,
we are graced with Sarah's presence tonight.
I have to say I'm a little star-struck:
I love you as aunt Lydia on The Handmaid's
Tale.
Mike Pence if you haven't seen it,
you would love it.
Every time Sarah steps up to the podium I get
excited
because I'm not really sure what we're gonna
get.
You know: a press briefing, a bunch of lies, or
divided into softball teams.
“It’s shirts and skins and this time don't be
such a little bitch Jim Acosta!”
I actually really like Sarah,
I think she's very resourceful,

Ivanka

Ivanka

Sarah
Huckabee
Sanders

Sarah Huckabee
Sanders
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like she burns facts
and then she uses that ash to create a perfect
smoky eye.
Like maybe she's born with it, maybe it's lies..
It's probably lies
And I'm never really sure what to call Sarah
Huckabee Sanders, you know?
Is it Sarah Sanders?
Is it Sarah Huckabee Sanders?
is it cousin Huckabee?
is it aunty Huckabee Sanders?
Like what's Uncle Tom but for white women
who disappoint other white women?
Oh I know, “aunt Coulter”.

Table 5.23: PERIODICITY realised by THEME and INFORMATION

4.3.2.4. Collocation and field
The final expectation resource included in this analytical framework is collocation.
Collocation can act as an expectation resource in two ways: either by construing an
ideational field of discourse, or by referencing formulaic sequences which primes 34 an
interactant to expect particular lexical items to follow. As an example of the latter found
in the Wolf text contains a partial instantiation of the idiomatic formulaic sequence ‘it’s
like shooting fish in a barrel’, meaning that something is easy:
it's like shooting fish in a Chris Christie.

A search for the lexical string ‘like shooting fish’ on the iWeb corpus 35 identifies 343
instances of the string in the corpus. Of these, 320 (approximately 94%) are followed by
the lexical string ‘in a barrel’. We can thus assume that a native speaker of English, upon
hearing the lexical string ‘like shooting fish’ would expect the much more statistically
likely conclusion to this formulaic sequence. Chang’s (2004) definition is adopted here
for a formulaic sequence as “a conventionalized multi-word expression whose syntactic,
lexical, and phonological form is to a greater or lesser degree fixed, and whose semantics
and discoursal functions are opaque or specialized, also to a greater or lesser degree” (p.
Cf. (Hoey, 2005).
iWeb is an English language corpus of 14 billion words, hosted at https://www.englishcorpora.org/iweb/
34
35
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9). Implicit in the fixed quality described by Chang is predictability: as Conklin and
Schmitt (2012, p. 12) point out, “Each and every instance of a formulaic sequence (e.g.,
idiom, binomial, compound) is a highly predictable word combination in which
subsequent words can be predicted from an initial one(s).” Thus, if a particular sequence
of lexical items is formulaic within a linguistic community, once it has been recognised
its conclusion will be expected.
Returning to the role of ideational field as an expectation resource, as Martin
states, collocation describes the “inherent expectancy relations among lexical items at
the level of lexicogrammar which make a contribution to texture independent of the
semantic relations predicted by field” (1992, p. 385). As such, while collocation cannot
be described as a system where certain choices increase the probability of others, it is
nonetheless a feature of the patterning of linguistic resources that creates expectations
regarding imminent logogenesis in particular social contexts. As Partington (1998)
observes “it is part of a native speaker’s communicative competence ... to know what are
normal and what are unusual collocations in given circumstances”. Firth aptly describes
the role field plays in shaping interactants’ expectations surrounding discourse:
The moment a conversation is started, whatever is said is a determining
condition for what, in any reasonable expectation, may follow. What you say
raises the threshold against most of the language of your companion, and
leaves only a limited opening for a certain likely range of responses (1957, pp.
31-32).

Consequently, once a field has been established, interactants’ expectations about
the ideational meaning realised within discourse will be governed by that field. These
choices can relate to entities organised in taxonomies, or they can relate to particular
activity sequences. As Martin and Rose observe:
A field of human experience is composed of recurrent sequences of activities.
they are recurrent, any sequence is to some extent predictable within a field so
that variations from such sequences are counterexpectant (2007, p. 101).

Thus further to the perhaps more obvious counter-expectancy arising from deviation
from the collocation patterns of formulaic sequences, we can see how the description of
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expectancy relating to fields of discourse within SFL theory also justifies its definition as
an expectation resource.

Summary of extending humorous affiliation
This chapter has aimed to bridge the gap between the theoretical and
methodological frameworks introduced in earlier chapters and the research aims of this
thesis. Beginning with the interaction between dialogic resources including
impersonation and humorous affiliation, Section 2 reviewed work to date on dialogism,
intersubjectivity and viewpoint, noted limitations in how the existing affiliation model
treats dialogic resources, and proposed a unit of analysis – dialogic couplings – better
suited to describing how these resources contribute to humorous affiliation. A similar
trajectory was followed for Section 3, where work to date on paralinguistic realisations
of impersonation was mined for principles that could be fruitfully integrated with the
SFL paralanguage model so as to elaborate an analytical framework for intermodal
impersonation. In turn, this framework allows for instances of impersonation in standup comedy texts to be more comprehensively analysed, thus facilitating the investigation
of how impersonation contributes to humorous affiliation. Section 4 then repeated this
process with regards to how expectation can be conceptualised linguistically and
proposed an analytical framework for describing how particular linguistic features
function as expectation resources, which can then be recruited by comedians to create
humorous affiliation.
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Intermodal impersonation
Introduction
This chapter analyses how paralanguage, in combination with language, realises
instances of impersonation in the segment of Izzard text analysed for this thesis. 36 This
analysis thus responds to the first research question of this thesis – how is
impersonation intermodally realised within stand-up comedy performances? – and lays
the foundation for the exploration of how dialogic features including intermodal
impersonation contribute to humorous affiliation in Chapter 7. To this end, the
analytical framework elaborated in Chapter 5, Section 3.3 is applied to the data, and
patterns among intermodal resources realising impersonation are discussed. The main
findings of this chapter concern how particular features of intermodal resources
combine to construe instances of intermodal impersonation, and how impersonation
affords particular discursive resources that can be employed by comedians to create
humorous affiliation.
This chapter is divided into five sections. Section 2 describes the intermodal
features that typically converge in instances of impersonation, thus establishing a point
of reference against which more complex realisations of impersonation can be
compared. Section 3 then proceeds to explore these more complex realisations,
suggesting explanations for why the patterning of intermodal resources differs in these
cases. Section 4 investigates the phenomenon of blended impersonation, describing how
it is realised intermodally and suggesting how it might contribute to humorous
affiliation. Section 5 describes how exaggerated paralinguistic resources serve to parody
impersonated targets, and how this can be interpreted as a realisation of paralinguistic
flagged negative ATTITUDE. Section 6 explores how particular paralinguistic resources
can elicit specific cultural knowledge, rendering impersonated persona manifestations
of specific cultural contexts, and suggests this can be recruited by comedians as a
resource for creating humorous affiliation. Examples are drawn from the analysed

An earlier version of the analysis and discussion presented in this chapter was published in Logi and
Zappavigna (2021a).

36
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segment of the Izzard text that broadly centres on the subject of the origins of
Catholicism, the Church of England and the Protestant faith. 37

Typical realisations of intermodal impersonation
The data analysed for this chapter reveals that instances of intermodal
impersonation are typically realised by particular combinations of features of
paralinguistic resources. These combinations recur throughout the Izzard text and thus
constitute the most common realisation of intermodal impersonation found in the data
– of the 218 tone groups attributed to a textual persona in the Izzard text, 181 followed
the typical realisation patterning described below (see the ‘intermodal impersonation
realisation’ column in Appendix A). Accordingly, a description of how intermodal
features typically combine to construe realisations of intermodal impersonation is a
fitting point of departure for the exploration in Chapter 7 of how intermodal
impersonation contributes to humorous affiliation. To this end, this section will present
the analysis of examples that illustrate this typical patterning of intermodal resources in
this dataset. Across this chapter, analysis and discussion begin by describing intermodal
resources individually and in sequence; however, the results of the analysis reveal that
resources must be viewed collectively in order to fully understand their role in
construing impersonation.

Intermodal impersonation of interaction among personae
The first example discussed occurs across tone groups #87-92 and is referred to
hereafter as the ‘Jeezy Creezy’ example (for AV text see file 6a). The transcript for this
example is:
God must be up there going, "What on Earth is that?" God, who is James
Mason. "What on earth is that, Jesus? Jesus Christ! What on earth is that?"
"Don't take my name in vain, Dad!"

37

For full coding see Appendix A.
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"Jeezy Creezy, what on Earth is that?"

The annotated coding rubric for this example is shown in Table 6.2. A common-sense
interpretation of this example would describe it as an impersonated exchange between a
‘God’ and a ‘Jesus Christ’ persona, wherein God is complaining about the
unpleasantness of white Christians singing (impersonated by the comedian in tone
group #84) and Jesus becomes offended when God ‘takes his name in vain’. The
humour arising in this example is primarily caused by the sardonic mockery of God and
Jesus implied by portraying them as bickering relatives.
In terms of linguistic resources contributing to intermodal impersonation, in the
first tone group (#86) of the impersonated exchange between these personae, the
comedian introduces the persona of ‘God’ via the Verbal process clause God must be up
there going. Here God is the Sayer and ‘going’ is idiomatically used to signify ‘saying’ – a
Verbal process. This realisation of the [attribute: acknowledge] feature of the
ENGAGEMENT

system is also a realisation of linguistic extra-vocalisation, construing the

linguistic component of this instance of intermodal impersonation. This linguistic extravocalisation feature then converges with features of PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT,
PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT, PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS, PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION and VOICE
QUALITY.

For PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT, the [demand] feature realised in tone group #87

shifts to [offer] in tone group #88, and for PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT, [torso/head:
frontal] shifts to [torso/head: oblique (stage right)]. This suggests that semiosis
occurring simultaneously with the [offer] and [oblique] features is attributed to a textual
persona, rather than the authorial persona (see Table 6.2 for example coding).
PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT

realised by gaze vectors converges with the changes in

and PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT resources, shifting from

identifying the audience as the target of the comedian’s Verbiage to an unresolved vector
in the space to the comedian’s righthand side. The Verbiage in the following tone group
(#89) serves to construe an entity as addressee of the God persona’s Verbiage, Jesus
Christ, thus PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS is coded as [actual: other]. PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION
contributes to the realisation of impersonation by illustrating the behaviour of the
impersonated persona. The ‘fingers-in-ears’ gesture co-occurring with tone groups #86217
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88 constitutes an instance of embodied somasis that can be coded as an ideational
[occurrence figure]. We might render this linguistically as ‘holding fingers in ears’,
which converges with the projected Verbiage what on earth is that to construe the God
persona’s [-ve appreciation] for the previously construed ideational entity: ‘white
Christian singing’ (tone groups #83-85). Noteworthy here is that this entity has also
been construed via intermodal impersonation as embodied PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION
(the occurrence figure: singing) attributed to the textual persona: white Christian
singers. Thus the ‘fingers-in-ears’ gesture embodied by the God persona responds to the
Christian singers persona and sustains the construal of represented participants
interacting at the inter-persona communicative level. VOICE QUALITY contributes to
impersonation by shifting from the comedian’s baseline voice quality to a lower, rougher
voice quality and adopting the General British accent. This shift is explicitly noted by the
comedian in their authorial aside God who is James Mason (#88), referring to the actor
James Mason’s distinctive voice quality and accent. Taken collectively, these shifts in
features across PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT, PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT, PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS, PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION and VOICE QUALITY

converge to signal the comedian is

‘stepping into’ the body of an impersonated persona engaged in dialogue with another
persona – embodying the direction faced, eye contact, gestures and voice of the God
persona in their interaction with an as-yet-unspecified interlocutor.
This interlocutor is embodied in tone group #89, responding to the God persona’s
Verbiage with don’t take my name in vain dad. Linguistically, the shift in persona is
signalled by the interaction between Christian cultural knowledge and the grammar of
the utterance don’t take my name in vain dad. The utterance references the biblical
teaching that Jesus Christ is the son of God and the Christian prohibition against misuse
of the names of canonical Christian figures such as God, Jehovah, Jesus Christ, Mary
and so forth. Consequently, in combination with the use of the first-person possessive
pronoun my and vocative dad in the context of an imperative clause, the impersonated
persona is identified as Jesus Christ. In concert with linguistic resources construing
extra-vocalisation, the comedian realises the impersonation of the Jesus Christ persona
through [TRANSITION IN PLACE: movement] (stepping to stage left), sustaining
[PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer] and ‘mirroring’ the PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT of the
218
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God persona, shifting from [torso/head (stage right)] in tone group #88 to [torso/head
(stage left)] in tone group #89. Noteworthy here is that by realising a change in the
physical location of a persona, TRANSITION IN PLACE also realises a shift in the origo of the
deictic arm and gaze vector direction for PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS, which continues to
realise [actual: other] but changes target to God. Synchronised with these changes, the
comedian adopts a London RGB accent which differentiates VOICE QUALITY from both the
authorial baseline and the ‘God’ persona, and embodies the emblematic gesture of
‘wagging a finger’ towards the persona’s interlocutor, which in a Western cultural
context denotes reprimand/warning. This converges with the cultural stigma
surrounding the reference in the Verbiage to ‘taking the lord’s name in vain’, thus
construing the Jesus persona’s [-ve judgement] targeting the God persona’s prior
Verbiage.
Summarising the above analysis, we can describe the paralinguistic resources
converging with linguistic resources to construe impersonation as particular
combinations of features:
•

God:
o [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer]
o [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: torso/head: oblique (stage right)]
o [PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS: actual: other] (targeting ‘Jesus Christ’ persona)

•

o

VOICE QUALITY:

o

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

low, rough; General British accent
responding to represented participants

Jesus Christ:
o [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer]
o [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: torso/head: oblique (stage left)]
o [PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS: actual: other] (targeting ‘God’ persona)
o

VOICE QUALITY:

o

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

London RGB accent
responding to represented participants

With regards to the typical patterning of linguistic markers for extra-vocalisation, these
appear to occur when first establishing textual personae, but are omitted thereafter. The
co-occurrence of these features with instances of impersonation across the data allows
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us to propose a preliminary description of intermodal resources that construe
impersonated interactions among textual personae, summarised in Table 6.1.
intermodal resource
language
PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT
PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT
PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
VOICE QUALITY
PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

feature
extra-vocalisation; [ENGAGEMENT: acknowledge / distance]
[offer]
[oblique]
[actual: other]
non-authorial
realising experiential meaning at inter-persona communicative level

Table 6.1: Preliminary description of paralinguistic features realising intermodal
impersonation of interacting personae
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tone Verbiage /
TRANSITION
group phonology
IN PLACE
#
86
// 1 God must [stasis]
be /up-must be
/up there going

what on
[stasis]
/earth is /that
//

<audience laughter>
87
// 1 god who is [stasis]
/James
/Mason

what on /earth [stasis]
is /that /Jesus
//

PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT
INVOLVEMENT

[demand]

VOICE
QUALITY

torso
head
[frontal] [frontal] baseline

- arms vectors:
[PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS: virtual:
location: away]

- [lower / - gaze vectors:
rougher] [PARALINGUISTIC
- General DEIXIS: actual: other]
British
accent

- blocking ears with
fingers
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative: nonimpacting / isolated /
constant / linear: inwards]

[offer]

[oblique
(stage
right)]

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] baseline

- blocking ears with
fingers
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative: nonimpacting / isolated /
constant / linear: inwards]

[offer]

[oblique
(stage
right)]

[oblique
(stage
right)]

- [lower /
rougher]
- General
British
accent

- blocking ears with
fingers
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative: nonimpacting / isolated /
constant / linear: inwards]

oblique
(stage
right)

oblique
(stage
right)

[lower /
rougher]

<audience laughter>
88
//1 Jesus
- [movement] [offer]
/Christ what on - step to stage
/earth is /that right
//

[oblique
(stage
right)]

PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS
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PARALINGUISTIC
emblems images from
IDEATION
data

- gaze vectors:
- blocking ears with
[PARALINGUISTIC
fingers
DEIXIS: actual: other] - [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative: nonimpacting / isolated /
constant / linear: inwards]
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89

// 4 don't take - [movement] [offer]
my /name in
- step to stage
/vain dad // left

<audience laughter>
90
// 1 Jeezy
/Creezy what
on /earth is
/that //

<audience laughter>
91
// 1 don't call
me /Jeezy
/Creezy //

[oblique
(stage
left)]

[oblique
(stage
left)]

- baseline - gaze, arms vectors:
- London [PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS: actual: other]
RGB
accent

- [movement] [offer]
- step to stage
right

[oblique
(stage
right)]

[oblique
(stage
right)]

[lower /
rougher]

- [movement] [offer]
- step to stage
left

[frontal] [oblique
(stage
left)]
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- wagging
finger

- gaze vectors:
- blocking ears with
[PARALINGUISTIC
fingers
DEIXIS: actual: other] - [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative: nonimpacting / isolated /
constant / linear: inwards]

- baseline - gaze vectors:
- London [PARALINGUISTIC
RGB
DEIXIS: actual: other]
accent

Table 6.2: Analysis of interaction among persona in ‘Jeezy Creezy’ example
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It would be hard to justify coding any of these features individually as construing
impersonation. However when viewed collectively and in light of their convergence with
linguistic features realising extra-vocalisation, these features of paralinguistic resources
clearly signal instances of intermodal impersonation where semiosis is attributed to
embodied interacting textual personae. This reflects and reinforces the principles of
minimum mapping and commitment that form part of the MMDA methodology
employed in this thesis (see Chapter 5, Section 3.1), as the semiosis realised in the text
corresponds with the region of shared meaning committed across semiotic resources.
The patterning of linguistic and paralinguistic features found in this example provides a
particularly clear illustration of how they collectively construe intermodal coupling, and
indeed this patterning is recurrent in the data. It is not, however, universal, thus in
Section 3 instances of more complex patternings will be presented and their
implications will be discussed.
Intermodal impersonation of individual textual personae
It was noted that some intermodal resource features that typically construe
impersonations of interacting personae are not as commonly found when the comedian
impersonates an individual textual persona. These are [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer]
and [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: oblique]. An example of this found in the data occurs
across tone groups #49-54, where the comedian impersonates Martin Luther (the
‘Martin Luther’ example). Here the comedian anticipates the impersonation with a
Verbal process clause within the clause complex this German guy who pinned a note on
a church door saying “’ang on a minute!”. The shift in persona in intermodally realised
by [VOICE QUALITY: louder], [FACIAL AFFECT: surprise] and the emblematic gesture of
wagging/holding up the index finger, which converges with the caution/negation of the
spoken language. However, unlike in instances where impersonated personae are
interacting, the comedian sustains [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand] and
[PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: frontal]. With regards to PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS, while
gaze and arm vectors are not employed to identify and track interacting personae, they
do converge with features of paralinguistic ideation to locate entities with which the
persona interacts in the impersonated scene, as can be seen in tone group #49. The
coding of this example is summarised in Table 6.4. As with the patterning of resources
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construing interactions among impersonated personae, the relatively stable recurrence
of resources construing individual personae allows us to propose a preliminary
description of paralinguistic features realising these impersonations, shown in Table
6.3.
intermodal resource
language
PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT
PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT
PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS
VOICE QUALITY
PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

feature
extra-vocalisation; [ENGAGEMENT: acknowledge / distance]
[demand]
[frontal]
[actual: other]
non-authorial
realising experiential meaning at inter-persona communicative level

Table 6.3: Preliminary description of paralinguistic features realising intermodal
impersonation of individual personae
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tone
grou
p
#
49

Verbiage
/
phonolog
y
// 3
German
/guy who
/pinned a
/note on a
/church
/door
/saying
//

PARALINGUIST
IC CONTACT

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

torso

head

VOICE
QUALIT
Y

PARALINGUIST
IC DEIXIS

PARALINGUIST
IC IDEATION

[demand]

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

baseline

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Martin
Luther”)
\
arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“a note”)

- [entity:
default / outer:
smaller /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting
/ isolated /
constant /
linear:
outwards /
forwards /
upwards]

50

// 4 'ang
/on a
/minute
//

[demand]

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

[louder]

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

baseline

<audience laughter>
51
// 1 ^ but
[demand]
/in
/German
so //

paralinguist
ic AFFECT
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Emblems

person
a

images from
data

Authori
al

[FACIAL
AFFECT:

surprise]

wagging
finger/holdin
g finger up

Martin
Luther

authoria
l
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52

// 4 ein
mi/nuten
/bitte //

[offer]

<audience laughter>
53
// 3 ^ ich
[offer]
/habe
/einen
/kleinen
pro/blem
o //

<audience laughter>
54
// 1 ^
[demand]
a/vec
/diese
religi/one
//

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]
/
[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

baseline

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]
\
[frontal
]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

baseline

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

baseline

- [entity:
default / outer:
smaller /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting
/ isolated /
constant /
linear:
outwards /
forwards /
upwards]
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wagging
finger/holdin
g finger up

Martin
Luther

wagging
finger/holdin
g finger up

Martin
Luther

Martin
Luther

Table 6.4: Analysis of impersonation of individual persona in ‘Martin Luther’ example
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Establishing personae prior to impersonation
A further recurring interaction among intermodal features realising
impersonation observed in the data concerns the combination of language, TRANSITION
IN PLACE, PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS

and PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION. This interaction consists

of the comedian employing PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS and PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION to locate
a textual persona in space prior to impersonating it, and then changing their physical
location to occupy the identified space. An example of this can be seen in the stretch of
the data spanning tone groups #7-23, where prior to commencing a stretch of
intermodal impersonation for the Henry VIII persona, the comedian establishes and
locates the persona’s interlocutor (the Pope) through a Verbal process clause, he said to
the Pope, converging with PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS and PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION (see
Table 6.5 38; for AV text see file 6b). Consequently, across tone groups #7-22
impersonation construes the Henry VIII persona addressing the Pope persona, and
when, in tone group #23, the comedian changes physical location to occupy the location
deictically allocated to the Pope persona, this converges with another Verbal process
close and the Pope’s going to signal a shift to a new persona.
tone
group
#
7

Verbiage /
phonology

TRANSITION
IN PLACE

PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS [feature]

PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION

// 3 he said to
the /Pope the
/head of the
Catholic
/church //

[stasis]

gaze, arms
vectors: [actual:
other]

[paralinguistic
entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]

8

// 1 ^ Mr
/pope //

[stasis]

gaze, arms
vectors: [actual:
other]

23

// 1 ^ and the
/Pope's going

- [movement]
- two steps to
stage left

38

NB: tone groups #9-22 are omitted for concision, refer to Appendix A.

images from
data
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you /crazy
/bugger //

[stasis]

gaze, arms
vectors: [actual:
other]

Table 6.5: Intermodal impersonation realised by TRANSITION IN PLACE, PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS and PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

An heuristic tool for identifying intermodal impersonation
There are two areas in the above discussion that merit further commentary. The
first concerns features of PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT. The analysis of the Jeezy Creezy
example shows that in instances of impersonation of multiple personae interacting, gaze
vectors that signal a shift to the inter-persona communicative level [PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT:

offer] also function to signal embodied [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand]

among textual personae (as per conventional dyadic interactions). In other words, when
the comedian looks away from the audience, they embody the impersonated persona’s
gaze. Thus the same paralinguistic resource is functioning to signal impersonation
across both communicative levels. This provides a valuable heuristic tool for
determining whether PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT features, and paralinguistic features more
broadly, are contributing to intermodal impersonation: if a feature can be interpreted
coherently at both the interactive and the represented communicative levels, as
PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT

can in this example, it is likely to signal intermodal

impersonation. If, however, a feature that might realise intermodal impersonation at the
interactive communicative level does not also realise congruent meaning at the interpersona level, it is less likely to realise intermodal impersonation.
An example illustrating this second circumstance occurs across tone groups #4648 (Table 6.6; for AV text see file 6c). Here we can see how features of TRANSITION IN
PLACE, PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT, PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT and PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION could

potentially realise intermodal impersonation. However, the absence of

convergent linguistic extra-vocalising features construing a textual persona challenges
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interpreting these paralinguistic features as embodying that persona, thus they are more
justifiably interpreted as realising the authorial persona’s behaviours. As described in
the discussion of TRANSITION IN PLACE in Chapter 5, Section 3.3.3, a plausible explanation
for the comedian’s walking across the stage and attending shifts in PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT and PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT is

that the comedian’s paralanguage is

synchronising with the RHYTHM of the spoken language (see discussion of paralanguage
converging with meaning in the text textual metafunctions in Ngo et al., in press).
However, while this ‘test’ can be usefully applied to typical realisations of intermodal
impersonation, more complex realisations, as will be shown in the following section,
require more nuanced interpretation.
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tone
group
#
46

Verbiage / phonology

TRANSITION
IN PLACE

PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

torso

head

PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION

// 1 ^ the /protestant
/faith was /different //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal]

[frontal]

arms vectors: [actual:
other]

47

// 1 that /started /um
well /probably a/round
a /similar /time but //

- [movement]
- walk to
stage right

[offer]

[oblique
(stage
right)]

[oblique
(stage
right)]

arms vectors: [virtual:
location: away]

48

// 4 that was a/bout
/Martin /Luther this //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal]

[frontal]

arms vectors: [actual:
other] (“Martin Luther”)

image from
data

Table 6.6: Paralinguistic resources not realising intermodal impersonation
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Related to this heuristic device is the observation that during instances where the
comedian impersonates a persona who is not interacting with other impersonated
personae, the features of [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer] and [PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT:

oblique] – which are interpreted as typically contributing to the construal

of impersonation in the Jeezy Creezy example – are not realised. The comedian’s
impersonation of the ‘Martin Luther’ textual persona in tone group #50 illustrates this
(Table 6.7; for AV text see file 6d)). This could suggest that in instances where
impersonated personae are not interacting with other textual personae these
paralinguistic resources are typically not recruited to signal instances of intermodal
impersonation.
tone
group
#

Verbiage / phonology

49

// 3 German /guy who
/pinned a /note on a
/church /door /saying
//

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal]

50

// 4 'ang /on a /minute
//

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal]

PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT
INVOLVEMENT

torso

image from data

head

Table 6.7: [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand] and [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT:
frontal] in impersonation of Martin Luther
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Intermodal metaphor
The second area touched on in the above discussion of the Jeezy Creezy example
that merits further commentary concerns the interpretation of embodied somasis as
realising interpersonal meaning. As discussed in Chapter 5, Section 3.3.4, somatic
behaviour can be semioticised when attributed to an impersonated persona.
Accordingly, the ‘fingers-in-ears’ gesture in tone group #88 is interpreted as realising
attributed [-ve appreciation] targeting the ‘white Christian singing’ entity realised just
prior to the tone group. A first question arising from this interpretation concerns where
to situate this resource among the strategies for realising ATTITUDE. As impersonated
somasis, it is distinct from the systems of FACIAL AFFECT and VOICE AFFECT described in
the SFL paralanguage model, and, as a paralinguistic resource, it has not been discussed
as a realisation of the existing [inscribed] or [invoked] strategies for linguistic
attitudinal meaning described in the Appraisal framework. A useful comparison might
therefore be to consider how a ‘transducted’ (to use Kress, 2000's term) instance of
linguistically attributed behaviour would be coded for ATTITUDE in a written text, such as
the clause “God put his fingers in ears in his ears and said ‘what on earth is that?’”. On
the one hand, in this clause the afforded attitude is realised by describing behaviour
commonly associated with a particular attitudinal state – thus we would code ‘put his
fingers in his ears’ as [afforded -ve appreciation]. On the other hand, the [afford]
strategy typically implies that the attitudes being construed are implicit and restricted to
a particular community of hearers who can interpret them (Knight, 2010, p. 182). This is
not the case here, as somatic behaviour is assumed to be universal. Nonetheless, given
that this somatic behaviour can only be interpreted as attributed ATTITUDE in light of
convergent co-text and other paralinguistic resources realising intermodal
impersonation, and that this constitutes a restriction to the community that can
potentially interpret it as attributed ATTITUDE (and not, say, the authorial persona’s
behaviour), a coding of afforded ATTITUDE does appear to be the most accurate
description. However, to distinguish this from linguistically afforded ATTITUDE, this
realisation will be referred to as ‘intermodal afforded ATTITUDE’. A final point of
consideration here is that the recruitment of somasis to realise semiosis might merit
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exploration as a kind of ‘intermodal metaphor’ where meaning in one mode (somatic
behaviour) can be re-coded within another mode (paralanguage), akin to how
‘grammatical metaphor’ describes instances where meaning in one stratum can be
‘incongruently’ employed to realise different meaning at a different stratum (Halliday,
2014; Taverniers, 2003). However, while potentially useful for more delicately
describing the semiotic model for intermodal impersonation outlined here, this point of
theory is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Complex realisations of intermodal impersonation
The Jeezy Creezy example illustrates the typical patterning of features of
paralinguistic resources converging with linguistic extra-vocalisation to construe
intermodal impersonation, thus providing an analytical model that describes the
majority of instances where the comedian recruits intermodal impersonation to create
humorous affiliation encountered in the data. Analysis across the data also reveals,
however, that in a minority of cases these features do not co-occur in fixed patterns.
Accordingly, this section will present examples where the pattern of intermodal
resources construing impersonation deviates from that observed in the previous section.

Intermodal impersonation without linguistic extra-vocalisation
Perhaps most importantly, instances were observed in the data where
impersonation was construed in the absence of extra-vocalising linguistic features.
These cases largely coincide with instances where the impersonated persona has already
been established earlier in the text. A recurring pattern encountered is that once a
persona has been established via intermodal impersonation, it can be recovered via
solely paralinguistic features. An example of this is found in tone groups #181-191 (for
AV text see file 6e), where the comedian states:
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So, um but you can't do that in Church of England. You can't say “you must
have tea and cake with the vicar or you die!”
<audience laughter>
You- you can't have extreme points of view, you know, the Spanish
inquisition wouldn't have worked with church of England. “Talk! Will you
talk!”
“But it hurts!”
“Well, loosen it up a bit, will you?”
<audience laughter>
'Cause that's what it would be: “tea and cake or death! Tea and cake or
death! Tea and cake or death!”
<audience laughter>

As the analysis in Table 6.8 shows, the linguistic extra-vocalisation in tone groups
#181-182 you can't say “you must have tea and cake with the vicar or you die” interacts
with a number of paralinguistic features to construe an instance of intermodal
impersonation, including [VOICE QUALITY: louder / rougher / tenser] and [FACIAL AFFECT:
threat: anger]. This Verbal Process clause doesn’t specify a title for the impersonated
persona, instead referring to a generic you persona. In light of the ideational meaning of
the projected speech and the co-text of the impersonation, this persona has been coded
as ‘Anglican interrogator’. The comedian then reverts to their authorial persona for tone
groups #183-184. In tone group #185-186, they once again embody the [VOICE QUALITY:
louder / rougher / tenser] and [FACIAL AFFECT: threat: anger] features (alongside other
markers of impersonation including PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: offer and PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT:

oblique) for the Verbiage talk will you talk. Here, even in the absence of a

Verbal Process clause signalling linguistic extra-vocalisation, these features are
interpreted as realising another instance of impersonation of the ‘Anglican interrogator’
persona. Thus in this instance of impersonation, the features of [VOICE QUALITY: louder /
rougher / tenser] and [FACIAL AFFECT: threat: anger] associated with the ‘Anglican
interrogator’ persona in the first instance of their impersonation (tone groups #181-182)
function to identify a future instance of impersonation as this same persona. This
function can be likened to that of resources for introducing, tracking and recovering
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referents in the textual metafunction system of IDENTIFICATION (Martin, 1992) – thus
specific combinations of paralinguistic features seem to realise PARALINGUISTIC
IDENTIFICATION.

As will be shown in Chapter 7, Section 2, PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION

can be employed by comedians to succinctly realise intermodal impersonation and is
thus a valuable resource for managing the various value positions associated with a cast
of textual personae; in turn, this contributes to creating humorous affiliation. This
recruitment of a restricted set of semiotic features to recover an already established
persona is also comparable to work in viewpoint on ‘viewpoint compression’ (Dancygier,
2005) discussed in Chapter 5, Section 2.1.2.
A second realisation of impersonation without an accompanying Verbal Process
clause signalling linguistic extra-vocalisation occurs in tone group #186: talk but it. In
this tone group, the coordinated shift in paralinguistic features realising impersonation
signals a shift between impersonated personae from ‘Anglican interrogator’ to ‘torture
victim’. As above, this occurs in the absence of linguistic extra-vocalisation, which could
be interpreted as challenging the theoretical principle that paralinguistic semiosis is
dependent on language to realise meaning. A caveat to this interpretation, however, is
the consideration that context and co-text are priming the audience to interpret shifts in
paralinguistic resources as instances of impersonation. The instance in tone group #186
is embedded into a linguistically signalled ‘scene’ of impersonated interaction, occurs
almost 40 minutes into a text where the comedian has frequently construed
impersonations, and indeed the stand-up comedy genre itself is associated with the
dialogic technique of impersonation. Thus we can assume that the audience is primed to
interpret patterned shifts in paralinguistic features as instances of impersonation more
readily than in other contexts, which could account for the comedian’s ability to signal
instances of impersonation even without explicit linguistic features. Returning to the
heuristic device proposed in Section 2.4 to guide interpretation of whether
paralinguistic features are realising impersonation, it thus seems appropriate to qualify
interpretation with the caveat that even in the absence of linguistic extra-vocalisation,
PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION

can function to specify a textual persona to whom

paralinguistic behaviour is attributed.
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tone Verbiage /
TRANSITION
PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
group phonology
IN PLACE
CONTACT
INVOLVEMENT
#
torso
torso
181
// 1 so um but you - [movement] [demand]
[frontal] [frontal]
/can't do /that in - step to stage
/Church of
right
/England you
/can't /say you
//
182

VOICE
QUALITY

PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS

baseline

PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION

paralinguistic
AFFECT

[entity: default / 3D /
median / sculpted]

primary
textual
persona
authorial

// 1 must have
/tea and /cake
with the /vicar

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [oblique

[louder /
rougher /
tenser]

or you /die youyou //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [oblique

[louder /
rougher /
tenser]

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal]

baseline

authorial

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal]

baseline

authorial

[audience laughter]
183
// 1 can't /have
[stasis]
ex/treme /points
of /view you
/know the //
184
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// 1 Spanish
inqui/sition
wouldn't have
/worked with
church of
/England //

[stasis]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

- flat palm swept
horizontally
- [paralinguistic
occurrence figure:
non-entitied: nontransformative: nonimpacting]

[FACIAL AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogator

[FACIAL AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogator

images from
data
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185

// 1 talk will you [stasis]
//

[offer]

[frontal] [oblique
(stage
right /
down)]

[higher /
louder /
rougher /
tenser]

gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]

[VOICE AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogator

186

// 1 talk

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal] [oblique
(stage
right /
down)]

[higher /
louder /
rougher /
tenser]

gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]

[VOICE AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogator

but it //

[stasis]

[offer]

[oblique [oblique
(stage
(stage
left)]
left)]

[higher /
gaze vectors:
louder /
[actual: other]
laxer /
more nasal]
(“but it”)

embodied somasis:
hands held up
alongside head

VOICE AFFECT:

torture
victim

187

// 1 hurts //

[stasis]

[offer]

[oblique [oblique
(stage
(stage
left)]
left)]

[higher /
gaze vectors:
louder /
[actual: other]
laxer /
more nasal]

embodied somasis:
hands held up
alongside head

[VOICE AFFECT:
spirit: down:
misery]

torture
victim

188

// 1 well /loosen
it /up a bit /will
you //

- [movement] [offer]
- step to stage
left

[oblique [oblique
(stage
(stage
right)]
right /
back)]

baseline

[entity: default / 3D /
median / sculpted]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

spirit: down:
misery]

Anglican
interrogator

[audience laughter]
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189

// 1 ^ ‘cause
/that's what it
would /be /tea
and /cake or
/death //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other
(audience)

authorial

190

// 1 tea and /cake [stasis]
or
/death //

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal]

[louder /
tenser /
rougher]

gaze, arms vectors: - flat palm swept
[actual: other]
horizontally
- [paralinguistic
occurrence figure:
non-entitied: nontransformative: nonimpacting]

191

// 1 tea and /cake [stasis]
or /death //

[offer]

[frontal] [oblique
(stage
left)]

[louder /
tenser /
rougher]

[entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

- [FACIAL AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogator

- [FACIAL AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
fanatical
students

[audience laughter]

Table 6.8: Impersonation in the absence of linguistic extra-vocalisation
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Omission of intermodal features
A second phenomenon observed that diverges from the typical patterning of
intermodal resources construing impersonation described in Section 2 concerns the
omission of intermodal features. This was observed in instances were shifts from
authorial to impersonated personae, or between impersonated personae, occur too
rapidly to allow for shifts in corresponding intermodal features to be realised. In these
cases, a feature associated with one persona is sustained through the brief
impersonation of a second persona, thus omitting the features associated with that
second persona. An example of this can be seen in the features of TRANSITION IN PLACE
realised in the impersonated interaction between an ‘Anglican vicar’ and an ‘Anglican
sinner’ persona across tone groups #159-162. Here the comedian begins by changing
location depending on which persona they are impersonating, but remains standing in
the same location for the last two shifts between these personae (Table 6.9; for AV text
see file 6f). This is caused by tone group #161 being too brief to allow the comedian to
change location, thus they remain static and signal the shift in persona with other
resources, as they are not physically able to shift intermodal resources for just this tone
group. It is interesting to note here the parallel between the decreasing number of
intermodal resources realising impersonation in instances of rapid shifts between
personae and the tendency to omit linguistic markers of extra-vocalisation, as can be
noted here – there is no Verbal process lexis in this example. It would seem that in
instances where maintaining the pace of the discourse is a priority (as is frequently the
case in stand-up comedy), the variety of resources construing the impersonation can be
reduced.
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tone group Verbiage / phonology
#
159
// 3 vicar I have /done /many /bad
/things //

TRANSITION IN PLACE

160

- [movement]
- step to stage left

// 3 ^ well /so have /I //

<audience laughter>
161
// 1 what shall I /do //

162

// 1 well /drink /five /bloody /Marys
and ah //

image from data

- [movement]
- step to stage right,
back

[stasis]

[stasis]

Table 6.9: Shift in persona without [movement]
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By departing from the typical patterning of linguistic and paralinguistic features
that realise instances of intermodal impersonation, these more complex instances can
also be interpreted as blurring the boundary between the personae construed. An
example illustrating this can be found in the comedian’s maintaining the ‘fingersblocking-ears gesture’ associated with the impersonated God persona in tone group #87,
despite having reverted to the authorial persona to make a metatextual aside (Table 6.2;
for AV text see file 6g). A similar instance occurs in tone groups #235-236, where the
comedian combines an impersonated ‘Church of England airline steward’ persona with
their authorial persona within a clause (Table 6.10). Here the internal coherence of the
clause grammar (but without linguistic extra-vocalisation) suggests a single textual
persona, but shifts in PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT, PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT and VOICE
QUALITY

coincide with the sudden change in evaluative prosody from [+ve ATTITUDE] to

[-ve ATTITUDE] to signal a shift in persona.
tone
group
#
235

236

Verbiage/
phonology

PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT

// 3 thank
you /very
/much you
//

[offer]

torso
[frontal]

head
[oblique
(stage
right,
down)]

// 3 Nazi
/shithead
//

[demand]

[frontal]

[frontal]

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

VOICE
QUALITY

image from data

[smoother
/ higher /
softer]

baseline

Table 6.10: Blended impersonation in tone groups #236-237
As with instances where the comedian does not change physical location between
impersonated personae (such as in Table 6.9), one explanation for these instances of
blurred boundaries between personae could simply be that the muscular/cognitive
effort of rapid changes in paralanguage is too great. However another explanation that
merits discussion is that of blended viewpoint.
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Blended impersonation
As touched on in Chapter Chapter 3, Sections 2.1.2-2.1.3, work on viewpoint has
suggested that paralinguistic features can construe multiple perspectives simultaneously
(Dudis, 2004; Parrill, 2012; Parrill & Sweetser, 2004; Schegloff, 1998; Sweetser & Stec,
2016). This typically occurs when a speaker recruits some paralinguistic resources to
embody an impersonated persona, but continues to embody their authorial persona
with other paraliniguistic resources. Rather than the typical patterning of temporarily
backgrounding all other personae while one persona is foregrounded, in instances of
blended impersonation multiple personae are simultaneously foregrounded. Blended
impersonation thus helps us account for the variation in the co-occurrence of
paralinguistic features signalling intermodal impersonation. A subtle but pervasive
example of blended impersonation found in the data is the recurrent instantiation of
minor shifts in body orientation realising the [oblique] feature of PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT.

For instance, in the stretch of discourse where the ‘Anglican interrogator’

persona interacts with a succession of ‘cake eater’ personae (Table 6.11 for AV text see
file 6h), the shift in PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT accompanying changes in persona is
primarily constrained to the orientation of the head, while the body shifts at most about
30° from a frontal angle towards the comedian’s right.
tone
group #

Verbiage/ phonology

205

// 1 you /cake or /death //

torso
[frontal]

head
[oblique (stage
right)]

206

// 3 uh /cake for me /too
/please //

[oblique
(stage left)]

[oblique (stage
left)]

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

Image from data
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207

// 1 very /well //

[frontal]

[frontal]

208

// 1 give him cake /too //

[frontal]

[oblique (stage
right)]

209

// 1 we're gonna /run out of
/cake at /this rate //

[frontal]

[oblique (stage
left)]

Table 6.11: Example of [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: frontal] during impersonated
interaction
If we were to imagine a more verisimilar impersonation of dialogue between
interactants, the comedian would be shifting the orientation of their body a full 90°
either left or right from the frontal angle to impersonate two interlocutors facing each
other. In the data, however, this angle is rarely more than 30°-45°, and is often realised
solely by a rotation of the head, while the body continues to face the audience. We thus
have circumstances where a number of resources are construing impersonated textual
personae, but PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT is primarily construing the authorial
persona.
A more complex example is found in the instance described briefly in Section 3
where the comedian introduces their farcical interpretation of the Anglican church’s
extremist slogan, ‘cake or death’, across tone groups #189-191. In this instance, the
comedian utters, 'Cause that’s what it would be: “tea and cake or death! Tea and cake
or death! Tea and cake or death!” For the first tone group we can confidently code the
comedian’s persona as authorial. However when the comedian repeats the clause tea
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and cake or death for the first time, there are a number of features that suggest a shift to
an impersonated persona, such as a change in VOICE QUALITY and realisations of [FACIAL
AFFECT:

threat: anger] and [VOICE AFFECT: threat: anger]. This then compunded for the

second repetition, where PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: head shifts to [oblique (stage
left)] (Table 6.12; for AV text see file 6i).
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tone
group #

Verbiage/ phonology

190

// 1 ^ ‘cause /that's what it
would /be /tea and /cake or
/death //

[demand]

torso
[frontal]

head
[frontal]

191

// 1 tea and /cake or
/death //

[demand]

[frontal]

[frontal]

[louder/
tenser/
rougher]

192

// 1 tea and /cake or
/death //

[offer]

[frontal]

[oblique
(stage left)]

[louder/
tenser/
rougher]

PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

VOICE
QUALITY

paralinguistic
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textual persona

AFFECT

baseline

images from
data

authorial

- [FACIAL AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE AFFECT:
threat: anger]

authorial / Anglican
interrogator 39

Anglican fanatical
students

Table 6.12: Example of blended impersonation

39

A forward slash ‘/’ between textual personae indicates instances of blended impersonation.
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What is worth noting here is that even though the PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT and
PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: head / body

features co-occuring with the repeated

Verbiage still suggest an authorial persona, the comedian seems to be alluding to the
previously construed persona of the Anglican interrogator through VOICE QUALITY and
FACIAL AFFECT.

This could be interpreted as the comedian balancing the semiosis of

construing an impersonated textual persona with the Register and Genre demands of
maintaining rapport with the audience – a subject that will be revisited in Chapter 7. A
similar observation could be made of the sustained [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand]
and [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: frontal] across the impersonation of Martin Luther
in tone groups #49-50.
These examples illustrate the point made in Chapter 5, Section 2.1.3 on the
distinction between interactive vs represented participants and textual vs authorial
personae – by blending paralinguistic realisations of authorial and textual personae, the
comedian positions the impersonated textual persona as the interactive participant. If
they then interact with the audience while impersonating a textual persona, this realises
the metatextual technique of ‘breaking the fourth wall’, which in turn affords
opportunities for negotiating bonds relating to the the boundaries between
communicative levels and the expected unfolding of a particular genre of text, as will be
discussed in Section 4 of Chapter 7.

Parody, caricature as paralinguistic flagged ATTITUDE
The framework described in Chapter 5, Section 3.3 aims for a principled analysis of
the intermodal resources employed when a comedian impersonates a textual persona.
However, further to signalling instances of impersonation, choices made among these
resources can also affect how impersonated personae are evaluated by a comedian. One
evaluative resource recurringly noted in the data was the use of exaggeration when
embodying behaviour to construe negative evaluation for the impersonated persona – a
technique commonly referred to in humour studies literature as caricature or parody.
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In Section 2.5 of this chapter it was observed that somatic behaviour can be
employed to realise intermodal afforded attitude attributed to textual personae. Further
to this, the data analysed here suggest that choices in how a speaker embodies a persona
can construe how the speaker views that person, and thus how they intend the persona
to be viewed by a listener. A parallel can be drawn to White’s (2014) work on invoked
ATTITUDE

in images used in journalistic texts. White observes that while a naturalistic

photographic image may background the ‘authorial’ role in a visual text’s creation, for
texts that are more obviously created artifacts such as cartoons, “The ‘hand’ of the
artist/cartoonist author is unavoidably and unmistakably on display, a pointer to the
creative and interpretative role of the author in constructing the current image” (2014,
p. 9). In a non-linguistic medium such as photographic image, the author’s resources for
construing the evaluation of a represented participant are constrained to invoked
realisations of ATTITUDE features including flagging through GRADUATION resources: this
is also noted by White, who states that “Perhaps most obvious in this regard are
compositional arrangements which provide some sense of intensification, some
enhancing of the figures or action being portrayed” (2014, p. 17).
Similarly, as a speaker’s own body acts as the medium for construing represented
participants, the speaker’s ‘authorial’ perspective regarding an impersonated persona is
inseparable from the meaning attributed to that persona – we might liken them to a
cartoonist whose potential canvas is their entire body. As such, intensification of the
ideational meaning embodied by a comedian can also realise flagged ATTITUDE targeting
an ideational entity or figure. For paralinguistic modes, resources for intensification are
described by the systems of PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body) and PARALINGUISTIC
FORCE

(face) outlined in Chapter 3, Section 6.4. In particular, the [FORCE: intensify] and

[FORCE: quantify] features of the PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body) system and the
[stronger] feature of PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (face) can be recruited to signal flagged
ATTITUDE.

The embodiment of exaggerated facial expressions is one such resource

recurringly employed by the comedian to simultaneously signal instances of
impersonation and evaluate an impersonated persona. For instance, in their
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impersonation of the ‘white Christian singers’ persona in tone group #84, the comedian
embodies the facial expression shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Facial expression construing [flagged -ve judgement] for embodied persona
As an instance in a stretch of impersonated discourse, this facial expression construes
an ideational occurrence figure that can be linguistically rendered as ‘white Christians
singing’. As part of this figure, the comedian construes the process ‘singing’ by
embodying the physical activity of singing – moving the jaw and lips and producing
melodic sound. However, the degree of movement of the jaw and the duration the facial
expression is held for are both greater than usual, realising the [FORCE: intensify] and
[FORCE: quantify: size: time / extent] features of the PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION
(body) 40 system. Thus we can code this as an instance of PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION
(body) interacting with PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION.
Viewed alongside the co- and context, it is proposed here that this interaction of
[PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body): FORCE] features and ideational meaning realises
paralinguistically flagged ATTITUDE. This coding adapts White’s criteria for identifying
flagged ATTITUDE in image texts to paralanguage. Accordingly, the PARALINGUISTIC FORCE

Note that while these PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION features are interacting with facial expressions, they
are not interacting with features of FACIAL AFFECT, thus they are still described by the system of
PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body) and not that of PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (face).
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(body) of the comedian’s impersonation departs from a naturalist style for representing
a person singing, and as stated above the embodiment of the persona in the comedian’s
own body intrinsically draws attention to the role of the author in construing the
representation (2014, p. 17). Informed by the preceding Verbiage there’s something
phenomenally dreary about Christian singing (tone groups #74-75), this flagged
ATTITUDE

is specified as [flagged -ve judgement] targeting white Christian singers. We

might render the characterisation lexically as ‘dull, slow, boring’.
Further instances of paralinguistic flagged ATTITUDE are found in the comedian’s
impersonation of an Anglican vicar in tone groups #61-66. Here the comedian
contextualises the embodied physical behaviour by saying a lot of people in Church of
England have no muscles in their arms, and then proceeds to embody a persona with
exaggerated ‘floppiness’ of neck, upper body and arms (Table 6.13; for AV text see file
6j). This appears to realise a feature contrasting with [PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (body):
intensify], as it realised by decreased muscle tension, and which is provisionally termed
[PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (body): de-intensify]. 41 This interacts with the paralinguistic
occurrence figure embodied by the comedian that can be rendered as ‘person swaying’.
As with the white Christian singers’ facial expression, the decreased muscle tension
realising [PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (body): de-intensify] departs from a more verisimilar
representation of a person’s physical activity while standing/swaying and thus construes
[flagged -ve judgement] for the textual persona.

41

[de-intensify] is not a feature in the PARALINGUISTIC FORCE (body) system.
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tone
group
#
63

PARALINGUISTIC
GRADUATION

(body)
[FORCE: de-intensify]

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

images from data

- [paralinguistic occurrence: entitied:
non-transformative: non-impacting /
isolated / constant / linear: inwards/
outwards backwards/ forwards]

Table 6.13: PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body) interacting with embodied physical
activity
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In exaggerating a particular ideational feature compared to a conventional norm to
the point where it assumes attitudinal meaning, the technique of paralinguistic flagged
ATTITUDE

can be likened to paralinguistic caricature – defined by Perkins (1975) as:

a symbol referring to an individual and relative to a whole set of scales, norms,
and populations is a caricature just when it is a caricature with respect to some
of those scales, norms, and populations and accurate with respect to the others
(p.7).

In turn, paralinguistic caricature is tantamount to what Dynel (2014, p.629) defines as
parody, where “a parodist aims to imitate and poke fun at, ridicule, or mock an
individual” (see Chapter 2, Section 6). Indeed, by identifying the role exaggeration and
caricature play in realising parody, a description is proposed for how dialogic features
contribute to humour by distinguishing impersonation – a tool for expanding
heteroglossia – from parody – a tool for mocking a subject. As such, paralinguistic
flagged ATTITUDE would appear to be an essential resource in construing parody. This is
not to say, however, that the two resources are mutually exclusive; it is entirely possible
for the paralinguistic realisation of a textual persona to be parodic as well as for the
expanded heteroglossia afforded by impersonation to contribute to humour. In sum,
proposing a more principled interpretation of the semiotic resources combining to
realise this common humorous mechanism opens the possibility for the exploration of
how parody and caricature unfold across other media and modes.
The analysis of the above examples draws parallels between features of
PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body)

and linguistic flagged ATTITUDE which illuminate

how intermodal impersonation can serve to parody textual personae. Provoked and
afforded strategies for invoking ATTITUDE, however, have not been discussed. With
regards to afforded ATTITUDE, the ‘fingers-in-ears’ gesture attributed to the ‘God’
persona discussed earlier could be coded as an instance of paralinguistically afforded
ATTITUDE – although

in this case the evaluation targets an entity (white Christian

singing) external to the impersonated persona. With regards to provoked attitude, there
appears to be an equivalence between the metaphorical or figurative language
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associated with this strategy and paralinguistic resources that connote particular
cultural meaning. This will be explored in Section 6 below.
Understanding how comedians can employ paralanguage to intermodally invoke
evaluation for impersonated personae is especially valuable for exploring how
impersonation can be used to create humorous affiliation. The identification of the
paralinguistic resources interacting to flag ATTITUDE allows us to map how paralanguage
contributes to construing evaluative and dialogic couplings that enact value bonds. This
analysis also expands on the results of Williams (2019), who comments that:
convergent intermodal couplings allowed comedians to ‘pile up’ or accumulate
linguistic and paralinguistic resources, giving added force to the interpersonal
meanings (e.g. attitudinally loaded evaluations) and even adding an attitudinal
colouring to ideational meanings. Semantically, this could be used to create
exaggerations, frequently to such an extent that audience laughter was
provoked (p. 263).

Provenance and avatars
A final point of discussion that emerged from the analysis undertaken in this
chapter concerns the relationship between particular combinations of paralinguistic
features and specific cultural knowledge. While combinations of semiotic resources
construe impersonated textual personae within a text, patterns of construal among texts
produce shared cultural knowledge that associates particular combinations of semiotic
features to particular personae – eventually yielding stereotyped representations of
these personae (cf. Lippmann, 1922; the "'old identities'" described by Vigouroux, 2015,
p. 266). These can be relatively specific (within a particular cultural context), such as
holding two/three fingers under the nose (signifying ‘moustache’) and raising the righthand in the fascist salute to elicit, even in the absence of Verbiage or other signals, the
historical persona of Adolf Hitler. They can also reference popular culture, such as the
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‘Vulcan salute’ hand gesture popularised by the 1960s television series Star Trek (Figure
6.2).

Figure 6.2: The Vulcan salute 42
Alternatively, they can be more general, such as the imitation of accented speech by a
speaker to reference a cultural/ethnic/linguistic community (see Blommaert & Varis,
2015). Across this spectrum, the resources construing intermodal impersonation
instantiate values associated with the impersonated persona/community by the
impersonator, and, if the reference is understood, by the recipient. For a recipient
familiar with the history of Hitler, the combination of the finger-moustache and fascist
salute is sufficient to evoke values associated with the persona and the ideology and
historical events he is infamous for. For a recipient familiar with the Vulcan salute, its
instantiation symbolises appreciation for Star Trek, or even its specific meaning within
the textual reality of the show: ‘live long and prosper!’. When cultural knowledge
regarding a persona or community is shared we can define it as a cultural stereotype –
for instance in liberal, Western cultural contexts, the stereotype of the Nazi is associated
to values such as racism, militarism and totalitarianism. In pursuing a principled
analysis of such cultural stereotypes, the notion of provenance as proposed by Kress and
van Leeuwen (2001) is of value.

Image is a screenshot from episode 'Amok Time’ of Star Trek: The Original Series [46:22], first aired
15/09/1967. © CBS Photo Archive.
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The explicitness of a text’s allusions to specific ideational entities can vary. For
example, the impersonated interaction between personae commencing in tone group
#184 construes references to both relatively explicit and relatively generic provenances.
In this instance, the comedian employs numerous paralinguistic resources to construe a
dialogue between two personae coded as ‘Anglican interrogator’ and ‘tortured person’.
The Anglican interrogator persona enacts a position of power through the semiotic
resources of the imperative mood, a tenser, rougher and louder voice quality, and
downward angled gaze. This persona is imbued with authority relative to the tortured
person, who speaks in the declarative mood, employs a relatively higher, softer, laxer
and more nasal voice quality and gazes upwards towards the space from where the
‘Anglican interrogator’ speaks. A summary of this analysis is presented in Table 6.14 (for
AV text see file 6k).
tone
group
#
184

Verbiage/ phonology
// 1 Spanish inqui/sition
wouldn't have /worked
with church of /England
//

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

VOICE
QUALITY

[frontal]

torso

head

[frontal]

baseline

185

// 1 talk will you //

[frontal]

[oblique
(stage right
/ down)]

[higher /
louder /
rougher /
tenser]

186

// 1 talk

[frontal]

[oblique (stage
right / down)]

baseline

Images from
data
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but it //

[oblique
(stage
left)]

[oblique
(stage left)]

[higher /
louder / laxer
/ more nasal]

187

// 1 hurts //

[oblique
(stage
left)]

[oblique
(stage left)]

[higher /
louder / laxer
/ more nasal]

188

// 1 well /loosen it /up a
bit /will you //

[oblique
(stage
right)]

[oblique (stage
right / back)]

baseline

Table 6.14: ‘Spanish Inquisition’ paralinguistic impersonation
In terms of provenance, the comedian preambles the projected speech by saying,
You can’t have extreme points of view, the Spanish inquisition wouldn’t have worked
with Church of England. This locates the Verbiage that follows within the audience’s
knowledge of the historical/cultural context of the Spanish Inquisition (cf. Hoey, 2005's
discussion of semantic priming). To a modern, progressive, secular audience (such as
the audience in this text: attendees at a stand-up comedy performance in San Francisco
in 1999), this reference would likely evoke relatively specific notions of persecution,
torture and religious severity, evaluated as highly negative – such as the representation
of inquisitor Bernard Gui in Umberto Eco’s 1980 novel The Name of the Rose. 43 The
features of the impersonated persona (‘Anglican interrogator’), primarily the voice
quality and role in the impersonated social context (torture/interrogation) then

Naturally, the cultural references evoked for the researcher may not be familiar to the reader. Whilst
this may frustrate understanding of this particular example of provenance, the fact that an association
between particular semiotic features and shared cultural knowledge can be made by the researcher serves
to illustrate the mechanics of provenance, albeit in a subjective context.
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instantiate a selection of these values, such as mercilessness and sadism. Conversely this
provenance, supported by features of VOICE QUALITY, characterises the interlocutor as a
(probably undeserving) tortured person persona. For this persona, the embodied
somatic behaviour of the hands held above the head as if in shackles evokes a more
generalised cultural stereotype of a ‘dungeon prisoner’. A familiar example in popular
culture might be that of the envious prisoner in the dungeon where Brian is confined in
Monty Python’s 1979 film, The Life of Brian (see Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: Example of 'wrists-in-shackles' gesture associated to 'dungeon-prisoner'
stereotype 44
A further example of the interaction between paralanguage, impersonation and
provenance is found shortly after, in the comedian’s impersonation of Red Guard
student demonstrators during the Chinese cultural revolution of the 1960s and ‘70s
(Table 6.15; for AV text see file 6l). Just before this impersonation, the comedian
condenses their description of Anglican extremism to the slogan, tea and cake or death,
and depicts the textual persona of ‘Anglican fanatical students’ chanting this slogan
while holding signs (as if at a demonstration/protest). The comedian then chants little
red cookbook, little red cookbook (with the same VOICE QUALITY and rhythm as tea and

44

Image is screenshot taken from Monty Python’s Life of Brian (1979) [36:12].
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cake or death) while waving their right hand above their head, as if grasping a small
object – presumably Chinese communist Chairman Mao Zedong’s Little Red Book. As
discussed above, given the context of the performance, this might evoke stereotypes of
radicalism, violence, and totalitarianism. It is interesting to note, however, that even as
these stereotypes are elicited through the comedian’s impersonation, they are
undermined by the insertion of the word ‘cook’ between ‘red’ and ‘book’. This does not
seem to interfere with the allusion to Mao’s Little Red Book, but simultaneously blends
this reference with the comedian’s depiction of the Church of England as moderate and
relaxed. In this single impersonation, the comedian has contrasted the radicalism,
violence, and totalitarianism associated with the Red Guards to the original proposition
that the most extreme dogma of the Church of England is that one must have tea and
cake with the vicar.
tone
group
#
192

Verbiage

PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION “convergent

// 1 students
with /beards
//

- [paralinguistic entity: defined: rounded / 3D /
outer: smaller / sculpted]

193

// 1 tea and
/cake or
/death //

- [paralinguistic entity: defined: straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger / sculpted] (pole for sign)
- [paralinguistic occurrence figure: entitied: nontransformative: impacting / iterated: ordered: toand-fro / constant / linear: upwards/downwards]
(student shaking pole for sign)

194

// 1 tea and
/cake or
/death //

- [paralinguistic entity: defined: straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger / sculpted] (pole for sign)
- [paralinguistic occurrence figure: entitied: nontransformative: impacting / iterated: ordered: toand-fro / constant / linear: inwards/outwards]
(student shaking pole for sign)

Verbiage”

images from
data
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195

// 1 little /red
/cook- /book
//

- [paralinguistic entity: default / outer: smaller /
sculpted] “little red cookbook”
- [paralinguistic occurrence figure: entitied: nontransformative: impacting / iterated: ordered: toand-fro / constant / linear: upwards/downwards]
(student shaking book)

196

// 1 little /red
/cook- /book
//

- [paralinguistic entity: default / outer: smaller /
sculpted] “little red cookbook”
- [paralinguistic occurrence figure: entitied: nontransformative: impacting / iterated: ordered: toand-fro / constant / linear: upwards/downwards]
(student shaking book)

Table 6.15: ‘Red guards’ provenance realised through language and paralanguage
A final noteworhty example of paralanguage interacting with provenance occurs at
the end of the analysed segment, where the comedian farcically impersonates Jesus
Christ and the 12 Apostles as depicted in Leonardo da Vinci’s 1490 painting The Last
Supper. After referencing this text in the Verbiage of tone group #290, all right lads
Leonardo da Vinci’s painting the picture all right so everyone get your positions, the
comedian embodies the physical posture atttributed to Jesus in the painting (Table
6.16). This activates a provenance of renaissance art, presumably associated with high
cultural capital, history, beauty and so on. By sustaining the body posture over the
successive tone groups, the values associated with this provenance interact with
meaning made across language and other modes.
comedian embodying
‘Jesus’ persona

representation of Jesus in Da
Vinci’s The Last Supper

Table 6.16: Body posture of comedian vs. Jesus in The Last Supper
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From the data analysed here, it would appear that linguistic resources do more of
the work in ‘setting the stage’ for provenance, whereas paralinguistic resources are
employed to specify which values of the referenced context apply to the impersonated
personae. Thus, to capture how an impersonated persona can elicit stereotyped
associations to a specifc context, the label ‘avatars’ is proposed here as, like the typically
religious meaning of the term for the manifestation of a deity in a material body, they
embody a bundle of cultural knowledge in a discrete persona. We might conceptualise
avatars as dialogic equiavalents of emblematic meaning – just as a single emblematic
gesture can denote specific meaning, a single avatar persona can allude to a specific
cultural context. Returning to the discussion from Section 5 of paralinguistic realisation
of invoked ATTITUDE, we can see how instantiations of avatars function to provoke
ATTITUDE.

Thus an instantiation of the ‘Hitler/Nazi’ avatar construes [provoked -ve

judgement/appreciation] (for the persona), while an instantiation of ‘Jesus in The Last
Supper’ avatar construes [provoked +ve appreciation] (for the referenced artwork). As
will be shown in Chapter 7, Setion 2.5, avatars contribute to the creation of humorous
affiliation in stand-up comedy texts by importing value bonds associated with particular
contexts, which comedians can then manipulate to generate tension with implicated
bonds.

Summary of paralanguage and impersonation
Applying the analytical framework elaborated in Chapter 5, Section 3.3 for coding
how paralinguistic resources contribute to instances of intermodal impersonation to the
Izzard text, this chapter has presented an analysis and discussion of how impersonation
is realised intermodally in stand-up comedy texts. Section 2 described the particular
combinations of features of these resources that were found to typically converge with
instances of intermodal impersonation in this data, proposing an heuristic device for
guiding interpretation of whether features are realising intermodal impersonation and
noting the possibility that attributed somasis that is semioticised via impersonation
might be considered ‘intermodal metaphor’. This provides a point of departure for
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analysis of intermodal impersonation, against which more complex realisations can be
compared. Section 3 discussed these complex realisations of intermodal impersonation,
focusing on instances where impersonation is construed in the absence of linguistic
extra-vocalisation, and proposing intermodal PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION as a
resource realised by patterns of particular paralinguistic features co-occurring with
particular textual personae. In this section it was also noted that deviations from the
typical patterning of features realising intermodal impersonation described in Section 2
can be attributed to the cognitive/physical constraints of rapid shifts in persona – a
region beyond the scope of this thesis but which invites further investigation. Section 4
explored instances where paralinguistic resources simultaneously construe multiple
personae. The ensuing phenomenon of blended impersonation was noted as a
productive resource for balancing the rich meaning potential of intermodal
impersonation against the Genre and Register features of a comedian sustaining rapport
with the audience. Moreover, blended impersonation allows for a particular category of
dialogism interacting with humorous affiliation that leverages the tension between
communicative levels to create humour, as will be shown in the following chapter.
Section 5 examined how resources in the system of PARALINGUISTIC GRADUATION (body)
interact with ideational meaning construed in instances of intermodal impersonation to
realise flagged ATTITUDE targeting impersonated personae. This kind of impersonation is
likened to intermodal caricature and parody – productive resources for humorous
affiliation. Finally, Section 6 described how the paralinguistic features that reference
particular cultural knowledge can be likened to resources for construing provenance. In
turn, personae that evoke particular cultural contexts are labelled avatars, and the
evaluations evoked by these contexts were interpreted as examples of paralinguistic
provoked ATTITUDE.
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Impersonation and humorous affiliation
Introduction
This chapter explores the role played by impersonation and other dialogic
resources in humorous bond negotiations among interactants in the analysed segment
of the Gervais text. 45 This analysis and discussion thus responds to the second research
question of this thesis: How do dialogic resources such as impersonation contribute to
creating humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy performances? To this end, the data is
analysed for dialogic couplings, as outlined in Chapter 5, Section 2.2, so as to identify
how dialogic resources contribute to enacting bonds negotiated in instances of
humorous affiliation. Analysing the data through the lens of dialogic couplings reveals
how comedians employ dialogic resources in stand-up comedy texts to introduce,
recover and contrast bonds associated to particular textual personae in particular social
contexts. In turn, these bonds serve as the wrinkling or shared bonds in instances of
humorous affiliation.
This chapter distinguishes three categories of interaction between dialogic
resources and humorous affiliation, described across sections 2-4. Examples are drawn
from the segment of the Gervais text where the comedian makes humorous criticism of
children’s stories’ and nursery rhymes’ morals. 46 At the beginning of this segment (turns
#3-4), the comedian introduces the textual persona of their childhood deputy
headmaster and describes the context of them telling stories to young children in an
early educational setting:
Um, I remember I must be as young as six when we used to have an assembly
at school, in infant school we'd all come in every Monday and sit down on the
floor cross-legged, and our deputy headmaster used to come up and tell us a

An earlier version of the analysis and discussion presented in this chapter was published in Logi and
Zappavigna (2019).
46 For full coding see Appendix B.
45
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story. And it always had a moral that we were meant to think about and this
would make us into leaders of men: character-building.

This introduction establishes a social bond regarding the function of children’s stories as
vessels for cultural meaning considered positive for children’s development – i.e., a
bond positively evaluating their morals. The comedian recites two children’s stories and
two nursery rhymes over the course of this segment: the ‘lazy and industrious mouse’
story, 47 The Boy Who Cried Wolf, Jack and Jill and Humpty Dumpty. The main theme
in the humour of the segment is that children’s stories’ morals are inappropriate for
children; however, numerous other bonds related to this field of discourse are also
negotiated.

Humorous affiliation via authorial comment on
impersonated personae
The first and most widely observed category of interaction between dialogism and
humorous affiliation describes instances where the comedian enacts bonds by making
authorial commentary on behaviour attributed to impersonated personae. In these
cases, the comedian employs dialogic resources to attribute language and/or behaviour
to textual personae and thus align them with particular value positions, and then reverts
to their authorial voice to contrast with those value positions. From the perspective of
humorous affiliation, the dialogic couplings construed by impersonations enact either
implicated or wrinkling bonds which the comedian and audience can either jointly
commune or defer.

This appears to be a variation of ‘The Ant and the Grasshopper’ story originally attributed to the ancient
Greek text: Aesop’s Fables. In the version told by the comedian, the industrious mouse replaces the ant
and the lazy mouse replaces the grasshopper, and at the end of the story, rather than admonish the
grasshopper and turn them away, the industrious mouse welcomes the lazy mouse and offers to share
their provisions.
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Authorial scepticism for textual realism
An illustrative example of this category of interaction occurs in the comedian’s
satirisation of the ‘lazy and industrious mouse’ story, a cautionary tale with the twin
morals of taking advantage in times of plenty to prepare for times of scarcity, and
generosity and forgiveness. In this example, the comedian impersonates the deputy
headmaster persona narrating the story’s text - including fantastical
anthropomorphisations of animals - to children (for AV text see file 7a). The comedian
then employs blended impersonation and shifts back to their authorial persona to mock
the story’s implausibility with their authorial voice.
The story’s narrative contrasts lazy mouse, who ignores warnings and
hedonistically enjoys summer and autumn without preparing for winter, with
industrious mouse, who diligently prepares for winter through the warmer seasons. In
the winter, a cold and hungry lazy mouse comes to industrious mouse for help;
industrious mouse forgives lazy mouse’s earlier derision for industrious mouse’s
warnings and invites him to share their shelter and supplies. The excerpt analysed here
describes industrious mouse’s preparations for winter (turns #21-27):
Industrious mouse, he'd be putting- freeze drying loads of berries, he's be
chopping wood and… that he’d- He’d made- He’d made an axe to chop the
wood
<audience laughter>
out of a little twig…
<audience laughter>
and a sliver of flint…
<audience laughter>
which he tied on with a horse hair…
<audience laughter>
thus enabling him to chop and stockpile fuel.
<‘thumbs up’ gesture>

As they recite this passage the comedian impersonates the deputy headmaster
persona narrating the story, reverting to their authorial persona to convey scepticism for
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the implausibility of the events in the story’s textual universe. The justification for
coding the impersonated persona in this section as the ‘deputy headmaster’ lies in the
patterning of intermodal resources from earlier in the analysed segment (turn #6),
where [VOICE QUALITY: higher / softer / breathier] and [VOICE AFFECT: spirit: up: cheer]
are embodied for the ‘deputy headmaster’ persona. As per the observation regarding
how paralinguistic resources can function as resources for IDENTIFICATION in Chapter 6,
Section 3.1, when these VOICE QUALITY and VOICE AFFECT features are realised in turn #21
(alongside other signals of intermodal impersonation), they recover the ‘deputy
headmaster’ persona even in the absence of linguistic indicators. This coding is further
supported by the consistent patterning of interpersonal and ideational resources
attributed to this persona over the course of the text, which establishes a coupling
disposition (cf. Zappavigna, 2014a) associated to the persona. As per the dialogic
coupling analytical unit, this pattern consists of ENGAGEMENT features and value
positions, rather than the attitudinal and ideational resources originally proposed by
(Zappavigna, 2014a). Thus, the repeated association of the deputy headmaster persona
with the [assert] ENGAGEMENT feature targeting events in the textual reality of children’s
stories (as opposed to the authorial persona’s [deny] moves) also acts to construe this
persona, even in the absence of explicit naming. By recovering this persona, the
comedian elicits the social context of the deputy headmaster narrating children’s stories
to small children, as established in turns #3-4.
However, the impersonation of the deputy headmaster persona is blended with
the comedian’s authorial persona. Shortly after impersonating the ‘deputy headmaster’
persona, in the final tone group of turn #21 (he’d be chopping wood and) the comedian
also foregrounds their authorial persona by reverting to [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT:
demand] and [PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT: frontal] features. The comedian sustains
this simultaneous foregrounding of the ‘deputy headmaster’ and authorial personae
throughout the rest of this example, employing VOICE QUALITY, VOICE AFFECT,
PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT

and PARALINGUISTIC INVOLVEMENT features to blend

impersonation of the two (Table 7.1).
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TRANSITION
IN PLACE

//3 ^
[stasis]
In/dustrious
/mouse //

//3 he’d be
/putting-

PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
CONTACT
INVOLVEMENT

Torso

[demand]

[offer]
[movement]
- step to
stage right

/freeze drying [offer]
/loads of
[movement]
/berries // - step to
stage right

//3 he’d be
/chopping
/wood and
//

[stasis]

[demand]

head

VOICE
QUALITY

[oblique [frontal] baseline
(stage
right)]

PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS
IDEATION

paralinguistic emblems textual
AFFECT
persona

arm vectors:
[entity: defined:
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]

[oblique [oblique [higher / gaze vectors:
- [entity: defined:
(stage
(stage
softer /
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
right)] right)] breathier]
median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
transformative:
non-impacting]
[oblique [oblique [higher / gaze vectors:
- [entity: defined:
(stage
(stage
softer /
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
right)] right)] breathier]
median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
non-impacting]
[frontal] [frontal] [higher /
- [entity: defined:
softer /
rounded / 3D /
breathier]
median /
sculpted]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting] (

images from
data

authorial

[VOICE AFFECT:
spirit: up:
cheer]

deputy
headmaster

[VOICE AFFECT:
spirit: up:
cheer]

deputy
headmaster

deputy
headmaster
/ authorial
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//3 ^ that
/he’d- he’d
/made- he’d
/made an
/axe//

[offer]
[movement]
- step to
stage right

[frontal] [frontal] baseline

gaze vectors:
[entity: defined:
[actual: other] straightened /
3D / median /
sculpted]

// 1 ^ to
/chop the
/wood //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal] [oblique baseline
(down)]

gaze vectors:
- [entity: defined:
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting]

deputy
headmaster
/ authorial

[offer]

[frontal] [frontal] baseline

gaze vectors:
[entity: defined:
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]

deputy
headmaster
/ authorial

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] baseline

<audience laughter>
23 //1 out of a
[stasis]
/little /twig
//

[stasis]

deputy
headmaster
/ authorial

authorial

<audience laughter>
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24

// 1 ^ and a
/sliver of
/flint //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
25 // 1 ^ which [stasis]
he’d tied /on
with a
horse/hair
//

<audience laughter>
26 // 1 thus…
[stasis]
e/nabling
him to /chop
and
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[offer]

[frontal] [frontal] baseline

gaze vectors:
- [entity: defined:
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting]

deputy
headmaster
/ authorial

[offer]

[frontal] [frontal] baseline

gaze vectors:
- [entity: defined:
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting]

deputy
headmaster
/ authorial

[offer]

[frontal] [oblique baseline
(down)]

gaze vectors:
- [entity: defined:
[actual: other] rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
non-

deputy
headmaster
/ authorial

267

transformative:
impacting]
/stockpile
/fuel //

[stasis]

[demand]

[oblique [frontal] baseline
(stage
right)]

<audience laughter>
27
[stasis]

[demand]

[oblique [frontal]
(stage
right)]
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[entity: defined:
flattened / 3D /
median /
sculpted]

authorial

thumbs
up

authorial

<audience laughter>

Table 7.1: Intermodal impersonation in turns #21-27
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In blending their authorial persona with that of the deputy headmaster from the
end of turn #21 (he’s be chopping wood), the comedian shifts from the neutral
positioning of the [acknowledge] feature to the criticality of the [distance] feature. This
is primarily achieved by contrasting the deputy headmaster persona’s [VOICE AFFECT:
spirit: up: cheer] with the comedian’s neutral VOICE AFFECT, which in contrast realises [ve affect]. By embodying the deputy headmaster’s enthusiasm for their description of
industrious mouse’s preparations across he’d be putting- freeze drying loads of berries
in turn #21, the comedian backgrounds their own perspective on the impersonated
behaviour and Verbiage. But by then combining features signalling their authorial
persona with a lack of VOICE AFFECT while continuing the description of industrious
mouse’s preparations for winter in turns #22-27, the comedian layers a critical
perspective over the impersonated behaviour. This serves to shift the comedian’s
positioning in relation to the impersonated Verbiage from neutrality to scepticism,
accordingly tabling bonds that challenge the value positions enacted in the
impersonated interaction. This shift from the comedian construing solely the deputy
headmaster persona to the blended deputy headmaster/authorial personae construes
the sequence of dialogic couplings shown in Table 7.2.
turn
#
21
22

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

Industrious mouse, he'd be putting- freeze
drying loads of berries, he's be chopping wood
and…
He’d made an axe to chop the wood…

[comedian: acknowledge [deputy
headmaster: assert × industrious mouse is
gathering provisions for winter]]
[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious mouse made an axe]].

<audience laughter>
23
out of a little twig…
<audience laughter>
24
and a sliver of flint…
<audience laughter>
25
which he tied on with a horse hair…
<audience laughter>
26
thus enabling him to chop and stockpile fuel.
<audience laughter>

[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious mouse made an axe]].
[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious mouse made an axe]].
[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious mouse made an axe]].
[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster:
assert × axe allowed industrious mouse to
chop and stockpile fuel]].
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27

- [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand]
- <thumbs up>

[comedian: deny × industrious mouse
made an axe]

Table 7.2: Dialogic couplings in turns #21-27
In essence, the comedian’s authorial persona is sceptical of the value position,
‘industrious mouse made an axe’, while the deputy headmaster persona supports it.
Thus the comedian’s authorial persona is coded as realising the [distance] ENGAGEMENT
features targeting the value position, while the deputy headmaster persona is coded as
realising the [assert] feature. The authorial persona’s scepticism is most clearly enacted
in turn #27, when the comedian’s paralanguage of [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand]
and emblematic ‘thumbs up’ gesture sarcastically approve the plausibility of the value
position ‘industrious mouse made an axe’ asserted by the deputy headmaster persona
over the previous six turns of the text. Collectively, these paralinguistic resources are
interpreted as construing the ENGAGEMENT resource [deny] targeting the value position
‘industrious mouse made an axe’, which culminates the preceding sequence of
[distance] moves.
In terms of bond negotiations, the result of blending these personae is that the
audience is forced to interpret the value positions realised in the stand-up comedy text
as bonds in two markedly different social contexts. This exposes how the bonds
shareable in one context are unshareable in the other, generating tension that is laughed
off as the unshareable bond is deferred. In the Register and Genre of the impersonated,
inter-persona communicative level – an adult narrating children’s stories to children –
the scientific impossibility of the events described in turns #21-25 does not wrinkle
against shared bonds regarding realism, as the impersonated context privileges
figurative over literal meaning. Accordingly, the impersonation in turn #21, when the
comedian is solely impersonating the deputy headmaster persona telling children’s
stories to children, is not followed by laughter. We can interpret this as enacting a bond
such as ‘figurative metaphor is appropriate in children’s stories’, which is shared and
therefore communed by the audience. The annotation of Verbiage, dialogic couplings
and bonds for this example is shown in Table 7.3.
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turn
#

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

21

Industrious mouse, he'd be puttingfreeze drying loads of berries, he's
be chopping wood and…

22

He’d made an axe to chop the
wood…

[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious
mouse is gathering
provisions for winter]]
[comedian: distance
[deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious
mouse made an axe]].

<audience laughter>
23

out of a little twig…

<audience laughter>
24

and a sliver of flint…

<audience laughter>
25

which he tied on with a horse hair…

<audience laughter>
26

thus enabling him to chop and
stockpile fuel.

<audience laughter>
27

- [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT:
demand]
- <thumbs up>

[comedian: distance
[deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious
mouse made an axe]].

[comedian: distance
[deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious
mouse made an axe]].

[comedian: distance
[deputy headmaster:
assert × industrious
mouse made an axe]].

[comedian: distance
[deputy headmaster:
assert × axe allowed
industrious mouse to
chop and stockpile fuel]].

[comedian: deny ×
industrious mouse made
an axe]

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
figurative metaphor is
appropriate in children’s
stories
children’s stories are
unrealistic
figurative metaphor is
appropriate in children’s
stories
children’s stories are
unrealistic
figurative metaphor is
appropriate in children’s
stories
children’s stories are
unrealistic
figurative metaphor is
appropriate in children’s
stories
children’s stories are
unrealistic
figurative metaphor is
appropriate in children’s
stories
children’s stories are
unrealistic

figurative metaphor is
appropriate in children’s
stories
children’s stories are
unrealistic

Table 7.3: Dialogic couplings and bond negotiations for turns #21-27
However, when the Verbiage across turns #22-26 is scrutinised by a sceptical
adult in the context of the comedian-audience communicative level, its figurative
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meaning is backgrounded and the literal impossibility of the events described support
the comedian’s tabling of the potential bond, ‘children’s stories are unrealistic’. This
bond is not entirely unshareable, as it does indeed reflect an objective analysis of the
realism of the ‘lazy and industrious mouse’ story’s narrative. However, it is not
shareable simultaneously with the ‘figurative metaphor is appropriate in children’s
stories’ bond already communed by the audience in the earlier stretch of the
impersonation. As both bonds are potentially shareable in different contexts, but the
‘figurative metaphor is appropriate in children’s stories’ has already been communed,
the newly enacted ‘children’s stories are unrealistic’ bond wrinkles against the
communed bond and is thus laughed off and deferred. This bond negotiation is repeated
across turns #22-27, where the blended impersonation of authorial and deputy
headmaster personae simultaneously enacts the two potentially shareable bonds. In
essence, the comedian’s authorial intrusions interrupt the context-sensitive
interpretation of the deputy headmaster persona’s Verbiage and thus influence the
potential bonds negotiated with the audience.

Authorial criticism of narrative predictability
A second example of this category of interaction between dialogic features and
humorous affiliation occurs shortly afterwards in the ‘lazy and industrious mouse’ story
section (turns #33-34). Here, the comedian makes an authorial comment on the
narrated story text so as to criticise its predictability. As per the previous example, this
criticism realises a bond that can be shared in the social context of a stand-up comedy
performance, but not in the context of an educator narrating a children’s story to
children. In this example, the comedian impersonates the deputy headmaster persona
narrating the part of the story where lazy mouse comes to industrious mouse for help
once winter has arrived (for AV text see file 7b):
Knock at the door,
“who's that?”
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Obvious innit? 48
<audience laughter>

Continuity with previously established intermodal features construes the ‘deputy
headmaster’ persona impersonating the ‘industrious mouse’ persona (see Table 7.5).
Within this nested impersonation, the attributed Verbiage who’s that can be glossed as
the value position ‘identity of door knocker unknown’, attributed to the industrious
mouse persona. Consequently, knock at the door, who’s that? can be coded as the
following dialogic coupling:
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster: acknowledge: [industrious
mouse: × identity of door knocker unknown]

For obvious innit, however, the baseline VOICE QUALITY, fontal head PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT, [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT:

demand] and [FACIAL AFFECT: spirit: down]

construe the comedian’s authorial persona. Here, the [PARALINGUISTIC ENGAGEMENT:
expansion] realised by the comedian’s tilted head and supine hand gesture interact with
the modality of the rhetorical question and the lexical item obvious to imply that the
value position ‘identity of door knocker known’ is widely held, realising the [affirm]
ENGAGEMENT

feature. Thus obvious innit can be coded as the following dialogic

coupling:
[comedian: affirm × identity of door knocker known]

As with the prior example, the bond negotiation unfolding here reflects the tension
between interpreting a value position in the context of the inter-persona communicative
level and in the context of the comedian-audience communicative level. This value
position hinges on the predictability of the imminent narrative of the ‘lazy and
industrious mouse’ story for an adult audience who are either already familiar with the
story or can intuit that the unidentified persona is overwhelmingly likely to be the only
protagonist not already in the scene. In the Register and Genre context of an audience of
young children listening to a children’s story in an educational environment,

48

‘innit’ is British slang for ‘isn’t it?’.
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predictability is appropriate for the developmental stage of the interactants and the
social purpose of moral didacticism. It can therefore be interpreted as enacting a
‘predictability is appropriate in children’s stories’ bond which is shared and communed
by the audience. Consequently, no laughter follows turn #34, where the comedian is
embodying the deputy headmaster/ industrious mouse personae. However, at the
comedian-audience communicative level the comedian’s authorial persona’s affirmation
that ‘identity of door knocker known’ tables the bond, ‘children’s stories are predictable
and therefore narratively weak’, which wrinkles against the previously communed
‘predictability is appropriate in children’s stories’ bond and is laughed off by the
audience. The coding summary for this example is shown in Table 7.4.
turn
#

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

33

Knock at the door, “who's
that?”

34

Obvious innit?

[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
acknowledge: [industrious
mouse: entertain × identity of
door knocker unknown]]]
[comedian: affirm × identity of
door knocker known]

<audience laughter>

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
predictability is appropriate in
children’s stories’

children’s stories are
predictable and therefore
narratively weak
predictability is appropriate in
children’s stories’

Table 7.4: Dialogic couplings and bond negotiations for turns #34-35
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turn Verbiage /
#
phonology
33

34

TRANSITION PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
IN PLACE
CONTACT
INVOLVEMENT

// 1 Knock at [stasis]
the /door //

[demand]

// 3 Who’s
/that //

[stasis]

[offer]

//1 Obvious
//innit //

[stasis]

[demand]

VOICE
PARALINGUISTIC
QUALITY DEIXIS

torso
head
[oblique] [frontal] baseline arm vector:
[actual: other]

PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION

paralinguistic
AFFECT
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PARALINGUISTIC
ENGAGEMENT

textual
persona

[entity: default /
median / sculpted]

deputy
headmaster /
industrious
mouse

[oblique] [frontal] baseline gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default /
median / sculpted]
(pipe)

industrious
mouse

[oblique] [frontal] baseline

[entity: default /
[FACIAL AFFECT:
median / sculpted] spirit: down]
(pipe)

- tilted head,
supine hand
position
- [expansion]

images from
data

authorial /
industrious
mouse

<audience laughter>

Table 7.5: Intermodal impersonation in turns #33-34
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Authorial cynicism regarding story moral
A third example of the comedian construing bonds in tension by commenting on
behaviour attributed to impersonated personae is found at the conclusion of the ‘lazy
and industrious mouse’ story section (turns #35-44; for AV text see file 7c). Here the
comedian interprets the story’s moral from a cynical, adult perspective congruent with
the context of a stand-up comedy performance which contrasts with the idealistic
interpretation appropriate for the impersonated context. The Verbiage of the example
unfolds as follows:
So he goes over to the door, he opens the door, it's lazy mouse, and he goes,
“What do you want?”
“I’m cold, and I’m hungry. I can't find any food and I think I’m gonna die.”
And he goes, “Well, I did warn you didn't I?”
He goes, “Yeah”.
He goes, “never mind, come in here and share with me”.
Where's the moral there?
<audience laughter>
“Fuck around, do what you want and then scrounge off a do-gooder?”
That's a terrible moral for children isn’t it?
<audience laughter>

The comedian sustains the impersonation of the deputy headmaster persona narrating
the story up to the conclusion of the story’s narrative arc, when industrious mouse
makes the generous and forgiving invitation to lazy mouse: never mind, come in here
and share with me. However, in comparison to the turns #37-39 where the comedian’s
impersonation is enacted via the [acknowledge] ENGAGEMENT feature, for turns #40-41
the comedian’s paralanguage construes the [distance] feature. This is primarily achieved
through a shift back to the comedian’s authorial voice quality, which acts to
simultaneously foreground the by-now well-established authorial persona through
PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION.

Accordingly, turns #35-41 realise the dialogic couplings

shown in Table 7.6. Then for turns #42-44, the comedian reverts entirely to their
authorial persona.
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turn
#
35

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

So he goes over to the door, he opens
the door, it's lazy mouse, and he goes,

36

“What do you want?”

37

“I’m cold, and I’m hungry. I can't find
any food and I think I’m gonna die.”

38

And he goes, “Well, I did warn you
didn't I?”

39

He goes, “Yeah.”

40

He goes, “never mind,

41

come in here and share with me.”

[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [lazy mouse: entertain × lazy mouse
suffering hunger, cold, dying]]]
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [industrious mouse: affirm ×
industrious mouse warned lazy mouse about
winter’s hardships]]]
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [lazy mouse: entertain × lazy mouse
suffering hunger, cold, dying]]]
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [industrious mouse: affirm ×
industrious mouse warned lazy mouse about
winter’s hardships]]]
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [lazy mouse: concede × industrious
mouse warned lazy mouse about winter’s
hardships]]]
[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [industrious mouse: counter ×
industrious mouse warned lazy mouse about
winter’s hardships]]]
[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [industrious mouse: affirm × sharing
is more important than fairness]]]

Table 7.6: Dialogic couplings realised in turns #35-41
In terms of bond negotiations, turns #37-41 construe the deputy headmaster
narrating the exchange between lazy and industrious mouse, where industrious mouse’s
[concede] move recognises that even though dispassionate severity is an option (I did
warn you didn't I?), industrious mouse will act generously and forgivingly, inviting lazy
mouse to come in here and share with me (turn #41). Once again, impersonated in the
projected context of a deputy headmaster narrating a children’s story to schoolchildren,
this Verbiage enacts the bond, ‘generosity, forgiveness are positive morals for children’,
which fits with the Genre and Register norm of interpreting the morals of children’s
stories figuratively and idealistically and is thus shared by the audience.
As in the example of turns #21-27 above, in turns #40-41 the [distance] feature
reflects the comedian’s scepticism for the impersonated Verbiage, simultaneously
construing the authorial and deputy headmaster personae. This is followed by the
authorial persona uttering the rhetorical question, Where’s the moral there? which
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challenges the deputy headmaster’s position and thus tables the bond ‘generosity,
forgiveness not good morals for children’. In turn #42 the comedian offers their own
interpretation and evaluation of the moral: Fuck around, do what you want and then
scrounge off a do-gooder? That’s a terrible moral for children. This tables the bond
‘children’s stories’ morals are inappropriate for children’ which wrinkles against the
implicated bond ‘children’s stories morals are appropriate for children’. Thus the
interpretation of the ‘lazy and industrious mouse’ story’s moral construed by the
comedian’s authorial persona reflects a cynical, literal interpretation of children’s
stories’ morals. This wrinkles against the previously established ‘generosity, forgiveness
are positive morals for children’ bond and is laughed off by the audience. The
annotation of Verbiage, dialogic couplings and bonds is shown in Table 7.7.
turn
#

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

37

“I’m cold, and I’m hungry. I
can't find any food and I think
I’m gonna die.”

38

And he goes, “Well, I did warn
you didn't I?”

39

He goes, “Yeah.”

40

He goes, “never mind,

41

come in here and share with
me.”

[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [lazy mouse:
entertain × lazy mouse
suffering hunger, cold,
dying]]]
[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [industrious
mouse: affirm × industrious
mouse warned lazy mouse
about winter’s hardships]]]
[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [lazy mouse:
concede × industrious mouse
warned lazy mouse about
winter’s hardships]]]
[comedian: distance [deputy
headmaster: acknowledge
[industrious mouse: counter
× industrious mouse warned
lazy mouse about winter’s
hardships]]]
[comedian: distance [deputy
headmaster: acknowledge
[industrious mouse: affirm ×
sharing is more important
than fairness]]]

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
generosity, forgiveness are
positive morals for children
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42

Where's the moral there?

<audience laughter>
43

Fuck around, do what you want
and then scrounge off a dogooder?

44

That's a terrible moral for
children isn’t it?

<audience laughter>

[comedian: deny × sharing is
more important than
fairness]

[comedian: entertain × lazy
and industrious mouse’ story
moral is to act irresponsibly
and expect others to fix your
problems]
[comedian: assert × ‘lazy and
industrious mouse’ story
moral terrible for children]

generosity, forgiveness not
good morals for children
children’s stories’ morals
are appropriate for
children
children’s stories’ morals
are inappropriate for
children

children’s stories’ morals
are appropriate for
children

Table 7.7: Dialogic couplings and bond negotiations for turns #37-44
The comedian repeats the pattern of analysing a children’s story to cynically reinterpret its moral for the second text they discuss, The Boy Who Cried Wolf. As with
the ‘lazy and industrious’ mouse story, in their analysis of The Boy Who Cried Wolf, the
comedian impersonates the textual personae of the story to ‘act out’ the narrative before
attributing the canonical interpretation of the story’s moral to the deputy headmaster
persona: and we were told the moral of that is ‘never tell a lie’ (turn #72). Reverting to
the authorial persona, the comedian rejects the deputy headmaster’s interpretation and
cynically re-interprets the story discourse to assert the moral of that is, ‘never tell the
same lie twice’ (turn #74). The theme of negatively evaluating the moral of children’s
stories is repeated for Jack and Jill, the moral of which is interpreted as don't fuck
around with sluts or you get your head caved in (turn #82) and culminates with the
comedian’s discussion of Humpty Dumpty.

Authorial assumption of genre features
A fourth example of this category of interaction between dialogic resources and
humorous affiliation occurs at the beginning of the comedian’s discussion of the nursery
rhyme, Humpty Dumpty. Here the comedian relies on the immediately preceding
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satirisation of other children’s stories and nursery rhymes’ morals to suggest that
Humpty Dumpty also possesses a moral (for AV text see file 7d). This assumption then
allows the comedian to interpret a moral from the Humpty Dumpty text, creating
wrinkling bonds both in the form of the speculative moral and the assumption that the
nursery rhyme has a moral to begin with. The comedian’s discussion of Humpty
Dumpty begins with them introducing the text and speculating on what its moral might
be (turns #84-86):
I have never worked out the moral to Humpty Dumpty.
<audience laughter>
“Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall Humpty Dumpty had a great fall all the
king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put Humpty together again.”
All I can think is, “don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg”.
<audience laughter>

In the first turn, the comedian alludes to their critical stance towards the nursery
rhyme’s moral: I have never worked out the moral to Humpty Dumpty. This construes
the dialogic coupling,
[comedian: deny × comedian understands moral of Humpty Dumpty]

The statement is followed by laughter, alerting us that a bond has been deferred. In light
of the preceding negotiation regarding the morals of the ‘lazy and industrious mouse
story’, The Boy Who Cried Wolf and Jack and Jill, this negotiation has been coded as a
tabled ‘Humpty Dumpty moral doesn’t make sense’ bond wrinkling against an
implicated bond, ‘not all nursery rhymes have morals’. 49
The comedian then recites the Humpty Dumpty nursery rhyme text in full (turn
#85). This Verbiage is attributed to the deputy headmaster persona, a coding justified
by continuity with intermodal impersonation features in the co-text up to this point. By
sustaining the impersonated context of a deputy headmaster persona narrating

Another potential bond negotiation could relate to the self-deprecatory implication that the comedian is
not capable of understanding something commonly understood; however, given that there is no
commonly accepted moral to Humpty Dumpty, the alternative interpretation seems more likely.
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children’s stories t0 children, the comedian implies an agnate relationship between
Humpty Dumpty and the first two texts as examples of the children’s stories genre, thus
also implying that nursery rhymes have morals (which is not a generally held belief).
Accordingly, after the recital the comedian speculates on what the nursery rhyme’s
moral might be, stating All I can think is ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’ (turn #86).
As the deputy headmaster persona has been positioned as the source for children’s story
texts and thus their moral message, the comedian’s interpretation of the Humpty
Dumpty moral is attributed to the deputy headmaster persona. However, the comedian
also explicitly foregrounds their authorial perspective by reflexively positioning
themselves as the Sayer in the Verbal process clause All I can think is, thus we once
again find the authorial persona commenting on the impersonated Verbiage. The
[GRADUATION: force / down-scale] and increased modalisation of All I can think interact
with supine hands, shrugging shoulders and the tone 5 contour of the tone group don’t
sit on a wall if you’re an egg to specify the [distance] ENGAGEMENT feature, once again
signalling the comedian’s authorial persona’s scepticism for the attributed Verbiage.
This stretch of discourse thus construes the dialogic coupling,
[comedian: distance [deputy headmaster: assert × Humpty Dumpty moral is
‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’]

This nonsensical interpretation of the Humpty Dumpty moral as ‘don’t sit on a
wall if you’re an egg’ tables the wrinkling bond, ‘Humpty Dumpty moral doesn’t make
sense’, which again wrinkles against the implicated bond, ‘not all nursery rhymes have
morals’ and provokes a humorous response. This bond negotiation is particularly
noteworthy because the deferred bond’s classification as wrinkling and thus potentially
shareable relies on the audience’s knowledge of the immediately preceding co-text. In
the absence of the association with children’s stories that do possess a moral such as
‘lazy and industrious mouse’ or The Boy Who Cried Wolf, the suggestion that the
nursery rhyme Humpty Dumpty has a moral is likely to be entirely unshareable and
thus rejected rather than deferred. But in the context of this stand-up comedy
performance, where the comedian has established an agnate relationship among these
texts not only as examples of the children’s stories genre, but also as Verbiage attributed
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to the deputy headmaster persona, the audience must indulge the otherwise spurious
suggestion that Humpty Dumpty has a moral. Thus the comedian leverages the false
logic of this association to table the bond ‘Humpty Dumpty moral doesn’t make sense’,
which naturally is laughed off by the audience. Indeed we might even speculate that part
of the tension discharged via the bond negotiation is caused by the audience’s
perception of the comedian’s rhetorical subterfuge – they are laughing off not only the
bonds enacted by the Verbiage, but also a meta-bond of deceit or manipulation, which
wrinkles against an implicated bond of honesty/transparency. While stimulating to
contemplate, however, this avenue of enquiry requires more focused research before any
conclusive observations can be made. The annotation of Verbiage, dialogic couplings
and bonds for this stretch of discourse is shown in Table 7.8.
turn
#

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

84

I have never worked out the moral to
Humpty Dumpty.

[comedian: deny ×
comedian understands
moral of Humpty
Dumpty]

<audience laughter>
85

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall Humpty
Dumpty had a great fall all the king’s
horses and all the king’s men couldn’t
put Humpty together again.

86

All I can think is, ‘don’t sit on a wall if
you’re an egg’.

<audience laughter>

[comedian:
acknowledge [deputy
headmaster: assert ×
canonical Humpty
Dumpty text]]
[comedian: distance:
acknowledge [deputy
headmaster: assert ×
Humpty Dumpty moral
is: ‘don’t sit on a wall if
you’re an egg’]

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
Humpty Dumpty has a
moral
not all nursery rhymes
have morals
Humpty Dumpty has a
moral
/
Humpty Dumpty moral
doesn’t make sense

not all nursery rhymes
have morals

Table 7.8: Dialogic couplings and bond negotiations for turns #84-86

Provenance, avatars and humorous affiliation
A final example that merits exploration here illustrates how social values elicited
by provenance contribute to humorous affiliation in instances of impersonation. The
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example occurs in turns #124-130, and is part of the Topic run commencing in turn #94
centring on how horses can’t mend broken eggs (for AV text see file 7e). The example
Verbiage unfolds as follows:
Don't send a horse… Doesn't matter whether they’re the king's horses or not,
don't sen<audience laughter>
Certainly don't send all of them!
<audience laughter>
That's gonna be chaos!
<audience laughter>
If there was one horse with a little bit of nous, he had- he did like one year
before he got kicked out of Harvard, he could,
“I’d know the rudimentaries like the…”
all the- <gestures multiple hooves hitting ground>
“fuck it ah for fuck’s sake”.
<audience laughter>

Noteworthy here is the description of a persona (labelled here as ‘Harvard horse’)
having attended Harvard university. Given its reputation as one of the most elite
universities in the world, this description associates the Harvard horse persona with a
provenance of values associated to elite universities such as intelligence, work ethic,
wealth, social status, and so forth. These values then inform the comedian’s ongoing
authorial comment on the farcical interpretation that the Humpty Dumpty nursery
rhyme implies horses can mend broken eggs.
After interrogating whether a horse possesses the requisite dexterity and
awareness to mend a broken egg earlier in the Topic run (turn #97: They've got no
dexterity whatsoever! They can't sew to save their life! That- they've got no thumbs, let
alone opposable thumbs!), in this example the comedian challenges whether the horses’
designation as king’s horses (as per the nursery rhyme text) is of any bearing to their
ability to mend broken eggs. They then observe that multiple horses are even less likely
to be successful. Finally, by introducing the Harvard provenance, the comedian further
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fleshes out their position of faux-rationality compared to the ‘absurd’ story text,
leveraging the social values of the provenance to suggest that perhaps one, partially
Harvard-trained horse might have some chance of success at mending a broken egg.
Thus in this example, the ‘Harvard horse’ persona acts as avatar for the cultural
knowledge associated with the provenance of elite universities. In turn, this cultural
knowledge is leveraged by the comedian to offer a more ‘plausible’ alternative to ‘all the
king’s horses’ specified in the Humpty Dumpty text. This allows the comedian to
indirectly sustain their assertion that the moral of Humpty Dumpty implies horses can
mend eggs. This analysis is summarised in Table 7.9.
turn
#
124

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

Don’t send- Don't send a
horse…
125
Doesn't matter whether
they’re the king's horses or
not, don't sen<audience laughter>

[comedian: deny × a horse can
mend an egg]
[comedian: deny × horse’s
ownership relevant to whether
they can mend an egg]

126

[comedian: proclaim + deny ×
all the horses can mend an
egg]

Certainly don't send all of
them!

<audience laughter>

127

That's gonna be chaos!

[comedian: assert × sending
all the horses to mend an egg
is chaos]

<audience laughter>

128

129

If there was one horse with
a little bit of nous, he hadhe did like one year before
he got kicked out of
Harvard,
he could, “I’d know the
rudimentaries like the…”

[comedian: entertain × one
horse with medical training
could mend an egg]

bonds (implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
Humpty Dumpty has a moral
/
Humpty Dumpty moral
implies horses can mend eggs
not all nursery rhymes have
morals
/
suspended disbelief for
children’s story discourse
Humpty Dumpty has a moral
/
Humpty Dumpty moral
implies horses can mend eggs
not all nursery rhymes have
morals
/
suspended disbelief for
children’s story discourse
Humpty Dumpty has a moral
/
Humpty Dumpty moral
implies horses can mend eggs
not all nursery rhymes have
morals
/
suspended disbelief for
children’s story discourse
Humpty Dumpty has a moral
/
Humpty Dumpty moral
implies horses can mend eggs

[comedian: acknowledge
[Harvard horse: assert × one
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130

“all the-” <gestures
multiple hooves hitting
ground> “fuck it ah for
fuck’s sake”.
<audience laughter>

horse with medical training
could mend an egg]]
[comedian: acknowledge
[Harvard horse: assert ×
sending all the horses to mend
an egg is chaos]]

not all nursery rhymes have
morals
/
suspended disbelief for
children’s story discourse

Table 7.9: 'Harvard horse' avatar in turns #124-130
This example raises a further possible interpretation of the humorous potential of
provenance and avatars: that incongruous combinations of value positions and
provenance can in and of themselves enact wrinkling bonds. We might interpret another
bond deferral unfolding in this instance as relating to the inherent absurdity of the
notion that a horse can attend university. By specifying an especially elite university, the
comedian assumes acceptance of the bond ‘horses can attend university’, which is
deferred by the audience as they share the implicated bond ‘horses cannot attend
university’. While this interpretation is plausible, there is insufficient evidence in the
data to isolate these bonds from the other negotiated in this example, so for now it
remains speculative. It is noteworthy, however, to compare the audience’s deferral of the
bond ‘horses can attend university’ when attributed to the comedian’s authorial persona
to the audience’s acceptance of equally absurd bonds tabled within the textual realities
of children’s stories, such as mice being able to make axes.

Wrinkling bonds tabled via impersonated interaction
The second category of interaction between dialogic resources and humorous
affiliation describes instances where the interaction among impersonated personae
tables wrinkling bonds. In other words, in these instances a wrinkling bond is tabled not
via authorial commentary on impersonated text, but by one impersonated persona
responding to the Verbiage/behaviour of another impersonated persona.
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An example of this category occurs in turns #88-89, where one impersonated
persona re/misinterprets the Verbiage attributed to another impersonated persona,
resulting in the tabling of a wrinkling bond. Here the comedian continues the discussion
of the Humpty Dumpty moral described in the previous section (for AV text see file 7f).
The comedian uses the nonsensical interpretation of the Humpty Dumpty moral from
turn #86 (don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg) as a point of departure for an
impersonated interaction between the deputy headmaster persona and the persona of a
child listening to them deliver this moral message:
I mean, you tell that to a group of [five-year-olds]: “so don't sit on a wall if
you’re an egg”.
“What do you mean ‘if I’m an egg’? I’m not an egg.”
<audience laughter>

The deputy headmaster persona’s opening instruction to the child persona, so don’t sit
on a wall if you’re an egg construes the dialogic coupling,
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster: deny × sitting on a wall is good
if you’re an egg]]

The child’s response construes [distance] targeting the deputy headmaster’s Verbiage
with the rhetorical question: what do you mean, ‘if I’m an egg’? and an explicit
negation: I’m not an egg. These construe the dialogic couplings:
[comedian: acknowledge [[child: distance [deputy headmaster: entertain ×
children can be eggs]]]

and,
[comedian: acknowledge [child: deny × children can be eggs]]

Here, the value position ‘children can be eggs’ is rendered from the isolated causal
relation of condition if you’re an egg in the deputy headmaster’s projected Verbiage. As
such, the child’s response re-interprets the deputy headmaster utterance as construing
the coupling,
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[deputy headmaster: entertain × children can be eggs].

In turn, this links the nonsensical interpretation of the Humpty Dumpty moral, ‘don’t
sit on a wall if you’re an egg’ with the value position, ‘children can be eggs’, construing
the dialogic coupling,
[comedian: acknowledge [child persona: distance [deputy headmaster:
entertain × children can be eggs]]]

The interaction among the impersonated personae assumes that nursery rhymes have
morals and that these texts should be interpreted literally. This wrinkles against the
shared social bonds regarding this genre – that they don’t typically have morals, and
that if they do, these should be interpreted figuratively. This analysis is summarised in
Table 7.10.
turn
#

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

88

I mean, you tell that to a
group of [five-year-olds]: “so
don't sit on a wall if you’re an
egg”.
“What do you mean ‘if I’m an
egg’?

[comedian: acknowledge [deputy
headmaster: deny × sitting on a
wall is good if you’re an egg]]

89

I’m not an egg.”
<audience laughter>

[comedian: acknowledge [child:
distance [deputy headmaster:
entertain × children can be
eggs]]]
[comedian: acknowledge [child:
deny × children can be eggs]]

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
Humpty Dumpty has a
moral
/
Humpty Dumpty moral
implies children can be
eggs

not all nursery rhymes
have morals
/
nursery rhymes should be
interpreted figuratively

Table 7.10: Dialogic couplings and bond negotiations for turns #88-89
A second example of a wrinkling bond being tabled by one impersonated persona
re/misinterpreting Verbiage attributed to another impersonated persona occurs in turns
#92-94 of the discussion of the Humpty Dumpty nursery rhyme (for AV text see file 7g):
If there was an egg there it wouldn’t make sense cos you’d go to the egg
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“don't sit on a wall”.
“I’m an egg I can’t hear you I’ve got nothing I’ve got no ears, no eyes I don't
know what the fuck. What? don't sit on a- What? I can't fucking hear. I don'tI don't- I’ve got nothing. This is- I’m in nothingness, I can't fucking climb
walls for a start, so…”
<audience laughter>

Here the comedian construes a further criticism for their previous speculation of what
the moral for Humpty Dumpty might be by introducing a new textual persona: an egg
(presumably in reference to the Humpty Dumpty character canonically being described
as an egg). In turn #94, in response to the deputy headmaster repeating the Humpty
Dumpty moral as an instruction, the egg persona construes the coupling:
[egg: deny × eggs can hear; eggs have ears, eyes; eggs are sentient].

Similarly to the child’s isolation of the causal relation of condition if you’re an egg as
realising the value position ‘children can be eggs’, the egg isolates the occurrence figure
of a person speaking to an egg interpreted from the deputy headmaster’s Verbiage and
construes it as the value position: ‘Eggs can hear; eggs have ears, eyes; eggs are sentient’.
With regards to the bonds negotiated in this stretch of discourse, through the egg’s reinterpretation of the Humpty Dumpty moral, the deputy headmaster’s Verbiage is
associated with the bond, ‘Humpty Dumpty moral implies eggs are sentient,
ambulatory’, which echoes the assumptions that all nursery rhymes have morals and
that children’s stories should be interpreted literally. The dialogic coupling and bond
analysis of this example is summarised in Table 7.11.
turn
#

language/paralanguage

dialogic coupling

92

If there was an egg there it wouldn’t
make sense cos

93

you’d go to the egg “don't sit on a
wall”

94

“I’m an egg I can’t hear you I’ve got
nothing I’ve got no ears, no eyes I
don't know what the fuck. What?

[comedian: deny ×
Humpty Dumpty moral
makes sense]
[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster: deny
× sitting on wall is good if
you’re an egg]]
[comedian: acknowledge
[egg: deny × eggs can

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
Humpty Dumpty has a
moral
/
Humpty Dumpty moral
implies eggs are sentient,
ambulatory
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don't sit on a- What? I can't fucking
hear. I don't- I don't- I’ve got
nothing. This is- I’m in nothingness,
I can't fucking climb walls for a
start, so…”
<audience laughter>

hear; eggs have ears,
eyes; eggs are sentient]]
[comedian: acknowledge
[egg: deny × eggs can
climb walls]]

not all nursery rhymes
have morals
/
suspended disbelief for
children’s story discourse

Table 7.11: Dialogic couplings and bond negotiations for turns #92-94
By construing impersonated personae and then attributing contrasting value
positions to them, the comedian is able to ‘act out’ a scene where these personae debate
their associated positions. Therein, the comedian can have a persona strategically re- or
misinterpret a particular value position so as to create an absurd interpretation that
tables a wrinkling bond. As such, this analysis confirms the findings regarding
misunderstanding as a humorous device observed by Brône (2008), illustrating how this
device is realised via specific semiotic resources.

Humorous affiliation via blending communicative levels
The third category of interaction between dialogic resources and humorous
affiliation consists of the comedian subverting genre conventions regarding the
rhetorical use of dialogic resources by blending textual realities, for instance by
‘breaking the fourth wall’. An example of this occurs early in the discussion of the ‘lazy
and industrious mouse’ story (turns #6-9). The Verbiage of this examples unfolds as
follows (for AV text see file 7h):
And lazy mouse, he'd just be running around, in the sun, having a bite from a
berry, throwing the rest away, there was loads! It was never gonna run out!
<audience laughter>
Industrious mouse, he’d have a berry, sure. But he’d eat it all, and he’d put
one away for a colder season. He knew.
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As Table 7.13 shows, in turns #6 and #8 the comedian impersonates the deputy
headmaster narrating the ‘lazy and industrious mouse’ children’s story. In turn, the
deputy headmaster is impersonating the lazy and industrious mouse personae within
the story narrative. TRANSITION IN PLACE, VOICE QUALITY, PARALINGUISTIC DEIXIS and
PARALINGUISTIC IDEATION

features are recruited to embody these impersonations. These

turns realise dialogic couplings coded as:
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster: acknowledge [lazy mouse:
assert × summer bounty will never end]]]

and
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster: concede × industrious mouse
enjoyed bounty but planned for winter end]]];
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster: assert × industrious mouse
foresaw winter’s hardships]]]

Importantly, the comedian sustains [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand] across this
example, aligning with the observed patterning of this resource during stretches of
discourse without impersonated interaction in Chapter 6, Section 4, and blending the
comedian’s authorial persona with the impersonated personae.
However, in turn #7, the comedian contrasts the [VOICE AFFECT: spirit up: cheer]
against the immediately following [FACIAL AFFECT: surprise / spirit: down] and signals
[PARALINGUISTIC ENGAGEMENT: expansion] by tilting their head, suggesting an
alternative, critical perspective on the value position of the preceding Verbiage. In the
context of the ongoing impersonation of a deputy headmaster persona narrating a
children’s story to children, these paralinguistic resources are interpreted as the deputy
headmaster realising a [distance] move targeting the value position ‘summer bounty will
never end’, which can be coded as the dialogic coupling:
[comedian: acknowledge [deputy headmaster: distance × summer bounty will
never end]]
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This might be glossed in common sense terms as a feature of the register and genre of
narrating children’s stories to children, where an adult narrator intersperses authorial
commentary throughout the text in order to foreground salient moral messages – in this
case, the deputy headmaster is previewing the folly of lazy mouse’s reckless optimism,
which links to the story’s moral of taking advantage in times of plenty to prepare for
times of scarcity. Thus the comedian is effectively impersonating the deputy headmaster
persona highlighting this moral for their audience of children.
This turn is followed by laughter, signalling a bond deferral. The bond
negotiation resulting in humour is interpreted here as arising from the
inappropriateness of directing the deputy headmaster’s authorial intrusion to an adult
audience. As we have seen in the previous sections of this chapter, intermodal
impersonation is an effective strategy for tabling and communing bonds that are
shareable within particular impersonated contexts. In this case, an authorial comment
such as the deputy headmaster’s is appropriate for an audience of children. However, in
the context of a stand-up comedy performance, this kind of authorial comment on a
children’s story text serves to patronise or even infantilise the audience, assuming they
are unable to parse the moral message of this simple text. Accordingly, we can code the
bond negotiation unfolding here as a tabled bond, ‘audience is unable to decipher story’s
moral message’ wrinkling against an implicated, shared bond, ‘audience is able to
decipher story’s moral message’. The relation between Verbiage, dialogic couplings and
bond negotiations are shown in Table 7.12.
turn
#

language/ paralanguage

dialogic coupling

6

And lazy mouse he'd just be
running around in the sun having
a bite from a berry throwing the
rest away, there was loads! It was
never gonna run out!

[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
acknowledge [lazy mouse:
assert × summer bounty
will never end]]]

7

<audience laughter>

[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
distance × summer bounty
will never end]]]

bonds
(implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)

audience is unable to
decipher story’s moral
message
audience is able to decipher
story’s moral message
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8

Industrious mouse, he’d have a
berry, sure. But he’d eat it all, and
he’d put one away for a colder
season.

9

He knew.

[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster:
concede × industrious
mouse enjoyed bounty but
planned for winter end]]];
[comedian: acknowledge
[deputy headmaster: assert
× industrious mouse
foresaw winter’s
hardships]]]

Table 7.12: Dialogic couplings and bond negotiations for turns #6-9
What is particularly noteworthy in this example is that by construing this facial
expression in the comedian-audience communicative level via [PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT:
demand], the comedian positions the audience in the role of the children listening to the
story text being narrated by the deputy headmaster persona. Thus in this example the
interactant shunting between communicative levels and impersonated contexts is not
only, as in previous examples, the comedian, but also the audience. Accordingly, this
category of interaction between dialogic resources and humorous affiliation is termed
‘blending communicative levels’, as the comedian-audience level has been temporarily
absorbed into the inter-persona communicative level. Linking back to the discussion of
blended impersonation in Chapter 6, Section 4, we can speculate that instances of
affiliation via blending communicative levels foreground the audience’s participation in
the text. As such, this also constitutes an example of the comedian manipulating the
‘addressivity’ of their semiosis (to use Gillespie & Cornish, 2010's term). When the
audience are drawn into these scenarios, rather than simply being recipients who watch
the comedian perform impersonated scenarios and laugh at moments of humorous
tension, they temporarily occupy the role of a textual persona within the text. This
breaks the ‘fourth wall’ of the performed text, which itself can be a source for humour.
Moreover, it might contribute to the sense of rapport and affiliation they feel with the
comedian, as they become co-participants. However, as piquing as these speculative
interpretations may be, they will require more principled investigation before any
conclusive comments on them can be made.
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Turn Verbiage /
#
phonology
6

// 3 And
/lazy
/mouse //

TRANSITION PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
IN PLACE
CONTACT
INVOLVEMENT

[demand]
[movement]
- walk to
stage left

VOICE
QUALITY

torso
head
[oblique] [oblique] baseline

PARALINGUISTIC PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS
IDEATION

// 3 he'd just [stasis]
/be //

[demand]

[oblique] [oblique] [higher /
softer /
breathier]

// 3 running [stasis]
a/round in
the /sun //

[demand]

[oblique] [oblique] [higher / arm vectors:
softer /
[actual: other]
breathier]

paralinguistic
AFFECT
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PARALINGUISTIC
ENGAGEMENT

textual
persona

Images from
data

authorial

authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse

- [occurrence figure:
non-entitied /
iterated: unordered
/ constant / omni]

authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse
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// 3 having a [stasis]
/bite from a
/berry //

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] [higher /
softer /
breathier]

// 3
[stasis]
throwing the
/rest a/way
//

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] [higher /
softer /
breathier]

// 1 there
was /loads
it was //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [oblique] [highest / arm vectors:
softer /
[actual: other]
breathier]

// 1 never
gonna run
/out! //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [oblique] [highest / arm vectors:
softer /
[actual: other]
breathier]

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [oblique]

7

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting / isolated
/ constant / linear:
inwards]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting/ isolated
/ constant / linear:
outwards /
backwards /
upwards] (
- [entity: defined:
[VOICE AFFECT:
rounded / 3D /
spirit: up: cheer]
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
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authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse

authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse

authorial /
lazy mouse /
deputy
headmaster

[VOICE AFFECT:
spirit: up: cheer]

authorial /
lazy mouse /
deputy
headmaster

[FACIAL AFFECT: tilted head
surprise / spirit: [expansion]
down]

authorial /
deputy
headmaster

<audience laughter>
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8.

// 3 ^
[movement] [demand]
In/dustrious - walk to
/ mouse // stage right

[oblique] [oblique] baseline

// 1 he’d have [stasis]
a /berry
/sure //

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] [higher /
softer /
breathier]

// 1 ^ But
he’d /eat it
/all //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] [higher /
softer /
breathier]

// 3 ^ and
[stasis]
he’d /put one
a/way //

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] [higher /
softer /
breathier]

// 1 ^ for a
/colder
/season //

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] [higher /
softer /
breathier]

[stasis]

arm vectors:
[actual: other]

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]
(berry)
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting/ isolated
/ constant / linear:
inwards / upwards]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]
(berry)
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting/ isolated
/ constant / linear:
inwards ]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]
(berry)
- [occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting/ isolated
/ constant / linear:
outwards]
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]
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authorial

authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse

authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse

authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse

authorial /
deputy
headmaster
/ lazy mouse
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9

// 1 He
/knew //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal] [frontal] [higher / arm vectors:
softer /
[actual: self]
breathier]
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authorial

Table 7.13: Intermodal impersonation in turn #6-9
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Summary of dialogism and humorous affiliation
This chapter has demonstrated how analysing dialogic resources can contribute
to understanding the humorous affiliation occurring in stand-up comedy. In particular,
the analysis highlights the dialogic complexity involved as a comedian impersonates
textual personae to interrogate and re-interpret value positions, and thus negotiate
value bonds. The analytical framework employed here builds on earlier models for
describing the link between linguistic features and humorous affiliation by proposing
dialogic couplings as the unit of analysis best suited for examining texts rich in dialogic
resources. Coding data for dialogic couplings allows us to track the interaction between
a comedian’s authorial persona and impersonated textual personae as they negotiate
value positions and then collapse these instances of impersonation back down to the
total of their affiliative valeur. Accordingly, we can unpack a single utterance, what do
you mean, ‘if I’m an egg?’ (turn #86) as the dialogic coupling:
[comedian: acknowledge [child: distance [deputy headmaster: entertain ×
children can be eggs]]],

This captures the interaction between two layers of nested attribution and the value
position at stake. In light of the projected co-text, we can code this coupling as tabling
the bond, ‘Humpty Dumpty moral implies children can be eggs’, which wrinkles against
the previously shared bonds, ‘not all nursery rhymes have morals’ and ‘suspended
disbelief for children’s story discourse’ and is laughed off by the audience.
The analysis presented above identifies and illustrates three categories of
interaction between dialogic resources and humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy
discourse, distinguished by how personae are construed and positioned within the text.
The first category describes the technique of construing textual personae, associating
them with particular value positions, and then making authorial commentary to
contrast with these value positions. This enacts both bonds that are shared by the
audience and bonds that wrinkle against these. The second category describes the
technique of arguing value positions among textual personae, which serves to enact
bonds both shared and deferred in the audience-comedian interaction. The third
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category involves instances where the comedian employs dialogic resources to blend
features of the represented textual reality with that of the interactive context of the
stand-up comedy performance. Across these categories, dialogic resources play an
important role in how the comedian navigates their own stance towards the bonds
under negotiation and positions the audience so as to heighten the tension between
wrinkling bonds while encouraging a humorous response. By shunting between
impersonated social contexts at the inter-persona communicative level and the social
context of the comedian-audience communicative level, the comedian is able to expose
the tension between how bonds are responded to in different contexts.
The analysis and discussion in this chapter expand on the observation made by
Williams (2019) regarding the role of impersonated personae in their data as a resource
for ‘nurturing’ affiliation. As Williams states, impersonation “allowed the performer to
express risky values (i.e. one with which the audience may not align) in one persona,
while also rejecting those values (thereby aligning themselves with audience values) in
another persona” (2019, p. 263). In essence, the results of this research confirm
Williams’s observation and describe how impersonation is contributing to humorous
affiliation more delicately. While the term ‘nurture’ is not adopted in this thesis, the
results of this research nonetheless validate Williams’s hypothesis regarding particular
resources such as impersonation functioning to facilitate or enhance humorous
affiliation.
Also of note is that across the examples analysed, dialogic resources such as
impersonation afford the comedian a façade of impartiality, as if they were reporting on
how an interaction might unfold rather than asserting value positions in a monoglossic
text. This places the comedian outside the textual reality construed via impersonation,
as if they, like the audience, were simply spectating the hypothetical interaction. While
obviously jocular, this parody of objectivity affords the comedian a suite of semiotic
options rich in humorous potential: they can depart from the canonical versions of texts
recited (such as the insertion of taboo lexis in the narration of ‘industrious and lazy
mouse’ story in turns #10-14), they can impersonate the narrators of children’s texts
attempting to justify their fictional and fabulist narrative arcs, or, as in the case of the
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discussion on Humpty Dumpty, they can absurdly characterise participants such as
five-year-old children as argumentative and unwilling to accept unrealistic narratives. In
turn, this allows the comedian to ‘play-out’ a host of wrinkling bonds that might appear
incoherent or contradictory if attributed to a single persona. Thus dialogic resources,
and impersonation in particular, afford the comedian a widened gamut of value
positions and potential bonds to negotiate with the audience.
A final noteworthy observation is that unlike in the analysis of other genres of
interactional humour, in this data one interactant – the comedian – can employ dialogic
resources to enact both wrinkling and implicated, shared bonds. This could be
interpreted as a technique that affords the comedian greater control over how bonds will
be negotiated, as they are less reliant on presumed shared bonds and can instead more
explicitly invoke the bonds around which the audience will rally. From the perspective of
Register and Genre, this reflects stand-up comedy’s primary social aim of creating
humour, as well as the high social distance between the comedian and the audience.
Thus, whereas an interactant in more intimate genres such as casual conversation can
rely on their knowledge of the bonds they share with their interlocutors to calibrate
tabled bonds which wrinkle against them, in stand-up comedy the comedian must
simultaneously enact both the shared and the wrinkling bonds. This allows them to
specify the affiliative space wherein the bonds realised by the text are interpreted,
reducing the potential for divergent interpretations that might not result in humorous
affiliation. In facilitating this function, dialogic resources are a valuable resource used by
comedians to promote the success of their performances.
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Expectation and humorous affiliation
Introduction
This chapter explores the role of linguistic expectation in humorous affiliation in
the Wolf text. The analysis thus responds to the third research question of this thesis:
How is expectation realised semiotically, and how does it contribute to humorous
affiliation? This analysis applies the framework elaborated in Chapter 5, Section 4.3 to
describe how linguistic expectation resources establish expectations about imminent
language, and how deviations from these expectations interact with bond deferrals in
humorous affiliation. In so doing, this work expands upon the existing SFL affiliation
framework to accommodate the role of expectation, and advances work in interactional
humour studies on the role of expectation in humour and how it is created through
language.
This chapter is organised around three examples (Sections 2-4) found in the data
which illustrate how most expectation resources function both independently and in
concert to realise expectation in this dataset. Section 5 then proceeds to illustrate how
resources construing ideational field contribute to expectation. Note that unlike in the
previous chapter where dialogic couplings were employed as the unit of analysis best
suited to capture the rich polyphony of voices in the data, in this chapter evaluative
couplings are employed, as the data does not contain the same abundance of dialogic
resources.

‘Pleasantries’ example
The first example analysed for expectation resources occurs early in the text
(humour segments #2-6) and will be hereafter referred to as the Pleasantries example. A
combined Genre, Appraisal and IDEATION analysis reveals how expectations regarding
imminent logogenesis foreground particular potential implicated bonds which are then
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wrinkled against by realised, tabled bonds. The comedian’s Verbiage in this example
unfolds as follows (for AV text see file 8a):
Here we are, the White House Correspondents Dinner. Like a porn star says
when she's about to have sex with a Trump, “let's get this over with”.
<audience laughter>
Yep, kiddos this is who you're getting tonight. I'm gonna skip out a lot of the
normal pleasantries. We're at a Hilton, it's not nice.
<audience laughter>
This is on C-span, no one watches that.
<audience laughter>
Trump is president, it's not ideal.
<audience laughter>
The White House Correspondents’ Association, thank you for having me, the
monkfish was fine.
<audience laughter>

Of particular note within this example is the comedian’s reference to the normal
pleasantries, which is interpreted here as referring to a common rapport-building Stage
of many verbal performance genres. In this Stage performers compliment and express
gratitude for referents related to an event’s register such as the audience, the event
organisers, the venue technicians, and so forth. As Table 8.1 shows, this Stage in turn
can be realised by elemental genres such as Observation and Opinion. From an
affiliation perspective, we would expect the bonds enacted in this Stage to include
relatively upscaled positive evaluation for referents associated with an event. These
expected bonds can be conceptualised as couplings of ideational figures within a
particular taxonomy (referents related to the event) and recurring patterns of Appraisal
resources (upscaled positive ATTITUDE).
The comedian states they will not be realising this Stage (I’m gonna skip out);
however, they immediately proceed to name a sequence of referents typically associated
with it, including the venue, Hilton, the broadcast channel, C-Span, the traditional
subject of the discourse, Trump, and the event organiser, The White House
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Correspondents’ Association. Thus, despite their claim that the Stage would not occur,
by explicitly naming it and then realising features of its field of discourse, it is
reasonable to argue that the comedian has sufficiently instantiated registerial variables
of this Stage to elicit the bonds expected of it by the audience.
However, while ideational resources expected of the Pleasantries Stage are
realised, the expected interpersonal resources interacting with them are not. This is
most clearly evident in the sequence of negative evaluations for the first three of the
abovementioned referents: [Hilton is] not nice, no one watches [CNN], [Trump’s
presidency] is not ideal. These negative evaluations couple with their ideational targets
to form the value bonds: ‘Hilton unpleasant’, ‘C-Span unpopular’ and ‘Trump
Presidency undesirable’, each of which is laughed off by the audience. As the realisation
of the Pleasantries Stage diverges from the expected patterning of attitudinal resources,
it has been coded as a Topic Run within the Joke Sequence Stage in the data, and not as
a discrete Stage (see Table 8.1).
What is noteworthy in these couplings is that the negative ATTITUDE is relatively
mild (realised by negated positive ATTITUDE rather than explicit negative ATTITUDE lexis).
Thus, in a decontextualised interpretation (i.e., one that ignores the co-text) it is unclear
if the bonds they realise would create a sufficient degree of tension with implicated
bonds to warrant a deferral response. Interpreted solely based on social context, bonds
such as ‘C -Span unpopular’ or ‘Trump Presidency undesirable’ do not appear to
generate sufficient tension with implicated bonds to provoke laughter – it is hard to
imagine implicated bonds of positive evaluation for C-Span or Donald Trump could be
that commonly shared. Indeed, it could be argued a substantial portion of the audience
might even share the tabled bonds of negative evaluation for these targets, in which case
the laughter following these negotiations would remain unexplained. We must therefore
analyse how the preceding co-text establishes the particular affiliative context within
which these tabled bonds result in a deferral response.
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Stage

Topic run

embedded
elemental
genre

Joke
Sequence

Pleasantries

Observation

embedded
elemental
genre
Stage
Event

embedded
elemental
genre
component

Comment

Hortatory
Exposition

Reaction
Statement of
Position

Opinion

Opinion

Observation

Reaction
Event
Comment

Opinion

Reaction
Opinion
Reaction

Opinion

Preview of
arguments

Opinion
Reaction

Expressing
Gratitude

Verbiage

clause
#

Here we are, the
1
White House
Correspondents
Dinner.
Like a porn star
2
says when
she's about to
3
have sex with a
Trump, “let's get
this over with”.
<audience laughter>
Yep, kiddos this is 4
who you're getting
tonight.
I'm gonna skip out 5
a lot of the normal
pleasantries.
We're at a Hilton,
6
it's not nice.
7
<audience laughter>
This is on C-span, 8
no one watches
9
that.
<audience laughter>
Trump is
10
president,
it's not ideal.
11
<audience laughter>
The White House
12
Correspondents’
Association, thank
you for having me,
the monkfish was
13
fine.
<audience laughter>

Table 8.1: Genre analysis of Pleasantries example
If we interpret the Verbiage of this example in light of the bonds associated with
the Pleasantries Stage, we see that even relatively mild negative bonds wrinkle against
the expected, more upscaled positive bonds. While the bonds tabled may not be
sufficiently transgressive to a majority of the interactants in a generalised social context,
they do wrinkle against the shared, implicated bonds expected of the Pleasantries
elemental genre. The ‘C -Span unpopular’ bond may not prompt laughter in isolation,
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but if an interactant is expecting C-Span to be praised, the tension between the tabled
and expected bond is sufficient to warrant a deferral response. Consequently, implicated
bonds have been coded in the data according to the expectations of the Pleasantries
Stage: ‘Complimenting venue’, ‘Complimenting event broadcaster’, ‘Complimenting
political context’, and tabled, wrinkling bonds have been coded for how the instantiated
Verbiage deviates from these: ‘Criticising venue’, ‘Criticising event broadcaster’,
‘Criticising political context’ (see Table 8.2). Interpreted as such, the tension between
tabled and implicated bonds becomes clear, and the audience’s laughing deferral is
explained. This suggests that the comedian’s allusion to the Pleasantries Stage has
shaped the audience’s expectations by foregrounding particular implicated bonds and
guiding interpretation of tabled, wrinkling bonds realised by the Verbiage. Linguistic
expectation thus appears to augment the tension between tabled and implicated bonds
sufficiently to result in a humorous deferral response.
clause
#

Verbiage

6

We're at a
Hilton,
7
it's not
nice.
<audience
laughter>
8
This is on
C-span,
9
no one
watches
that.
<audience
laughter>
10

Trump is
president,
11
it's not
ideal.
<audience
laughter>

evaluative couplings
ATTITUDE

[inscribed ve
appreciation]

[inscribed ve
appreciation]

[inscribed ve
appreciation]

IDEATION

Hilton

C-Span

Trump
presidency

expectation
resource
Bonds
associated
with
Pleasantries
Stage

bonds (implicated/shared,
wrinkling/deferred)
expected
instantiated
Complimenting Criticising
venue
venue

Complimenting
event
broadcaster

Complimenting
venue
Criticising
event
broadcaster

Complimenting
political
context

Complimenting
event
broadcaster
Criticising
political
context
Complimenting
political
context

Table 8.2: Affiliation analysis of Pleasantries example (clauses #6-11)
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The final two clauses of this example reinforce this suggestion. In clause #12 (The
White House Correspondents’ Association, thank you for having me) the comedian
realises an embedded genre component coded as Expressing Gratitude which is typical
of the Pleasantries Stage and thus sustains the previous allusion to this Stage. Tellingly,
the positive evaluation of clause #12 does not provoke laughter, suggesting that the
tabled bond maps on to the implicated bonds expected of the Pleasantries Stage. Clause
#13 then returns to the negative evaluation for referents related to the event, construing
both positive and negative [appreciation] for the food served. [+ve appreciation] is
inscribed by the lexical item fine, while [-ve appreciation] is realised by VOICE AFFECT
and FACIAL AFFECT (see Table 8.3) as [spirit: down: ennui] and [disdain], respectively.
clause
#

phonology

VOICE
AFFECT

FACIAL
AFFECT

13

\\ 1 ^ the \monkfish
was \fine \\

[spirit:
down: ennui]

[disdain /
spirit: down]

image from text

Table 8.3: Paralanguage resources in clause #13 of Pleasantries example
The result is that linguistic resources in this clause realise a bond which is
congruent with the implicated bonds expected of the Pleasantries stage and which thus
confirms the audience’s expectations. However paralinguistic resources simultaneously
table a wrinkling bond that deviates from expectations. By deviating from the intensified
positivity expected of the Pleasantries Stage, the comedian once again tables a
‘Criticising event’ bond that wrinkles against an implicated ‘Complimenting event’ bond
(Table 8.4) and is laughed off. We might further interpret the affiliative relevance of
such a hybrid expected and unexpected bond realisation as construing a sense of forced,
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insincere, and unconvincing praise – a behaviour which in and of itself wrinkles against
shared value bonds regarding candid social conduct. In summary, a Genre analysis of
this example aids us in understanding how interactants’ expectations about imminent
logogenesis are established, how these expectations can be interpreted as implicated
value bonds, and how instantiated Verbiage realises bonds that wrinkle against those
expected.
claus
e#

Verbiage /
paralanguage

12

The White
House
Correspondent
s’ Association,
thank you for
having me,
the monkfish
was fine.

13

[FACIAL AFFECT:
spirit: down:
ennui]
[VOICE AFFECT:
disdain]
<audience laughter>

evaluative couplings

expectation
resource

bonds (implicated/ shared;
wrinkling /deferred)
expected
instantiated
Complimentin Complimentin
g event
g event
organiser

ATTITUDE

ideation
WHPCA

[+ve
appreciatio
n]
[-ve
appreciatio
n]

food at
event

Complimentin
g event

food at
event

Criticising
event

[+ve
affect]

Bonds
associated
with
Pleasantries
Stage

Complimentin
g event

Table 8.4: Bond negotiation in the Pleasantries example

‘Roy Moore’ example
The second example examined for expectation resources occurs in humour
segment #8 and will be hereafter referred to as the Roy Moore example. Analysis of this
example reveals how clause complexing, Appraisal, Genre, PERIODICITY and collocation
resources interact to shape interactants’ expectations and implicate particular value
bonds. The Verbiage of the example unfolds as follows (for AV text see file 8b):
Now before we get too far, a little bit about me. A lot of you might not know
who I am: I'm thirty-two years old, which is an odd age. Ten years too young
to host this event and twenty years too old for Roy Moore.
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<audience laughter>

A clause complexing analysis of the example (summarised in Table 8.5) reveals
the TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION between the clauses as signalled by
lexicogrammar and phonology. While in isolation these resources do not illustrate the
role of expectation in humorous affiliation, when integrated with analysis of other
semiotic systems it becomes clear that the final three words of the excerpt for Roy
Moore deviate from the expectations established prior and thus table a wrinkling bond.
The first clause in the example αα (I’m thirty-two years old) is dominant to the
dependent clause αβ (which is an odd age), which realises the LOGICO-SEMANTIC
RELATION

of elaborating on the meaning of αα. The repetition of the tone 3 (level-rising)

tone contour alerts us that the message of these two clauses is related (Halliday &
Greaves, 2008, p. 135), and that the clause complex α has not concluded at the end of
αβ. We thus expect the following clause to expand on the meaning of the α clause
complex. The following clause β1 is the initiating clause in the clause complex β. The
initiating clause β1 (ten years too young to host this event) ellipses the subject
(rendered as [the age of 32]) and predicate is of the previous clauses, and can be
accordingly glossed as [The age of 32 is] ten years too young to host this event. β1 thus
elaborates on the odd age evaluation in αβ as a dependent clause. The tone 3 (levelrising on -vent) tone contour of β1 also predicts a related clause to follow, and the
conjunction and specifies the LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION between these as paratactic
[extending: addition]. This links the initiating β1 and continuing β2 clauses in the
dependent clause complex β and creates the expectation that like β1, β2 will have a
LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION

of [elaborating] to the dominant α clause complex (Halliday

& Matthiessen, 2014, p. 472). In brief, the clause complexing analysis of this example
suggests that the final clause will elaborate on why the age of 32 is an odd age by
extending the meaning of ten years too young to host this event. When viewed in light
of the Appraisal, PERIODICITY, Genre and collocation analyses below, it will become clear
that the expected LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION of clause #6 to the preceding clauses in the
complex is deviated from by the meaning construed in the final three words of the
example.
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clause #
1

TAXIS, LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION

2
3
4
5

α
=β

6

αα
= αβ
β1
+ β2

Verbiage
[// 1 Now be /fore we /get too /far] a //
// 1 little bit about /me //]]
// 3 ^ a /lot of you /might not /know who I /am
//
// 3 ^ I’m /thirty-/two years /old//
// 3 which is an /odd /age//
// 3 ten years too /young to /↑host this e/vent
and//
// 1 twenty years too /old for Roy /Moore//

Table 8.5: Clause complexing analysis of the Roy Moore example
An Appraisal analysis reveals that the final three words for Roy Moore constitute a
deviation from the expected evaluative prosody established in the text. If we examine
GRADUATION

and ATTITUDE resources (Table 8.6), we can see that [-ve appreciation] for

the ideational target ‘the age of 32’ is cumulatively construed until the final three words,
at which point it is deviated from. This prosody begins with the [inscribed -ve
appreciation] lexis odd and persists through the [-ve appreciation] flagged by the
upscaled evaluation too young. In the first stretch of clause #6, we again find [-ve
appreciation] for ‘the age of 32’ flagged by the upscaled evaluation too old. However at
the end of clause #6 the reference to Roy Moore infuses a strong [afforded -ve
judgement] for the referent Roy Moore, whose accusations of sexually molesting minors
would have been well known to the interactants in the context of the text (cf. Caple's
2010 descrption of intertextual allusion). 50 In turn, this allusion forces a reinterpretation of the evaluative meaning of the twenty years too old Verbiage, as it now
participates in construing [afforded -ve judgement] for Roy Moore that overshadows the
initially construed [-ve appreciation] for ‘the age of 32’. 51 Thus we can see how the
incrementally accumulating evaluative prosody of [-ve appreciation] for the ‘age of 32’ is
unexpectedly interrupted and, given the cultural connotations surrounding paedophilia,

In November 2017 – approximately six months before the Wolf text was performed – a news story was
published in The Washington Post describing how nine women had accused the then-United States
Senate candidate Roy Moore of sexual misconduct, two of whom were adolescents (aged 16 and 14) at the
time of the alleged incident (McCrummen et al., 2017).
51 It could well be argued that the re-interpretation of twenty years too old as [-ve judgement] for Roy
Moore supersedes any [-ve appreciation] for ‘the age of 32’, as blaming a victim’s age for the actions of a
sexual molester would be a highly transgressive interpretation.
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arguably eclipsed by the [-ve judgement] for Roy Moore. We can also see how this
interacts with the expected patterning of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS described above,
as the attitudinal prosody across clauses #3-5 parallels the [elaboration] between clause
complexes α and β, but the deviation from the expected evaluative prosody at the end of
clause #6 constitutes a deviation from the relation of [extension] between β1 and β2 and
thus also between α and β.
clause #
1
2
3
4
5
6

Verbiage
Now before we get too far, a
little bit about me.
A lot of you might not know
who I am
I'm thirty-two years old,
which is an odd age.
Ten years too young to host
this event
and twenty years too old
for Roy Moore.

<audience laughter>

ATTITUDE

[inscribed -ve
appreciation]
[flagged -ve
appreciation]
[flagged -ve
appreciation]
[afforded -ve
judgement]

GRADUATION

ideational target

‘age of 32’
[FORCE:
upscale]
[FORCE:
upscale]

‘age of 32’
‘age of 32’
‘Roy Moore’

Table 8.6: Appraisal analysis of Roy Moore example
A PERIODICITY and Genre analysis reveal how resources in the textual metafunction
are contributing to the establishment and subversion of interactants’ expectations. The
Verbiage of the Roy Moore example marks the beginning of a Topic Run labelled as
Comedian’s Biography, realised by an embedded Personal Introduction elemental genre.
From the perspective of THEME, we can see how this is signalled in the opening clause by
a Marked Theme in the form of a dependent clause containing a circumstantial Adjunct
Now before we get too far (see Table 8.7). This Marked Theme foregrounds the location
of this Topic Run at the beginning of the global structure of the text, also corresponding
with the expected location of the embedded Personal Introduction genre. As the opening
of a new Topic Run and embedded genre, the first clause functions as hyperTheme,
predicting the ideational content of the following discourse. Thus clause #1 sets the topic
of the comedian’s personal information, and the audience would expect the field of the
imminent discourse to centre around this. This expectation is satisfied by the reflexive
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pronoun I and pronouns referencing the comedian’s age: which, [it] as Themes in
clauses #3-6.
clause #
1
2
3
4
5

marked Theme
Now before we get too far [I

6

unmarked Theme
a lot of you
I
which
[it
[it

Rheme
will tell you] 52 a little bit about me
might not know who I am
’m thirty-two years old,
is an odd age
is] ten years too young to host this
event and
is] twenty years too old for Roy
Moore

Table 8.7: THEME analysis of Roy Moore example (ellipsed lexis in square brackets)
Viewed from the complementary INFORMATION perspective, we can see how the
expectation created by Themes is deviated from in the patterning of News (Table 8.8).
The New of the second information unit: a little bit about me reflects the first clause’s
role as hyperTheme, predicting the ideational field of the Topic Run. The News of
information units #4 and #5 conform with this expectation by introducing referents
relating to the comedian’s personal information, which is then elaborated on in the New
of information unit #6 by referencing a referent (this event) that is still ideationally
related to the comedian. However, when the final three words of the example are uttered
in the New of information unit #7 they introduce a new referent, Roy Moore, that is not
ideationally related to the comedian, thus realising a deviation from the field of
discourse predicted by preceding PERIODICITY resources. Collectively, individual THEME
and INFORMATION choices across the example scaffold to create an expectation that this
stretch of discourse will centre around the comedian sharing personal information with
the audience. This supports the clause complexing and Appraisal resources identified
above to confirm interactants’ expectation that the final clause will sustain negative
evaluation of the comedian’s age. Thus the introduction of a new referent, Roy Moore,
who is the target of evaluation, also deviates from the ideational and interpersonal
resources predicted by PERIODICITY.

A plausible Subject, Finite, Predicate and Complement have been rendered to complete the clause, and
these are included as part of the New for Clause #1.
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Information unit #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Given
// 1 Now be /fore
// 3 ^ a /lot of you
// 3 ^ I’m
// 3 which

New
we /get too /far a //
// 1 little bit about /me //
/might not /know who I /am //
/thirty-/two years /old //
is an /odd /age//
//3 ten years too /young to /↑host this e/vent and//
//1 twenty years too /old for Roy /Moore//

Table 8.8: INFORMATION analysis of Roy Moore example
Approaching the example from the perspective of collocation, we can see how the
partial instantiation of a formulaic sequence in this example further specifies
expectations about its conclusion established by the resources described above. Clauses
#6 and #7 constitute a partial instantiation of a formulaic lexical sequence (defined as
per Chang, 2004) comprising: [Subject] ^ [Predicate] ^ too ^ [adjectival group] ^ to ^
[verbal group A] ^ [nominal group A], ^ too ^ [antonymic adjectival group] ^ to ^
[verbal group B] ^ [nominal group B]. 53 As the comedian is saying, Ten years too young
to host this event and twenty years too old, the audience is primed to expect a
conclusion that is congruent with the common form of the sequence: a repetition of the
preposition ‘to’ followed by a verbal group and a nominal group – for instance ‘to start
an acting career’. The concluding three words of the example for Roy Moore constitute a
deviation from this expected structure.
Coupled with a TRANSITIVITY analysis (Table 8.9), we can see how this deviation
holds implications for the evaluative meaning construed in this example. The expected
conclusion of the sequence entails a parallel between the circumstance of [cause:
purpose] construed by to host this event and the Verbiage following twenty years too
old which would be satisfied by the example ‘to start an acting career’ proposed above.
Just as there is a causal relationship between being too young to host a prestigious event
because they are not sufficiently experienced or well known, the comedian would be too
old to commence an acting career because actors typically need to achieve celebrity in
early age to be considered successful. Instead, the comedian’s Verbiage for Roy Moore
An example of this sequence in popular culture is the 1976 album by United States rock band Jethro
Tull titled ‘Too Old to Rock ‘n’ Roll: Too Young to Die!’

53
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omits the verbal group and replaces the circumstance of [cause: purpose] with one of
[cause: behalf]. This deviation from the expected structure of the sequence interacts
with the expected prosody of Appraisal resources, as the shift from a circumstance of
[cause: purpose] to one of [cause: behalf] facilitates the introduction of a new ideational
target for evaluation. When combined with an attributive process clause such as clauses
#6 and #7, a circumstance of cause provides background information for how the
Attribute characterises the Carrier (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 259). Accordingly,
we can see how a circumstance of [cause: purpose] such as to host this event expands on
the evaluative meaning of the Attribute ten years too young. However, as described in
the Appraisal analysis, the circumstance of [cause: behalf] for Roy Moore introduces the
indirect participant ‘Roy Moore’, who carries connotations of strong [-ve judgement].
Thus the deviation of the sequence’s structure from [cause: purpose] to [cause: behalf]
interacts with the deviation from the expected evaluative prosody by changing the target
of evaluation from the ellipsed subject of the clause (‘the age of 32’) to the indirect
participant in the circumstance: ‘Roy Moore’.
clause #
1

TRANSITIVITY

2

coding

we
Actor

get
Process:
material

too far
Scope

[I
Sayer

will tell
Process: Verbal

you]
Receiver

a little bit about me
Verbiage

3

a lot of you
Senser

might not know
Process: Mental

who I am
Phenomenon

4

I
Carrier

’m
Process:
Attributive

thirty-two years old,
Attribute

5

which
Carrier

is
Process:
Attributive

an odd age
Attribute

6

[the age of 32

is]

to host this event and

Carrier

Process:
Attributive

ten years too
young
Attribute

[the age of 32

is]

twenty years too
old

for Roy Moore

7

Now before
Circumstance:
location: time

Circumstance: cause:
purpose
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Carrier

Process:
Attributive

Attribute

Circumstance: cause:
behalf

Table 8.9: TRANSITIVITY analysis of Roy Moore example
In combination, the clause complexing, Appraisal, Genre, PERIODICITY and
collocation resources identified in the Roy Moore example create particular expectations
about the bonds negotiated over this stretch of discourse. Unlike the Pleasantries
example, however, expectations in the Roy Moore example concern both implicated and
shared bonds. As the example unfolds, the patterning of expectation resources suggests
its conclusion will realise negative evaluation for the comedian (most likely by
negatively evaluating ‘the age of 32’) – which is coded here as a ‘self-deprecation’ bond.
As a Joke within a Stand-up comedy performance, the audience expects that this
conclusion will provoke a humour response – i.e., this negative evaluation must wrinkle
against an implicated bond. Accordingly, the expected implicated bond must be a shared
bond against which ‘self-deprecation’ wrinkles; we can code this as a generic ‘selfempowerment’ bond. Thus the audience expects the concluding Verbiage of this
example to table a bond that wrinkles against the ‘self-empowerment’ bond, resulting in
a humorous deferral.
However, the final three words of the example deviate from these expectations by
realising a different bond negotiation. The expected wrinkling bond in clause #7 centres
around the ideational referents of the comedian and their biographical information,
especially their age, being negatively evaluated. In contrast, the concluding words of this
example, for Roy Moore, interact with the preceding Verbiage of clause #7, [the age of
32 is] twenty years too old, to table a bond coded here as ‘Roy Moore is a paedophile’.
This tabled bond deviates from the expected ‘self-deprecation’ bond. This bond could be
considered a candidate for a deferral response even in isolation of its co-text, as it
alludes to highly taboo cultural references in a non-serious cultural context. As Bucaria
and Barra (2016, p. 5) observe, “similarly to incongruous humour in general, taboo
humour usually juxtaposes either content (death, disability, etc.) with a seemingly
inappropriate form (comedy, jokes, farce, etc.)”. Accordingly, one possible implicated
bond it wrinkles against is coded as ‘Cultural norms regarding paedophilia’. An alternate
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interpretation which potentially compounds the transgressive impact of this reference
could be that the bond wrinkles against the social stigma surrounding slander and libel;
as Moore was only accused and not convicted of the crimes at the time of the text’s
performance, the comedian’s accusation could be interpreted as libellous. This stigma is
coded as the implicated bond ‘Innocent until proven guilty’.
Regardless of which particular interaction between wrinkling and implicated
bonds is taken as the source of tension, the fact that these bonds deviate from those
expected in this stretch of discourse is interpreted here as a strategy for amplifying the
tension between them. We could conceptualise the tension between expected and
realised bonds as a secondary vector for bond negotiation. Thus at the level of individual
bonds the tension between ‘Roy Moore is a paedophile’ and ‘Cultural norms regarding
paedophilia’/‘Innocent until proven guilty’ results in a humorous response. But when
this bond negotiation is viewed in light of the preceding co-text, the tension between the
bonds expected and those realised further amplifies the tension created by the tabled
(and thus also the implicated) bonds. Interpreted through the lens of SFL affiliation, the
expected interaction of implicated and wrinkling bonds itself constitutes an implicated
bond, as the audience collectively respond to the expectation resources within the text
that establish this expectation – coded for in Table 8.10 as the ‘Bond negotiation
predicted by expectation resources’ bond. Consequently, deviation from these bonds
constitutes a wrinkling bond (‘Deviation from expected bond negotiation’) which is
laughed off and deferred. Essentially, this bond negotiation concerns the tension that
arises from linguistic expectation being deviated from. This tension is non-threatening
(the text is still coherent, even if unexpected), thus it can be laughed off rather than
provoking rejection. This echoes the results of Lockyer and Myers’s (2011) stand-up
comedy audience surveys, wherein the audience described their expectations regarding
stand-up comedy performances as “expecting the unexpected” (p.175). In light of
Lockyer and Myers’ work, the interaction between expectation and counter-expectancy
noted in the Roy Moore example appears to be a deviation from the audience’s
expectations about counter-expectancy. The comedian is relying on the audience’s
familiarity with the stand-up comedy genre guiding their expectations about an
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imminent wrinkling bond, and deviating from those expectations. Accordingly, we
might describe the counter-expectancy realised here as meta-counter-expectancy.
clause #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Verbiage
Now before we get too far
a little bit about me
A lot of you might not know
who I am
I'm thirty-two years old
which is an odd age
Ten years too young to host
this event
and twenty years too old
for Roy Moore

<audience laughter>

bonds (implicated/ shared; wrinkling/ deferred)
Age of 32 is undesirable

- Roy Moore is a paedophile
- Deviation from expected bond negotiation
- Cultural norms regarding paedophilia / Innocent until
proven guilty
- Bond negotiation predicted by expectation resources

Table 8.10: Affiliation analysis of Roy Moore example

‘Kellyanne Conway’ example
The third example analysed for linguistic expectation resources occurs at segment
#68 and will be hereafter referred to as the Kellyanne Conway example. Analysis of this
example illustrates how clause complexing, CONNEXION, collocation and Appraisal
resources interact to shape interactants’ expectations and thus contribute to humorous
affiliation. The Verbiage of the example unfolds as follows (for AV text see file 8c):
You guys gotta stop putting Kellyanne on your shows. All she does is lie. If
you don't give her a platform she has nowhere to lie. It's like that old saying:
if a tree falls in the woods, how do we get Kellyanne under that tree?
<audience laughter>

A clause complexing and CONNEXION analysis of the excerpt (Table 8.11) reveals a
similar pattern of these resources establishing expectation as found in the Roy Moore
example. This is illustrated particularly clearly in the clause complexing of clauses #3-7.
The conditional conjunction if in clause #3 alerts us that clauses #3 and #4 are related
by a LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION of hypotactic [enhancement: condition: positive], with
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clause #4 the dominant clause. In turn, it’s like in clause #5 signals that the complex of
clauses #3 and #4 (anaphorically referred to by it) will be related by the CONNEXION
feature [comparison: similar] to the imminent discourse. Clause #5 then specifies what
clauses #3 and #4 are being equated to: that old saying, which is [elaborated] by clauses
#6 and #7. The scope of the discourse related by the CONNEXION feature [comparison:
similar] is thus expanded to include the dependent β complex of clauses #6 and #7.
Finally, the if in clause #6 realises another instance of hypotactic [enhancement:
condition: positive], with clause #7 dominant. In summary, these clause complexing and
CONNEXION

resources create the expectation that the meaning of the clause #6 and #7

complex will be similar to the meaning of clauses #3 and #4. However, in conjunction
with the Appraisal and collocation resources described below, it will be shown that
clause #7 deviates from this expectation.
clause
#
1

CONNEXION

2
3
4

[cause]

5
6
7

[similar]

<audience laughter>

TAXIS, LOGICO-SEMANTIC
RELATION

β
×α
α
=β

ββ
× βα

Verbiage
// 5 ^ You /guys gotta /stop putting
Kelly/anne on your /shows //
// 5 All she /does is /lie //
// 4 ^ If you /don't give her a /platform
she //
// 5 has /nowhere to /lie //
// 5 ^ It's /like that /old /saying //
// 4 ^ if a /tree /falls in the /woods //
// 1 how do we /get /Kelly/anne /under /that
/tree //

Table 8.11: Clause complexing and CONNEXION analysis of the Kellyanne Conway
example
In combination with clause complexing and CONNEXION features, in this example
collocation also contributes to shaping interactants’ expectations of imminent discourse.
A collocation feature is realised first in clause #5, where the comedian explicitly refers to
a genre of formulaic texts: ‘old sayings’. The Verbiage that immediately follows in clause
#6 confirms this reference, as the comedian instantiates the first clause of the wellknown thought experiment: ‘if a tree falls in the forest and no one is around to hear it,
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does it make a sound?’ (replacing ‘forest’ with the synonymic ‘woods’). 54 This thought
experiment is generally interpreted as alluding to the question of whether the existence
of a phenomenon can be asserted in the absence of human perception, with one answer
to its question, ‘no’, suggesting that in the absence of perception, there is no
phenomenon. The reference to this formulaic sequence is further strengthened by the
clause complexing and CONNEXION relations in the example. As the complex of clauses
#3 and #4 have been likened by the CONNEXION feature [comparison: similar] to the
Verbiage following clause #5, we can assume interactants would expect a grammatical
parallel between the LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION of [enhancement: condition: positive]
between clauses #3 and #4 and the LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION between clause #6 and
the clauses that follow it – in other words, the audience expects another if/then clause
relation. This is supported by the patterning of tone 4 followed by tone 5 contours in
clauses #3 and #4, partially repeated by the tone 4 contour of clause #6. The standard
completion of the formulaic sequence, ‘and no one is around to hear it, does it make a
sound?’ would satisfy this expected LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION (albeit by adding a
second dependent clause). The conditional relationship between ‘not having a platform’
(and therefore not being heard/seen) and ‘having nowhere to lie’ would be paralleled by
the relationship between ‘no one being around’ and ‘a tree falling in the woods not
making sound’ – in both cases, the absence of human perception precludes the assertion
of a phenomenon having occurred. Thus, in the Kellyanne Conway example the
interaction between CONNEXION, clause complexing and collocation creates quite specific
expectations about the Verbiage following clause #6, which are deviated from by the
Verbiage of clause #7: how do we get Kellyanne under that tree? 55
Shifting to an Appraisal and affiliation analysis, we can see how the CONNEXION,
clause complexing and collocation resources in clauses #1-6 foreground an expected

This thought experiment is tentatively first attributed to George Berkeley, who included a similar text in
their 1710 work, A treatise concerning the principles of human knowledge.
55 It is worth noting that while this clause largely deviates from the expected conclusion to the formulaic
sequence, it does retain both the interrogative mood and anaphoric reference to the ‘tree’ entity in the first
clause (that tree) that would be expected of the standard form. While an IDENTIFICATION analysis is
beyond the scope of this research, it may be possible that phoric resources are also contributing to the
establishment of and deviation from expectation.
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implicated bond, and how the Verbiage of clause #7 deviates from this expectation. The
sequence of negative evaluations over clauses #1-4 for the rendered ideational targets
‘putting Kellyanne Conway on news programs’ and for ‘Kellyanne Conway’ can be
gathered under a bond labelled as ‘Giving Kellyanne Conway media exposure
undesirable’. This bond is tabled by the comedian, and the absence of laughter confirms
it does not wrinkle against implicated bonds and is thus shared by the audience. In light
of the CONNEXION, clause complexing and collocation relations between clauses #3-6 and
clause #7, this shared bond is foregrounded as an implicated bond expected in the
imminent logogenesis, with the thought experiment ‘if a tree falls in the woods and no
one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?’ likened to the Verbiage If you don't give
her a platform she has nowhere to lie. When clause #7 instead realises [afforded -ve
affect] 56 it tables the bond, ‘Harming Kellyanne Conway acceptable’ which wrinkles
against an implicated bond coded as ‘advocating violence unethical’ (Table 8.12). The
bond implicated in the negotiation realised in clause #7 does not correspond to the
expected implicated bond for this stretch of discourse. As with the Roy Moore example,
the bond tabled in clause #7 could conceivably create a deferral response in a range of
contexts, as advocating violence is generally considered transgressive behaviour.
However, in this instance, the tension between this tabled bond and the implicated bond
it wrinkles against is amplified by the tension between the expected implicated bonds
for this stretch of discourse and the implicated bonds actually realised. Thus, once again
we can see expectation contributing to an instance of humorous affiliation.
clause
#

Verbiage

ATTITUDE

1

You guys gotta
stop putting
Kellyanne on
your shows
All she does is lie

[afforded -ve
appreciation]

2

[afforded -ve
judgement]

GRADUATION

ideational
target

putting
Kellyanne on
shows
[FORCE: upscale]

Kellyanne
Conway

bonds
(implicated/
shared;
wrinkling/
deferred)
giving Kellyanne
Conway media
exposure
undesirable

Coded based on the interpretation of how do we get Kellyanne under that tree as a desire to harm
Kellyanne Conway, encoding the comedian’s anger and dislike.
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3

If you don't give
her a platform
4
she has nowhere
to lie
5
It's like that old
saying
6
if a tree falls in
the woods,
<audience laughter>
7
how do we get
Kellyanne under
that tree?

[afforded -ve
judgement]

Kellyanne
Conway

[afforded -ve
affect]

Kellyanne
Conway

<audience laughter>

harming Kellyanne
Conway acceptable
/
deviation from
expected bond
negotiation
advocating violence
unethical
/
bond negotiation
predicted by
expectation
resources

Table 8.12: Appraisal and affiliation analysis of Kellyanne Conway example

Field resources
The final section of analysis and discussion in this chapter addresses an
expectation resource that was not illustrated in the previous examples: ideational field.
Analysing for the role of expectation based on ideational field in a stand-up comedy text
requires instances of laughter to be cross-referenced with the patterning of ideational
resources. When laughter follows a shift in field that has not been somehow signposted,
such as via ENGAGEMENT or PERIODICITY resources, this can indicate that field-based
expectation is contributing to humour. An example of this found in the data occurs at
humour segment #98 (for AV text see file 8d), where the comedian states:
There's a lot of print media here there's a ton of you guys but I'm not gonna
go after print media tonight because it's illegal to attack an endangered
species.
<audience laughter>
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This comment occurs towards the end of a Topic Run whose field centres on news media
(segments #84-99). Accordingly, the reference to endangered species falls outside the
ideational meaning expected of this field. Simultaneously, the classification of ‘print
media’ as ‘endangered species’ tables a bond labelled here as ‘print media weak,
threatened’ which, in the context of an audience comprising print journalists, might
wrinkle against implicated bonds relating to the strength of print media, or at least to
social norms regarding tact. Regardless of the particular value bond being negotiated,
the introduction of this unexpected referent allows the comedian to draw parallels
between unrelated fields, thus amplifying the humour arising from the bond
negotiation.
A second example of deviation from expected field contributing to humour occurs
in segment #57 (for AV text see file 8e). Here the comedian states:
I did have a lot of jokes- I had a lot of jokes about cabinet members but I had
to scrap all of those because everyone has been fired. You guys are going
through cabinet members quicker than Starbucks throws out black people.
<audience laughter>

Here the field of discourse centring on politicians is unexpectedly departed from by a
reference to Starbucks and black people. The concluding Circumstance in the example,
quicker than Starbucks throws out black people simultaneously enacts bonds relating
to the high turnover of the Trump administration and the racist behaviour of Starbucks
employees, with the counter-expectancy of field resources amplifying the humour
resulting from the deferral of wrinkling bonds.
A final example where deviation from expectations construed by field contributes
to humour concerns expected activity sequences. In segment #78 (for AV text see file
8f), the comedian states:
Every time Sarah steps up to the podium I get excited because I'm not really
sure what we're gonna get. You know: a press briefing, a bunch of lies, or
divided into softball teams: “It’s shirts and skins and this time don't be such a
little bitch Jim Acosta!”
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<audience laughter>

Here the referent, Sarah Huckabee Sanders (then White House press secretary), and the
description of the context ‘steps up to the podium’ establish the field as ‘White House
press briefing’. Each entity/figure that follows drifts farther from those expected in this
field, culminating with divided into softball team, which is totally foreign to the field.
The comedian’s extra-vocalisation then serves to further impersonate the persona
performing the activity, with the realisation of the distinct phonological choices and
taboo lexis underscoring its incongruity with the established field. As these examples
illustrate, deviations from expected fields of discourse afford comedians the opportunity
to imbue wrinkling, tabled bonds with counter-expectancy, thus amplifying their
humorous potential.

Summary of expectation and humour
This chapter has explored how semiotic resources establish expectations about
imminent logogenesis among interactants in a text, and how deviations from these
expectations interact with humorous affiliation. The framework for identifying
expectation resources elaborated in Chapter 5, Section 4.3 was combined with an
affiliation analysis and applied to a series of examples. The results of this analysis reveal
how interactions among expectation resources across strata and metafunctions
foreground expectations regarding particular bond negotiations in imminent
logogenesis, and how deviation from these expectations contributes to humorous
affiliation.
The analysis and discussion of the Pleasantries example revealed the importance of
cultural context as realised by Genre in explaining instances of affiliation. By examining
how the text referenced a particular genre, both through referents within the text and by
partially realising its associated Register variables, we observed that bond negotiations
are specific not only to the situational context of a text, but to contexts alluded to
through and within texts. Consequently, it was proposed that even a partial realisation
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of a genre elicits associated Register variables among interactants, which then serve to
create expectation of particular bonds. This conclusion echoes that of the previous
chapter, where the role of dialogic resources in establishing particular social contexts via
impersonation was discussed. In this regard, we might consider impersonated social
contexts a further candidate for expectation resources, as the Genre and Register
variables that accompany impersonations unfolding in particular social contexts can
also be interpreted as linguistic expectations.
The analysis and discussion of the Roy Moore and Kellyanne Conway examples
revealed how expectation resources can both foreground particular implicated bond
networks and particular interpretations of tabled bonds. Especially noteworthy in these
analyses was the observation that deviation from expected Verbiage coincided with
deviation from expected bond negotiations. This prompted the proposal that the tension
between expected and realised bond negotiations can act as a secondary vector for bond
negotiations, which in instances of humorous affiliation can amplify the humorous
response arising from the deferral of a tabled, wrinkling bond. To accommodate this
interpretation of expectation within the SFL affiliation model, interactants’ expectations
regarding bond negotiations were themselves coded as implicated bonds, while
instantiations that deviated from expectations were coded as wrinkling bonds. The
laughter observed in these cases reflects the fact that while unexpected, these texts
remain coherent, and thus humour is acting to defer unfulfilled expectations while
signalling that interactants are still comprehending the text. 57 A similar interaction was
observed between expectations established by field resources and instances of
humorous affiliation, with deviations from the expected field amplifying tension arising
from wrinkling value bonds. This interpretation of expectation resources as a strategy
for implicating and amplifying particular bond negotiations may be of value in
explaining how counter-expectancy and surprise interact with the affiliation model’s
description of bond negotiations, as well as providing insight into how affiliation is

Thus laughter is acting as ‘referee’ (using Martin's 1985 term) and resolving wrinkles in the unfolding of
texts, as discussed by in Chapter 5, Section 4.2.
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threatened in instances where communication fails due to interactants not
comprehending each other’s meaning.
Across this chapter, a methodological concern has been the need to look at bond
negotiations not just in cultural context but in the context of bond negotiations
occurring in the co-text. This concern is implicit in the design of the analytical
framework, which aims to identify links among bond negotiations across the logogenetic
unfolding of a text. The results of the analysis and discussion validate this concern by
confirming that the interpretation of individual bond negotiations must be informed by
those around them. This elaborates on Knight’s (2010) original definition of wrinkling
bonds as being deferred in a particular context, but potentially shared or rejected in
other contexts. In light of this analysis, we can specify that bond negotiation outcomes
depend both on context and co-text, and that any bond can be potentially shared,
rejected or deferred depending on these variables. In turn, this specification may help
resolve a stubborn snag in analysis of interactional humour: how to account for the
same Verbiage resulting in starkly different affiliation responses depending on its
context and co-text.
Finally, at a macro scale, the aim of this chapter has been to make a first attempt at
mapping a region of semiosis – expectation – commonly associated with humour but
not as yet analysed in a principled way. While there is little doubt that the analytical
framework employed will be refined and renovated and that the interpretation of results
may be contested, it is nonetheless hoped that this work makes a valuable contribution
to the area of study.
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Conclusion
Introduction
This final chapter will revisit the findings of chapters 6-8 in light of the research
questions for this thesis presented in Chapter 1, Section 2 and interpret these in the
context of the broader area of study. A discussion of the limitations of this study will
follow, which ties in with the proposal of future directions of enquiry evidenced by this
thesis.
However, before proceeding it is worth taking a moment to cast a ‘soft eye’ back
over the preceding pages. In reviewing the analysis and discussion undertaken
throughout this thesis, points of intersection across previous chapters were noted that
do not emerge until they are viewed holistically. In particular, the findings of chapters 68 offer a prism through which the affiliation model – and a social semiotic theory of
language in general – can be conceptualised. Echoing Williams’s description of stand-up
comedy as a genre where affiliation is ‘nurtured’, the findings of this thesis suggest that
a great deal of semiotic labour is required to create the social context wherein an
audience can laugh at a comedian’s jokes. At a contextual level, this includes the
phylogenetically realised shared understanding across a culture of the Genre features of
stand-up comedy. At a local level, this includes the specific discursive practices – such
as impersonation and linguistic expectation – employed by comedians. As the previous
chapters have illustrated, these practices are productive resources for guiding bond
negotiations resulting in humorous affiliation. However further to this function, the
presence of these practices in stand-up comedy performances suggests they fall within
the scope of semiotic behaviours expected of the genre. Thus we can see how an instance
of laughter following impersonation or expectation in a stand-up comedy performance
simultaneously reveals a community’s shared understanding of global Genre features,
local discursive practices and specific bond negotiations. As such, the analysis and
description of the semiotic resources converging to realise these practices offers us a
glimpse of how language reflects and enacts our culture and communities.
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Summary of findings
Intermodal impersonation
The analysis and discussion presented in Chapter 6 aimed to address the first
research question of this thesis:
How is impersonation intermodally realised within stand-up comedy
performances?

This research question was in large part necessitated by the second research question of
the thesis: ‘How do dialogic resources such as impersonation contribute to creating
humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy performances?’. As existing descriptions of
semiotic resources realising extra-vocalisation (impersonated language) focus on
linguistic resources, these could only partially explain the intermodally (linguistic and
paralinguistic) realised impersonation found in stand-up comedy texts. Thus, before
investigating how impersonation contributes to humorous affiliation, a principled,
intermodal framework for coding instances of impersonation and an understanding of
how impersonation contributes to the overall semiosis of stand-up comedy texts was
required.
To address this question, an analytical framework was elaborated for coding
resources which were found to contribute to instances of impersonation, outlined in
Chapter 5, Section 3.3. This framework draws primarily on resources within the SFL
paralanguage model, SFL work on multimodality and cognitive linguistic work on
viewpoint to identify eight paralinguistic resources that contribute to construing
intermodal impersonation. Equipped with this framework, a segment of the Izzard text
was analysed, with illustrative examples discussed in Chapter 6.
This discussion began by describing typical realisations of intermodal
impersonation, noting differences between impersonation of a single textual persona
compared with instances where multiple textual personae interacting (Section 2). An
heuristic for guiding interpretation of whether paralinguistic resources are contributing
to intermodal impersonation was proposed, informed by the distinction between
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semiosis unfolding at the comedian-audience and the inter-persona communicative
level (cf. Dynel, 2o11). The discussion then proceeded to describe more complex
realisations of intermodal impersonation, focusing on how paralinguistic resources can
realise impersonation in the absence of convergent linguistic extra-vocalisation (Section
3). It was observed that recurrent patterns of paralinguistic features construing a
particular textual persona can be employed to impersonate that persona even in the
absence of linguistic features, prompting the proposal that these bundles of features act
as a resource for PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION. A further observation concerned
divergence from typical realisations of intermodal impersonation when there is a rapid
shift between impersonated personae, which could be explained by the
cognitive/physical limitations of realising contrasting intermodal resources.
The following Section (4) explored realisations of blended impersonation, noting
how intermodal resources can simultaneously construe multiple textual personae, and
that these instances can result in impersonated personae becoming interactive
participants at the comedian-audience communicative level. The final Section (6)
explored how particular combinations of intermodal resources were found to elicit
specific areas of provenance (following Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001), with individual
textual personae linked with a particular provenance labelled as avatars of the cultural
values associated with it.
The results and discussion across this chapter confirm the productivity of
employing an intermodal analytical framework for exploring how impersonation is
realised in stand-up comedy texts. These results advance the cartography of how the
meaning potential of dialogic resources such as linguistic extra-vocalisation is
compounded when combined with paralinguistic resources, confirming Lemke’s
observation that “we can mean more, mean new kinds of meanings never before meant
and not otherwise mean-able, when this process occurs both within and across different
semiotic modalities” (1998, p. 93). In turn, the framework elaborated for the
investigation of this area, and the results of its application, provide the foundation for
the focus of the following chapter, where intermodal impersonation is explored as a
resource for creating humorous affiliation.
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Impersonation and humorous affiliation
The analysis and discussion presented in Chapter 7 aimed to address the second
research question of this thesis:
How do dialogic resources such as impersonation contribute to creating
humorous affiliation in stand-up comedy performances?

This research question emerged from the observation that whilst literature on stand-up
comedy makes frequent mention of dialogic resources such as impersonation, mimicry
and ventriloquism as productive resources for the creation of humour, there is little
principled analysis of how these phenomena interact, and none that takes a social
semiotic approach. Consequently, once the analytical framework for intermodal
impersonation had been elaborated and then applied in Chapter 6, Chapter 7 progressed
to explore how impersonation interacts with instances of humorous affiliation in the
analysed segment of the Gervais text.
An obstacle encountered early in this investigation was the unsuitability of the
existing SFL affiliation model’s analytical unit of evaluative couplings for capturing the
semiosis of dialogic resources in the data analysed here. In Knight’s (2010) framework
dialogic resources, described by the SFL discourse semantic system of ENGAGEMENT,
were coded as realisations of afforded ATTITUDE which in turn coupled with an ideational
target to form a coupling. While this approach appears satisfactory for the data analysed
by Knight, when an attempt was made to apply the same approach to stand-up comedy
texts, it was found that the annotation of ENGAGEMENT features as ATTITUDE resources
overly simplified the complex interaction of impersonated personae and associated
value positions, and obscured detailed analysis. Consequently, in Chapter 5, Section 2.2,
the analytical unit of dialogic couplings was proposed as better suited to texts rich in
extra-vocalisation/impersonation such as those comprising the dataset of this thesis.
Equipped with this unit of analysis, Chapter 7 proceeded to map how shifts
between and among the authorial persona and textual personae and their associated
value positions interacted with instances of humorous affiliation. The results suggest
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these interactions can be divided into three primary categories: humorous affiliation via
authorial comment on impersonated personae; wrinkling bonds tabled via
impersonated interaction; and humorous affiliation via blending communicative levels.
In the first of these, humorous affiliation occurs via the authorial persona (the
comedian) making commentary on the behaviour of impersonated personae (Section 2).
The tension between wrinkling and tabling bonds emerges from the divergent
interpretations of the impersonated personae’s behaviour in the context of the
impersonation – the ‘scene’ acted out by the comedian – compared with the context of a
stand-up comedy performance. In Section 2.5, it was also noted how values associated
with a particular provenance and realised via avatar personae serve to specify the value
bonds under negotiation and thus also contribute to creating humour.
In the second category, humorous affiliation occurs when wrinkling bonds are
enacted via interaction among impersonated personae (Section 3). In this section of the
discussion, it was observed that by construing impersonated personae, the comedian is
able to strategically re- and misinterpret value positions from a textual persona’s
perspective and thus table wrinkling bonds. The third category describes how
impersonation resources can function to blend communicative levels, and how this
enacts wrinkling bonds (Section 4). In the example analysed, the audience was
dialogically repositioned to the role of textual persona, thus drawing them into the
textual reality of the impersonation and applying value positions relating to textual
personae to the audience.
Across these categories of interaction between impersonation and humorous
affiliation, a recurring observation concerns the impact that cultural assumptions
regarding the genres and registers referenced by impersonated behaviour have on the
value bonds these impersonations table. In the data analysed here, the comedian relies
on the audience’s assumptions concerning the genre of children’s stories and the
register of an adult educator narrating these stories to children in an educational context
to guide the audience’s interpretation of value bonds. Consequently, we can propose a
generalisation regarding the role of dialogic resources such as impersonation in creating
humorous affiliation: by eliciting alternative social contexts, these resources allow value
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positions to be simultaneously interpreted across potentially highly incongruous
contexts – such as elementary school and a stand-up comedy performance. In this
regard, impersonation constitutes a resource for alluding to culturally specific
knowledge about register and genre that can be leveraged by a comedian to create
humour.

Expectation and humour
The analysis and discussion presented in Chapter 8 aimed to address the third
research question of this thesis:
How is expectation realised semiotically, and how does it contribute to
humorous affiliation?

As with the second research question, this research question was motivated by the
discrepancy between anecdotal acknowledgement of the role of expectation in humour
and principled investigation of this relationship. Also as per the previous two chapters,
the analysis proposed for Chapter 8 required the elaboration of an analytical framework
for identifying resources contributing to the establishment of expectation among
interactants. Such a framework was outlined in Chapter 5, Section 4.3. Equipped with
this framework, Chapter 8 presented the analysis of examples from the Wolf text that
illustrated how expectation resources serve to create and amplify humorous affiliation.
The first example analysed, the ‘Pleasantries’ example (Section 2), showed how
the comedian uses Genre, Appraisal and IDEATION resources to establish particular
expectations about imminent logogenesis that they then deviate from. The discussion of
this example suggested that viewed from the perspective of the affiliation model,
sufficiently specific expectations can be interpreted as implicated bonds as they
constitute cultural knowledge shared among a community of language users in a
particular logogenetic setting. Thus the comedian can recruit expectation resources to
specify implicated bonds against which tabled bonds will wrinkle, thereby creating and
calibrating tension between them. The second example, the ‘Roy Moore’ example, shows
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how clause complexing, Appraisal, Genre, PERIODICITY and collocation interact to
establish expectations that the comedian then deviates from (Section 3). Unlike the
previous example, however, the expectations established in the Roy Moore example
specify both implicated and wrinkling bonds, and thus relate to the audience’s
expectations within the context of a stand-up comedy performance, where they are
expecting the unexpected (cf. Lockyer & Myers, 2011). When the comedian enacts a
bond that deviates from the expected wrinkling bond, this generates tension across two
vectors: between the tabled value bond and the implicated value bonds, and between the
expected bond negotiation and the realised bond negotiation. This was interpreted as a
resource for amplifying the tension generated by the wrinkle between value bonds. The
third example, the ‘Kellyanne Conway’ example, further illustrated this dynamic, as
clause complexing, CONNEXION, collocation and Appraisal resources established specific
expectations about imminent logogenesis that were then deviated from.
Across these examples, the interaction between expectation and humorous
affiliation echoed that observed in Chapter 7, as expectation resources were recruited by
the comedian to elicit specific implicated bonds shared by a community – in this case, a
community of language users. Just as dialogic resources reference social contexts in
impersonated scenes, expectation resources reference typical patternings of semiotic
resources. Thus both expectation and dialogic resources appear to serve the function of
affording comedians a tool for foregrounding particular implicated bonds shared by the
audience. Through both impersonations and expectations, the comedians can specify
affiliative ‘anchors’ against which tabled bonds wrinkle. As noted in Chapter 7, Section
5, this allows comedians to overcome the challenge of successfully affiliating with a
room full of strangers in an asymmetrical communicative context. Despite potentially
kaleidoscopic community affiliations among audience members and their inability to
make nuanced responses to tabled bonds, by covertly foregrounding specific implicated
bonds the comedian is able to demarcate the affiliative boundaries within which tabled
bonds are to be interpreted. In this regard, dialogic and expectation resources can be
designated as tools for ‘nurturing’ affiliation (to use Williams’s, 2019 term) by specifying
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bond negotiations that will result in a non-threatening level of tension, and thus a
humorous response.

Implications
Further to shedding light on the issues addressed by the research questions, the
results of this thesis hold potential implications for broader areas of study. Within the
theoretical and analytical framework of SFL, perhaps the most evident implications of
this thesis concern the interaction between impersonation, expectation and humorous
affiliation. As discussed above, the findings of chapters 7 and 8 suggest that these are
productive resources for creating and amplifying humour in stand-up comedy
performances. As it is plausible that they can also be employed in other genres of
interactive humorous discourse, the analysis and discussion in these chapters can
inform future work on other texts where these dynamics occur.
A secondary implication of this thesis is the identification of impersonated social
contexts and linguistic expectation as productive abstractions for interpreting semiosis.
This conclusion extrapolates on the observation, discussed in the previous section, that
these resources play an important role in foregrounding implicated bonds shared among
interactants in stand-up comedy performances. In a similar vein, we can speculate that
by referencing particular social contexts and linguistic expectations, language users in
other genres can foreground particular value bonds and thus calibrate the affiliation (or,
potentially, disaffiliation) unfolding between them and their interactants. As such, we
could propose that dialogism/impersonation and expectation constitute resources for
affiliation more broadly, as speakers specify the contexts within which a particular value
bond is to be interpreted. Furthermore, this prompts the question of which other
semiotic resources are being employed to demarcate and navigate affiliative spaces. The
work of Han (2015)m Humphrey (2015) and Zappavigna and Martin (2018a) have
already made inroads in mapping these resources, but it seems likely that most, if not all
systems across strata and metafunctions contribute to this process. As such, the results
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of this thesis constitute an additional step towards a cartography of how linguistic
resources specify particular contexts within which bond negotiations are interpreted.
A final implication related to SFL theory concerns the description of intermodal
semiosis among language and paralanguage. In this area, the analytical framework for
intermodal semiosis presented in Chapter 5, Section 3.3 and employed for the analysis
and discussion in Chapter 6 can be used by future researchers to explore intermodal
impersonation in other genres – and will no doubt be refined and renovated in the
process. The proposal of PARALINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION as a resource for tracking and
recovering referents invites further exploration, as it may be found to operate outside
the context of impersonation and to also apply to paralinguistically construed ideational
meaning more generally.
Moving beyond a social semiotic lens, the implications of this thesis for humour
studies centre on the principled, linguistic description of dynamics concerning
impersonation, expectation and humour. Returning to the discussion in Chapter 2,
Section 6, the findings regarding the interaction between impersonation and humour in
Chapter 7 shed light on how the viewpoints referenced by Ritchie (2006) and Brône
(2008) are linguistically construed and how they are associated with particular value
positions. In turn, it is hoped that this intersection between the areas of study might
foster further and deeper exploration of this and other subjects that have so far been
pursued only from a humour studies or a social semiotic perspective, but that could
benefit from an integrated approach. Similarly, the discussion of the relation between
expectation and humour in Chapter 8 applies principled linguistic analysis to a
universally recognised feature of humour and reveals some of its particularities. This too
offers future scholars an example of how axiomatic truths within the field of humour
studies can be fruitfully explored, tested and described via linguistic analysis.
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Limitations
This thesis has a number of limitations, ranging from theoretical to practical. In
terms of the theoretical context within which this thesis was conceptualised, a clear
limitation is the researcher’s prior familiarity with and affinity for SFL theory, which
undoubtedly influenced the decision to employ SFL as the theoretical framework for this
thesis. Ideally, research should be approached theory-agnostically, with theory adopted
to suit the particularities of the data and aims of the research project. This is especially
the case for multimodal research such as that carried out for Chapter 6 (cf. Bateman et
al., 2017). Consequently, the a priori commitment to employing SFL theory for this
thesis constitutes a limitation. A related limitation is that as a social semiotic theory of
language, SFL privileges language as a social practice over language as a cognitive
phenomenon. This diverges from much of the literature regarding humour and stand-up
comedy, rendering inter-disciplinary intersection more challenging, and potentially
limiting the relevance of the findings of this thesis in more cognitively oriented
traditions.
In terms of data and methodology, an immediately obvious limitation of this study
is its qualitative method of analysis and data sampling. While the thesis’ research
questions necessitated close analysis and consequently constrained the size of data
samples, this qualitative approach inevitably limits the generalisability of the research
findings. That said, this approach is consistent with the social semiotic tradition of
investigating language in context, which, as an instantiation of the global system of a
language, sheds light on the grammar of a particular register (cf. the grammars of
'restricted languages' referenced by Firth, 1962). Thus, while the findings of this thesis
will remain hypotheses until tested and replicated by future research, the method of
their development is consistent with their theoretical foundations.
A more specific methodological issue is the persistent challenge faced by SFL
scholars working on bonding and affiliation concerning the principled labelling of value
bonds. While the SFL affiliation model, informed by SFL clause and discourse grammar,
provides a robust and transparent analytical model for identifying the semiotic
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resources interacting in couplings, no such clarity exists for how to label the bonds
enacted by couplings. As it relates to a key unit of analysis this issue attracts sustained
discussion, but as yet remains unresolved. While every attempt has been made to label
bonds throughout this research so as to most closely match the couplings that realise
them, and explanations of the rationale for these labels has been provided, it is
acknowledged that this step in the analysis remains to some extent notional and is thus
a weaker link in the method.
Related to this is the inherent challenge – faced by any researcher investigating the
linguistic realisation of socio-cultural phenomena such as humour – of interpreting why
something is funny. While the SFL affiliation model provides a framework for looking at
how instantiated language is enacting value bonds, it cannot hope to capture the
collective social and linguistic knowledge brought to bear by each of the interactants in a
stand-up comedy performance that informs their responses to a tabled bond. The
researcher has consciously attempted to select texts that they are familiar with and find
humorous, and thus hopes that their responses align with those of the laughing
audience. But naturally we cannot presume to extrapolate an individual, subjective
interpretation separated by time and space to the interpretation of an individual
audience member, let alone to all of them. This challenge sits at the heart of
investigation of naturally occurring humorous texts, and indeed much of
sociolinguistics. As with the note regarding the limitation of qualitative analysis above,
the only caveat to this limitation is that by explaining humour for one person, we inch
towards explaining it as a broader phenomenon.

Future directions
The pursuit of answers to the research questions of this thesis has simultaneously
yielded progress and opened new horizons of enquiry. With regards to the analytical
framework proposed here to identify paralinguistic resources contributing to intermodal
impersonation, there is no doubt that future researchers will modify, refine and
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renovate this framework as they apply it to data within and beyond the stand-up comedy
genre. Particularly rich veins of investigation are the interaction between discourse-level
phonology (cf. van Leeuwen, 2015) and instances of impersonation, and the testing of
the framework in genres devoid of spoken language, such as mime and in interactions
conducted in sign-language. A related candidate for further exploration within SFL
theory is the conceptualisation of somatic behaviour functioning as semiotic
paralanguage as a kind of ‘intermodal metaphor’, as proposed in Chapter 6, Section 2.5.
As a parallel to the inter-stratal ‘grammatical metaphor’ (Halliday, 2014; Taverniers,
2003) that has been such a productive vein of research in SFL theory, a model for how
meaning is realised via intermodal metaphor would make a valuable contribution to
social semiotic intermodal theory.
With regards to impersonation and humour, areas of future investigation following
from this thesis include the exploration of how particular personae feature across
corpora of a comedian’s performances, or even similarities among personae
impersonated by multiple comedians. In turn, this could furnish a productive point of
departure for a more principled description of how provenance is realised by avatars.
This would contribute to a more objective investigation of how stereotypes are employed
to covertly sustain systemic disenfranchisement and oppression of particular
communities and might thus help to challenge ingrained prejudices.
This thesis represents a first foray into a linguistic description of expectation and
its relationship to humour. Given the conceptual, almost philosophical challenges of
describing linguistic expectation within a grammar, let alone those of operationalising
such a description for the study of humour, there is no doubt that what has been
presented here is but a first step towards a more comprehensive model awaiting
description by future scholars. The analysis and discussion of expectation in this thesis
would benefit from expansion and refinement, potentially differentiating expectation
across grammatical ranks and strata, as well as by time-scale (logogenetic vs ontogenetic
vs phylogenetic).
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Chapter 9. Conclusion

From a multimodal perspective, as signalled in Chapter 4, Section 3.7, a semiotic
medium not addressed in this thesis is that of filmic resources. As such, integrating an
analysis of the meaning deriving from resources such as camera angles and zoom, audio
mixing and editing would more comprehensively explain the semiosis of audio-visual
texts such as filmed stand-up comedy performances. A paralinguistic aspect of stand-up
comedy that could not be investigated with the data selected for this thesis concerns the
more delicate description and interpretation of audience laughter. As noted in Chapter
3, Section 7.3, the model for laughter as social semiotic described by Knight (2010)
differentiates a number of discursive affiliative functions of laughter, realised by
particular phonological features. However, in the recordings of stand-up comedy
performances such as those that comprise the data analysed for this thesis, the audio
channel constitutes an aggregate of audience laughter that cannot be more delicately
analysed. An intriguing future project would consequently be to employ audio
equipment that can individually record audience laughter and apply Knight’s model to
the analysis of laughter in stand-up comedy. This would shed further light on the bond
negotiations unfolding.
Ultimately, this thesis has advanced the social semiotic project of investigating
how language reflects and construes our social reality by analysing fragments of data as
metaphoric artefacts of the cultures that produce them. The results shed light on how
interactants in these texts participate in ritualised affiliation through the genre of standup comedy, celebrating their shared identities through laughter. Seen from a supradisciplinary perspective, this work contributes to the greater endeavour of
understanding how our words and actions define who we are, binding us into
communities and shaping how we view others. As the previous pages illustrate, this
process is richly complex and will no doubt continue to fascinate scholars for years to
come.
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Appendices
A. Intermodal impersonation analysis of (Izzard, 1999, [35:30-49:22])
B. Dialogic coupling and affiliation analysis of Gervais (2008, [42:50-52:56])
C. Expectation resource analysis of (Wolf, 2018)

notation
[…]
italics
(“…”)
\
/

p.2
p.133
p.142

feature
system feature
gloss of paralanguage
convergent verbiage
indicates successive feature
indicates simultaneous features

General coding/notation conventions

notation
[numerals]
//
/
[bold]
[italic]
^
↑, ↓
–
…

phonological feature
choice in TONE
tone unit boundary (always also foot boundary)
foot boundary within tone unit (always also syllable boundary)
tonic syllable
salient syllable
silent Ictus
significant jump up or down in pitch which doesn’t involve a choice of tone, signalling pronounced salience
restart (dash)
incomplete tone group

Notation conventions for SFL phonological analysis

1
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A. Intermodal impersonation analysis of (Izzard, 1999, [35:30-49:22]) (view the text in audio-visual format here)
Tone
grou
p
#
1.

Verbiage /
phonology

TRANSITI
ON IN
PLACE

PARALINGUIST
IC CONTACT

PARALINGUISTIC
INVOLVEMENT

torso

head

VOICE
QUALITY

//^ 4 so /yeah
and the /
Greeks- ah ththe /romans
they went
/Christian
and //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

2.

// 1 then we
had
/Christi/anity
for a/bout
/fifteen
/hundred
/years you
know Ca-//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

// 1 -tholicism
we be/lieved
in the
/teachings of
/cathol and
/everything
he /stood for
//

[stasis]

3.

<audience laughter>
4.
// 1 ^ then
[stasis]
/Henry the
/eighth came
a/long //

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder]

PARALINGUISTIC
DEIXIS

PARALINGUISTIC
IDEATION

paralinguis
tic AFFECT

ENGAGEMEN
T/
GRADUATION

Emblems

textual
persona
authorial

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

[PARALINGUIS

intermodal
impersonati
on
realisation

images from data

authorial

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
extent]

authorial

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other

authorial

2

5.

// 4 Henry the
/eighth a big
/hairy /king
//

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

6.

//um /and
/ah //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

7.

// 3 he said to
the /Pope the
/head of the
Catholic
/church //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

arms vectors:
[virtual: location:
home]

- running hands
down torso
- [state figure:
relational: relative
size/relative
position]

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]

authorial

3

8.

// 1 ^ Mr
/pope //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

- [louder
/ lower]
America
n accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

Henry
VIII

typical

9.

// 1 I’m going
to /marry my
/first wife …
and//

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“first wife”)

Henry
VIII

typical

10.

// 1 then I’m
/gonna
di/vorce her
//

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

Henry
VIII

typical

11.

// 1 now I
/know what
you're
gonna/say
but//

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(down)
]

baseline

Henry
VIII

typical

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise]

- left hand
extended,
hand prone
facing away
[PARALINGUIS

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

contraction]

4

12.

// 1 stick
/with /me my
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

13.

// 4 story gets
/better //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

14.

// 1 ^ gonna
/marry my
/second wife
and then I’m
gonna //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

- arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“second wife”)
- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

15.

// 1 kill her cut
her /head off
//

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[faster]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

right hand
raised, index
finger
pointing up

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

index, third
fingers
extended

flat palm swept
horizontally
[occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting]

Henry
VIII

typical

Henry
VIII

typical

Henry
VIII

typical

Henry
VIII

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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16.

// 2 ah-ah
/not
ex/pecting
/that are ya
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

<audience laughter>
17.
// 1 third wife
[stasis]
gonna /shoot
her //

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[more
nasal,
tenser]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“third wife”)
\
gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise
/spirit: up]

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards /
downwards]

index and
third finger
extended
joined,
thumb
raised

Henry
VIII

typical

Henry
VIII

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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18.

// 1 fourth
wife /put her
into a /bag //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“fourth wife”)
\
gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards /
downwards] (‘put”
- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]

Henry
VIII

typical

19.

// 1 fifth wife
/into /outer
/space //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e (up)]

baseline

arms, gaze vectors:
[virtual: location:
away] (“outer
space”)

[occurrence figure:
non-entitied
isolated /
accelerated /
linear: outwards /
forwards /
upwards]

Henry
VIII

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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20.

// 1 sixth wife
on a
ro/tissimat //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

[occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ omni]

Henry
VIII

typical

21.

// 3 seventh
wife /made
out of /jam //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(down)
]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“jam”)

[entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median / sculpted]

Henry
VIII

typical

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[occurrence figure:
non-entitied:
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
accelerated /
upwards /
downwards]

Henry
VIII

typical

<audience laughter>
22.
//eighth wife… /uh-uh /uh-hu [movemen
//
t] - step to
stage
right

23.

// 1 ^ and the
/Pope's going

baseline

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

8

you /crazy
/bugger //

24.

25.

26.

// 3 you can't
do all /this //

// 2 what /are
you a
/Mormon //

// 1 ^ you
/can't marry
/all these
/people //

[movemen
t] - two
steps to
stage left

[stasis]

[stasis]

[stasis]

[offer]

[offer]

[offer]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

- [wider /
louder /
higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Henry VIII”)

- [wider /
louder /
higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“all this”)

- [wider /
louder /
higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Henry VIII”)

- [wider /
louder /
higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent

- arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“all these people”)
- gaze vectors:
actual: other]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

threat: anger]

- supine
palms
[PARALINGUIS
TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

expansion]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

threat: anger]

- supine
palms
[PARALINGUIS
TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

expansion]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

threat: anger]

- supine
palms
[PARALINGUIS
TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

expansion]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

threat: anger]

- supine
palms
[PARALINGUIS
TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

expansion]

stereotypica
l open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians

Pope

typical

Pope

typical

stereotypica
l open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians

Pope

typical

stereotypica
l open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians

Pope

typical

stereotypica
l open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

<audience laughter>
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27.

// 1 ^ it's
i/llegal //

[stasis]

??

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

28.

// 1 ^ you
/can't do all
/th- I’m the
/Pope I’m
head of the
/church I have
to keep up
/ciao //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]
\
[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

- [wider /
louder /
higher /
tenser]
- Italian
accent
\
[lower /
smoother
/ longer
/ laxer]

arms vectors:
[actual: self]
(“Pope”)
\
gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the church”)
\
gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

threat: anger]

- supine
palms
[PARALINGUIS
TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

expansion]

stereotypica
l open arms,
hunched
shoulders of
arguing
Italians

Pope

typical

Pope

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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29.

// 1 ^ I /have
to /keep up
/standards //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Henry VIII”)

30.

// 2 what have
you been
/reading the
/gospel
a/ccording to
saint/bastard
//

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
down
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[higher /
louder /
tenser]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the gospel
according to saint
bastard”)
\
gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Henry VIII”)

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

Pope

typical

Pope

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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31.

// 3 ^ so
/henry the
/eighth who
was ah /Sean
/Connery for
this /film //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right,
forward

<audience laughter>
32.
// 1 ^ well
[stasis]
/then I will
/set up a /new
re/ligion in
this /country
//

33.

// 1 ^ I will
/set up thethe re/ligionthe /psychotic
/bastard
re/ligion //

[stasis]

[demand]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline
- Scottish
accent

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

- exaggerated
lip movement
[PARALINGUIS

Henry
VIII

typical

Henry
VIII

typical

TIC FORCE

(facial):
stronger]

[offer]

<audience laughter>
[frontal [obliqu
]
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- Scottish
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

12

34.

35.

// 1 and an
ad/viser said

-

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

/why not /call
it /church of
/England sire
//

[movemen
t]
- step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[breathie
r]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Henry VIII”)

// 1 oh yes
/church of
/England
/actually
/much
better//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [faster /
shorter /
higher /
breathier
]
- Scottish
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“adviser”)
\
gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Pope”)

head bowed,
hands
steepled
under chin

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
surprise]

authorial

typical

Henry
VIII
adviser

typical

Henry
VIII

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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<audience laughter>
36.
// 1 even
[stasis]
/though I am
/Scottish
my/self //

<audience laughter>
37.
// 1 ^ so they / [stasis]
did //

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline
- Scottish
accent

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

hands on
hips, chin
raised, chest
pushed out

Henry
VIII

typical

Authorial

14

38.

// 1 that's the
/birth of
/church of
/England //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
front

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

Authorial

39.

// 1 ^ the
/birth of the
/Anglican
/church //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
front

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

Authorial

40.

// 2 ^
dis/gusting
/eh //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

Authorial

15

41.

// 4 that's no
/basis to
/start a
re/ligion on
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage back

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

42.

// 1 nothing to
/do with the
/protestant
/church I //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

43.

// 3 mean hehe-/Henry just
/shagged and
/killed a /lot of
/women and
then //

[stasis]

[offer]
\
[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[fronta
l]

baseline

Authorial

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Henry”, “lot of
women”)

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

Authorial

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

Authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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44.

// 1 stole all
the /money off
the
/monasteries
//

[stasis]

[offer]
\
[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

45.

// 3 you know
/rape /pillage
/rape and
/pillage /that
is //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“money”)

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards

Authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

Authorial
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46.

// 1 ^ the
/protestant
/faith was
/different //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

Authorial

47.

// 1 that
/started /um
well /probably
a/round a
/similar /time
but //

[movemen
t] - walk
to stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

Authorial

48.

// 4 that was
a/bout
/Martin
/Luther this
//

[movemen
t] - walk
to stage
right

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

Authorial
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49.

// 3 German
/guy who
/pinned a
/note on a
/church /door
/saying //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

50.

// 4 'ang /on a
/minute //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

<audience laughter>
51.
// 1 ^ but /in
[stasis]
/German so
//

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Martin Luther”)
\
arms vectors:
[actual: other] (“a
note”)

- [entity: default /
outer: smaller /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards /
upwards]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

Authorial

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise]

wagging
finger/holdi
ng finger up

Martin
Luther

typical

authorial

typical

20

52.

// 4 ein
mi/nuten
/bitte //

<audience laughter>
53.
// 3 ^ ich
/habe /einen
/kleinen
pro/blemo //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
/
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]
\
[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

- [entity: default /
outer: smaller /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards /
upwards]

wagging
finger/holdi
ng finger up

Martin
Luther

typical

wagging
finger/holdi
ng finger up

Martin
Luther

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

<audience laughter>
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54.

// 1 ^ a/vec
/diese
religi/one //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
55.
// 1 he was
[stasis]
from
/everywhere
//

<audience laughter>
56.
// 3 ^ so
/yeah… /so
and the- so the
/protestant
/faith was sort
of /tacked /on
you know by
E/lizabeth the
/first a bit
/later //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left ,
front

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

Martin
Luther

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the Protestant
faith”)
\
arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Elizabeth the
first”)

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial
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57.

// ^ 1 oh / let’s
put… some
/principles
thank /God
we've /got
some
/principles //

[stasis]

[offer]
\
[demand]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]
\
[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“some
principles”)

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards

\
[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Elizabeth
the first

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

complex – no
Verbal Process
clause to
introduce
persona

<audience laughter>

23

58.

// 3 nowadays
/church of
/England’s
/much /more
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

59.

// 3 hello
/how are
/you //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[higher /
narrower
]

60.

// 1 much
more a
/hobby-type
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

typical

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Anglican
person

complex – no
Verbal Process
clause to
introduce
persona

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

authorial

24

61.

// 3 hello //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
62.
// 1 lot of
[stasis]
/people in
/church of
/England have
/no /muscles
in their /arms
//

63.

// 3 hello //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[higher /
narrower
]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[offer]

[frontal
]
\
[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[fronta
l]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[higher /
narrower
]

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Anglican
person

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

complex – no
Verbal Process
clause to
introduce
persona

authorial

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

floppy body
movements [PARALINGUIS
TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE: deintensify]

Anglican
person

complex – no
Verbal Process
clause to
introduce
persona

25
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<audience laughter>
64.
// 1 yes /that's [stasis]
what /I
thought //

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Anglican
person

typical

26

65.

// 1 do- /do
come /in //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[less fast
smoother
/ more
vibrato]

66.

// 4 you're the
/only /one
to/day //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[less fast
smoother
/ more
vibrato]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

<audience laughter>
67.
// 1 now the
[stasis]
/sermon
to/day is
/taken /from a
/maga/zine I
/found //

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(Anglican mass
attendee)

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the sermon”)

[occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated /
accelerated /
linear: inwards]

[entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
median / sculpted]

[VOICE

Anglican
vicar

typical

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]
- [VOICE
AFFECT: spirit:
up: affection]

Anglican
vicar

typical

Anglican
vicar

typical

AFFECT:

spirit:
up: affection]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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// 3 that I
/found in a
/hedge //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
68.
// 1 now ah
[stasis]
/lipstick
/colours /this
ah /season
/are ah in the
/frosted /pink
/area and ah
/nail /colours
to /match //

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[offer]
\
[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the sermon”,
“magazine”)

[entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
median / sculpted]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

Anglican
vicar

typical

\
[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Anglican
vicar

typical
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69.

// 1 and ah
/this re/minds
me /rather of
our lord
/Jesus //

[stasis]

[demand]
\
[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the sermon”) /
(“magazine”)

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
median / sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

[PARALINGUIS
TIC FORCE

(face);
weaken]

Anglican
vicar

typical
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<audience laughter>
70.
// ^ 4 because [stasis]
/surely /when
/Jesus /went
into /Nazareth
on a /donkey
he /must have
/got /tarted
/up a bit //

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arms vectors:
[virtual: location:
away]
(“Nazareth”)
\
- arms vectors:
[actual: self]
(“he”/“Jesus”)
- gaze, arms
vectors: [actual:
other]

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
median / sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]
\
[occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ downwards]

\
[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
down]

Anglican
vicar

typical

30
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<audience laughter>
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71.

// ^ 1 we will
/now sing
/four- hymn
/fourhundred-and/five oh /god
what on /earth
is ah is my
/hairdo /all
a/bout //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
72.
// oh /god
[stasis]
/what on
/earth is /my
/ ha-a-air /do
//

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the
sermon”/“magazin
e”)

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

- songlike
- [slower
/ lower /
laxer /
more
nasal]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(hymn book)

[entity: defined:
straightened / 2D
/ median /
sculpted]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

spirit:
down: ennui]

Anglican
vicar

typical

Anglican
vicar

typical
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<audience laughter>
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73.

// 1 ^ there's
/something
/weird //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

74.

// 1 something
phe/nomenall
y /dreary
about
/Christian
/singing the //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

75.

// 1 gospel
/singers are
the /only
/singers that
/just /go
/crazy /go
and- /joyous
and it's
/fucking
a/mazing and
it's //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline
\
[lower]
(“crazy
go and
joyous”)
\
baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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76.

// 3 born out
of /kidnapping
im/prisonmen
t /slavery
/murder //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: self]
\
gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: self]
\
gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: self]
\
gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: self]

index finger
extended
\
index and
third finger
extended
\
index, third
and ring
finger
extended
\
index, third,
ring and
pinkie finger
extended

authorial

34
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77.

// 1 all of
/that and this
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

78.

// 3 joyous
/singing //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial
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79.

// ^ 3 and the
/church of
/England- //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

80.

// 3 well /all
of the /sort of
/Christian
re/ligions
with- withwhich is
/mainly
Cau/casian
/white people
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

arms vectors:
[actual: self]
(“Caucasian white
people”)

[entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial
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81.

//with all the
/power and
/money–
e/nough
/power and
/money to
/make
/Solomon
/blush andand //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

82.

// 1 they're all
/singing

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

oh /God our
/hope in /ages
/past our
/hope for
/years //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

- songlike
- [slower
/ lower /
laxer /
more
nasal]
(“oh god
our hope
in ages
past our
hope for
years”)

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

authorial

[entity: defined:
straightened / 2D
/ median /
sculpted]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

spirit:
down: ennui]

white
Christian
singers

typical

<audience laughter>
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83.

// they're the
/only /group
of /people
/that could
/sing
/Halle/lujah
with/out
/feeling /like
it's a
/Halle/lujah
/thing //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

84.

// Hallelujah
/Hallelujah
/joyfu/lly /we
/lark a/ bout
//

[stasis]

[offer]
\
[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

- songlike
- [slower
/ lower /
laxer /
more
nasal]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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authorial

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

- [VOICE
AFFECT: spirit:
down: ennui]

- exaggerated
jaw
movement
[PARALINGUIS

white
Christian
singers

typical

TIC FORCE

(face):
weaker]

<audience laughter>
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85.

// 1 no it’s- it's
/just /not
/kicking /is it
you /know //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

86.

// 1 God must
be /up-must
be /up there
going

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

- arms vectors:
[virtual: location:
away] (“up there”)

what on
/earth is
/that //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [lower /
rougher]
(“what
on earth
is that”)
- General
British
accent

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Jesus”)

- blocking ears
with fingers
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]

authorial

typical

authorial

typical

God

typical
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87.

88.

// 1 god who is
/James
/Mason

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

what on /earth
is /that
/Jesus //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [lower /
rougher]
(“what
on earth
is that
Jesus”)
- General
British
accent

//1 Jesus
/Christ what
on /earth is
/that //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[lower /
rougher]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Jesus”)

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“God”)

<audience laughter>
89.
// 4 don't take my /name in
[movemen
/vain dad //
t] - step to
stage left

- blocking ears
with fingers
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]

authorial

- blocking ears
with fingers
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]

God

typical

- blocking ears
with fingers
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]

God

typical

Jesus

typical

complex –
sustaining

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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PARALINGUISTI
C IDEATION of

impersonated
persona

wagging
finger
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<audience laughter>
90.
// 1 Jeezy
/Creezy what
on /earth is
/that //

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

<audience laughter>
91.
// 1 don't call
me /Jeezy
[movemen
/Creezy //
t] - step to
stage left

<audience laughter>
92.
// 1 look /dad
[stasis]
I /went /down
there I told
'em to /hang
out be /groovy
/drink a /bit of
/wine they //

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[lower /
rougher]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Jesus”)

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

- blocking ears
with fingers
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards]

God

typical

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“God”)

Jesus

typical

gaze, arms vectors:
[location: away]
(“down there”)

Jesus

typical
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93.

// 1 split into
/different
/groups
you've got the
//

94.

95.

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“different
groups”)

entity: default /
median / sculpted]

Jesus

typical

// 3 Catholics
the

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Catholics”)

entity: default /
median / sculpted]

Jesus

typical

// 3
Protestants
the //

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Protestants”)

entity: default /
median / sculpted]

Jesus

typical
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96.

// 3 Jesuits
the //

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms
vectors: [actual:
other] (“Jesuits”)

97.

// 3
Methodists
the//

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

98.

// 3 Evan/gelicals the
//

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

entity: default /
median / sculpted]

Jesus

typical

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Methodists”)

Jesus

typical

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Evangelicals”)

Jesus

typical
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99.

// 3 ↑free
/Presby-/
terians the //

100.

// 3 ↑lockedup /Presby/terians //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
101.
// 3 ^ the
[stasis]
/Quakers the
/bakers the
/candlestick
/makers //

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“free
Presbyterians”)

Jesus

typical

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

- arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“locked-up
Presbyterians”)
- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“God”)

Jesus

typical

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Quakers”)
\
- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“God”)
- arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Bakers”)
\
gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“candlestick
makers”)

Jesus

typical
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<audience laughter>
102.
// 4 ^ the
[stasis]
/Mormons
/are from
/Mars dad
we've had it /
checked / out
//

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the Mormons”)
\
gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“God”)

Jesus

typical

45
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<audience laughter>
103.
// 3 ^ and
/what does
the /holy
/ghost think of
/all /this

oh he's //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[lower /
rougher]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Jesus”)

God

typical

Jesus

typical

46

104.

// 3 useless
/dad got a
/sheet over his
/head /these
/days //

<audience laughter>
105.
// 1 ^ oooo
/holy /ghost
/holy /ghost
/holy /ghost
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right,
front
\
step to
stage left

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]
\
[fronta
l]
\
[obliqu
e (back
/ stage
left)]

[wider /
slower /
more
vibrato]

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Holy Ghost”)
\
- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“God”)
- arm vectors:
[actual: self]
(“head”)

[state figure:
relational: relative
position]

Jesus

typical

arms held out and
to sides as if under
a sheet when
imitating a ghost

Holy
Ghost

typical
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<audience laughter>
106.
// 3 holy
[stasis]
/ghost this is
/not an
/episode of
/Scooby /Doo
//

<audience laughter>
107.
// 3 I would
have
suc/ceeded if
it /wasn't for
those /pesky
/God and
/Jesus /fellas
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right
\
step to
stage left

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[lower /
rougher]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]
\
[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Holy Ghost”)

[occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards /
backwards /
downwards]
\
hands held close in
front of body as if
in handcuffs

God

typical

Holy
Ghost

typical

48
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<audience laughter>
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108.

// 1 ^ ‘cause
/Shaggy and
/Scooby are
/interesting
/characters
they're //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

109.

//1 two of the
most /major/
characters in
/American
/literature //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

<audience laughter>
110.
// 1 because
[stasis]
and I /mean
this sin/cerely
and I /think
it's fan/tastic
because /they
are /cowards
//

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

authorial
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authorial

entity: default /
median / sculpted]

authorial
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111.

// 1 they are
/cowardly
/characters
they believe in
/cowardice
and
/sandwiches
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
front

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

entity: default /
median / sculpted]

thumb held
up
\
thumb and
index finger
held up

authorial
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<audience laughter>
112.
// 3 and ah
and /can you
/think of /any
in the /whole
/realms of the
/English/speaking
/literature
that- that are
/characters
/like that //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage back

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“whole realms of
the Englishspeaking
literature”)

authorial

52
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113.

// 1 cowardly
/characters
that you
i/dentify with
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ inwards]

- fist clenched
in front of
chest
[PARALINGUIS

authorial

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
intensify]
[PARALINGUIS
TIC FORCE

(face):
stronger]

53

114.

// 1 ‘cause you
i/dentify with
them you're
/with them
/all the /way
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

\
- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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115.

// 1 go shaggy
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[tenser /
rougher]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Scooby
Doo
audience

116.

// 1 go Scooby
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[tenser /
rougher]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Scooby
Doo
audience

[demand]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[fronta
l]

baseline
\
[tenser /
rougher
/ lower]
(“fuck
off”)

<audience laughter>
117.
// 1 ^ the /rest [stasis]
of the /guys
who /drive the
/van /fuck
/off //

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“the other guys”)

[occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: upwards/
downwards]

\
- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

hand supine,
index and
third finger
extended
apart, arm
‘bouncing’
up and
down
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Scooby
Doo
audience
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<audience laughter>
118.
// 3 scrappy
/doo a
[movemen
/magnum //
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]
\
[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Scrappy Doo”)
\
gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Scrappy Doo”)

- index and
third finger
extended
joined,
thumb
raised
- plosive
followed by
fricative
sound

person
shooting
Scrappy
Doo

complex – no
Verbal process
clause

56
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<audience laughter>
119.
// 3 thank
[stasis]
you
/granddad //

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Granddad”)

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

index and
third finger
extended
joined,
thumb
raised

person
shooting
Scrappy
Doo

complex – no
Verbal process
clause

<audience laughter>
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120.

// 3 well
re/membered
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

121.

// 1 ^ but
/Shaggy and
/Scooby… the
/only other
/character I
mean /tell me
/now if you
can /think of
/any /other
/character
‘cause I'm-I’m
/willing to
/learn but

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

122.

// 1 somebody
/mentioned
/Falstaff a
Shake/speare
an /character
it's

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

123.

//that /level of
/greatness //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“that level of
greatness”)

[entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
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authorial

<audience laughter>
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124.

// 1 Fal/staff
as a /char- you
/sort of
i/dentify /with
him but he has
a /melancholy
with him but
//

1

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

125.

// 1 Shaggy
and /Scooby
are /upbeat all
the /time //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

126.

<imitates
Scooby Doo
talking>

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left
\
run to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]
\
[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[fronta
l]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[breathie
r/
higher /
rougher]
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authorial

authorial

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Shaggy”)

[entity: default/
3D / median /
sculpted]
\
[occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: inwards /
upwards]

Scooby
Doo/
Shaggy

typical

59
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<audience laughter>
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127.

// 1 and you
/love 'em //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder /
higher]

128.

// 1 you're
/with 'em //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder /
higher]

129.

// 1 there's
part of /us
that’s /Shaggy
and /Scooby at
/every /stage
of the /way //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline
\
[tenser /
lower]
(“every
stage of
the way”)

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

arm vectors:
[actual: self] (“us”)
\
arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“every stage of
the way”)

authorial

61

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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<audience laughter>
130.
// 3 so if you
[stasis]
/travel /round
the /world
and you’re //

131.

// 1 you know
‘cause you’re
A/merican
/foreign
/policy /does
/give you a
/difficult /time
to e/xist
a/round the
/world //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

<audience laughter>
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132.

// 3 two
/tricks /one
say you're
Ca/nadian
/that /helps
//

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
133.
// 3 and
[stasis]
/um… it /is it
/works in
/Europe it's
/very /good
and the //

134.

135.

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

// 2 second /is
/just say

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

/Shaggy and
/Scooby //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[breathie
r/
higher /
rougher]
(“Shaggy
and
Scooby”)

// 2 they go

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline
\

/Shaggy and
/Scooby //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[breathie
r/
higher /
rougher]
(“Shaggy
and
Scooby”)

<audience laughter>

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

authorial

authorial

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(American tourist)

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

American
s abroad

typical

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

foreigners

typical
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136.

// 3
inter/national
/credit /card I
/think you’ll
/find //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
137.
// 1 so
/yeah… //
[movemen
t] - step to
stage
front

138.

/ 1 so the
/pagan… the
/pagan
re/ligion /I
don't /know a
/huge
a/mount
a/bout but
there //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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139.

//1 was this
/earthy /thing
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

140.

//1 but the
/Chris- the
/Christi/anity
had /split into
/many
/different
/areas Ca- //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“different areas”)

[entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median/ sculpted]

authorial

[entity: default /
median/ sculpted]

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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141.

//tholicism
/still has the
/fire and
/brimstone //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

142.

// boom/boom /boom/boom //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder /
lower
songlike]

authorial

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median/ sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
constant / linear:
upwards /
downwards]

Catholic
drummer

typical

66

143.

144.

// 1 row you
/bastards //

[stasis]

// e-/e-/i-/e
you /know o//

[stasis]

[demand]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[laxer /
lower]

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median/ sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
constant / linear:
upwards /
downwards]

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
median/ sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
impacting /
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
constant / linear:
inwards /
outwards]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

[PARALINGUIS
TIC FORCE

(face):
stronger]

Catholic
drummer

typical

Catholic
rowers

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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<audience laughter>
145.
// 1 -riginal
[stasis]
/sin what a
/hellish i/dea
/that is //

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial
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146.

// 1 people
/having to /go
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

147.

// 1 father
/bless me for
/I have
/sinned /I-I
/did an o- //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[lower /
breathier
/ tenser]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

[VOICE
AFFECT:

threat: fear:
irrealis]

Sign of the
cross

Catholic
sinner #1

typical
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148.

// 1 -riginal
/sin… I- I //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[lower /
breathier
/ tenser]

149.

// 1 poked a
/badger with a
/spoon //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[lower /
breathier
/ tenser]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Catholic
sinner #1

typical

Catholic
sinner #1

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

<audience laughter>
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150.

// 1 I’ve /never
heard of /that
one be/fore //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

151.

// 1 five /hail
/Mary’s and
/two /hello
/dolly's //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Holding up
hand with
thumb and
fingers
extended

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

Catholic
priest

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

Catholic
priest

typical

71

152.

// 1 all right
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right
\
walk to
stage
right

[offer]
\
[demand]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[lower /
breathier
/ tenser]

embodied walking
occurrence figure

Sign of the
cross

Catholic
sinner #1

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

<audience laughter>
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153.

// 1 bless me
/father for I
have /slept
with my /nextdoor
/neighbour’s
/wife //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

154.

// 1 heard it
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[higher]
- London
RGB
accent

Sign of the
cross

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
disdain]

Catholic
sinner #2

typical

Catholic
priest

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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<audience laughter>
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155.

// 1 ^ I /want
an o/riginal
/sin //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Catholic
priest

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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156.

// 1 oh I’m
/terribly
/sorry //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right
\
walk to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
];
[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

\
embodied walking
occurrence figure

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise]

Catholic
sinner #2

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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<audience laughter>
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157.

// 1 ^ the
/Anglican
/faith doesn't
/have that //

158.

// 1 you'll
/never /go //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left,
front

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial
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159.

// 3 vicar I
have /done
/many /bad
/things //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right, back

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]

Anglican
sinner

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices
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160.

// 3 ^ well /so
have /I //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]
\
[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[fronta
l]

[lower /
smoother
]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Anglican
vicar

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

complex – no
verbal process
introducing
persona

<audience laughter>
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161.

162.

// 1 what shall
I /do //

// 1 well
/drink /five
/bloody
/Marys and
ah //

[stasis]

[stasis]

[offer]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Anglican
sinner

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

complex –
ommission of
[movement] in
TRANSITION IN
PLACE

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Holding up
hand with
thumb and
fingers
extended

Anglican
vicar

complex –
ommission of
[movement] in
TRANSITION IN
PLACE

79

163.

// you /won't
re/member //

<audience laughter>
164.
// 1 ^ and
be/cause we
ah the
/Anglican
/faith has a
/lack- had a
/lack of
/principles for
a /long /time
you //

<audience laughter>
[obliqu [obliqu
e (stage e
right)]
(stage
right)]

[stasis]

[offer]

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

baseline

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Anglican
vicar

typical

authorial
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165.

// 1 can't /get
/really
/headstrong
a/bout it //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

166.

// 1 you
/can't- you
/can’t /say
you /know like
the- the- thethe Is/lamic
Ji/hads that
we /hear
a/bout we //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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167.

// 1 get
/scared about
is/lamic
Ji/hads I //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

168.

// 1 think we
/do a/ssume
that /everyone
who ah is /into
the Is/lamic
re/ligion is //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“everyone”)

169.

// 3 having a
Ji/had /every
/other /bloody
/day //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arm vectors:
[virtual: location:
away]

authorial

[entity: defined /
rounded/ 3D /
sculpted]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

authorial
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170.

// there's a
/lot of very
re/laxed
Is/lamic
/people and
we /got to
/under/stand
re- //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

171.

// 3 -member
this it’s /very
im/portant
and we //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

172.

// 3 do
a/ssume that
Ji/hads are
/just /like
/you know //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

- arm vectors:
[virtual: location:
away] (every day)

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial
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173.

// every /day
/three Ji/hads
are just
i/ssued by
/every
/indi/vidual it
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

174.

// 1 just
/seems
/they're
/everywhere
the //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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175.

// 1 fruit shop
short/changed me a
/fucking
Ji/had on
/them //

walk to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]
\
[frontal
]
\
[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [higher
/ louder]
- London
RGB
accent

gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(“fruit shop”)
\
- arm vectors:
[actual: other]
(money)
- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
\
arm vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
down]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Muslim
dad

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

<audience laughter>
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176.

// 1 bump
/into
/someone /say
/hey a
/fucking
Ji/had on
/you //

[movemen
t]
- walk to
stage left
\
- step to
stage
right

<audience laughter>
177.
// 1 how many [stasis]
Ji/hads you
got /going
/now /dad //

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]
\
[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline
\
[higher /
louder]
(“hey a
fucking
Jihad on
you”)
- London
RGB
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

embidied somasis:
move elbow out
and back in to side

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

\
- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Muslim
dad

typical

Muslim
child

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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178.

// 1 we/twenty-/four
//

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(down)
]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

179.

// 1 god it's
/difficult to
keep /up with
/them //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(down)
]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

180.

// 1 ^ I just
/don't think
that's
/happening
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

[PARALINGUIS

Muslim
dad

typical

Muslim
dad

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

contraction]

87

181.

// 1 so um but
you /can't do
/that in
/Church of
/England you
/can't /say
you //

[movemen
t]
- step to
stage
right

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

182.

// 1 must have
/tea and /cake
with the /vicar

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e

[louder /
rougher
/ tenser]

or you /die
you- you //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e

[louder /
rougher
/ tenser]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

- flat palm swept
horizontally
- [paralinguistic
occurrence figure:
non-entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

authorial

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

<audience laughter>
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// 1 can't
/have
ex/treme
/points of
/view you
/know the //

[stasis]

184.

// 1 Spanish
inqui/sition
wouldn't have
/worked with
church of
/England //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

185.

// 1 talk will
you //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
down)]

[higher /
louder /
rougher
/ tenser]

183.

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[PARALINGUIS

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
intensify]

authorial

gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]

[VOICE
AFFECT:

threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogat
or

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

89

186.

187.

// 1 talk

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
down)]

baseline

but it //

[stasis]

// 1 hurts //

[stasis]

gaze, arm vectors:
[actual: other]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[higher /
louder /
laxer /
more
nasal]
(“but it”)

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[higher /
louder /
laxer /
more
nasal]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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[VOICE
AFFECT:

Anglican
interrogat
or

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

embodied
somasis: hands
held up alongside
head

VOICE AFFECT:

torure
victim

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

embodied
somasis: hands
held up alongside
head

[VOICE
AFFECT:

torure
victim

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

threat: anger]

spirit: down:
misery]

down:
misery]

spirit:

90

188.

// 1 well
/loosen it /up
a bit /will you
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

<audience laughter>
189.
// 1 ^ ‘cause
[stasis]
/that's what it
would /be /tea
and /cake or
/death //

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
back)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other
(audience)

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

Anglican
interrogat
or

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

authorial
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190.

// 1 tea and
/cake or
/death //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder /
tenser /
rougher]

191.

// 1 tea and
/cake or
/death //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[louder /
tenser /
rougher]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

- flat palm swept
horizontally
- [paralinguistic
occurrence figure:
non-entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogat
or

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

[entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
fanatical
students

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

<audience laughter>
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192.

// 1 students
with /beards
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

193.

// 1 tea and
/cake or
/death //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[tenser]

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting /
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
constant / linear:
upwards/downwar
ds]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
fanatical
students

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

194.

// 1 tea and
/cake or
/death //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

tenser

- [entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting /
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
constant / linear:
inwards/outwards]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
fanatical
students

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“beards”)

[entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: smaller /
sculpted]

authorial
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195.

// 1 little /red
/cook- /book
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“little red
cookbook”)

- [entity: default /
outer: smaller /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting /
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
constant / linear:
upwards/downwar
ds]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
fanatical
students

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

196.

// 1 little /red
/cook- /book
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

- arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“little red
cookbook”)

- [entity: default /
outer: smaller /
sculpted]
- [occurrence
figure: entitied:
nontransformative:
impacting /
iterated: ordered:
to-and-fro /
constant / linear:
upwards/downwar
ds]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
fanatical
students

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

<audience laughter>
197.
// 1 ca- /you
[stasis]
know ‘cause
/cake or
/death /that's
a /pretty /easy
/question //

authorial

94
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198.

// 1 everyone/anyone could
/answer /that
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

199.

// 1 cake or
/death //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[louder /
tenser /
rougher]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogat
or

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

200.

// 3 ah /cake
/please //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[laxer]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

Cake eater
#1

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

authorial

<audience laughter>
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201.

202.

// 5 very
/well //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

// 3 give /him
/cake //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

- [higher
/ louder
/ tenser /
rougher
/
slower]
- Faint
French
accent

[VOICE
AFFECT:

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

- [higher
/ louder
/ tenser /
rougher
/
slower]
- Faint
French
accent

[VOICE
AFFECT:

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

threat: anger]

threat: anger]
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<audience laughter>
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203.

// 1 ^ oh
/thanks very
/much //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[laxer]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
- arms vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

raising hand
to mouth,
moving
lips/jaws

Cake eater
#1

typical

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
Appendices

<audience laughter>
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204.

// 3 very
/nice //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[laxer]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
- arms vectors:
[actual: other]

205.

// 1 you /cake
or /death //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[lower /
louder /
tenser /
rougher
/ slower
/ wider]
- Faint
French
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

206.

// 3 uh /cake
for me /too
/please //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[laxer]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
- arms vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Cake eater
#1

typical

- brows
drawn
together
- [FACIAL
AFFECT: -ve
ATTITUDE]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

Cake eater
#2

typical
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<audience laughter>
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207.

208.

// 1 very
/well //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

// 1 give him
cake /too //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

- [higher
/ louder
/ tenser /
rougher
/ slower]
- Faint
French
accent

[VOICE
AFFECT:

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [higher
/ louder
/ tenser /
rougher
/ slower]
- Faint
French
accent

[VOICE
AFFECT:

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

threat: anger]

threat: anger]
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209.

// 1 we're
gonna /run
out of /cake
at /this rate //

[stasis]

[demand]
\
[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[higher]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

raised
eyebrows
[FACIAL
AFFECT: -ve
ATTITUDE]

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical
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<audience laughter>
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210.

// 3 you /cake
or /death //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [higher
/ louder
/ tenser /
rougher
/ slower]
- Faint
French
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

- brows
drawn
together
- [FACIAL
AFFECT: -ve
ATTITUDE]
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

211.

// 3 uh
/death please
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

- brows
slightly
raised, lip
corners
raised
- [FACIAL
AFFECT: +ve
ATTITUDE]

Cake eater
#3

typical

212.

// 1 no /cake
/cake /cake
/sorry//

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[faster /
louder /
higher /
tenser]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

- brows
raised, lips
flat
- [FACIAL
AFFECT:
(surprise/
fear)
- [VOICE
AFFECT:
threat: fear:
realis]

Cake eater
#3

typical

head bowed
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<audience laughter>
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213.

// 3 you said
/death first//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[higher /
tenser /
louder]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

wagging
finger,
clicking
thumb and
third finger
(admonition
, urgent
interjection)

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

214.

// 1 ah-ah /ahah /death
first//

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[higher /
tenser /
louder]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

wagging
finger,
clicking
thumb and
third finger
(admonition
, urgent
interjection)

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[tenser /
louder /
higher]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: fear]

Cake eater
#3

typical

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[higher /
tenser]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

<audience laughter>
215.
// 1 no I
[stasis]
/meant /
cake //

216.

// 1 oh all
/right //

[stasis]

- exaggerated
slackness of
facial
expression
[PARALINGUIS
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TIC
GRADUATION

(facial):
weaker]

102

<audience laughter>
217.
// 1 you're
/lucky I’m
/church of
/England //
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[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

<audience laughter>
218.
// 1 cake or
[stasis]
/death //

[offer]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[higher /
tenser]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
- arms vectors:
[actual: self] (“I”)

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[higher /
tenser]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

[PARALINGUIS
TIC FORCE

(face):
stronger]

Smiling,
eyes closed,
chin pushed
forward

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical
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219.

// 3 uh /cake
please//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

220.

// 1 well we're
/out of /cake
//

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[tenser /
higher /
louder]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

// 1 we only
/had three
/bits and we
/didn't ex/pect
such a /rush
//

[stasis]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[tenser /
higher]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

221.

[offer]

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
surprise /
spirit: up]

flat palm swept
horizontally
[occurrence figure:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting]

[PARALINGUIS

entity: default / 3D
/ median /
sculpted]

[PARALINGUIS

TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

contraction]

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify:
number]

Holds up
three middle
fingers

Cake eater
#4

typical

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical
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<audience laughter>
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222.

// 1 ^ so
/what do you
/want //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[tenser /
higher]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

223.

// 3 well so my
/choice is /or
/death //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

baseline

<audience laughter>
224.
// 1 well I’ll
[stasis]
/have the
/chicken
/then /please
//

entity: default / 3D
/ median /
sculpted]

Anglican
interrogat
or

typical

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Cake eater
#4

typical

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Cake eater
#4

typical
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<audience laughter>
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225.

// 3 tastes of
/human /sir
//

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
226.
// 2 ^ ’d you /
[stasis]
like a /white
/wine //

227.

// 1 there you
/go /thank
you very
/much //

[stasis]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
down)]

[smoothe
r/
higher /
softer]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other
- arms vectors:
[actual: other]

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards]

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Church of
England
airline
steward

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[smoothe
r/
higher /
softer] French
accent

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
- arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“white wine”)

- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards]

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Church of
England
airline
steward

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[smoothe
r/
softer]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

entity: default / 3D
/ median /
sculpted]

[FACIAL
AFFECT: spirit:
up]

Church of
England
airline
steward

typical
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228.

// 1 thank you
for /flying
/church of
/England //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[softer /
smoother
]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Church of
England
airline
steward

typical

229.

// 2 cake or
/death //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[smoothe
r/
higher /
softer]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Church of
England
airline
steward

complex – no
Verbal process

107

230.

// 1 ah I
/asked for the
/vege/tarian
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

231.

// 1 ah /yes
the
/vege/tarian
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left
\
step to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(down)
]

[smoothe
r/
higher /
softer]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

232.

// 1 yes /there
we /go Mr
/Hitler //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[smoothe
r/
higher /
softer]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
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Hitler

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards]

Church of
England
airline
steward

typical

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: outwards
/ forwards]

Church of
England
airline
steward

typical

<audience laughter>
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233.

// 1 there we
/go //

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
234.
// 2 like a
[stasis]
/little /wine
//

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
down)]

[smoothe
r/
softer]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[smoothe
r/
higher /
softer]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Hitler”)

arms vectors:
[actual: other] (“a
little wine”)

235.

// 3 thank you
/very /much
you //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
down)]

[smoothe
r/
higher /
softer]

236.

// 3 Nazi
/shithead //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

entity: default / 3D
/ median /
sculpted]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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Church of
England
airline
steward

typical

Church of
England
airline
steward

typical

Church of
England
airline
steward

typical

Church of
England
airline
steward /
author

complex – no
Verbal
process,
PARALINGUISTI
C CONTACT,
PARALINGUISTI
C
INVOLVEMENT,
VOICE QUALITY

suggest
authorial
persona
<audience laughter>
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237.

// 1 so /yeah
so the //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

238.

// 1 pagan
re/ligion had
/very big
/festivals
re/member on
/Easter and
/Christmas
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

239.

// 1 Christian
re/ligion
/came a/long
had /very big
/festivals at
/Easter and
/Christmas
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

240.

// 1 Jesus
/died on /one
and was /born
on the /other
//

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial
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241.

// 2 hm/ hm/
hm/ hm //

<audience laughter>
242.
// 3 ‘cause
/Jesus I /do
think /did
e/xist you
/know //

243.

// 1 and ah /he
ah /was ah /I
think a /guy
who had
/interesting
i/deas in the
/Gandhi-type
/area in the
um //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left,
back

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[FACIAL
AFFECT:
threat: anger]

[PARALINGUIS
TIC FORCE

(face):
weaker]

shaking
head

confused
person
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complex – no
Verbal process

authorial

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

authorial
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244.

// 1 Nelson
Man/delatype /area //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

245.

// 3 you know
re/laxed and
/groovy //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

246.

// 1 and thethe /romans
/thought

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[lower /
rougher]

re/laxed and
/groovy /no

- [entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
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authorial

shaking
head

Romans

typical
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247.

248.

no no no /no
//
// 1 um so they
/murdered
him and then
//

// 1 kids eat
/chocolate
eggs //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]
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(“no no
no no”)
baseline

baseline

authorial

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“chocolate eggs”)

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

authorial
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249.

// 3 ^ because
the /colour of
the /chocolate
and the
/colour of the
/wood on the
/cross //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]
\
[obliqu
e (stage
right)]
\
[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“colour of the
chocolate eggs”)
\
arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“colour of the
wood on the
cross”)

[entity: defined:
straightened / 2D
/ median /
sculpted]

- supine
palms low,
facing out/up
[PARALINGUIS

authorial

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

expansion]

<audience laughter>
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250.

// 1 ^ well
/you tell /me
//

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
251.
// 1 ^ it’s got
[stasis]
/nothing to
/do with it
/has it //

252.

// 3 you know
/people
/going re- //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

authorial

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
down)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
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authorial
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253.

// 1 -member
/kids the //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
down)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“kids”)

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

Christian
educator

254.

// 1 kids
who’re /eating
the /chocolate
eggs re- //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: upwards /
inwards]
- moving lips/jaws

authorial

255.

// 1 -member
/kids /Jesus
/died for your
/sins //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
down)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

entity: default / 3D
/ median /
sculpted]

Christian
educator

typical
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256.

// 1 yeah I
/know it’s
/great //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

<audience laughter>
257.
// 1 no no no
it's /bad it's
[movemen
/bad //
t] - step to
stage
right

258.

// 1 no it's
/bad it's //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [louder
/
rougher]
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
down)]

[louder /
higher /
tenser /
faster]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[rougher
]
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: upwards /
inwards]
- moving lips/jaws

- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: upwards /
inwards]
- moving lips/jaws

nodding
head

Child
eating
Easter
eggs

typical

palms low,
facing
down,
waving in
and out

Christian
educator

typical

shaking
head

Child
eating
Easter
eggs

typical
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259.

// 1 very bad
it's /terrible
//

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[rougher
]
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: upwards /
inwards]
- moving lips/jaws

Child
eating
Easter
eggs

typical

260.

// 1 ^
wha/tever you
/want I //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Christian
educator”)

- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: upwards /
inwards]
- moving lips/jaws

Child
eating
Easter
eggs

typical

261.

// 1 mean…
just /keep
/giving me
these /eggs //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Christian
educator”)
- arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“these eggs”)

[entity: defined:
rounded / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

Child
eating
Easter
eggs

typical

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

<audience laughter>
262.
// 1 ^ and the
[stasis]
/bunny rabbits
where do
/they come
into the
cruci/fixion //

- supine
palms low,
facing out/up
[PARALINGUIS
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authorial

TIC
ENGAGEMENT:

expansion]
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263.

264.

// 1 ^ were no
/bunny rabbits
up on the /hill
going

[stasis]

hey you / what
are you going
to put these //

[stasis]

// 1 crosses in
our /warrens
//

[stasis]

Impersonation, Expectation and Humorous Affiliation
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[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arms vectors:
[virtual: location:
away] (“the hill”)

authorial

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
up)]

[higher]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“these crosses”)

crucifixio
n rabbit

typical

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[higher]

arms, gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“our warrens”)

crucifixio
n rabbit

typical

<audience laughter>
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265.

// 2 ^ we /live
below this
/hill all /right
//

[stasis]

<audience laughter>
266. // 1 bunny
[stasis]
rabbits are for
/shagging //

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
up)]

[higher]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(cross diggers)
- arms vectors:
[virtual: location:
home]

crucifixio
n rabbit

- fists closed
pulling towards
hips, pelvis
thrusting forward
- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: upwards /
inwards]

typical
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authorial
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267.

// 1 eggs are
for fer/tility //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]
\
[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[fronta
l]

baseline

268.

// 1 it's a
/festival //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“eggs”)
\
arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“sex organs”)

[entity: defined:
curved / 3D /
outer: smaller /
sculpted]

authorial

[entity: defined:
curved / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

authorial
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269.

// 1 it's the
/spring
/festival //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[entity: default/
3D / median /
sculpted]

authorial

270.

// 1 Christmas
time you
/know //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[entity: default/
3D / median /
sculpted]

authorial

271.

// 1 Jesus ah
/born to a /big
/jolly /guy in a
/red /jacket /

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[entity: defined:
curved / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]

authorial
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272.

// 1 ho ho ho
//

[stasis]

273.

// 1 ho ho /ho
baby /Jesus
and //

[stasis]

[longer /
smoother
]

274.

// 1 what
would /you
like for
/Christmas
//

[stasis]

[longer /
smoother
]

275.

// 1 peace on
/earth and
good/will
towards /men
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[demand]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[fronta
l]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right /
up)]

[longer /
smoother
]

[higher /
smoother
]

[VOICE

AFFECT:

spirit:
up: cheer]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
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Santa
Claus

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

Santa
Claus

typical

Santa
Claus

typical

Baby
Jesus

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona
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276.

// 1 well
/what about a
/clockwork
/train //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

// 1 oh /yes
/much /better
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
down)]

<audience laughter>
[frontal [obliqu
]
e
(stage
right /
up)]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
down)]

[higher /
longer /
smoother
]

- gaze, arms
vectors: [actual:
other] (“clockwork
train”)
\
- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]

Santa
Claus

typical

[higher /
smoother
]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
\
- gaze, arms
vectors: [actual:
other]

- [entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: nontransformative:
non-impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear: forwards /
outwards]

Baby
Jesus

typical
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<audience laughter>
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277.

// 1 ^ for/getfor/get /peace
on /earth I
don't /care //

<audience laughter>
278.
// 3 and you
/know the f- f/Christmas the
/fir tree /thatthere's none of
/them in
/Nazareth the
//

279.

// 1 ‘partridge
in a /pear
/tree’ song was
/not sung at
the /last
/supper //

[movemen
t] - walk
to stage
left

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left /
down)]

[higher]

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

[entity: default/
3D / median /
sculpted]

Baby
Jesus

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

arms vectors:
[actual: other] (“fir
tree”)

[entity: defined:
straightened / 3D /
median / sculpted]

authorial

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[PARALINGUIS
TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE: size:
volume]

hand held
low, palm
facing
down, rapid
rotation
outwards
(no)

typical
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authorial

<audience laughter>
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280.

281.

282.

283.

// ^ 1 they
/weren't
there /going
and a //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[demand]

// par/tridge
/in a /pear
/tree //

[stasis]

[offer]

// five /gold
/rings //

[stasis]

// 1 come on
/loosen up
/Judas //

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline

[PARALINGUIS
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authorial

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE: size:
volume]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

[louder /
rougher]

[PARALINGUIS
TIC
GRADUATION

Jesus and
Apostles

typical

Jesus and
Apostles

typical

Jesus and
Apostles

typical

Jesus and
Apostles

typical

(body):
FORCE: size:
volume]

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

<audience laughter>
284. // on the
[stasis]
/seventh /day
of /Christ/mas
//

[offer]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

- [louder
/
rougher]
- songlike

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

- [louder
/
rougher]
- London
RGB
accent

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
right)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

[louder /
rougher]

[PARALINGUIS
TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE: size:
volume]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Judas”)

- [entity: defined:
curved / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: non-nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear:
inwards/outwards]
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285.

// 1 Judy
/come on
/Judy /loosen
up //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[higher]
- London
RGB
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Judas”)

286.

// 1 don't call
me /Judy I’ve
/told you //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

- [louder
/ higher]
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Jesus/Apostles”)

287.

// ooooh //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[demand]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[higher]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

- [louder
/ higher]
- London
RGB
accent

<audience laughter>
288. // 1 ^ can you
[stasis]
/lend us a
/fiver Judy
I’m a /bit
/short //

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“you”)

- [entity: defined:
curved / 3D /
outer: bigger /
sculpted]
- [occurrence:
entitied: non-nontransformative:
impacting /
isolated / constant
/ linear:
inwards/outwards]

[entity: default /
3D / median /
sculpted]
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Jesus and
Apostles

typical

Judas

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

Jesus and
Apostles

typical

Jesus and
Apostles

typical
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289.

// ahhh //

[stasis]

[offer]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

[lower]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Jesus

typical

Leo/nardo da
/Vinci’s
/painting the
/picture all
/right so /

[demand]

[frontal
]

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Leonardo da
Vinci”)

Jesus

typical

everyone get
your
po/sitions //

[demand]

[frontal
]

Jesus

typical

<audience laughter>
290. // ^ all right
/lads um
[movemen
t] - step to
stage back

typical

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting
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291.

// 3 here we
/go //

[stasis]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[fronta
l]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

292.

// 1 Jesus
/why you
/doing the big
/arms /thing
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Jesus”)

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

// 1 well I
don't /know…
I just thought
I’d do a big
/arms thing I
don't know //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage left

[offer]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

// ^ 1 well
/I’m going to
do a big /arms
thing as /well
//

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

// 1 yeah /me
/too /I quite
/like the big
/arms //

[movemen
t] - step to
stage
right

[offer]

[obliqu
e
(stage
left)]

baseline
- London
RGB
accent

- gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
- arms vectors:
[actual: self]

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

293.

294.

295.

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting
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Jesus

typical

Apostle #1

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

Jesus

typical

Apostle #1

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

Apostle
#2

complex – no
Verbal process
introducing
persona

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]
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296.

// 1 look we
/can't /all /do
big /arms //

[movemen
t] - walk
to stage
left

<audience laughter>
297.
//1 ^ we'll
[stasis]
/look like a
/squadron of
/spitfires for
/fuck's /sake
//

[offer]

[demand]
\
[offer]

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

[fronta
l]
\
[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

Jesus

typical

Jesus

typical
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TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

<audience laughter>
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298.

// 1 I’ll do big
/arms and you
just /look at
me and /go //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

299.

// 1 ooh he's
/doing big
/arms //

[stasis]

[offer]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

// 3 ^ all
/right //

[stasis]

[obliqu
e
(stage
right)]

baseline

300.

[offer]

[frontal
]

arms vectors:
[actual: self]
\
gaze, arms vectors:
[actual: other]
\
arms vectors:
[actual: self]

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

Jesus

typical

Apostles

typical

Jesus

typical
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TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

<audience laughter>
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301.

302.

303.

// 2 ^
Leo/nardo
have you got
/that one //

[stasis]

// 2 have you
got the
/painting //

[stasis]

// 1 ^ all
/right now a
/fun one as
/well
/‘member //

[stasis]

[demand]

[demand]

[demand]

[frontal
]

[frontal
]

[obliqu
e (stage
left)]

[fronta
l]

[fronta
l]

[fronta
l]

baseline

baseline

baseline

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]
(“Leonardo”)

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

imitating widened
arms gesture of
Jesus in Last
Supper painting

[PARALINGUIS

gaze vectors:
[actual: other]

Jesus

typical

Jesus

typical

Jesus

typical
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TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

TIC
GRADUATION

(body):
FORCE:
quantify: size:
volume]

- index and
pinkie finger
held up
- index and
third finger
held up
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B. Dialogic coupling and affiliation analysis of Gervais (2008, [42:50-52:56]) (view the text is audio-visual format here)
Verbiage/ paralanguage (arranged in turns according to authorial ENGAGEMENT feature)

Authorial
persona
resource
1.

I think we’re inundated with politics from an early age.

entertain

2.

I think everything is charged with politics and morality and the way to live. Um… It's in everything: fables,
nursery rhymes, little sayings…

entertain

3.

Um, I remember I must be as young as six when we used to have an assembly at school, in infant school we'd all
come in every Monday and sit down on the floor cross-legged,
and our deputy headmaster used to come up and tell us a story. And it always had a moral that we were meant
to think about and this would make us into leaders of men, character-building,

4.

people are inundated with
politics from an early age
fables, nursery rhymes, little
sayings, are charged with
politics and morality and the
way to live.

deputy headmaster loved
telling children stories
summer bounty will never end

assert

6.

I remember he told us about the two mice: the lazy mouse and the industrious mouse and it was summer and
these two little mice were out in the woods. The sun was out, the streams were babbling. There was flowers,
there were berries, there were nuts it was… oh! And lazy mouse he'd just be running around in the sun having a
bite from a berry throwing the rest away, there was loads! It was never gonna run out!
[PARALINGUISTIC CONTACT: demand] [FACIAL AFFECT: negative]

acknowledge

<audience laughter>
Industrious mouse, he’d have a berry, sure. But he’d eat it all, and he’d put one away for a colder season.

textual
Persona 2
resource

deputy headmaster believed
children should hear stories
because morals of stories are
character building

and he used to take ages over it and he loved it, it was his best day, you know, and ah…

8.

textual Persona
1 resource

assert

5.

7.

Value position targeted by
ENGAGEMENT resource

ENGAGEMENT

deputy
headmaster
acknowledge

acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
distance

acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
concede
deputy
headmaster
assert

9.

He knew.

acknowledge

10.

Lazy mouse he would he’d be fucking running about sunbathing,

assert

<audience laughter>
eating, chewing throwing the rest away…

lazy mouse
assert

industrious mouse enjoyed
bounty but planned for winter
industrious mouse foresaw
winter’s hardships

acknowledge

industrious mouse
justify

12.

“Oh fuck off,

acknowledge

lazy mouse
deny

13.

you square!”

acknowledge

lazy mouse
presume

lazy mouse should take
advantage of bounty to prepare
for winter
lazy mouse should take
advantage of bounty to prepare
for winter
industrious mouse is overly
cautious

acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
assert

lazy mouse hedonistically
enjoying autumn without
thinking of winter

15.

You can't see him… If you saw the leaves moving, yeah…

<audience laughter>

entertain

Implicated

audience is unable to
decipher story’s moral
message

audience is able to
decipher story’s
moral message

taboo lexis
inappropriate for
children

lexis appropriate
for children

taboo lexis
inappropriate for
children

lexis appropriate
for children

literal/realistic
interpretation of lazy
mouse kicking
through leaves

figurative
interpretation of
lazy mouse kicking
through leaves

lazy mouse hedonistically
enjoying summer without
thinking of winter

industrious one went, “oh be careful lazy mouse because come winter…”

<audience laughter>
The fall comes: same sort of pattern. The last of the berries – he’s chewing them, throwing the rest away… He's
just like chilling out… He's kicking through the leaves…

Deferred

summer bounty will never end

11.

14.

Bonds

a person would perceive lazy
mouse kicking leaves as leaves
moving
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16.

he’d be under the leaves…

entertain

<audience laughter>
person seeing lazy
mouse kicking
through leaves
entertain
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a person perceiving lazy mouse
kicking leaves as leaves moving

literal/realistic
interpretation of lazy
mouse kicking
through leaves

figurative
interpretation of
lazy mouse kicking
through leaves

cause of leaves moving unclear

literal/realistic
interpretation of lazy
mouse kicking
through leaves

figurative
interpretation of
lazy mouse kicking
through leaves

17.

basically… You’d go, “what's that?”

acknowledge

18.

It's lazy mouse underneath…

assert

a person would perceive lazy
mouse kicking leaves as leaves
moving

literal/realistic
interpretation of lazy
mouse kicking
through leaves

figurative
interpretation of
lazy mouse kicking
through leaves

entertain

a person could achieve the
same viewpoint as nature
documentary camera

literal/realistic
interpretation of lazy
mouse kicking
through leaves

figurative
interpretation of
lazy mouse kicking
through leaves

caution/ responsibility

literal/realistic
interpretation of lazy
mouse kicking
through leaves
/
taboo lexis
inappropriate for
children
children’s stories are
unrealistic

figurative
interpretation of
lazy mouse kicking
through leaves
/
lexis appropriate
for children

figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories
figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories
figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories
figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories
figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories

<audience laughter>
19.

If you could go under there like the discovery channel,

<audience laughter>
20.

you'd see lazy mouse going, “Fuck it!”

acknowledge

lazy mouse
DENY

<audience laughter>

21.

Industrious mouse, he'd be putting- freeze drying loads of berries, he's be chopping wood and…

acknowledge

22.

that he’d- He’d made- He’d made an axe to chop the wood…

distance

deputy
headmaster
assert
deputy
headmaster
assert

industrious mouse is gathering
provisions for winter
industrious mouse made an
axe

<audience laughter>
out of a little twig…

distance

industrious mouse made an
axe

children’s stories are
unrealistic

<audience laughter>
and a sliver of flint…

deputy
headmaster
assert

distance

industrious mouse made an
axe

children’s stories are
unrealistic

<audience laughter>
which he tied on with a horse hair…

deputy
headmaster
assert

distance

industrious mouse made an
axe

children’s stories are
unrealistic

<audience laughter>
thus enabling him to chop and stockpile fuel.

deputy
headmaster
assert

distance

deputy
headmaster
assert

axe allowed industrious mouse
to chop and stockpile fuel

children’s stories are
unrealistic

industrious mouse made an
axe

children’s stories are
unrealistic

lazy mouse suffering winter’s
hardships

children’s stories are
unrealistic

23.

24.

25.

26.

<audience laughter>
[CONTACT: demand];
[FACIAL AFFECT: negative]
<‘thumbs up’ gesture>
28.
So…
<audience laughter>
winter comes. Different pattern: the ground’s hard, there's nothing. There's no fruit, there's no berries, there's
no nuts. There's nothing at all on the trees… He's can’t find anything he's starving and he's freezing and he's
losing his body weight.
29.
Of course, industrious mouse, now he's in his cottage
27.

deny

acknowledge
acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
assert
deputy
headmaster
assert

industrious mouse inside
cottage

figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories

figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories
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30.

that he built [phonology shift back to authorial persona]

<audience laughter>
somehow
<various elements of paralanguage express disbelief/ pantomime actions required to build that a mouse is
incapable of; also note wipe of forehead>
<audience laughter>
32.
roaring log fire, [-ve facial affect; + CONTACT: demand] just sitting there [mime holding pipe], rocking, on a
pebble.
31.

<audience laughter>
Knock at the door, “Who's that?”

33.

Obvious innit?
<audience laughter>
35.
So he goes over to the door, he opens the door, it's lazy mouse, and he goes,
34.

36.

[pantomime puffing on pipe] “What do you want?”

<audience laughter>
“I’m cold, and I’m hungry. I can't find any food and I think I’m gonna die.”

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

And he goes, “Well, I did warn you didn't I?”

He goes, “Yeah.”

He goes, [change in voice quality back to authorial persona] “never mind,

come in here and share with me.”

Where's the moral there?

<audience laughter>
Fuck around, do what you want and then scrounge off a do-gooder?

43.

44.

That's a terrible moral for children isn’t it?

<audience laughter>
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counter

mouse capable of building
cottage

counter

mouse capable of building
cottage

children’s stories are
unrealistic

distance

deputy
headmaster
assert

industrious mouse performing
behaviours impossible for
mouse

children’s stories are
unrealistic

acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
acknowledge

identity of door knocker
unknown

children’s stories are
predictable and
therefore narratively
weak

affirm
acknowledge
acknowledge

acknowledge

acknowledge

acknowledge

distance

distance

deny
entertain

assert

deputy
headmaster
assert
deputy
headmaster
acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
acknowledge
deputy
headmaster
acknowledge
deputy
headmaster
acknowledge
deputy
headmaster
acknowledge
deputy
headmaster
acknowledge

industrious
mouse
entertain

identity of door knocker known
industrious mouse opens door
to lazy mouse

industrious
mouse
entertain

lazy mouse
entertain
industrious
mouse
affirm
lazy mouse
concede
industrious
mouse
counter
industrious
mouse
affirm

figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories
figurative
metaphor is
appropriate in
children’s stories
predictability is
appropriate in
children’s stories

motivation for lazy mouse
visiting industrious mouse

lazy mouse suffering hunger,
cold, dying.

knowing a mouse
can’t make a log fire,
smoke a pipe

believing a mouse
can make a log fire,
smoke a pipe

generosity,
forgiveness not good
morals for children

generosity,
forgiveness are
positive morals for
children

‘lazy and industrious
mouse’ story moral is
to act irresponsibly
and expect other to
solve your problems

‘lazy and
industrious mouse’
story moral is to be
generous and
forgive

Lazy mouse should have
heeded warnings

Lazy mouse should have
heeded warnings
Lazy mouse should have
heeded warnings

sharing is more important than
fairness
‘sharing is more important
than fairness’ is valid moral
‘lazy and industrious mouse’
story moral is to act
irresponsibly and expect others
to fix your problems
‘lazy and industrious mouse’
story moral terrible for
children
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45.

Awful.

assert

46.

He told us the one about the boy who cried wolf.

assert

47.

You heard that?

entertain

48.

Well I’m gonna tell you again.

counter

<audience laughter>
Boy. In the bible.

49.

50.

I don't know. He's…

<audience laughter>
I haven't got a specific year, have I?

51.

entertain
deny
deny

52.

But boy looking after the sheep for the villagers, that's his job

assert

53.

“Look after those sheep, boy!”

acknowledge

54.

“All right, yeah.”

acknowledge

55.

But he gets a bit bored.

counter

56.

Probably gets a bit sleepy if he's counting them, all right?

entertain

<audience laughter>
And he thinks “oh… I’ll have a laugh here!” He goes, “Wolf! Wolf!”

57.

acknowledge

58.

And the villagers come up and go, “Where's the wolf?”

acknowledge

59.

He goes, “there's no wolf.”

acknowledge

60.

“Oh, you cunt.”

acknowledge

<audience laughter>
So next day he gets bored again, “that worked the treat.”

61.

He’s got very little imagination.
<audience laughter>

62.

acknowledge
assert

63.

He goes, “I’ll do that again.”

acknowledge

64.

So he goes, “Wolf! Wolf!”

acknowledge

65.

“Where's the wolf?”

acknowledge

66.

“There's no wolf.”

acknowledge

67.

“Oh you cunt.”

acknowledge

<audience laughter>
So next day, sitting there, there really is a wolf and the wolf comes up
and he goes, “Wolf, wolf! Wolf, wolf!”

68.
69.

pronounce
acknowledge

villagers
assert
boy
assert
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‘lazy and industrious mouse’
story moral terrible for
children
deputy headmaster told
children the boy who cried
wolf story
audience may not have heard
the boy who cried wolf story
no need to re-tell audience boy
who cried wolf story if
audience have already heard it

repeating known
information

not repeating
known information

boy who cried wolf story is
from bible
knowledge of where boy who
cried wolf story from

assuming all
moralising tales
originate in bible

not assuming all
moralising stories
originate from
bible

knowing specific year when
boy who cried wolf story
comes from
boy in story’s job to look after
sheep
boy must look after sheep

intertextual intrusion

discrete textual
realities

taboo lexis
inappropriate for
children

lexis typically
associated with
children’s stories

literal/realistic
interpretation of the
boy’s motivation for
repeating prank of
crying wolf

figurative
interpretation of
the boy’s
motivation for
repeating prank of
crying wolf
lexis typically
associated with
children’s stories

boy will look after sheep
boy will look after sheep
boy would become sleepy if
counting sheep

boy
assert
villagers
entertain
boy
deny
villagers
assert

boy wishes to have fun

boy
assert

‘wolf’ prank worked well

boy
assert
boy
assert
villagers
entertain
boy
deny
villagers
assert

boy will repeat ‘wolf’ prank

boy
assert

presence of wolf
presence of wolf
villagers angry with boy

boy unimaginative

presence of wolf

taboo lexis
inappropriate for
children

presence of wolf
presence of wolf
villagers angry with boy

presence of wolf
presence of wolf

moral of boy who
cried wolf is not to
discourage dishonesty

moral of boy who
cried wolf is not to
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70.
71.
72.

But the villagers don't come
and the wolf eats all the sheep.
And we were told the moral of that is ‘never tell a lie’.

counter
assert
acknowledge

73.

No it isn't.

deny

<audience laughter>
The moral of that is, ‘never tell the same lie twice’.

74.

deputy
headmaster
assert

boy who cried wolf story moral
is ‘never tell a lie’
boy who cried wolf story moral
is ‘never tell the same lie twice’

moral of boy who
cried wolf is to
discourage
predictable
dishonesty

moral of boy who
cried wolf is not to
discourage
predictable
dishonesty

boy who cried wolf story moral
terrible for children
[canonical Jack and Jill text]

jack and jill nursery
rhyme is violent

jack and jill is not
violent

as child, narrator thought
‘crown’ meant ‘hat’

jack and jill nursery
rhyme is violent

jack and jill is not
violent

[canonical Jack and Jill text]

taboo lexis
inappropriate for
children
/
jack and jill has a
moral
/
jack and jill moral is
that infidelity leads to
violent death

lexis typically
associated with
children’s stories
/
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
Idealistic,
figurative
interpretation of
children’s stories’
morals
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
Idealistic,
figurative
interpretation of
children’s stories’
morals

75.

Again, a terrible moral for children.

assert

76.

Nursery rhymes: Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch a pail of water. Jack fell down and broke his crown,

acknowledge

77.

which I later learned meant his cranium!

assert

<audience laughter>
I thought his hat fell off!

assert

<audience laughter>
and Jill came tumbling after

acknowledge

79.

discourage
dishonesty

assert

<audience laughter>

78.

villagers believing boy
wolf eats sheep
boy who cried wolf story moral
is ‘never tell a lie’
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deputy
headmaster
assert

deputy
headmaster
assert

‘crown’ refers to Jack’s skull

Jack and Jill historically
accurate story of clandestine
lovers
Jack and Jill has clear moral

80.

And that's a true fable of sixteenth century lovers who used to go up to the- the well behind the prying eyes of
the villagers and their spouses and have it away…

pronounce

81.

What's the moral there though?

counter

82.

‘Don't fuck around with sluts or you get your head caved in.’

assert

Jack and Jill moral is ‘Don't
fuck around with sluts so you
get your head caved in.’

deny

Jack and Jill moral is
applicable to children

jack and jill has a
moral
/
jack and jill moral is
that infidelity leads to
violent death

deny

comedian understands moral
of Humpty Dumpty

humpty dumpty has a
moral

canonical Humpty Dumpty
text

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral doesn’t make
sense

<audience laughter>
83.

How is that applicable to five-year-olds?

<audience laughter>

84.

I have never worked out the moral to Humpty Dumpty.

<audience laughter>
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall Humpty Dumpty had a great fall all the king’s horses and all the king’s men
couldn’t put Humpty together again.

85.

86.

All I can think is, ‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an egg’.

acknowledge
distance

deputy
headmaster
assert
deputy
headmaster
assert

Humpty Dumpty moral is:
‘don’t sit on a wall if you’re an
egg’

<audience laughter>
87.

But again, how is that applicable to a five-year-old human?

<audience laughter>

counter

Humpty Dumpty moral is
applicable to children

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
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humpty dumpty
moral doesn’t make
sense
88.

I mean, you tell that to a group of [five-year-olds] “so don't sit on a wall if you’re an egg.”

acknowledge

89.

“what do you mean ‘if I’m an egg’?”

acknowledge

“I’m not an egg”

acknowledge

<audience laughter>
It doesn't make sense

90.

deputy
headmaster
deny
child
distance
child
deny

deny

deputy
headmaster
entertain

Children can be eggs

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies
children can be eggs

Children can be eggs
Humpty Dumpty moral makes
sense
No children are eggs

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies eggs
are sentient,
ambulatory

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
discrete textual
realities

91.

“If- I mean, none of us are eggs”

acknowledge

92.

If there was an egg there it wouldn’t make sense cos

deny

93.

you’d go to the egg “don't sit on a wall”

acknowledge

deputy
headmaster
deny

94.

“I’m an egg I can’t hear you I’ve got nothing I’ve got no ears, no eyes I don't know what the fuck. What? don't sit
on a- What? I can't fucking hear. I don't- I don't- I’ve got nothing. This is- I’m in nothingness,
“I can't fucking climb walls for a start, so…”

acknowledge

Egg
deny
Egg
deny

Eggs can hear; eggs have ears,
eyes; eggs are sentient
eggs can climb walls

deputy
headmaster
deny

A horse can mend an egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs
humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

<audience laughter>
‘Don't send horses to perform medical procedures.’

95.

acknowledge

acknowledge

<audience laughter>

child
assert

sitting on wall is good if you’re
an egg

Humpty Dumpty moral makes
sense
Sitting on wall is good if you’re
an egg

96.

Of course they couldn't put him together again!

affirm + deny

A horse can mend an egg

97.

They've got no dexterity whatsoever! They can't sew to save their life! That- they've got no thumbs, let alone
opposable thumbs! They don't…
Don't send- send a horse? a delicate– an egg?

pronounce

Horses have no dexterity, can’t
sew.
A horse can mend an egg

98.

deny

<audience laughter>
99.

“We've got a cracked egg shall we send a horse”

acknowledge

100.

Definitely not

deny

A horse can mend an egg

Egg mender
entertain

A doctor or someone who
works for Fabergé can mend an
egg
A horse can mend an egg

intertextual intrusion

Egg mender
entertain

A horse can mend an egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/

<audience laughter>

101.

Have you got a doctor or someone who works for Fabergé

Don’t…
<audience laughter>
102. “We’ve- We’ve- We’ve got like a half a ton creature with no fingers”
103.

No,

<audience laughter>

acknowledge
deny
acknowledge
deny

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

Egg mender
entertain

A horse can mend an egg

A horse can mend an egg

suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
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humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs
104.

Don't send that.

deny

A horse can mend an egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

A horse can mend an egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

<audience laughter>

105.

“Got a four-legged thing with like a…”

acknowledge

Egg mender
entertain

106.

No, no, no chance.

affirm + deny

107.

They can't- They [couldn’t] put on [gloves], They couldn't scrub up!

deny

A horse can prepare for surgery

deny
assert

A horse can mend an egg
A horse would destroy an egg
with single step

humpty dumpty
moral humpty
dumpty has a moral
/
implies horses can
mend eggs

horse could avoid destroying
egg
A horse would destroy an egg
with single step

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

A horse would destroy an egg
with single step
horse could avoid destroying
egg
warning of presence of egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

A horse can mend an egg

<audience laughter>
108.
109.

they can't…
Imagine, there’s an egg, delicate egg. Horse comes over, fucked.

<audience laughter>

110.

He couldn't- They wouldn't even think of-

deny

111.

fucked.

assert

<audience laughter>

112.

that’s it

assert

113.

they wouldn't even see it

deny

114.

they’d go “egg there”

acknowledge

115.

“What?”

acknowledge

116.

fucked, that's it

assert

<audience laughter>
Wouldn't even-

117.

deny

118.

you couldn't explain it to it…

deny

119.
120.

Don’t sendIf I had to design the perfect egg crushing device, it would be a hoof

deny
pronounce

<audience laughter>
“I need this- there’s a cracked egg, I need it crushing completely.”

121.

122.

hoof [gestures horse leg extending]

<audience laughter>

horse A
assert
horse B
deny

acknowledge
assert

egg crusher
assert

noticing egg warning

suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

A horse would destroy an egg
with single step
horse could avoid destroying
egg
possibility of explaining how to
mend an egg to a horse
A horse can mend an egg
hoof perfect device for
crushing eggs

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

need for an egg to be
completely crushed
hoof perfect device for
crushing eggs

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
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hoof perfect device for
crushing eggs
A horse can mend an egg
horse’s ownership relevant to
whether they can mend an egg

humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

proclaim +
deny

All the horses can mend an egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

assert

sending all the horses to mend
an egg is chaos

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

one horse with medical
training could mend an egg
one horse with medical
training could mend an egg
anger at all the horses together
destroying egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

All the horses can mend an egg

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies horses
can mend eggs

123.

the hoof’s great…

assert

124.
125.

Don’t send- Don't send a horse…
Doesn't matter whether they’re the king's horses or not, don't sen-

deny
deny

<audience laughter>
126.

Certainly don't send all of them!

<audience laughter>

127.

That's gonna be chaos!

<audience laughter>

128.

If there was one horse with a little bit of nous, he had- he did like one year before he got kicked out of Harvard

entertain

129.

he could, “I’d know the rudimentaries like the…”

acknowledge

130.

all the- <gestures multiple hooves hitting ground> “fuck it ah for fuck’s sake”

acknowledge

<audience laughter>
131.

“No, lads!”

acknowledge

132.

“Ah they’re fucking all over it.”

acknowledge

Fucked. It’s definitely fucked now.
<audience laughter>

133.

pronounce

134.

What if we’d have invaded by France that day? And they're all-

entertain

135.

bloke comes running up the hill goes, and- “you in charge of all the king's horses all the king’s men?”

acknowledge

136.

“Yep.”

acknowledge

137.

“French are coming.”

acknowledge

138.

“What?”

acknowledge

139.

“The French are coming. Where are all the king’s horses…”

acknowledge

140.

“I sent them to mend an egg”

acknowledge

141.

“You dopey cunt,”

acknowledge

<audience laughter>
“What do you mean you sent to mend a fucking egg?”

142.

<audience laughter>
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acknowledge

Harvard horse
assert
Harvard horse
assert
Harvard horse
deny
Harvard horse
assert

invasion notifier
entertain
general
assert
invasion notifier
assert
general
assert
invasion notifier
assert
general
assert
invasion notifier
assert
invasion notifier
pronounce

sending all the horses to mend
an egg is chaos
all the horses destroys an egg

scenario if France had invaded
that day
general is in charge of king’s
horses and men
general is in charge of king’s
horses and men
The French are invading

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies england
was left defenceless
against attack

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

confusion at notice that French
are invading
The French are invading, king’s
horses and men required for
defence
king’s horses and men sent to
mend egg
anger at general
sending king’s horses and men
to mend egg stupid

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies england

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
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was left defenceless
against attack
literal interpretation
of children’s story
discourse

children’s story
discourse
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse
not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

If your surname is ‘Dumpty’,
<audience laughter>

entertain

one’s surname is ‘Dumpty’

don't call your firstborn ‘Humpty’.
<audience laughter>

justify + deny

calling one’s child ‘Humpty’

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies giving a
child the name
‘humpty dumpty’
exposes them to
mockery

pronounce

The name ‘Humpty Dumpty
carries stigma

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies giving a
child the name
‘humpty dumpty’
exposes them to
mockery

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

assert

being an egg carries stigma

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies giving a
child the name
‘humpty dumpty’
exposes them to
mockery

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

child called ‘Humpty Dumpty’
would be mocked

humpty dumpty has a
moral
/
humpty dumpty
moral implies giving a
child the name
‘humpty dumpty’
exposes them to
mockery

not all nursery
rhymes have
morals
/
suspended
disbelief for
children’s story
discourse

143.

144.

145.

What sort of a stigma is that?
<audience laughter>

For a kid that's already an egg!
<audience laughter>

146.

147.

He’d have the piss ripped out of him…

assert

148.

I bet he jumped off the wall.

entertain

<audience laughter>

child called ‘Humpty Dumpty’ driven
to suicide by mockery of name
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C. Expectation resource analysis of (Wolf, 2018) (view the text is audio-visual format here).
humour
segment #

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

verbiage

So without further ado, please welcome Michelle Wolf
<audience applause>
<comedian walks to podium>
<audience applause ends>
All right, this is long. This has been long, yeah.
<audience laughter>
Good evening, good evening! Here we are: the White House Correspondents Dinner. Like a
porn star says when she's about to have sex with a Trump “let's get this over with”.
<audience laughter>
Yep, kiddos this is who you're getting tonight. I'm gonna skip out a lot of the normal
pleasantries. We're at a Hilton, it's not nice.
<audience laughter>
This is on C-span, no one watches that.
<audience laughter>
Trump is president, it's not ideal.
<audience laughter>
The White House Correspondents’ Association, thank you for having me, the monkfish was
fine.
<audience laughter>
And just a reminder to everyone: I'm here to make jokes, I have no agenda, I'm not trying to
get anything accomplished, so everyone that's here from Congress you should feel right at
home.
<audience laughter>
Now before we get too far, a little bit about me. A lot of you might not know who I am: I'm
32 years old, which is an odd age. Ten years too young to host this event and 20 years too
old for Roy Moore.
<audience laughter>
I know! He almost got elected, yeah.
<audience laughter>
It was fun, it was fun. Honestly, I never really thought I'd be a comedian, but I did take an
aptitude test in seventh grade, and this is a hundred percent true, I took an aptitude test in
seventh grade and it said my best profession was a clown or a mime.
<audience laughter>
Well at first it said clown, and then it heard my voice and was like “or maybe mime, think
about mime”.
<audience laughter>
And I know as much as some of you might want me to, its 2018 and I am a woman so you
cannot shut me up. Unless you have Michael Cohen wire me a hundred and thirty thousand
dollars.
<audience laughter>
Michael, you can find me on Venmo under my porn star name Reince Priebus.
<audience laughter>
Reince just gave a thumbs-up. Okay. Okay, now people are saying America is more divided
than ever, but I think no matter what you support politically we can all agree that this is a
great time for craft stores. Because of all the protests poster board has been flying off the
shelves faster than Robert Mueller can say “you've been subpoenaed”.
<audience laughter>
When I first saw them I was like, “that's a pussy?” I guess mine just has a lot more yarn on it
<audience laughter>
Yeah. Should have done more research before you got me to do this.
<audience laughter>
Now, there is a lot to cover tonight, there's a lot to go over, I can't get to everything. I know
there's a lot of people that want me to talk about Russia and Putin and collusion but I'm not
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gonna do that because there's also a lot of liberal media here and I've never really wanted to
know what any of you look like when you orgasm,
<audience laughter>
except for maybe you Jake Tapper.
<audience laughter>
I bet it's something like this: “okay that's all the time we have”.
<audience laughter>
It is kind a- It is kind of crazy that the Trump campaign was in contact with Russia when
the Hillary campaign wasn't even in contact with Michigan
<audience laughter>
– it’s a direct flight, it’s so close.
<audience laughter>
Of course, Trump isn’t here, if you haven't noticed, he's not here. And I know, I know I
would drag him here myself, but it turns out the President of the United States is the one
pussy you're not allowed to grab.
<audience laughter>
He said it first, yeah, he did. You remember? Good.
<audience laughter>
Now I know people really want me to go after Trump tonight but I think we should give the
president credit when he deserves it. Like he pulled out of the Paris agreement and I think
he should get credit for that because he said he was gonna pull out and then he did and
that's a refreshing quality in a man.
<audience laughter>
Most men are like, “I forgot.
<audience laughter>
I'll get you next time.”
<audience laughter>
Oh there's gonna be a next time?
<audience laughter>
And people say romance is dead.
<audience laughter>
People called Trump names all the time, and look I could call Trump a racist or a
misogynist or xenophobic or unstable or incompetent or impotent but he's heard all of
those and he doesn't care so tonight I'm gonna try to make fun of the president in a new
way in a way that I think will really get him. Mr. President, I don't think you're very rich.
<audience laughter>
Like I think you might be rich in Idaho but in New York you're doing fine.
<audience laughter>
Trump is the only person that still watches Who Wants to Be a Millionaire and thinks,
“Me!”
<audience laughter>
Although I'm not sure you'd get very far, he’d get to like the third question and be like, “I
have to phone a Fox and friend”.
<audience laughter>
We’re going to try a fun new thing, okay? I'm gonna say, “Trump is so broke”, and you guys
go, “how broke is he?” Alright? Trump is so broke…
How broke is he?
…he has to fly failed business class.
<audience laughter>
Trump is so broke…
How broke is he?
…he looked for foreign oil in Don Jr's hair.
<audience laughter>
Trump is so broke…
How broke is he?
…He- Southwest used him as one of their engines.
<audience laughter>
I know, it's so soon! it's so soon for that joke. Why did she tell it? It's so soon. Trump is so
broke…
How broke is he?
…he had to borrow money from the Russians and now he's compromised and not
susceptible to blackmail and possibly responsible for the collapse of the Republic.
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<audience laughter>
Yay! it's a fun game. Trump is racist though.
<audience laughter>
He loves white nationalists, which is a weird term for a Nazi. Calling a Nazi a white
nationalist is like calling a paedophile a kid friend, or Harvey Weinstein a ladies man,
<audience laughter>
which isn't really fair, and he also likes plants.
<audience laughter>
Trump’s also an ideas guy, he's got loads of ideas, you gotta love him for that. He wants to
give teachers guns and I support that, because then they can sell them for things they need
like supplies.
<audience laughter>
It’s a lot of protractors.
<audience laughter>
A lot of people want Trump to be impeached, I do not. Because just when you think Trump
is awful you remember Mike Pence.
<audience laughter>
Mike Pence is what happens when Anderson Cooper isn't gay.
<audience laughter>
Mike Pence is the kind of guy that brushes his teeth and then drinks orange juice and things
“mmm”.
<audience laughter>
Mike Pence is also very anti-choice, he thinks abortion is murder, which first of all don't
knock it till you try it and when you do try it, really knock it. You know you gotta get that
baby out of there.
<audience laughter>
And yeah sure you can groan all you want, I know a lot of you are very anti-abortion. You
know unless it's the one you got for your secret mistress,
<audience laughter>
it’s fun how values can waver, but good for you.
<audience laughter>
Mike Pence is a weirdo though he's a weird little guy.
<audience laughter>
He might- he won't meet with other women without his wife present. When people first
heard this they were like, “that's crazy” but now in this current climate they're like, “that's a
good witness.”
<audience laughter>
Which of course brings me to the MeToo movement, it's probably the reason I'm here. They
were like a woman's probably not gonna jerk off in front of anyone, right?
<audience laughter>
And to that I say, “don't count your chickens”.
<audience laughter>
I do a lot of parties. Now, I've worked in a lot of male-dominated fields before comedy, I
worked at a tech company and before that I worked on Wall Street and honestly I've never
really been sexually harassed. That being said I did work at Bear Stearns in 2008 so
although I haven't been sexually harassed I've definitely been fucked.
<audience laughter>
Yeah that whole company went down on me without my consent.
<audience laughter>
And no man got in trouble for that one, either.
<audience laughter>
No, things are changing. Men are being held accountable. You know, Al Franken was
ousted. That one really hurt liberals. But I believe it was the great Ted Kennedy who said,
“wow, that's crazy, I murdered a woman”.
<audience laughter>
Chappaquiddick, in theatres now.
<audience laughter>
I did have a lot of jokes- I had a lot of jokes about cabinet members but I had to scrap all of
those because everyone has been fired. You guys are going through cabinet members
quicker than Starbucks throws out black people.
<audience laughter>
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Don't worry they have they're having an afternoon, that'll solve it.
<audience laughter>
We just needed an afternoon.
<audience laughter>
Mitch McConnell isn't here tonight, he had a prior engagement, he's finally getting his neck
circumcised.
<audience laughter>
Mazal.
<audience laughter>
Paul Ryan also couldn't make it. Of course, he's already been circumcised, unfortunately
when they were down there they also took his balls.
<audience laughter>
Yeah, bye Paul. Great acting though, in that video.
<audience laughter>
Republicans are easy to make fun of, you know, it's like shooting fish in a Chris Christie.
<audience laughter>
But I also want to make fun of Democrats. Democrats are harder to make fun of because
you guys don't do anything.
<audience laughter>
People thought you might flip the House and Senate this November but you guys always
find a way to mess it up. You're somehow going to lose by 12 points to a guy named Jeff
paedophile Nazi doctor.
<audience laughter>
Oh, he's a doctor? We should definitely talk about the women in the Trump administration.
There's Kellyanne Conway. Man, she has the perfect last name for what she does:
<audience laughter>
Conway. It's like if my name was Michelle jokes frizzy hair small tits. You guys gotta stop
putting Kellyanne on your shows. All she does is lie. If you don't give her a platform she has
nowhere to lie. It's like that old saying if a tree falls in the woods, how do we get Kellyanne
under that tree?
<audience laughter>
I'm not suggesting she gets hurt, just stuck.
<audience laughter>
Stuck under a tree.
<audience laughter>
Incidentally “a tree falls in the woods” is Scott Pruitt's definition of porn.
<audience laughter>
Yeah, we all have our kinks. There's also a course Ivanka. She was supposed to be an
advocate for women, but it turns out she's about as helpful to women as an empty box of
tampons.
<audience laughter>
She's done nothing to satisfy women, so I guess like father like daughter.
<audience laughter>
Oh you don't think he's good in bed, come on!
<audience laughter>
She does clean up nice though, Ivanka cleans up nice. She's the diaper genie of the
administration: on the outside she looks sleek but the inside: it’s still full of shit.
<audience laughter>
And of course, we have Sarah Huckabee Sanders, we are graced with Sarah's presence
tonight. I have to say I'm a little star-struck: I love you as Aunt Lydia on The Handmaid's
Tale.
<audience laughter>
Mike Pence if you haven't seen it, you would love it.
<audience laughter>
Every time Sarah steps up to the podium I get excited because I'm not really sure what
we're gonna get. You know: a press briefing, a bunch of lies, or divided into softball teams.
“It’s shirts and skins and this time don't be such a little bitch Jim Acosta!”
<audience laughter>
I actually really like Sarah, I think she's very resourceful, like she burns facts and then she
uses that ash to create a perfect smoky eye.
<audience laughter>
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Like maybe she's born with it, maybe it's lies..
<audience laughter>
It's probably lies
<audience laughter>
And I'm never really sure what to call Sarah Huckabee Sanders, you know? Is it Sarah
Sanders? Is it Sarah Huckabee Sanders? Is it Cousin Huckabee? Is it Auntie Huckabee
Sanders? Like what's Uncle Tom but for white women who disappoint other white women?
<audience laughter>
Oh I know, “aunt Coulter”.
<audience laughter>
We've got our friends at CNN here, welcome guys. it's great to have you. You guys love
breaking news, and you did it, you broke it.
<audience laughter>
Good work. The most useful information on CNN is when Anthony Bourdain tells me where
to eat noodles.
<audience laughter>
Fox News is here, so you know what that means, ladies! Cover your drinks.
<audience laughter>
Seriously. People want me to make fun of [frontal] Hannity tonight but I cannot do that:
this dinner’s for journalists.
<audience laughter>
We've got MSNBC here. MSNBC's new slogan is “This is who we are.” Guys, it's not a good
slogan.
<audience laughter>
“This is who we are” is what your mom thinks the sad show on NBC is called.
<audience laughter>
“Did you watch “This is who we are” this week? Someone left on a crock-pot and everyone
died.”
<audience laughter>
I watch “Morning Joe” every morning, we now know that Mika and Joe are engaged,
congratulations you guys, it's like when a MeToo works out.
<audience laughter>
We also have Rachel Maddow, we cannot forget about Rachel Maddow. She's the Peter Pan
of MSNBC but instead of never growing up she never gets to the point.
<audience laughter>
Watching Rachel Maddow is like going to target: you went in for milk, but you left with
shampoo, candles, and the entire history of the Byzantine Empire.
<audience laughter>
“I didn’t need this!”
<audience laughter>
And of course, Megyn Kelly. What would I do without Megyn Kelly? You know, probably be
more proud of women.
<audience laughter>
Megyn Kelly got paid 23 million dollars by NBC then NBC didn't let Megan go to the Winter
Olympics. Why not? She's so white, cold and expensive she might as well be the Winter
Olympics.
<audience laughter>
By the way Megan Santa's black. The weird old guy going through your chimney was Bill
O'Reilly.
<audience laughter>
You might want to put a flue on it or something. There's a lot of media here there's a ton of
you guys but I'm not gonna go after print media tonight because it's illegal to attack an
endangered species.
<audience laughter>
Buy newspapers. There's a ton of news right now, a lot is going on, and we have all these 24hour news networks, and we could be covering everything. But instead we're covering like
three topics: every hour it's Trump, Russia, Hillary and a panel of four people that remind
you why you don't go home for Thanksgiving.
<audience laughter>
“Milk comes from nuts now all cos of the gays.”
<audience laughter>
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You guys are obsessed with Trump! Did you used to date him? Because you pretend like you
hate him, but I think you love him.
<audience laughter>
I think what no one in this room wants to admit is that Trump has helped all of you. He
couldn't sell steaks or vodka or water or college or ties or Eric
<audience laughter>
but he has helped you. He's helped you sell your papers and your books and your TV. You
helped create this monster and now you're profiting off of him and if you're gonna profit off
of Trump you should at least give him some money because he doesn't have any.
<audience laughter>
Trump is so broke…
How broke is he?
…he grabs pussies because he thinks there might be loose change in them.
<audience laughter>
All right like an immigrant who was brought here by his parents and didn't do anything
wrong I gotta get the fuck out of here! Good night!
<applause>
Flint still doesn’t have clean water.
<applause>
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